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FOREWORD 

The present document follows the requirements for the preparation of a Cultural Resources Management Plan 
(CRMP) or a Historic Preservation Plan as defined in Army Regulation (AR) 42040. (The new Army 
Regulation [AR] AR 2004 is expected to be finalized in the near future. The regulations in AR 200-4 will 
supersede AR 42040 and should be followed when final.) The text is designed to be of use to multiple 
audiences who are concerned with the management or preservation of the historic properties (Le.. cultural 
resources eligible for listing in or currently included on the National Register of Historic Places) contained 
within the limits of the Jefferson Proving Ground (JPG) in Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties, Indiana. 
These audiences include: the A m y  Materiel Command (AMC); the Test and Evaluation Command 
(TECOM); the JPG staff state and federal cultural resources managers: professional historic preservationists 
and archeologists; and the general public. 

This CRMP is presented in four sections. Section I is an overview that explains the Department of the Army 
policy toward historic properties as well as briefly describing the body of legal requirements necessary for 
compliance. The overview provides a set of goals to integrate the JPG mission with appropriate management 
of historic propenies. The section offers a brief review of the local prehistoric and historic cultural 
chronology and an evaluation of the archeological and architectural data accumulated at the facility to date. 
Section 11 presents a review of the architectural and archeological inventories as well potential prehistoric 
and historic site locations, outlines the appropriate documentation and preservation procedures. and provides 
a list of the recorded sites that includes their eligibility slam for inclusion in the National Register of Historic 
Places. Section III presents the management plan requirements established by Federal regulations and the 
treatment plans for those Cultural resources that are considered to be significant enough to be designated as 
historic properties (i.e., eligible for or listed on the National Register of Historic Places). Section IV 
provides compliance procedures for examples of mission-related ground-disturbing activities that may damage 
historic properties. 

Following the body of the CRMP. a set of technical appendices has been added to supplement the various 
report sections. The abbreviations and a glossary that define many of the acronyms and terms applied 
throughout this document are found in Appendix A and Appendix B. respectively. Appendix C presents 
examples of the types of letters that may be needed for consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation. Appendix D provides a list of sources from whom applicable laws, regulations. and guidelines 
relating to cultural resources management may be obtained. Appendix E is a brief description of the geology 
and environment of the general vicinity. Appendices F and G present, respectively. a prehistoric overview 
of the region and a historic overview of the surrounding counties and the immediate vicinity of the 
installation: Appendix H is the historic context. Appendix I is a data inventory of recorded archeological 
sites on the facility, and Appendix J is a summary of buildings and bridges currently situated on JPG. An 
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inventory of potential historic sites based on archival research is provided in Appendix K.  A copy of the 
Amended Programmatic Agreement (PA) Concerning Realignment and Closure of Army Installations in 
Accordance with Base Closure and Realignment Act (BRAC) that is particularly important to facility 
managersicaretaker staff is included as Appendix L. A memorandum of agreement between the Army and 
the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) concerning closure of JPG included as Appendix M 
completes the document. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Jefferson Proving Ground falls under two agreements that affect the management of cultural resources located 
within the facility: 

the 1992 Amended Programmatic Agreement Between the Department of the Army (DA). the 
Advisoty Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), and the National Conference of State Historic 
Preservation Officers (NCSHPO) Concerning Realignment and Closure of Army Installations in 
Accordance with Base Closure and Realignment Act (see Appendix M) and 
the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Department of the Army, the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, and the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer Concerning 
Closure of the Jefferson Proving Ground, Indiana. 

The BRAC PA was established in accordance with Sections 106. 1 IO, and 11 1 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA). Under the agreement, Army closure or realignment of some installations will 
affect hstoric properties on those installations. The Area of Potential Effects (APE) is the area within the 
installation boundaries. According to the PA, the Army must meet all its NHPA responsibilities, identify 
and evaluate historic properties. determine the effects of BRAC actions on historic properties, and undertake 
treatment and management procedures that ensure the effects of BRAC actions on historic properties are in 
accordance with the determinations and agreements within the BRAC PA (see Appendix M). 

The JPG MOA stipulates that the Army, among other requirements, will ensure that a Cultural Resources 
Management Plan is implemented, that interim protection is afforded cultural resources, and that JPG may 
be disposed of to another Federal agency or to a nonfederal agency. All of these actions will affect cultural 
resources. 

This CRMP provides guidelines and procedures that will enable the JPG to meet its legal responsibilities 
while under Army control for the identification, evaluation. and treatment of historic properties under its 
jurisdiction. The following laws are some of those applicable to the management of cultural resources: 

The National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended through 1992; Executive 
Order 11593; the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969; the American Indian 
Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) of 1978; Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1992; 
Archeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) of 1979; the Native American Graves Protection 
and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) of 1990; and accompanying regulations, particularly Army 
Regulation 42040, prescribe management responsibilities and standards of treatment for historic 
properties. Curation standards for federally owned and administered collections are specified in 36 
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CFR Pan 79. Procedures for meeting the requirements of Section 106 of the NHPA are set forth 
in 36 CFR 800. Prorecrion ofHirronc Propenies; and 36 CFR 60 sets forth criteria for eligibility 
for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. 

The development of the CRMP in consultation with the Indiana SHPO and the ACHP is an imponant step 
toward acheving compliance with NHPA and associated Federal regulations while JPG is under Army 
control. 

By definition, cultural resources that have been evaluated and identified as eligible for inclusion in or 
formally listed on the NRHP are considered to be "historic properties." These historic properties may be 
archeological sites (both prehistoric and historic), buildings, StNCNreS, objects, and districts. Resources of 
unknown NRHP eligibility are those resources that must be considered potentially eligible but for which the 
NRHP evaluation process has not yet been undertaken or has not yet been completed. NRHP-ineligible 
resources are those resources that do not qualify for inclusion in the NRHP. The process of inventorying 
the cultural resources and the assessment of those archeological sites and architectural resources for 
nomination to the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) has been initiated for JPG. The following 
summary concerns cultural resources on the installation. 

0 

0 

Built Environment: 

JPG cultural resources fall under the 1992 Amended BRAC PA between the DA, the ACHP. and 
the NCSHPO as well a5 the MOA between the DA, the ACHP and the Indiana SHPO. 
All of the NRHP-listed or NRHP-eligible properties should be protected, preserved, or mitigated 
for loss if primary or secondary impact is unavoidable. 
The properties of unknown NRHP eligibility must be considered to be potentially eligible and should 
be protected and preserved until the NRHP evaluation process is completed. 
Currently, one huildmg on JPG is listed on the NRHP. 

* Formal NRHP Eligibiliry Derenninanonr: The determination of NRHP eligibility of 
architectural resources was initiated in 1984 with the U.S. AMC Development and Readiness 
Command (DARCOM) inventories and evaluations conducted by Building Technology, Inc. 
(BTI 1984). and was continued during the present study in 1995 by Hardlines: Design & 
Delineation Company-under subcontract to Geo-Marine, Inc. (GMI). Because of its 
significant role during World War 11, for its importance to Indiana social and economic history, 
and for its integrity of landscape, infrastructure. and architecture. it is recommended that 
elements of the World War I1 facility be considered eligible for listing in the NRHP under 
Criteria A (significant events) and C (distinctive characteristics of type) as a potential district 
under a multiple properties nomination that encompasses 74 of the World War I1 standing 
buildings. Within the physical boundaries of the proposed district are 77 additional buildings 
dating to either World War 11 or the Cold War that are considered not eligible for either NRHP 
inclusion nor the proposed district. 
Buildings lnventov and Porenrially Eligible NRHP Propenies: The CRMP includes an 
inventory of JPG buildings and strucrures based on the JPG Real Property Inventory (see 
Appendices I and J). Based on this information, there are 410 pre-1989 architectural resources 
on the JPG: all have been inventoriedievaluated. Of the 410 inventoried resources, 16 were 
built prior to World War 11; 198 were erected during World War 11; and 174 were built during 
the Cold War (see Appendices I and J). Additionally, 22 bridges are located throughout the 
facility; 20 were constructed prior to World War 11, while two date to the Cold War era (see 
Appendix J). Seventy-six buildmgs and eight bridges dating to pre-1946 are considered eligible 
for NRHP inclusion. Of these 84 potentially NRHP-eligible buildings and structures are: . 74 World War I1 buildings considered to be contributing elements to the proposed NRHP 

district; and 
considered to be individually eligible but not included within the district nomination are 
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. two pre-war buildings (the ca. 1869 Oakdale School [Building No. 4011 currently 
listed on the NRHP, and the 1920s Old Timbers Lodge [Building No. 4851 determined 
eligible for NRHP inclusion); and 
eight bridges (four bridges [Nos. 17, 25, 27, and 281 considered eligible. and four 
other bridges (Nos. 2. 8, 10, and 221 considered potentially eligible). 

Architecmral Resources Ineligible for Lisring in the NRHP: A number of the architectural 
resources built during World War I1 have been evaluated as ineligible, for they are secondary 
support facilities with neither distinguishing architectural characteristics nor of funcrional 
significance. The 174 buildings constructed during the Cold War do not meet Criteria 
Consideration G for exceptional significance that is applied to resources less than 50 years in 
age. 
The completion of National Register district nomination forms listing the NRHP-eligible and 
NRHP-ineligible architectural properties related to the World War I1 era is suggested. 
For historic properties being transferred through sale, the Army will provide preservation 
covenants where required noting the potential NRHP eligibility. 
Reasonable care should be taken to protect and preserve documentation-i.e., architectural 
building records that may include inventory cards, real property records, maintenance records, 
architectural and engineering drawings, and buildings lists-related to architectural properties 
that may be impacted through facility actions. 

With the exceptions of timber harvesting, there are no additional construction projects planned 
for JPG. If this situation should change, however, and future projects will impact previously 
unsurveyed areas, survey of the affected areas should be scheduled as soon as possible, pending 
available funds. 
Archeological inventory of the 55.261-acre facility was initiated in 1975. Subsequently, five 
additional surveys have been completed. 

The combined areas that have been surveyed total 4.845 acres. 
* Disturbed acreage totals an additional 28.800 acres. 

Remaining to be inventoried for archeological resources are 21,619 acres. 
Archeological Resources Eligible for Listing in the NRHP: Of the 153 recorded archeological 
sites on the facility (74 prehistoric, 55 historic. and 24 pretustoriclhistoric), none are presently 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. 
Archeological Resources of Potem'al (Unknown) Eligibiliry for Listing in rhe NRHP: Currently. 
23 sites are of unknown eligibility (potentially eligible), requiring further investigation or 
evaluation before final determination can be made. Test excavations of properties of unknown 
NRHP eligibility may be necessary at some sites for the final determination of NRHP 
eligibility. The temporal designations of the sites of unknown eligibility are: - 13 prehistoric sites; 
* 3 historic sites; 
* 7 multicomponent prehistoricihistoric rites. 
Archeological Resources Ineligible for Listing in rhe M H P :  Evaluation of the remaining 130 
sites has determined that these sites are of limited information potential and, thus, require no 
further work: 

* 52 historic sites; 
17 multicomponent prehistoricihistoric sites. 

Potem'al Archeological Resources Knownfrom Archival Research: Previous archival research 
identified 478 potential historic-era sites (Stafford et al. 1985). Among these sites were the 
Oakdale School and the Old Timbers Lodge, both of which have since been architectually 
documented and determined eligible for NRHP inclusion; thus, for purposes of this report, they 
will be considered among the architectural properties and not included within the archival sites, 

' 

,rcheological Resources: 

61 prehistoric sites; 
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which now number 476. Of these 476 sites, 288 are inaccessible; 188 are in areas that are 
accessible to survey: 

21 of Stafford et al.'s 1985 previously identified accessible archival sites have been located 
and recorded (note: the actual number of archival sites in this CRMP totals 23 sites, for 
one archival site was relocated, subdivided, and recorded as three separate sites by Largent 
in 1996): 
167 of the accessible previously identified archival sites remain to he documented. 

Of the documented preiustoric sites on the facility, most cannot be assigned to a specific 
temporal prehistoric period. Limited evidence from several sites on the facility, however, 
suggests that prehistoric habitation of the JPG area may have spanned temporal periods from 
the Archaic through the Mississippian. Although unlmown at the present rime. prehistoric sites 
that remain to be discovered on the installation may include resource procurement sites, shon- 
and long-term encampments. base camps, and isolated fmds. As archeological survey is 
extended to the upland forested bluff crests and lower flwdplains, additional sites, possibly 
including villages, may he encountered. It is also probable that prehistoric sites in forested 
locations will be the most likely to maintain physical integrity as they have been least disturbed 
by preinstallation farming and industrial/military development. 
The known historic period sites that exist on JPG represent the remains of late nineteenth- to 
mid-twentieth-cenrury farmsteads andlor mal residences, two commercial enterprises. and the 
associated refuse. Most of the known sites are in poor condition. The historic site types and 
the condition of the undocumented archival sites remain unknown. 

The development of a cultural resources data base for JPG cultural resources would enable the 
management system to consider the impact on historic properties an early stage in planning future 
actions. thereby avoidmg any costly delays later in the implementation phase of the project. 
Care should be taken that historic propenies are not inadvertently destroyed through land 
management programs such as forest managtnent and hazardous waste assessment and remediation. 

* 

* 
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,- I. OVERVIEW 

A. Management Plan 

The goal of this CRMP is to provide guidelines and standard operating procedures for cultural resources 
management so 'hat those ultimately managing JPG may accomplish their missions and carry out their 
responsibilities for the management of historic properties as outlined by the NHPA, as amended through 
1992. 

This document provides hasic standards for cultural resources management according to a body of pertinent 
statutes. A PA outlining the commitment of the IPG to protect and preserve its historic properties has been 
established to implement the Section 106 and Section 110 responsibilities included in this management plan. 
The CRMP has been drafted to significantly reduce the management time and effort used in the evaluation 
of cultural resources on a case-by-case basis. Funher. the implementation of these guidelines will fulfill a 
large portion of the Section 106 and Section 110 requirements of the NHPA. 

The ultimate goal is the successful integration of cultural resources management with mission 
management so that mission goals may be achieved without unnecessary delay and that historic 
properties may be addressed in accordance with Federal, Army, and State regulations. 
By implementing the CRMP in a timely and cost-effective manner, the legal responsibilities of the 
installation to manage and protect historic properties (Le., those resources considered eligible for 
inclusion in or presently listed on the National Register of Historic Places) will be met. 

The JPG. a government-owned government-operated facility, is located in Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley 
counties, Indiana (Figures 1-1 and 1-2). The U.S. government has responsibility for the 55.264acre facility. 
which is operated by TECOM. This large area is protected by Federal law, and the CRMP provides a m e a  
of preserving historic properties that may contribute to our understanding of prehistory and history 

Historic architectural resources, documenting the role of the facility in support of the war effort 
during World War 11. exist within the boundaries of the IPG. 
Significant prehistoric and historic period archeological sites, remains of the preinstallation 
settlement and development in the region, also exist within the facility. 
A primary responsibilty of the JPG, which is mandated by Congress in the NHPA. is the protection 
and management of historic properties for the use of future generations. 

B. Installation Policies 

The following statements reflect the specific commitments made to cultural resources management 

The Army is responsible for carrying out the management of the historic preservation program at 
all levels. hut may delegate the authority by appointment of a Historic Preservation Coordinator 
(HPC) or a Cultural Resources Point of Contact for IPG for all projects that may impact historic 
properties and to determine whether further Section 106 review is required. 
In accordance with TM 5-801-2 and the Memorandum of Agreement between the Army, the ACHP. 
and the Indiana SHPO (see Appendix M), the Army will secure, protect. and maintain the NRHP- 
listed Oakdale School. as well as the NRHP-eligible Old Timbers Lodge and Bridges No. 17, 2 5 .  
27, and 28. 
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As JPG is excessed, historic preservation obligations shall be deemed to pass to the receiving agency 
if excess is to another Federal agency for conservation purposes. If disposal is to another Federal 
agency for purposes other than conservation, the parties of the MOA (Appendix M) and the 
receiving agency will consult to determine what actions, if any, may be necessary to preserve 
historic properties subject to effect by such transfer and will amend the MOA or take actions in 
accordance with 36 CFR 800 to the extent needed to specify how such actions, if any, will be 
implemented. 
The timing of the inventory process for identification, evaluation, and nomination of historic 
properties will be dependent upon the projected owner and f& disposition of the facility. 
However. the process must be completed prior to the excessing of land and the transfer of 
architectural resources to private ownership. 
Any NRHP-eligible building or structure that remains under Federal ownership, or under a 
designated Federal agency, will be maintained and protected, and NRHP-eligible properties should 
be inspected on a periodic basis in order to document the condition of the property and evaluate the 
need for active maintenance measures. 
The Army shall ensure that the personnel conducting remedial investigation and feasibility study 
tasks related to the Insrallation Restoration Program are familiar with historic property compliance 
requirements. 
Care should be taken to preserve and protect faciliry records pertaining to the construction. 
evolution, and history of the IPG so that the appropriate records-which may include facility plans, 
building floor plans and elevations, drawings, and photographs-can be curated for archival 
purposes. 

0 

0 

C. Legal Responsibilities 

As defined by Federal laws and associated regulations, the Army is responsible for the identification, 
evaluation, and protection of all historic propenies on lands under its control or use. As outlined by AR 420- 
40, these responsibilities include, but are not limited to: 

implementing the provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended through 
1992; 
implementing the provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended; 
implementing the provisions of the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, as 
amended; 
implementing the requirements of the Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, as amended; 
compliance with guidelines established by the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 and 
with the requirements of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990; 
implementing the guidelines established for professional standards for cultural resources 
management personnel and projects, and for the management and curation of federally owned and 
administered archeological collections; 
managing the historic preservation requirements through a CRhfP; and 
conducting a cultural resources management program in a timely and cost-effective manner. 

JPG must comply with the provisions of the Amended BRAC PA as well as the MOA between the 
Department of the Army, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the Indiana State Historic 
Preservation Officer. The BRAC PA was established in accordance with Sections 106, 110, and 11 1 of the 
NHPA (see Appendix L). Under the agreement, Army closure or realignment of some installations will 
affect historic properties on those installations. The area to be affected is the area within the installation 
boundaries. According to the PA, the Army must meet all its NHPA responsibilities, identify and evaluate 
historic properties, determine the effects of BRAC actions on historic properties, and undertake treatment 
and management procedures that ensure the effects of BRAC actions on historic properties are in accordance 
with the determinations and agreements within the BRAC PA (see Appendix L). 
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A large body of Federal legislation, regulations, and executive directives exists that outlines the 
responsibilities of Federal agencies for cultural resources preservation and provides procedural guidelines 
for the management of federally owned or controlled properties. Those laws or regulations particularly 
relevant to JPG managerslcaretaker staff are discussed here; other relevant legislation. regulations, and 
directives are presented in Table 1-1. 

The NHPA, as amended through 1992, has become the cornerstone of Federal cultural resources 
management law. It established a national historic preservation program that includes elements for 
identification, evaluation, and protection. The NHPA presenrs a policy of supporting and encouraging the 
conservation of historic properties by directing Federal agencies to assume responsibility for those cultural 
resources judged to be significant. NHPA policies are implemented through the following means: 

0 the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) was authorized to expand and maintain a National Register 
of Historic Places, and procedures for nomination to the NRHP were established; 
the Secretary was directed to approve state preservation programs that may be directed by a SHPO 
and a historic preservation review board; 
a National Historic Preservation Fund was established; 
a grant program was authorized to provide funds to the states for historic preservation projects and 
to individuals for the preservation of NRHP properties; 
the ACHP was established as an independent Federal agency that advises the President, Congress, 
and other Federal agencies on historic preservation matters; 
the Section 106 review process whicb ensures that cultural resources are properly considered in the 
planning stage of any Federal agency activity was established; and 
the key directive of Executive Order 11593 to inventory and evaluate cultural resources on federally 
owned or controlled lands was funher defmed and incorporated as Section 110. 

Of the above, the Section 106, 1 IO, and 11 1 directives and their associated procedures are the most important 
for JPG managerslcaretaker staff. Section 106 116 U.S.C. 8 4700, as amended, provides the following 
directive: 

The head of any Federal agency having direct or indirect jurisdiction over a proposed Federal or 
federally assisted undertaking in any State and the head of any Federal department or independent agency 
having authority to license any undertaking shall, prior to approval of the expenditure of any Federal 
funds on the undertaking or prior to the issuance of any license, as the case may be, take into account 
the effect of the undertaking on any district, site, building, structure, or object that is included in or 
eligible for inclusion in the National Register. The head of any such Federal agency shall afford the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation established under Title I1 of this Act a reasonable opportunity 
to comment on any such undertaking. 

Several terms associated with this directive and other historic preservation legislation are presented in 
Appendix B for reference. A list of abbreviations used in this document is presented in Appendix A. 
Selected terms are defmed below. 

The regulations defme the area ofpofem’ul @em (APE) as “the geographic area or areas withim which 
an undertaking may cause changes in the character or use of historic properties, if any such properties 
exist” [36 CFR Part 800.2(c)]. The determination is based not on knowledge of specific properties, but 
on what effects might be created if historic properties do exist in the APE of the undertaking. The 
agency must consider the full range of possible impacts, both those that will be direct results of the 
project and those that could be indirect consequences. The APE is defmed before identification actually 
begins, so it may not be known whether any historic properties actually exist within it. 
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Table 1-1 
Federal Laws, Regulations, Orders, and P rcdures  

Number Name 

Public Law 59-209 Anoqurner Act of 1% 
34 Stat. 225 
16 U.S.C. 431 et seq. 

Public Law 74-29,? 
49 stat. 666 
16 U.S.C. 461 et seq. 

Public Law 86523 
16 U.S.C. 469- 469c 
74 stat. 220 

Public law 89-665 
80 Stat. 915 
16 U.S.C. 470 and 

Public Laws 91-243. 93-54, 
94-422.96-199.96-244. 
96-515, 98483. 99-514. 
IC€'-127. and 1M-57S 

Public Law 91-190 
83 Stat. 852 
42 U.S.C. 4221 et seq. 

Public Law 93-291 
88 Stat. 174 
16 U.S.C. 469 et seq. 

Public Law 94-201 

Public Law 94-422 
16 U.S.C. 460 et seq. 

Public Law 95-34] 
92 stat. 469 
42 U.S.C. 1966 

Public Law 96-95 
93 Stat. 721 
16 U.S.C. 470 

Public law lOlMll 
104 stat. 3048 
25 U.S.C. 3001 et req. 

Executive Order 11593 

48 FR 44716-44740 
(Sept. 29, 1983) 

44716-44720 

44720-44723 

4472344726 

Hstonc Sites Act of 1935 

Reservou Salvage Act of 1960 

Naoord Histonc Prcservaoon Act of 1966 (NHPA) as amended through 1992 

National Envimnmcntal Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) 

Archeological and Historical Preservation Act of 1974 

American Folklife Preservation Act 

Land and Water Conservation Act of 1976 

American hdian Religious Frculoti~ Act (AIRFA) of 1978 

Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (ARPA) 

Native American Graves Protcction and Repatriation Act of 1990 (NAGPRA) 

Protection and Enhancement of Cultural Environment, May 13, 1971 

Archeology and Historic P E S ~ N N ~ O ~ :  Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Preservation Planning 

The Secretary of the b r i o r ' s  Standards for Identification 

Thhe Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Evaluation 
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Table 1-1 (cont'd) 

Number Name 

44726-44728 

44728U730 

44730-44734 

4473444737 

44737-44740 

5 CFR 333 

32 CFR 229 

33 CFR 325 

36 CFR 60 

36 CFR 61 

36 CFR 63 

36 CFR 65 

36 CFR 67 

36 CFR 68 

36 CFR 78 

36 CFR 79 

36 CFR 800 
44 FR 21 (Oa. 1986) 

ARPA 1988 Amendments: 
51 FR 31115 (Sept. 2. 1986) 

52 FR 1965 

53 FR 4727 

43 CFR Part 7 

43 CFR Part 10 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Regismtion 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards far Historic Documentation 

'The Secretary of the Interior's Srandards and Guidelines for Architectural and Engineering 
Documentation 

Tne Secretary of the Inrenor's Standards and Guidelines for Archeological documentation 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for Historic Preservation Projects, 
including the Professional Qualification Srandards 

Intergovernmental Personnel Act of 1970 

Protection of Archaeological Resources: Uniform Regulations 

Processing of Depamnent of the A m y  Permits: Procedures for the Protection of Historic 
PropertiES 

National Register of Historic Places 

Professional QualifiCaQON 

Determinations of Eligibility 

National Historic Landmarks 

The Secretary of the Interior's standards for Rehabilitation 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Hisroric Preservation Project, 

Waiver of Federal Agency Responsibilities. under Section 110, of the National Historic 
Preservation Act 

Curation of Federally Owned Archcological Resources 

Protection of Historic and Cultoral Properties 

Protection of Historic Properties 

Archaeological Resovrccs Protection Act. Supplemental Regulation 

Guidelines for Federal Agency RespoNibilitier under Section 110 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act 

ARPA Supplementary Regulations 

NAGPRA Regulations Final Rule 

The word Gect is broadly defined. Effects can be direct or indirect, positive or negative, and cover any 
foreseeable change when "the undenaking may alter characteristics of the property for inclusion in the 
NRHP. For the purpose of determining effect, alterations to features of the property's location, setting, 
or use may be relevant depending on a property's significant characteristics and should be considered" 
136 CFR Part 800.9(a)]. 
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The reference to an undenaking within these regulations means “any project, activity, or program that 
can result in changes in the character or use of historic properties, if any such historic properties are 
located in the APE. The project, activity, or program must be under the direct or indirect jurisdiction 
of a Federal agency or licensed or assisted by a Federal agency. Undertakings include new and 
continuing projects, activities, or programs and any of their elements not previously considered under 
Section 106” [36 CFR Part 800.2(0)]. Examples of an undertaking include: 

troop field training; 

installation and modification of 

munitions testing; 

recreation. 

management and use of lands; 
management of timber, grazing areas, minerals, and other natural resources; 

construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance of buildings; 

abandonment or demolition of facilities; 
real property acquisition and disposal; 

remediation of toxic and hazardous waste conditions; and 

The term hisroric properly refers to -any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or 
object included in, or eligible for inclusion in, the National Register. This term includes . . . artifacts, 
records, and remains that are related to and located within such properties.” [36 CFR Part 800.2(e)l. 

The term eligible for inchion in the Nm’onal Register includes both properties formally determined as 
such by the Secretary of the Interior and all other properties that meet the NRHP criteria as defied by 
36 CFR Part 60.4. 

The term Nm’onal Register means the National Register of Historic Places as established under 16 
U.S.C. 8 470a and is the basic inventory of national historic properties-including buildings, structures, 
objects, sites, districts, and archeological resources-maintained by the Secretary of the Interior. 

Reference to the Advisory Council means the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation established 
under 16 U.S.C. 5 470i which functions to advise the President and the Congress on historic 
preservation matters, to review the policies and programs of Federal agencies, and to inform and educate 
Federal agencies on matters relating to historic preservation [I6 U.S.C. 5 47Ojl. 

The public may request ACHP review of an agency’s fmdings at several points within the Section 106 review 
process. The NHPA also requires that particular interested parties be invited to become consulting parties 
under specific circumstances. Interested parties may include local government representatives; applicants 
for Federal assistance. permits, and liceoses; Indian tribes; and the public. The regulations require that the 
public be informed concerning the consultation process and that their views be elicited. The agency official 
should use existing agency public involvement procedures to provide this opporlunity. 

Although the Section 106 review process was not defmed in the original Act, the ACHP has produced 
regulations, Protection of Historic Propenies [36 CFR Part 8001, in order to effectively implement this 
critical process. This implementation process provides JPG managers with procedures to follow for 
compliance with the NHPA. Since 36 CFR Part 800 is critical to the compliance process, Appendix D 
provides the source from which the entire regulation can be obtained. 

Section 110 [I6 U.S.C. 8 47Oh-21 outlimes the responsibilities of a Federal agency in relation to the use and 
protection of bjstoric properties. 
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The Federal agency must assume responsibility for the preservation of historic properties that are 
owned or controlled by the agency. 
The Federal agency also shall use, to the maximum extent possible, historic structures that are 
available. Any preservation, consistent with the historic property and the agency mission, shall be 
conducted as necessary in order to comply with th is  directive. 

Section 110, as presented, reinforces the responsibilities of the Federal agency to inventory, evaluate, and 
preserve historic properties. As such, a variety of responsibilities are included within Section 110. 

It is the responsibility of the agency to establish a program to locate, inventory, and nominate to the 
Secretary all cultural resources that appear to qual~fy for inclusion in the NRHP. Each agency will 
ensure that no potentially NRHPeligible historic property is inadvertently transferred or sold. 
If federal actions will substantially alter or destroy an NRHP-eligible property, sufficient time and 
effort will be expended to properly record the property. 
Planning and actions necessary to minimize harm to any National Landmark sites will also be 
undenaken when a project may adversely affect such sites. 
Each Federal agency shall designate a qualified official as its 'preservation officer" who shall be 
responsible for m r d m t i n g  that agency's activities under the NHPA. 

Of critical importance to the fulfillment of these responsibilities is the additional directive that the Federal 
agency may include the costs of preservation activities under th is  Act as eligible project costs. Reasonable 
project costs may be charged to federal licensees and permittees as a condition of the issuance of such 
licenses or permits. 

Section 111 [16 U.S.C. 5 47Oh-31 complements the directives of Section 110 by addressing the 
responsibilities of a Federal agency concerning the lease, exchange, or management of Federal historic 
properties. Several features of this directive follow. 

After consultation with the ACHP, any Federal agency may lease a historic property owned by the 
agency to any person or organization, or exchange such property with a comparable historic 
property, if the agency head determines that the lease or exchange will ensure the preservation of 
the propew. 
The head of any Federal agency having management responsibility of any historic property may, 
after consultation with the ACHP, enter into contracts for the management of such property. Any 
such contract will contain terms and conditions necessary to protect the interests of the United States 
and ensure adequate preservation of the historic property. 

Army Regulation 4 2 0 4  (Hirron'c Preservation) establishes that each Federal agency is responsible for the 
protection of historic properties and shall ensure that: 

undertakings r ega rag  historic properties shall conform to professional standards under regulations 
developed by the Secretary in consultation with the ACHP, other affected agencies, and the 
appropriate professional societies of the disciplines involved, specifically archeology, architecture, 
conservation, history, landscape architecture, and planning; 
personnel undertaking preservation projects shall meet qualification standards established by the 
Secretary and the appropriate professional societies of the disciplines involved, specifically 
archeology, architecture, conservation, history, landscape architecture, and planning: 
records and other data be permanently maintained in appropriate data bases and made available to 
potential users. 

0 

Guidelines for the fulfillment of these above responsibilities have been developed by the National Park 
Service (NPS) and the ACHP under ARPA 53 FR 4727 (see Table 1-11. In recognition of these 
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responsibilities, the DA has also developed its own guidelines for installations such as the JPG. AR 420-40 
(which is soon to be superseded by new regulations AR 200-4 which will then become the applicable legal 
regulation) prescribes management responsibilities and standards for the treatment of historic properties. It 
also presents a format and the proposed contents for the development of a CRMP in ConSultatiOD With the 
ACHP and the appropriate SHPO. Form letters for consulting the ACHP are presented in Appendix C. 
Since AR 42040 is critical to the compliance process, Appendix D provides the source from which the entire 
regulation can be obtained. 

The provisions of the Nafional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 [P.L. 91-190; 83 Stat. 852; 42 
U.S.C. 8 42214347. et seq.] charge Federal agencies with the responsibility of reviewing all of their present 
and future programs to determine their total environmental impact and to prepare statements which set forth 
those impacts. Included in this responsibility is the mandate to "preserve important historic, cultural, q d  
natural aspects of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible, an environment which supports 
diversity and variety of individual choice" [42 U.S.C. $43214347b(4)]. Statements about the impacts are 
to be made available for comment to the appropriate Federal, State, and local agencies, which are authorized 
to develop and enforce environmental standards. These statements and comments shall be made available 
to the President, the Council on Environmental Quality, and to the public as provided in Section 552 of Title 
5. The Section 106 requirements of NHPA are not satisfied by complying with the requirements of NEPA. 
It is useful to coordinate the requirements of NEPA and NHPA. Additionally, impact reviews under NEPA 
should consider the mandates required by the American Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) regarding 
traditional use properties. 

The ArcheobgicalResources Protection Act (ARPA) of 1979 [P.L. 96-95; 93 Stat. 721; 16 U.S.C. 5 470aa- 
470111 was designed to protect archeological cultural resources on public or Indian lands and increase 
communication and exchange of information among governmental authorities, professional archeologists. and 
private individuals. This Act defines prohibited activities (e.g., excavation, removal, damage, alteration or 
defacement of archeological resources) on public and Indian lands and the associated criminal penalties that 
are enforced by this law. This Act requires a permit for any excavation or removal of archeological 
resources from public or Indian lands which is not sponsored by the Federal agency [16 U.S.C. 8 470cc(a)]. 
Such excavations must be of a scientific name and conducted by qualified applicants. Individuals should 
comply with the Secretary's StanaiznLr of Professional Qualifications. All archeological resources removed 
from the public lands under the permit remain the property of the Federal government. The permit-granting 
authority'usually belongs to the land manager responsible for the property. Permits for Army installations 
are granted by the U S .  Army Corps of Engineers District Real Estate Division (AR 405-80). However, 
acquiring a permit under the ARPA regulations does not constitute compliance with Section 106 of the 
NHPA. Permits are not required for work contracted by the Army. 

Federal agencies also are mandated by law with respect to two principal areas of Native American rights 
beyond the legislation cited above. Although JPG may not interfere with Native American religious practices 
that have cultural affhty to the area, an awareness of Native American religious rights is mandated. 
Compliance with policy established by the American I n d i m  Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA) of 1978 [P.L. 
95-341; 92 Stat. 469; 42 U.S.C. 5 19661 and the requirements of the Narive Americm Graves Protection and 
Repafriarion Act (NAGPRA) of 1990 [P.L. 101-601; 104 Stat. 3048; 25 U.S.C. 8 3001-30131 are required 
by federal land managers of public and Indian lands. A 1980 amendment to the NHPA recommends ways 
to "preserve, conserve, and emurage the continuation of the diverse traditional prehistoric, historic. ethnic, 
and folk traditions that underlie and are an expression of our American heritage, " and are directly applicable 
in the management of culturally significant traditional areas. This section of the NHPA can be used to 
address "preservation and conservation (of, the intangible elements of a cultural heritage such as arts, skills, 
folldife, and folkways" when associated with a tangible property. 

The AIRFA sets forth a resolution that Federal agencies shall evaluate their policies and procedures in 
consultation with traditional religious leaders in order to protect and preserve Native American religious 
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cultural rights and practices. The resolution states that it is the policy of the United States to "protect and 
preserve for American Indians their inherent right of freedom to exercise the traditional religions of the 
American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, and Native Hawaiians, including but not limited to access to sites, use and 
possession of sacred objects, and the freedom to worship through ceremonials and traditional rites." The 
provisions of AIRFA guarantee access to traditional sites and, in the case of traditional cultural properties 
with real property historically tied to the traditional practice, can place the associated property on the NRHP. 
The provisions of the AIRFA legislation are to be considered whenever a Federal land manager considers 
any permit under the ARPA regulation. Additionally, consultation under AIRFA with Native American 
groups can simultaneously satisfy the requirements of NEPA as well. 

The purpose of the NAGPRA is to set forth the rights of Indian tribal groups and Native Hawaiian 
organizations with respect to human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural 
patrimony with which they can demonstrate lineal descent or cultural affiliation. NAGPRA requires that 
Federal agencies and museums receiving Federal funds inventory holdings for such remains and objects, and 
work with the tribal groups in a consultation process to reach agreements on the repatriation or other 
disposition of the remains and objects. The Act also protects Native American burial sites and controls the 
removal of human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony on Federal, 
Indian, or Native Hawaiian lands during planned or unanticipated excavations, either data recovery or testing. 
The stricter requirements of NAGPRA-which is not pan of the Section 106 process-should be implemented 
in addition to the Section 106 requirements when an undertaking has the possibility of impacting Native 
American cultural resources; however, both are overlapping at times and need coordinating efforts. Unlike 
the Section 106 process, NAGPRA gives individuals and certain groups considerable decision-making 
authority in the excavation, removal, and repatriation of Native American cultural items and burials. 
NAGPRA regulations in 43 CFR 10 (Sections 10.4-10.6) provide guidelines for procedures to follow upon 
unexpected discovery of human remains. Excavation of Native American cultural items should be undertaken 
only as appropriate to the NAGPRA legislation and in consultation with the appropriate federally recognized 
Native American groups. 

Several key coordinating guidelines have been issued by the Secretary and the ACHP which prescribe 
standards recommended to manage historic preservation programs. A significant discussion is found in the 
Secretary of the Interior's Stamizrh and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation issued in the 
Federal Regisrer of September 29, 1983 [48 FR 447164740]. This set of guidelines discusses preservation 
planning, identification, evaluation. registration, documentation, and professional qualifications. The NPS 
established def~t ions ,  standards, procedures, and guidelines to be followed by Federal agencies in the 
preservation and maintenance of collections of prehistoric and historic material remains and records in their 
care that are recovered from Federal or federally assisted programs [36 CFR Pan 791. The NPS has issued 
guidelines [36 CFR Part 631 which describe identification and evaluation procedures for Federal agencies 
with which to request determinations of eligibility. The ACHP regulation [36 CFR Part 8001 describes the 
process which the Federal agency uses to meet its responsibility for compliance with Section 106 
requirements of the NHPA. This regulation is a critical portion of the consultation process. 

It should be mentioned that in the event of a national emergency declared by the Office of the President, or 
of a natural disaster as declared by a state governor, or of a public health concern (such as contaminated 
archeological sites), the treatment requirements for cultural resources are partially waived under 50 FR 7622, 
Treatment of Historic Propem'es Under Emergency Conditions, and 36 CFR Part 78, Waiver of Federal 
Responsibiliry, under Section 110, and 16 U.S.C. g 470h-20). The waiver of provisions is solely in event 
of natural disaster or imminent threat to national security. The Secretary is to promulgate regulations 
regarding such procedures under Section 106 Special Provisionr for Emergency Undenakings. 
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D. hehistory and History of the JF'G 

The following sections provide a brief discussion of the local prehistory and history of the area. A 
description of the geology and environment of the JPG vicinity is presented in Appendix E. More in-depth 
discussions of the prehistory and the preinstallation historic era are presented in Appendices F and G, 
respectively. 

1. Prehistoric Cultural Chronology 

Based on previous research, the aboriginal cultural history of the region may be subdivided into five broad 
temporal periods: Paleo-Indian (10,500 - 8000 B.C.), Archaic (8000 - 1500 B.C.), Woodland (1500 B.C. - 
A.D. 1050), Upper MississippidFort Ancient (A.D. 1000 - 1700), and Historic Native American (A.D. 
1675 - 1773). A generalized culrural chronology for the region is summarized in Table 1-2. 

Table 1-2 
Native American Cultural Sequence for the Central Ohio Valley and Southeastern Indiana 

(after Stafford et al. 1985) 

Temporal Period Date 

Paleo-Zndian Period: 10.500 to 8OW B. C. 
Archaic Period: 8OW to I500 B.C. 

Early Archaic 
Middle Archaic 
Late Archaic 

Early Woodland 
Middle Woodland 
Late Woodland 
Late WoodlardMississippian Transition 

8000 - 6ooo B.C. 
6ooo - 3500 B.C. 
3500 - 1500 B.C. 

1500 - 500 B.C. 
503 B.C. - A.D. 650 
A.D. 600 - 1000 
A.D. 900 - 1050 

Woodland Period: 15W B.C. to A.D. 1OW 

Upper MississippianlFon Anciem Traiitiom: A.D. IOW to I700 
Hisrotic Native American Penod: A.D. 1675 to I773 

Paleo-Indian Period (10,500 - 8000 B.C.) 

Evidence for the initial human occupation of the central Ohio River valley is sparse. While surface fmds of 
fluted projectile points have been found, the evidence is extremely limited. The name of archeological 
remains indicates that these early populations roamed the landscape in search of large game animals, many 
species of which have since become extinct, as well as gathering wild plants and hunting smaller animals in 
a tundra or spruce/par!daud environment (Stafford et al. 1985:2-8). The hunters occupied small temporary 
base camps located along bluff tops, terraces, and uplands (Stafford et al. 1985:2-8). In the vicinity of JPG, 
evidence of Paleo-Indian occupation comes almost exclusively from distinctive fluted projectile points 
recovered from primarily disturbed surface contexts. Five fluted projectile points have been found in 
Jefferson County (Ansliger 1993:4; Tankersley 1990:9). 
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Archaic Period (8000 - 1500 B.C.) 

The Archaic period can be divided into three suhperiods: the Early Archaic dating from 8000 to 6OOO B.C., 
the Middle Archaic from 6oM) to 3500 B.C., and the Late Archaic from 3500 to 1500 B.C. The transition 
from one subperiod to the next is often difficult to delineate, as is the transition from the preceding Paleo- 
Indian period to the Archaic. 

Early Archaic sites in southeast Indiaua generally occur in upland settings and along drainages. Upland sites 
tend to be small lithic scatters (Ansliger 1993:4). The artifact assemblages from these sites contain very 
few, “functionally restricted” artifacts suitable for hunting-related activities (Anslinger 1993:5). Common 
projectile points during the Early Archaic include corner and basal notched varieties such the Thebes (Justice 
1987:54-60). Kirk (Justice 1987:71-84). and bifurcated Lobed and LeCroy (Justice 1987:85-97) clusters 
(Anslinger 1993:5). The site distribution and artifact assemblage contents suggest that the Early Archaic 
populations were highly mobile (Amlinger 1993:4-5). Along the Ohio River south of JPG, intact Early 
Archaic deposits have been reported at the Haag site in Dearbon County, Indiana (Anslinger 19935; 
Reidhead and Limp 1974:7; Tom& et al. 1980:28-58). Early Archaic deposits have also been reported at 
the Swan’s Landing and Simpson sites in Harrison County and in the Mexico Bottoms of Switzerland County. 

The Middle Archaic is poorly documented in Indiana (Muuson et al. 1977). Sites, including base camps, 
hunting camps, nut collectiodprocessing stations, lithic workshops, and fishingimussel gathering stations tend 
to be located along the Ohio River and its major tributaries, or on prominent, welldrained elevations in close 
proximity to interior lowlands which support lacustrine soils (Ansliger 19935; Kellar 1993). 

Although the distribution of sites and site types remained similar to that of the Middle Archaic, the Late 
Archaic sites were more oriented toward valley settings. The more permanent Late Archaic sites are 
characterized by burial mounds located on the bluffs lining major drainages (Kellar 1993; Stafford et al. 
19859-8). 

The Woodland Period (1500 B.C. - A.D. 1050) 

The Woodland period is divided into three sub-periods. The Early Woodland dates from 1500 B.C. to 500 
B.C., the Middle Woodland from 500 B.C. to A.D. 650, and the Late Woodland from A.D. 600 to A.D. 
1ooO. The primary delieation between the Archaic and the Woodland is the introduction of ceramics. The 
starting date of 1500 B.C. is somewhat arbitrary since ceramics fast appeared on the south Atlantic coast 
at approximately 1500 B.C., in the Northeast at 900 B.C., and in the Midwest at 600 B.C. Some Early 
Woodland complexes, such as the Adena in southern Ohio, northwest West Virginia, and northeast Kentucky, 
were characterized by elaborate mortuary practices and the construction of earthworks and burial mounds. 
Adena, however, was essentially a mortuary complex practiced by a number of different societies, each 
following a subsistence and settlement system adapted to the local environment. These locally adapted 
subsistence systems were much lie the systems practiced during the Late Archaic, although they were 
generally more specialized. The Nowlin Mound. an Early Woodland site southeast of the project,area in 
Dearbom County, is one of the largest prehistoric shuctures in Indiana (Ansliger 1993; Kellar 1993). Seven 
tombs were identified in association with the mound, which is of Adena affiliation. Another notable Adena 
mound, the C.L. Stone Mound, is located in Shelby County, Indiana, to the northwest of the project area. 

During the Middle Woodland period, the midcontinental region of North America was dominated by 
Hopewell-affiliated cultures. Like the Adena complex that preceded it, Hopewell was a system of shared 
mortuary practices (Muller 1986:95-96), with the addition of an extensive exchange network. The Hopewell 
homeland in Ohio and the Havana Hopewellian cultures in western Illinois are considered to be the primary 
centers, with other variants located over a wide geographic area. The Hopewell period was marked by an 
intensification of Adena burial practices. Mounds constructed over single tombs replaced the accretional 
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burial mound practices of the Adena period. The range of items traded expanded to include exotic, 
nonutilitarian materials and fmely made nonutilitarian pottery. The investment of labor necessary for the 
construction of elaborate mounds in the upper Ohio River valley suggests that a more complex level of social 
organization developed during this period than was prevalent here before (Swam 1973:22). 

The subsequent Late Woodland period is characterized by a decline in cultural sophistication and in 
population. Mound building continued on a lesser scale, and the mounds were more commonly constructed 
of stone slabs. Complex and elaborate burial practices declined, populations were more dispersed, the 
amount of &rave goods decreased or disappeared entirely, and the ’fine arts” of the Middle Woodland period 
disappeaxd (Muller 1986:123-128). Components dating to this period have been identified at the Haag and 
Bratfish sites in Dearbon County, east of the project area (Ansliger 1993:7). 

By the end of the Late Woodland period there was a move back toward the exploitation of bottomland 
resources and a shift to maize-based horticulture in many areas. Correspondig changes in ceramic 
technology and settlement patterns signaled the beginning of the Mississippian period. 

The MississippiadFon Ancient Period (A.D. loo0 - 1700) 

Two cultural traditions, Fort Ancient and Mississippian, replaced the Woodland tradition along the Ohio 
River. The area around the Falls of the Ohio marks the boundary between Fort Ancient, which occurs 
upsUeam to the east, and the Mississippian, which occurs downstream to the west. Fort Ancient sites occur 
in Ohio, Kentucky, southeastern Indiana, and West Virginia; and the Mississippian sites are found in the 
central Mississippi River valley in Illiiois and the lower Ohio River valley in Kentucky and southwestern 
Indiana. Between these two areas are a number of other regional variants such as the Kincaid-Angel 
complex, the Vincennes complex, and the Falls complex (Muller 1986). While there was considerable 
variation between these different complexes, even to the point that applying the single term Mississippian to 
all of them may be inappropriate, historically these groups, as well as others to the south and north, have 
been referred to under that name. 

In general, the Mississippian culture can best be defmed as an adaptive system, a system characterized by 
the intense utilization of the bottomland environment for the cultivation of tropical cultigens (i.e., maize. 
beans, and squash); the restriction of wild resource utilization to the most abundant, dependable, and most 
easily obtained flora and fauna: and by a ranked social organization (Muller 1986:172-173). Middle 
Mississippian societies were situated in areas with wide floodplains containing extensive and renewable 
alluvial deposits such as the Falls of the Ohio area (Muller 1986:174). 

In contrast, the Fort Ancient populations inhabited a region where the Ohio River flows within a narrow 
gorge with limited alluvial deposits but more readily available upland resources. Southeastern Indiana, 
includmg the JPG area is within the Fort Ancient culture area. Of all Fort Ancient sites reported in Dearborn 
and Ohio counties of southeastern Indiana, the Haag site in Dearborn County is the most intensively 
investigated (Ansliiger 1993%). 

While &tivation of tropical cultigens was of major importance to the Fort Ancient population, a wide variety 
of wild foods was exploited as well, including nuts, berries, seeds, elk, bear, raccoon. and large quantities 
of deer (Griffi 1978552). Fort Ancient societies lacked the higb degree of social stratification characteristic 
of the Mjssissippian culture but often exceeded many Mississippian cultures in the degree of nucleation, with 
significant portions of the population living in the central town (Muller 1986:259). 
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Historic Native Americans (A.D. 1675 - 1773) 

Several sedentary Native American groups lived in the Ohio River valley until they were driven out in the 
late seventeenth century by the Beaver Wars, fought among Native Americans over access to the European 
fur trade (Hunter 1978). Beginning in the seventeenth century, other Native American groups migrated or 
were forced west and southward into what is now Indiana (Brasser 1978:84; Hunter 1978590; Peckham 
1978:l). 

By the eighteenth century several Native American groups including the Miami, Wea, Piankawhaw, and 
Shawnee inhabited eastern Indiana, where they lived in summer agricultural villages and winter temporary 
huntingkrapping camps. Later arrivals in the area included the Delaware, Potawatomi, and Kickapw groups 
(Stafford 19852-15). The Delaware and the Potawatomi are reported to have occupied the land east of 
Butlerville in Jennings County (Bundy 1992; Leland et al. 195639) that is today part of JPG (Caldwell, 
personal communication 1995). 

2. fieinstallation Euro-American Historic Period Cultural Chronology 

The first European presence in the Ohio River valley was in the 1670s as French explorers entered southern 
Indiana. The subsequent Euro-American culture history of the Ohio River valley region has been divided 
by Munson et al. (1977:lZ) into four principal subperiods: the Colonial era (1660-1800), the Pioneer era 
(1800-1860), the Agricultural era (1860-1920), and the Industrial era (1920-present). Jefferson, Jennings, 
and Ripley counties, portiors of which contain Jefferson Proving Ground, share a similar history. Table 1-3 
provides a generalized chronology for the Euro-American presence in the region. 

Table 1-3 
Euro-American Cultural Sequence for the Central Ohio Valley and Southeastern Indiana 

(after Munson et al. 1977) 

Temporal Period Date 

Colonial Era 
Pioneer Era 
Agricultural Era 
Industrial Era 

1660 - 1800 
1800 - 1860 
1860 - 1920 
1920 - present 

The Colonial Era (A.D. 1660 - 1800) 

Until Indiana became a territory in 1800, the majority of its residents were Native Americans (Munson et 
al. 1977:lZ). The French were the first known Europeans to set foot in the future Hoosier State: the area 
was penetrated by French voyageurs as early as A.D. 1675, and by 1679 the explorer Sieur Robert Cavalier 
de La Salle had reached the site of what is today the city of South Bend (Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-11). 
By 1700, French traders had established a strong presence in the area and were involved in hunting, 
gathering, and trading; many came from bases along the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River. 
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The years between 1749 and 1783 were characterized by European competition rhroughout the region 
(Stafford et al. 1985:2-11). Although their relationship was generally a friendly one, rivalry over control 
of trade and fur had kept the association between the French and the Native Americans somewhat strained. 
By taking advantage of this rivalry, the British made great inroads into the area during the early decades of 
the eighteenth century. In 1754, disputes between the French and the British over the Ohio valley resulted 
in the sc-caIIed French and Indian War (Baird 1909:23), a local manifestation of the globe-sp2nnin.g Seven 
Years’ War (Morgan 1993). Ownership of the Ohio valley officially passed to Great Britain with the first 
Treaty of Park in 1763. The treaty ceded all land east of the Mississippi to England, and resulted in the 
withdrawal of France from the continent. 

The first official Anglo-American settlement in what is today Indiana was established as a consequence of 
the Revolutionary War (1775-1783). Between.1778 and 1779, George Rogers Clark, from the colony of 
Virginia, led an expedition to capture British posts at Kaskaskia, Cahokia, and Vincemes. After defeating 
the English and Indians at Vincemes on February 25, 1779, Clark established headquarters at the Falls of 
the Ohio (today’s greater Louisville/New Albany area). Subsequently, the colony of Virginia laid claim on 
the region of Indiana in 1778, and until 1781 Indiana was considered part of Illinois County, Virginia. In 
1781 Virginia ceded most of her western claims to the new national government. After 1783, Indiana 
became part of the so-called Northwest Territory. Clark‘s Grant of 1783 became the first Euro-American 
settlement in Indiana Territory; it is located in the current counties of Clark, Floyd, and Scott. Clarksville. 
the first authorized American settlement in the Northwest Territory, was platted in 1784 at the southwest 
comer of Clark’s Grant. This area lies just 80 km southwest of JPG, where today’s Interstate 65 crosses the 
Ohio River into Louisville, Kentucky. 

Indiana Territory was created by an Act of Congress on May 7, 1800 (Muncie 19322). When Indiana 
Territory was establiied. there were no Euro-American settlements on the land that later became Jefferson, 
Jennings, and Ripley counties. The land on which JPG is situated today was acquired from Native 
Americans as part of the Grouseland Purchase of 1811 (Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-lZ). 

Pioneer Era (A.D. I800 - 1860) 

Euro-American settlement of JPG and its vicinity can be traced back to about 1811 (Baker 1991:7). The 
majority of the settlers came from the Carolinas, Virginia, and Kentucky. Most immigrants reached Indiana 
by water, but some arrived overland via Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio (Anslinger 1993:9). Many of the 
early settlers were veterans of the Revolutionary War. Following the War of 1812, a new wave of settlers 
entered southem Indiana, most from the upland south. Early setdement quickly met with resistance from 
Native American groups, principally the Delaware, Shawnee, and Miami. The resistance, however, was 
short-lived as Native American groups subsequently retreated to govemment-owned lands in northern Indiana 
(Baker 1990:7-8). 

The earliest Eurc-American families in Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties were subsistence farmers. 
Subsistence farming remained the principal occupation during the early half of the nineteenth century. Early 
indusmes were agriculture-related, these included mills and stills run by horse and water power, as well as 
tanneries and brick and lime kilns. Early transportation included steamboats, which appeared on the Ohio 
as early as 1812. Steambat travel on the Ohio was greatly facilitated by the completion of the Louisville 
and Portland Cad in 1830. The canal allowed ships u, brpass the Falls of the Ohio, increasing the ease and 
safety of navigation up and down the Ohio River. A resulting boom in riverboat building would occur in the 
Falls of the Ohio region in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Shipbuildmg is one of the oldest 
industries in Madison, which lies close to JPG in Jefferson County (Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-14: 
Stafford et al. 1985:Z-16). The National and Michigan roads were constructed in the 1830s. canals in the 
1840s. and the earliest railroads in the 1840s. The construction of the railroad began to tilt the economic 
balance of the state from the Ohio River valley base to northern Indiana. 
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Although Indiana was a slave-free state, a moderate number of African-Americans were among the early 
immigrants into southern Indiana (Cord 1993: 100; Muncie 1932164). The Northwest Ordinance and the 
Indiana state constitution prohibited slavery. However, slavery was permitted under the guise of indenture 
at least into the 1830s. Some of the southern immigrants brought their slaves (Peckham 1978:38). Some 
residenrs of Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties were sympathetic to the plight of the slaves. On JPG, 
’[hlomes of the ardent anti-slavery faction became stations on the eastern route of the Underground 
Railroad” (Baker 1990:8), which traversed JPG from south to north (Baker 1990:8; Muncie 1932:159: Figure 
1-31. Several known stations in Jefferson County include one at the mouth of Eagle Hollow, two miles above 
Madison; one at the mouth of C I i  Creek about the same distance below the city; one on the Robert Elliot 
farm in Monroe Township: and one on Mr. Carr’s farm on Ryker’s Ridge. The Underground Railroad 
stations existed approximately every 10 miles along the route (Muncie 1932:159). Despite an 1851 
COnStiNUonal ban of African-American settlement in Indiana, during the 1850s many slaves from Kentucky 
fled across the Ohio River into the state (Cord 1993:99; Rawick 1977:ix, 232). Later, after the Civil War, 
large numbers of African-Americans seeking work crossed over the Ohio River into Indiana from Kenrucky 
(Muncie 1932). 

Agricultural Era (A.D. 1860 - 1920) 

Although some residents of Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties were sympathetic with the cause of the 
South, the state of Indiana fought on the Union side when the Civil War started (Thornbrough 1965). An 
unknown number of men from land that now belongs to JPG joined the Union Army (Baker 1991: 10). The 
story of the “Fighting Baxters,” seven brothers from the JPG area who fought in the Union Army and 
survived the war, is fondly told in this area. One of the more dramatic events of the Civil War in southern 
Indiana occurred in early July 1863. The Confederate general John Hunt Morgan led 2,500 cavalrymen 
across the Ohio River from Kentucky into Indiana, in flagrant disregard of standing orders. “During two 
breathtaking days the rebels galloped from Dupont across the Proving Ground area to Bryantsburg” (Baker 
1990:9). Morgan’s men followed the meandering Big Creek across the land that would become the proving 
ground and crossed Jinestown Road, Paper Mill Road, and the road which extended north to Marble Comer. 
As they traversed through the proving ground, the soldiers “behaved themselves as rascally gentlemen [and] 
prowled every farm, barn and pasture in an area five miles wide across Monroe Township to Bryantsburg 
demanding provisions and fresh horses” (Baker 19929). Near Marble Comer, three of Morgan’s men who 
became separated from the main column were captured by George Baxter and John Mayer. both Union 
soldiers home on furlough. Later the Union Calvary went through JPG in pursuit of Morgan’s men. 

“As the war ended in 1865 and the soldiers returned, life for all the area families settled into a comfortable 
routine centered around home and family and the business of farm life” (Baker 1991:14). The decades 
between 1880 and 1920 were years of significant agricultural change in southeastern Indiana. New farm 
equipment was introduced and an effective catalyst for change was provided by Purdue University, whose 
influential School of Agriculture opened in 1879. Beginning in the 1880s. Purdue’s programs encouraged 
Indiana farmers, including those that lived on presentday JPG land, to adopt new farming techniques. 

World War I affected residents on the present-day JPG in various ways. As men left their farms to fight 
overseas, wartime demands on agricultural products caused profits to rise at home. The process of 
developing ties with world markets provided Indiana farmers an economic stake in the cause of the Allies. 
Industrial production continued to increase until by 1920 matched that of agriculture. As transportation 
routes and systems continued to improve, a northward shift occurred in population growth, commerce, and 
industry. As a consequence, commerce and industry ebbed in Jeffersonville and New Albany, once major 
river ports (Stafford et al. 1985:2-17). while those river ports with railroads (like Madison) maintained a 
booming trade. 
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Industrial Era (A.D. 1920 - 1940) 

After World War I, the JPG area remained largely agricultural. Although small family-operated farms 
continued to decline, overall farm production increased. By 1940, 25 percent of the farms on the land that 
became JPG were occupied by tenant farmers. Like the rest of the nation, the JPG farmers were affected 
by the stock market crash of 1929 and the subsequent Depression. Efforts to improve agricultural production 
continued, however, and in 1933, the Civilii Conservation Corps (CCC) was estahlished in Jennings County 
in an attempt to control runaway erosion that was causing gullying and loss of topsoil. The CCC combated 
the problem by constructing check dams and planting trees (Hawkins and Walley 1995:111-13) as well as a 
43-acre white pine plantation adjacent to Old Timbers Lodge. Hybrid corn was introduced in 1937 (Madison 
1986:264). 

By 1940, the portions of Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties on which present-day JPG is located 
consisted of an area of dispersed farmsteads, schools, churches, cemeteries, and small crossroad 
communities. Prior to the commissioning of JPG in 1940, at least 17 schools, 10 churches, and 17 
cemeteries had existed within the boundaries of the present-day facility (Moore, personal communication 
1995). A description of the majority of those schools, churches, and cemeteries is found in local historian 
Sue Baker's 1990 book. Echoes of Jefferson Proving Ground. 

Schools 

The educational system in southern Indiana has its roots in the pioneer days. "By the Ordinance of 1787, 
the sixteenth section of each congressional township was set aside for school purposes. . . . When Indiana 
became a state, its constitution reserved Section XVI in each township for school purposes and also set aside 
one entire township for a seminary of learning" (Muncie 1932:37). The earliest, Jefferson County's Liberty 
School, was established in 1817 (Baker 1990:43), as the early sealers were eager to have their children 
educated. During the early part of the ninaeenth century, the one-room school was a common feature on 
the land that is now JPG; in southeast Indiana, the schoolrooms were mostly hewn-log structures. These 
schools were supported by parents through subscription fees, "often forcing children of large families to 
attend in the relay system" (Baker 1990:42). The younger children attended in the spring or summer; their 
older siblings went to school in the winter., when they were not needed as much on the farm. Subscription 
fees were abolished in 1852, and when township-financed schools eventually replaced subscription schools, 
attendance soared. By the 1860s. sturdier schoolhouses, made of native limestone. replaced the log structures 
(Baker 1990:42). By the early twentieth century most teenagers were anending and graduating from high 
school. 

Prior to the commissioning of the proving ground in 1940, many of the at least 17 schools that had existed 
on the land that is now JPG had long since stopped functioning, and others had been consolidated to create 
larger township schools. Oakdale School (Building No. 401). built in late 1869, is the oldest surviving 
building on the proving ground and one of the few remaining one-room schoolhouses in the local area (see 
Figure 1-3). Constructed of masonry, it is a good example of a highly intact architectural type unique to its 
historic era (BTI 1984). The school building was restored in 1992 and listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places in 1993. 

Churches 

Church history on JF'G began in earnest with the circuit riders of the early nineteenth century. Judge Sparks 
preached the fust sermon in a house in the town of Madison in 1811 (Muncie 1932:48). According to Baker, 
" . . . each nineteenth century congregation anxiously awaited the circuit rider. The itinerant Methodist or 
Presbyterian clergymen performed marriage ceremonies, prayed over the recently buried in the graveyard, 
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and, despite the weather conditions, baptized the faithful in the closest creek. . . . Through the years the 
many Proving Ground area churches and their members encountered both division and consolidation and by 
1940 had evolved into eight, or perhaps nine, groups which held services" (Baker 1990:19-20). Most 
churches maintained cemeteries. 

Cemeteries 

Some 30 cemeteries once existed on JPG lands (Baker 1990). All but two, St. Magdalene's old cemetery 
and the Sheppard cemetery (see Figure I-3), were removed to land off the proving ground immediately after 
government acquisition (Stafford et al. 1985:4-1). Overall, 3,500 burials (Baker 1990:67), several of which 
date prior to 1850, were reburied. In 1861, the deteriorated and unreadable tombstones from St. 
Magdalene's fust cemetery (1830-1860) were removed and incorporated into the foundation of a new church. 
The cemetery was then leveled and a large cross, which is still standing over the site, was erected. It has 
been suggested that the burials from this cemetery were not removed after government acquisition. as they 
were not easily identifiable (Baker 1990; Hawkins and Walley 1995:111-14). 

The Commissioning of JPG 

As it became apparent that World War I1 was imminent, this area of Indiana became attractive to the U. S .  
government. From the government point of view, the lack of cities or extensive industrial development, the 
low population density, and the accessibility tolfrom national transportation networks made the area ideal for 
use as a weapons testing facility (Baker 1990: 1). In December 1940, Congress commissioned the formation 
of JPG in portions of Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties. On December 6, the government notified 
2,000 landowners and residents to vacate the future proving ground. Although initially the farmers were 
given 30 days to relocate, the process actually took several months longer; still, however, "the transformation 
from quiet, rural neighborhoods to the rumble of the fust 15 MM test round took only 155 days" (Baker 
1990: 1-2). Nineteen of the better farmhouses were moved from their original locations and resituated in the 
southern portion of the facility. These farmhouses were used as family housing; 13 presently remain on the 
facility (BTI 1984:13). 

Post-1940 History of the Jefferson Proving Ground 

Presently pari of TECOM, the installation was built as an ordnance testing facility, a key component of the 
mobilization plan which sought to develop an American ammunition industry virtually overnight after the 
German invasion of France in the summer of 1940. Designed specifically to evaluate different types of 
ammunition to ensure that they met government specifications before being sent to U. S. Army troops. JPG 
was an integral pan of the American logistical system that simply overwhelmed the Axis powers by war's 
end. Land acquisition for JPG began in 1940, and construction began in 1941, with the installation in active 
use by the end of that year. By 1945, 149 of its 332 buildings had been erected: maintenance, administrative, 
test firing, and assembly facilities, as well as the airfield built on the south end of the installation, and 
observation bunkers built uprange in the test fuing area to the north (BTI 1984:12). At the war's end, the 
proving ground was deactivated and its buildings mothballed, only to be reactivated in 1949 shortly before 
the outbreak of the Korean War. The Korean War precipitated a second wave of construction at the 
installation. Between 1951 and 1953, some 107 new structures were constructed (BT 1984:lZ). For the most 
pari these consisted of additional test firing and storage facilities, but with improvements to the infrastructure 
as well. The end of the Korean War brought about the deactivation of JPG once again. In 1961, however, 
the installation was reactivated and has remained in continuous use until recently. In 1988, the Defense 
Department Commission on Base Closure and Realignment announced plans to transfer the JPG mission to 
Yuma Proving Ground in Arizona, anticipating a complete shut-down of JPG by the end of 1995. 
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E. Cultural Resources at JPG 

1. Definition of Classes of Historic Properties 

Five major classes of cultural resources may be listed in the NRHP. These classes are based on the function 
or character of the resource at the time it achieved significance rather than its present state. Based on 
definitions in 36 CFR 60.3, these five classes are: 

Building ‘A building is a structure created to shelter any form of human activity, such as a house, 
bam, church, hotel, or similar structure. Building may refer to a historically related complex 
such as a courthouse and jail 0r.a house and barn. 
EMmplest Molly Brown House (Denver, CO) 

Meek Mansion and Carriage House (Hayward, CA) 
Huron County Courthouse and Jail (Norwalk. OH) 
Fairntosh Plantation (Durham vicinity, NC)” 

Structure “A structure is a work made up of interdependent and interrelated parts in a deffite pattern 
of organization. Constructed by man, it is often an engineering project large in scale. 
Eramples: Swanton Covered Bridge (Swanton vicinity, VT) 

District 

Site 

Object 

Old Point Loma Lighthouse (San Diego, CA) 
North Point Water Tower (Milwaukee, WI) 
Reber Radio Telescope (Green Bay viciniq, WI)” 

“A district is a geographically defmble area, urban or rural, possessing a significant 
concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united by past 
events or aesthetically by plan or physical development. A district may also comprise 
individual elements separated geographically but linked by association or history. 
Exnmples: Georgetown Historic District (Washington, DC) 

Martin Luther King Historic District (Atlanta., GA) 
Durango-Silverton Narrow-Gauge Railroad (right-of-way-between Durango and 
Siverton. CO)” 

‘A site is the location of a significant event, a prehistoric or historic occupation or activity, 
or a building or structure, whether standing, ruined, or vanished, where the location itself 
mainrains hjstorical or archeological value regardless of the value of any existing structure. 
Eramplest Cabin Creek Battiefield (Pensacola vicinity, OK) 

Mound Cemetery Mound (Chester viciniry, OH) 
Mud Springs Pony Express Station Site (Dalton vicinity, NE)” 

“An object is a material thing of functional, aesthetic, cultural, historical or scientific value 
that may be, by nature or’design, movable yet related to a specific setting or environment. 
Eramples: Delta Queen Steamboat (Cincinnati, OH) 

Adams Memorial (Rock Creek Cemetery, Washington, DC) 
Sumpter Valley Gold Dredge (Sumpter, OR)” 

All five major classes of historic properties are presently recognized within JPG, and these broad classes 
represent the range of historic properties that potentially may be encountered within the JPG. 

2. Previous Archeological Research 

Previous archeological work conducted at JPG consists one archeological overview and management plan, 
four Phase I small-scale surveys (h l inge r  1993; Guendling 1975; Hawkins and Walley 1995; Schenian and 
Mocas 1993:i), and one relatively large-scale survey (Largent 1996). A total of 153 sites has been recorded 
in 4,872 surveyed acres (Figure 14). 
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In 1975, the Glenn A. Black Laboratory conducted a Phase I survey of 150 acres in the north-central part 
of JPG (see Figure 14). A single fragmentary projectile point diagnostic of the Late WoodlandMississippian 
period was recovered (Guendling 1975). This site is not eligible for listing in the NRHP (Guendling 1975). 

In 1985, Woodward-Clyde Consultants drafted an archeological overview and draft management plan for 
Jefferson Proving Ground (Stafford et al. 1985). Although no fieldwork was conducted, the existing 
archeological site records were examined (at the.time, Guendling's 12Ri12 was the only prehistoric site 
recorded on the facility), as were old plat books and maps illustrating the locations of preinstallation 
homesteads. Not surprisingly, the overview focused on historic cultural resources: locations of 478 potential 
historic archeological sites were identified (Stafford et al. 1985). 

LO 1992, the Archeology Service Cenrer at Murray University, Kentucky, completed a Phase 1 survey of 212 
acres in two timber management areas of JPG (Schenian and Mocas 1993; see Figure 14). Fifteen sites were 
recorded during this survey. Four of the sites were prehistoric isolated fmds: one was an isolated fmd of 
a Late Archaic projectile poiat; the cultural aftiiiation of the other three sites could not be determined. Nme 
of the sites were small lithic artifact scatters whose prehistoric affiliation could not be determined. One of 
the sites recorded during this survey is a mid-twentiethsentury residential site containing a limited number 
of artifacts. The inventory included one multicomponent site where a late nineteenth- to early twentieth- 
century farmstead had disturbed a prehistoric site of an unknown cultural affiliation. All 15 sites recorded 
during this survey are considered ineligible for listing in the NRHP (Schenian and Mocas 1993%). 

In 1993, Cultural Resources Analysts, Inc., conducted archeological survey of 120 acres on JPG (see Figure 
14). The survey recorded four sites: two prehistoric, one historic farmstead, and one multicomponent. The 
multicomponent site contained prehistoric and historic artifacts (Anslinger 1993: 17). None of these sites is 
eligible for listing in the NRHP (Anslinger 1993:ii). 

In 1994, Algonquin Archeological Consultants, Inc., conducted a survey for chert sources along nearly 91 
km Of stream valley covering 2,802 acres of JPG (see Figure 14). In addition, Algonquin co&ucted an 
archeological survey in several designated tracts within the chert survey segments (Hawkins and Walley 
1995). The archeological portion of the survey covered 79 acres of JPG land. Twenty-three archeological 
sites were located and rewrded. Two of the sites are historic homesteads, one is a prehistoric lithic scatter 
and a historic artifact scatter associated with a farmstead outside the survey area; the remaining 20 are 
prehistoric sites. The two historic sites (JPG-AACI-22 and JPG-AACI-23) should be evaluated (Hawkins . and Walley 1995:ii). Additional testing of the prehistoric component and an evaluation of the historic 
component should be undertaken at the multicomponent site JPG-AACI-I (Hawkins and Walley 1995:VIII- 
11). Of the 20 prehistoric sites, two are located in rockshelters and the remainder consist of isolated fmds 
(n=7) and lithic scatters (n=l l ) .  The NRHP eligibility for nine prehistoric sites could not be determined, 
thus requiring a Phase I1 significance evaluation (Hawkins and Walley 1995:VIII-1 to VIII46). 

In 1995, Geo-Marine, Inc. (GMI). of Plano, Texas, conducted a survey of 4,431 acres south of the Firing 
Line at JPG. The survey resuited in the discovery of 110 unrecorded archeological sites containing an 
estimated 130 site components (Figure 1-5). Of the 110 sites, 38 are purely prehistoric in nature; 51 are 
historic; and 21 are.multiwmponent, incoporating both prehistoric and historic remains. Of these resources, 
58 site components date from the prehistoric period, while 72 site components are from the historic period. 

AU the prehistoric sites, as well as the prehistoric components of the multicomponent sites, are lithic fmds 
lacking features. Ten of the 58 Prehistoric components are isolated flake fmds, and as such cannot be 
considered eligible due to their utter lack of research value; similarly, most of the smaller lithic scatters can 
be dismissed due to their poor contexts and/or small, nondiagnostic assemblages. However, a few sites and 
site components represent larger lithic reduction camps, some of which are somewhat disturbed but are 
extensive and may retain significant intact deposits (121e456, 121e458, and the prehistoric component of sites 
12Je404, 121e417, 121e473, and 12e482), and others of which are smaller but apparently in good to 
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excellent states of preservation (12Je418 and 12Je471 lmulticomponent sites], 12Je470. 12Je478. and 
12Je480). It is believed that additional testing might identify the cultural affiliations of each of these sites. 
and might provide other useful data as well. Each of these 11 prehistoric siteslcomponents is recommended 
for additional testing; if that cannot be accomplished. each should be preserved through avoidance. 

The historic sites and site components represent the remains of a multitude of late nineteenth- to mid- 
twentieth-cenNy farmsteads andlor rural residences, commercial enterprises. and the associated refuse 
Most of these sites are in poor condition. Of the 70 historic components identified: I 1  are isolated finds; nine 
are trash dumps; 17 are artifact scatters not associated with fearures or architectural remains; two are the 
remains of commercial businesses; two are of unknown origin and function; and 29 are the remains of 
farmsteads and rural residences. The most significant of the historic sites are the businesses and farmsteads. 
Unfonunately, these have been extensively damaged. Neither the Harlow General Store (site 12Je450 ) nor 
the Nicklaus Vegetable Cannery (12Je463) is considered eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. Most of the 
other historic sites and site components are also in poor condition. and, as such, are not eligible for inclusion 
in the NKHP. However, several historic siteslcomponents are considered to retain some research value and 
are recommended for further testing or preservation through avoidance. These include farmstead site 
12Je401 and the historic components at 12Je418 and 12Je482. Both the prehistoric and historic components 
of 21Je418 are considered significant, and site 12Je482 is the best-preserved of all the historic site 
components in the sample, presenting the best possibility for collecting new, useful data. 

The topography of JPG has been described as “conducive to prehistoric activity” (U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers [USACE] 1991:346). and this is amply demonstrated within similar topography in the area 
surrounding the facility, where a large number of sites have been recorded. An archeological survey prior 
to the installation of the Texas Gas Pipeline in south-central Indiana recorded over 200 sites in a 100-mile 
corridor through topography similar to that characteristic of JPG. Most of the sites occur near or overloolung 
a water source or on an area of good drainage. Over 190 sites have been recorded in Jefferson County and 
over 100 sites have been recorded within each Jennings and Ripley counties (USACE 1991). Most of these 
sites occur within 500 m of water sources, such as springs or streams, and on slopes or crests of upland flats 
overlooking the water sources. East of JPG in counties along the Whitewater and Ohio rivers, a number of 
earlier sNdies were conducted (Black 1934, 1936; Kellar and S w a m  1970). 

Although many historic sites potentially exist at JPG, few have been documented. Schenian and Mocas 
(1993) reported one historic and one multicomponent site. Anslinger (1993) recorded one historic and one 
multicomponent site. Algonquin Archeological Consultants, Inc., recorded one multicomponent and three 
historic sites (Haw& and Walley 1995). During a recent survey (June 1995) GMI archeologists identified 
and documented 51 historic sites and 21 multicomponent sites. Stafford et al. (1985) made a compilation of 
historic sites based on research of historical atlases, plat books, and other maps published between 1876 and 
1921. Four hundred seventy-eight potential historic sites were identified from the archival sources (Figure 
1-6 and Appendix K). These potential sites included the Oakdale School (Stafford et al. archival # 426) and 
the Old Timbers Lodge (Stafford et al. archival # 478). Since these are known buildings that have been 
determined NKHP-eligible, the actual number of historic archival archeological sites, for purposes of this 
discussion, is 476. Of these, 21 have been evaluated for NRHP eligibility. The 21 sites include two sites 
recorded by Schenian and Mocas (1993:30-33) as well as 19 sites recently evaluated for NRHP eligibility 
(Largent 1996). Of the 19 recently evaluated historic sites (Largent 1996). upon field visitation, one 
archivally identified site was subdivided and recorded as three separate sites for a total of 23 archival sites. 

Interest in the prehistory of southern Indiana goes back to the initial settlement in the area. Early settler 
George Rogers Clark had a keen interest in the prehistory of the area around the Falls of the Ohio (greater 
LouisvilleiNew Albany area), and was involved in the debate over the origins of the numerous mounds 
located in the Ohio and Mississippi river valleys, correctly attributing their origin to Native Americans 
(Janzen 1972307). Subsequent to Clark, others took an interest in the prehistory of the area. 
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Earlier archeological investigations in the vicinity of JPG included excavations of burial mounds in Dearbom 
County (Anslinger 1993; Black 1934; Kellar 1993). Several small surveys were conducted in Jefferson, 
Jennings, and Ripley counties where more prehistoric sites were identified and investigated during that 
period. Most of these sites were l i b c  scatters or isolated finds (Hawktns and Walley 1995:1V-3). During 
the 1980s a review of sites recorded on JPG was completed by Stafford et al. (1985). and an archeological 
overview and management plan was produced for the facility (Stafford et al. 1985). Descriptions of the 
archeological sites so far recorded on JPG are presented in Appendix 1. 

3. Evaluation of Present Data Base 

a. Archeological Cultural Resources 

The present archeological data base for JPG is very modest (see Figures 1 4  and 1-5) and is based on one 
archeological overview and management plan (Stafford et al. 1985) and five completed professional survey 
reports (Anslinger 1993; Guendling 1975; H a w k m  1995; Largent 1996; Schenian and Mocas 1993). With 
the exception of the Largent 1996 survey, all previous surveys were of a moderate scope. At the present 
time. the data base provides little more than a preliminary measure of the distribution of both historic and 
prehistoric resources. The exact character and significance of the historic and prehistoric resources is not 
well-defined due to the limited nature of the surveys and the lack of test excavations. Nevenheless, research 
has demonstrated that prehstoric cultural resources with components related to the Archaic, Woodland, and 
Mississippian periods are present on JPG and suggests that other prehistoric components are likely (Anslinger 
1993; Guendling 1975; Largent 1996). During the historic era, the area was the focus of a significant 
historic occupation dating to the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Stafford et al. 1985). Historic sites 
at the JPG likely include farmsteads, isolated rural residences, schools, and rural agricultural processing and 
storage sites such as mills and granaries (Stafford et al. 1984). 

b. Architectural Cultural Resources 

The present architectural data base is the result of several architectural inventories and assessments. each 
including detailed HABSiHAER Level IV survey sheets on pre-JPG, World War 11, Korean War, and Cold 
War properties (see Appendix G: BTI 1984; Thayer and Associates 1995). Based on the just completed 
inventory of buildings and structures (Appendix 1) and on an analysis of JPG’s historic context, it has been 
determined that several of the pre-1946 buildings and structures are either listed on (the Oakdale School) or 
are potentially eligible for (the Old Timbers Lodge. as well as eight bridges) inclusion in the NRHP. 
Building and structure evaluations conducted to date provide an accurate assessment of the military’s historic 
built environment. Based on these inventories and evaluations, many of the World War II buildings are 
recommended as eligible for inclusion as a potential NRHP district under a multiple properties nomination 
(Figures 1-7 and 1-8). 

4. Identification of Sensitive Areas 

The survey and reconnaissance data that have been gathered indicate that archeological properties are likely 
to occur throughout the installation. The JPG is generally characterized by moderately rich soils, plentiful 
water, and wooded environments. Some areas of the JPG. such as perennial stream floodplains and 
neighboring upland ridgecrest areas, are considered to have a greater cultural resources sensitivity than those 
that are located farther from water access. Sensitivity models for cultural resources, respective of both 
prehistoric and historic sites, have been developed and are discussed in Section 11. 
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JPG is considered historically important due to its association with the events of World War 11. As such. 
many of the buildings or structures associated with the World War I1 facility are considered to be potentially 
eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, and the treatment agreed upon in the BRAC PA will act to mitigate any 
loss resulting from transfer of their title into private ownership, planned demolition. or ruination through 
disuse. However, no JPG buildings, structures, or objects dating to the Cold War meet Criteria 
Consideration G for exceptional significance that is applied to resources less than 50 years in age and, as 
such, are considered ineligible. 

Published sources (Bundy 1992; Leland et al. 1956) suggest that a Native American burial ground may exist 
on the installation (see Figure 1-31, If present, the burial ground will be treated as stipulated under NAGPRA 
regulations. There are no known traditional cultural properties as defmed by the NHPA at JPG (Hawkins 
and Walley 1995; Stafford et al. 1985; USACE 1991). 

Other areas of sensitivity are those that contain the three stone monuments marking the Civil War trail 
followed by Confederate General John H. Morgan as his cavalry raided through Indiana in 1863; a parish 
cross; the reputed existence of the Sheppard Cemetery; and two sites (a cave and a house basement site) that 
were part of the Underground Railroad (see Figure 1-3). The stone monuments, the parish cross, and the 
two sites associated with the Underground Railroad are included on a map of historic sites (JPG Draft 1155) 
prepared in 1988 (revised and approved 4/4/90) for the Office of the Director, Engineering Housing 
Management Division, JPG by Mr. Michael Moore who was Chief Data Analyst at the installation. NRHP 
eligibility evaluation of these resources remains to be completed. 

F. Integration of Cultural Resources Management with Installation Mission 

The management goals or missions of the JPG have reflected its past function as a munitions proving ground. 
The general mission of JPG was the production acceptance and specification testing of all types of 
ammunition, projectiles, propellants, canridge cases, primers, fuses, boosters, bombs, and grenades. 
Subsequent to JPG closure, the Army's mission may also involve demolition and other undertakings that may 
seriously impact cultural resources. 

As stipulated in the MOA regarding the current plan for base closure and to cease function, sell, or lease the 
land and/or buildings, the Army is responsible for the management of the cultural resources while under its 
control as directed by Federal law and regulations (see Appendix L). Therefore, the A m y  is responsible 
for the design and supervision of the undertaldngs that may impact significant cultural resources at the JPG. 
With the completion of the archeological inventory process, the Army will have a h w l e d g e  of site location 
and significance that will permit the consideration of historic propenies as scheduled actions are undertaken. 
It is imperative to integrate cultural resources data into a centralized data base for all resources, and it is 
imprtant that the appropriate Army management staff have access to the data base concerning the location 
and significance of the cultural resources for two critical reasons: 

0 

0 

with ready access to such a data base, Army activities may proceed with full howledge of the 
location and significance of cultural resources; and 
Army projects and maintenance work may proceed without the delay caused by inadvertent 
discovery of unknown cultural resources or identification of a previously known historic property 
during work or through late coordination on cultural resources. 

The end result will be the efficient fulfillment of Army tasks and responsibilities as well as the preservation 
of historic properties. 
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G .  Confidentiality of Archeological Resources Information 

It is important to recognize that sensitive locational information concerning historic properties can be 
protected under NHPA Section 304(a) and (b) [16 U.S.C. 5 47Ow-31 and 43 CFR Pan 7.18. Because 
archeological sites are susceptible to vandalism, the locations of archeological cultural resources may not be 
made known to the public or to Army personnel except on a need-to-know basis (AR 420-40, 4-8). 
Therefore, the Federal land manager-if deemed necessary-may not make available to the public, under 
these or any other provision of the law, information concerning the nature and location of any archeological 
resources. 
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11. INVENTORY 

A. Documentation Standards and Methodology 

1. Introduction 

This chapter reviews the necessary components and procedures to complete the inventory of archeological 
cultural resources at the facility. The discussion begins with a review of the role of the historic context as 
it is applied in the inventory and evaluation process. When the identification of historic properties is 
undertaken as part of a comprehensive planning process, background research should be pan of the 
development of a historic context. The historic context serves to organize information and identify the 
various types of resources of a particular period. A set of historic contexts typically provides the 
comprehensive summary of all selected aspects pertaining to the prehistory and history of a given area. 
Appendices F and G of this document provide overviews of the facility and are presented toward the 
development of prehistoric and preinstallation historic contexts. 

After defining the historic context, a discussion of the procedures for completing an archeological inventory 
follows. The arcbeological inventory is first guided by the identification of sensitive areas or those locations 
likely to contain prehistoric and historic arcbeological sites. The text presents an outline of the sensitive 
areas identified on the facility and presents the appropriate procedures for conducting an archeological 
survey. Data recovered during survey and recording generally allow resources to be evaluated and placed 
into one of two NRHP classes: sites not eligible for inclusion; sites that are potentially eligible (i.e.. of 
uukuown status) for inclusion. Although based on survey-level data, a few sites may be placed into a third 
class restricted to sites that are determined eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. Potentially eligible properties 
require additional fieldwork to acquire sufficient data for d e f ~ t i v e  evaluation. Procedures for nomination 
of eligible resources to the NRHP are then presented. 

The procedures used to complete an inventory of architectural properties are similar to those of an 
archeological inventory. Documentation of architectural resources may range from basic inventory cards 
suitable to complete a catalogue of existing buildings and structures to the creation of more complex, 
detailed, measured drawing and photographs. The architectural inventory and assessment of JPG buildings 
and suuctures have been completed. As management of architectural resources is somewhat different from 
archeological resources, a discussion appropriate to a particular type of action that may maintain, alter or 
demolish the resource is presented. 

Following the methodology, the current data are presented for known and potential archeological sites, any 
Native American cultural items or traditional cultural use areas that may be present, and the architectural 
inventory of the facility. The remainder of the section discusses the NRHP criteria for evaluating CUlNrd 
resources and the current status of those resources that are situated on the faciiity. 

2. Historic Contexts 

As defined by 36 CFR Part 800.2(e): 

"Historic property" means any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, strumre, or object included 
in, or eligible for inclusion in, the National Register. This term includes, for the purposes of these 
regulations, artifacts, records, and remains that are related to and located within such properties. The 
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term 'eligible for inclusion in the National Register" includes both properties formally determined as 
such by the Secretary of the Interior and all other propenies that meet National Register listing criteria. 

The inventory and evaluation processes for archeological cultural resources, and the subsequent determination 
of those resources that are considered eligible for inclusion in the NRHP (Le., historic propenies), begin with 
archival or background research. As defined by the Secretary of the Interior's Sfundurdsfor Preselvufion 
Planning, decisions about the identification, evaluation, nomination, and treatment of historic propenies are 
best informed when the relationship of individual properties to other similar properties is understood. 
Information concerning archeology, history, architecture, and engineering must be gathered and organized 
to define these relationships. The resulting organizational framework is called a "historic conrext." Based 
on a theme, the historic context groups information about related historic properties within a limited 
geographic area and a specific chronological period. An imponant component of the historic context is the 
concept of the "property type" or the particular physical manifestation of the historic context, such as a 
particular type of archeological site. The property type consists of a group of related cultural resources that 
shares a common physical or temporal characteristic such as prehistoric villages of the late Woodland period 
or historic-era farmsteads. 

3. Archeological Properties 

a. Inventory Projects 

Survey, documentation, and testing procedures constitute the inventory and evaluation phases for 
archeological resows.  Generally, the methodology used to complete the inventory is an intensive survey 
of the project area. As a pan of this phase, background archival work for the project area is conducted in 
order to better understand the local and regional history. In addition, intensive archival work is undertaken 
for historic period sites identified during the survey, The results of archival research will then be used to 
formulate a research design, with the objective of integrating research and project goals with field and 
laboratory methodology. 

The combination of archival research, surface reconnaissance, and intensive survey efforts completed to date 
has established that the potential is high for thcpresence of significant historic and prehistoric period 
archeological sites within the boundaries of the JPG. Moreover, the facility may contain archeological 
resources nearly anywhere within the installation where sedimentary environments permit the preservation 
of cultural deposits. Approximately 21,619 acres of the JPG total 55,264 acreage remain to be examined 
for historic properties. The following survey methodology is proposed to complete the JPG historic property 
inventory based on the research completed to date. 

b. The Cultural Resources Sensitivity Model 

The cultural resources sensitivity model is designed to exclude a total area of 33,645 acres of the 55,264-acre 
facility: 

rn 

rn 

28,800 acres of lands disturbed by the construction, use, and maintenance of the JPG (Figure 11-1); 
4,341 acres south of the Firing Line (including the cantonment area) surveyed by GMI during May 
and June 1995; as well as 
504 acres previously surveyed for cultural resources north of the Firing Line. 

Primary military features of the landscape consist of railroads, gravel and paved roads, fences, structures, 
buildings, and reservoirs, Related to these features are a variety of disturbed lands where the potential for 
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intact cultural resources is likely to be very low. JPG terrain excluded from the cultural resources sensitivity 
model was compiled from a variety of sources: various aerial photographs; data compiled by the office of 
the JPG environmental office; and maps from the US. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation 
Service. Excluded lands consist of lakes and ponds, as well as areas of erosion, areas containing 
concentrations of railroads, buildings and structures, and areas impacted by ordnance testing. 

The sensitivity model prepared for prehistoric cultural resources is illustrated in Figure 11-2. The 
determination for areas of high sensitivity for prehistoric cultural resources is based primarily on access to 
water, relatively level topography, and ridge crest locations. Areas expected to contain the highest density 
of prehistoric sites are within 500 meters of perennial streams. Areas of relatively level topography that 
occur near water sources, particularly those associated with stream confluences, were typically favored 
habitation areas for both short- and long-term camps and villages. Lower order ephemeral drainage areas 
and springs also provided water sources at different times and are considered to have a moderate to high 
potential for prehistoric sites. Kdge crests that maintain commauding views over the surrounding landscape 
are also likely to contain Archaic sites such as shon-term hunting or extractive camps and isolated residences 
of the late Prehistoric period. 

Low sensitivity areas for prehistoric cultural resources include those lands that do not have access to water, 
maintain moderate to steep slopes, and the lower order ephemeral drainages with minimal floodplains. Those 
areas that have not been disturtd but are beyond the limits of the high sensitivity areas have been designated 
as being of low sensitivity for prehistoric sites (see Figures 11-1 and 11-2). 

The favored variables of initial frontier homestead siting during the eighteenth century were probably not 
altogether different from the aboriginal settlements, where well-drained soils and proximity to water and 
woodlot for building and fuel supplies were l i l y  primary considerations. As the agricultural, market- 
oriented economy emerged subsequent to the early frontier period, however, the areas preferred for later 
historic settlement may have differed considerably from those deemed desirable by prehistoric populations 
because of the evolution of different lifeways of or cultural adaptations hy Euro-American populations. 
Despite this apparent preference change by later Euro-Americans, it is anticipated that the earlier frontier 
settlements occurred within those areas designated as high sensitivity for prehistoric sites. 

Partial records are available that document early JPG land grants. Consequently, it is known where some 
of the early homesteads were established. Information is needed to determine the particular variables of early 
farmstead siting beyond the assumptions that have been made and whether there were noticeable differences 
in settlement patterns. In other regions. preference for farmstead siting includes such issues as slope, 
drainage, water access, and soils (Louis Berger & Associates, Inc., 1990, 1991); protection from prevailing 
winds and view shed (Manning 1984); prevailing ethnic or local tradition (Allen 185229); and evolving 
property lines (Wacker 1975). Additional influences that may have been operative by the 1870s probably 
included access to the road network, as well as proximity to industrial centers consisting of grist mills, saw 
mills, potteries, warehouses, tanyards, and blacksmith shops. 

Despite the fact that most areas of the installation have had only limited access during the last 50 years and 
virtually no development has taken place north of the Firing Line, there has been loss of potential 
archeological sites through conshuction of JPG and through impact areas from incendiary experiments north 
of the Firing Line. The creation of Old Timbers Lake and the resultant inundation of Little Otter Creek may 
have affected potential archeological sites. Historically documented site locations. from a body of local 
informants and historic maps, have been transposed onto modem maps using Intergraph, a Geographic 
Information System (GIS) software package (see Figures 1-6 and 1-7). It is expected that most of the historic 
sites that remain should fall within 200-500 feet of the specific projected locations. 
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c. Inventory Documentation Procedures 

(1) Phase 1: Recommended Survey Methods 

The present JPG landscape is primarily marked by forested areas and two small  reservoirs. The JPG forested 
lands under long-term management total approximately 25,464 acres located along the perimeter fence of 
the installation and in the area south of the Firing Line (Figure 11-3). Timber harvesting is based on timber 
stand improvement, where the most mature trees are removed. Wherever deemed necessary, undergrowth 
is cleared as pulp, and all areas are subject to periodic, selective harvesting. Timber sales are conducted 
every 15 to 18 months by the US. Army Corps of Engineers, Louisville District. Each sale results in the 
removal of 300,000 to 40,000 board feet of timber (USACE 1991: 3-29). Archeological surveys have been 
conducted on approximately 4,800 acres of the timber management areas. When timbering is to take place 
in previously unsurveyed and undisturbed areas, cultural resources survey, including shovel testing to locate 
potential sites, should be employed. 

The Indiana SHPO guidelines do not advocate any particular survey method or minimum spacing between 
pedestrian or subsurface inspection. Survey methods, in general, should involve systematic transects at 
regular intervals, with shovel tests excavated at interval appropriate for the landform and its potential to 
contain sites. The following is a suggested survey methodology to follow for archeological survey of the 
installations, after consultation with the Indiana SHPO. 

Survey requires an examination using shovel tests. Survey transects should be at a maximum of 20- 
m intervals and individual shovel tests should be established at no more than 30-m intervals. 
Selective shovel testing should be conducted on specific landforms such as stream terraces, spring 
heads, or other areas of high cultural resources sensitivity (see Figures 11-2 and 11-3). 
Withii low-site-potential areas, survey transects may be spaced at greater distances (30 m) and 
shovel tests placed judgmentally. This selective shovel testing should be tailored to the landscape 
as necessary. 
Areas exhibiting greater than 15 percent slope should merely be traversed in order to locate benches 
that may have been optimal places for camp sites. 

The potential for deeply buried cultural deposits in the floodplains. in which streams have meandered and 
which have been subjected to frequent flooding for long periods of time, could result in a variety of buried 
components on buried stream terraces. 

0 It should be stressed that the potential for deeply buried cultural deposits in the floodplain is very 
high. Therefore, it appears l i l y  that a variety of additional deeply buried cultural components may 
be present along the lower river terraces. However, unless a planned action will result in direct or 
secondary impacts to deeply buried floodplain deposits, general survey operations should limit 
investigations (through shovel tests of 50-x-50 cm by .8 m [depth]) to the upper 80 cm in those 
settings. Planned impact to deeply buried deposits will be preceded by cultural resources 
management investigations that incorporate the use of em-moving equipment (backhoe, gradall, 
or trackhoe) and/or a coring program to identify artifact-bearing deposits and stratigraphy prior to 
evaluation or Phase 2 activities. Any deep samplig must consider the Occupational, Safety, and 
Health Administration (OSHA) regulations for appropriate shoring or terracing requirements. 

If artifacts are located on the surface or in a shovel test, immediate investigation must continue in order to 
determine whether this area represents an isolated find or a site. 
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Shovel tests-with minimal dimensions of 30-x-30 cm and 30 cm in depth-are excavated in the 
vicinity of the original find to help with the sitellocality and site area determinations. 
The soil from all shovel tests should be sieved through 6.4-mm (%-in) mesh hardware cloth. 
If the remains are found to constitute a site, the tests will aid in broadly d e f e g  the horizontal and 
vertical extent of the cultural deposits, as well as in determining whether subsurface deposits remain 
intact. 
A scaled pace-and-compass topographic sketch map of each site is to he drawn. 
I t  is important for the survey to provide general dimensions of each site (vertical and horizontal) and 
to record the general configuration of the site hy indicating the boundaries on project maps. 

When an archeological site is found during a survey, a surface collection of selected diagnostic artifacts may 
be made. The collection strategy, as well as the type and quantity of artifacts collected, will depend on the 
sue  of the site, the number and diversity of artifacts, environmental constraints, and the timetable of the 
project. Spatial control, with appropriate written descriptions and maps, is required of all surface collections. 
If artifacts are observed but not collected, frequencies per square meter should be estimated and materials 
should be photographed or described. 

Descriptions of each shovel test should be recorded in addition to the other documentation of the site area; 
this documentation should include the completion of an appropriate state archeological site survey form: the 
plotting of the site position on a US. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5-minute topographic map; the drawing 
of a scaled pace-and-compass, topographic sketch map; and photographs from at leas two viewpoints. Sires 
must be recorded on the State of Indiana site forms and submined to the Indiana SHPO. A temporary marker 
is placed at each site hearing the date of the site recording and the site field number, or permanent state 
number if known. 

(2) Phase 2: Site Testing and Evaluation for NRap Eligibility 

A testing phase for an archeological resource is required when a defioitive determination of NRHP eligibility 
cannot be made from survey-level data. The testing phase may serve other purposes. For example, test 
excavations are often necessary for obtaining a data base for specific research purposes. Procedures used 
in the testing phase produce a more accurate and extensive data set than is possible during survey. If human 
remains are encountered during any undertaking, non-Native American remains are assessed as any other 
resource, with significance and historic association completed. If the human remains are of Native American 
affiliation, then NAGPRA [P.L.101-601] will apply. NAGPRA, however, is not part of the Section 106 
process. 

After the inventory and p r e l i  evaluation phase has been completed, further evaluation of the potentially 
eligible properties may he necessary. 

a 

a 

a 

If at all possible, the site should be protected from any further damage from construction or 
vandalism. 
It is recommended that such sites be left for future investigation as innovative techniques for 
gathering more and better data are consistently being developed. 
Should the military mission override the consideration to avoid or protect the site or if the site is in 
danger of destruction through ~ t u r a l  processes. a site-specific mitigation plan should be developed 
in order to recover as much information as possible. 

Excavation of the site should be designed to answer specific research questions pertinent to the region as a 
whole as well as general regional concerns. However, the techniques and documentation used should be 
designed in such a way that the information recovered could also be used to help address research questions 
that may be generated in the future. 
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0 During Phase 2, or test excavation, a transit and tape or other mapping equipment are to be used 
to map the site, establish a grid, locate excavation units, and maintain vertical and horizontd 
control. 
Larger units are excavated with greater control. 
* 

0 

A large number of relatively small units, specifically 50-x-50-cm squares, may be used to more 
accurately delineate the components and rapidly collect data on the spatial extent and depth of 
cultural deposits. 
Using this information, a limited number of larger units (e.g., 50-x-100cm. 1-x-1-m, or larger) 
should be placed in areas of higher artifact density, greater depth, suspected features, etc., in 
order to increase artifact samples and collect additional data on horizontal and vertical 
stratigraphy, site context, physical integrity, and preservation potential. Since a larger unit is 
used, deeper excavations are possible and more information on soil horizonsfstrata, disturbance 
within deposits, and relative positions of artifacts within the deposits can be gathered. 
All of these units should be excavated in cultural strata or arbitrary 5-cm andlor lO-cm levels, 
with the sediments processed through 6.4-mm (%-in) mesh hardware cloth. 
Documentation of each level of each unit (provenience) is essential. Artifacts should be 
carefully inventoried so that the test units can be reconstructed at a later time in the laboratory. 
In cases of historic farmsteads, machine trenching may be used to expose larger or deeper soil 
profiles. These trenches are particularly valuable for understanding how the stratigraphy 
encountered in isolated test units articulates with others across the site and to provide a rapid 
means of examining selected soil strata. 
For deeply stratified prehistoric sites where artifact-bearing deposits occur below a depth of one 
meter, larger test units (Le., 1-x-2 m) are recommended, with maximum provenience never 
exceeding one square meter. In particularly large prehistoric sites with extensive deposits, or 
smaller sites with deeply buried cultural deposits, limited backhoe trenching may be 
appropriate. Any deep testing must consider the OSHA regulations for appropriate shoring or 
terracing requirements. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

(3) Phase 3: Data Recovery as a Mitigation Measure for NRFIP-Eligible Sites 

Excavation strategies for data recovery must be based on site specific characteristics and must be developed 
on a case-by-case basis. The methodologies to be employed in both field and laboratory settings, as well as 
their rationale and the use of information obtained in problem-oriented management models, must be 
reviewed by the SHPO and other professionals. 

The initial step for the mitigation of cultural resources is the development of a historic context or a research 
design (Le., a summary of the available information and a statement of research objectives and 
methodology). A mitigation plan is developed when it is determined that mitigation of an adverse effect by 
some form of data recovery is necessary. These documents: 

0 

0 

identify the overall and specitic project goals, 
list the methods and techniques needed to attain these goals, 
provide a focus for the work to progress, and 
address specific research questions pertinent to the region. 

Formal research designs for the prehistoric and historic eras of the JPG remain to be completed for the 
facility. Mitigation plans will vary from situation to situation according to the level of documentation defined 
in the scope of work for the project. 
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Mitigation of archeological properties can take many forms depending upon the amount and area of the site 
to be destroyed, the depth of the deposits, the tyye of site involved, and the type of disrurbance planned for 
the area. 

On sites with features exposed on the surface or historic sites with permanent surface features that 
may provide clues to the site size and function, large blocks of units may be placed in order to 
gather data on those features and their associated cultural deposits. 
On sites where smctures are not revealed by surface anifact or feature distributions, test excavation 
units should be systematically placed across the site so that intrasite variability of artifacts and 
f e m e s  may be examined. The interval between units on this systematic grid will vary according 
to the sue and complexity of the site. 
In areas where disturbance will only claim a portion of the site, excavation in that portion may be 
complete if the area is small. If the area is large, excavation blocks will be focused on those areas 
that provide the best contextual integrity related to specific occupational episodes or cultural 
components. Since portions of the site will remain intact, the mitigation plan for this type of 
situation can define specific questions regarding the occupation of the excavated portion of the site 
because future questions can be answered at a later time with excavations in other portions. 
In areas where site deposits are buried, mitigation plans involving heavy macbinery for the removal 
of overburden may be developed. This type of excavation is usually restricted in scope by its very 
nature. Removing overburden and sampling stratified living surfaws consumes time and money and 
usually exposes only a small portion of the area to be investigated. 
Avoidance or protection of deeply buried sites is usually possible and should be considered the best 
alternative. 

0 

0 

A specific data recovery plan should be developed in copultation with the SHPO. Such recovery plans 
should be developed with appropriate research designs and consideration of the Secretary’s Guidelines for 
Hkroric Preservm’on Projects: Professional QUalificariOnr Sr&rdr [48 FR 447164740] and 36 CFR Part 
60. If the Army and the SHPO cannot reach agreement concerning the data recovery plan, ACHP comment 
may be solicited as a means of resolving the disagreement. 

If necessary, prior to commencement of fieldwork, the project principal investigator, key field and laboratory 
personnel, and the cultural resources representative for the facility will meet with a representative of the 
SHPO in order to ensure a proper understanding of the project goals and objectives and to coordinate data 
recovery effons. Native American coordination pursuant to NAGPRA is recommended as well. 

Project requirements as well as requirements for personnel involved in an excavation are stipulated by 
standards established by the Secretary of the Interior and specified in 36 CFR 61. 

As a minimum requirement, principal Investigators (PIS) must have acquired a graduate degree and 
should have at least one year of full-time professional experience or equivalent specialized training 
in archeological research, administration, or management. 
The PI must develop a research design encompassing past work in the region with pertinent research 
questions to be answered by the excavation. 
The profiles of all larger test units should be drawn and described, and the investigation should 
include an in-depth investigation of the stratigraphy and site formational processes. 
The purpose of the excavation should be to add to the information already gathered in the area and 
attempt to answer questions that have arisen from other excavations in the region. 
The excavation should produce an ordered body of data readily usable not just by the PI but by 
anyone else interested in studying the information in the future. 
Initial laboratory work (cleaning artifacts, fme screening samples, etc.) should be recorded in an 
accompanying notebook to he used in conjunction with the field documentation so that materials 
recovered in the field retain the associations they had when taken out of the ground. 

0 
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Extensive notes on the rypes of analysis and definitions and procedures used must be maintained. 
When analysis is completed, the PI may disseminate the information to other researchers through 
a professional-quality report, conference presentations, and professional journals. 

Dissemination of information about the project to the public may be accomplished through distribution of a 
popular version of the f d  technical report to area libraries, video media, or public displays. If the 
dissemination of such information is intended, it must be planned for in the original scope of work at the time 
of initial project planning. 

d. Curation of Data Obtained through Archeological Investigations 

Data such as maps, notes, labeled artifacts, etc., obtained during archeological inventory, survey, and 
excavation projects will be curated in a federally approved institution per 36 CFR Pan 79. The cultural 
remains recovered from the facility will require a curation agreement with an appropriate facility to preserve 
records and materials to be made available to researchers in the future. 

e. Nominations to the h‘RHP 

One of the responsibilities of the Federal agency under Section 110 of NHPA, as amended through 1992, 
is that 

the agency, with the advice of the Secretary and in cooperation with the SHPO, shall establish a 
program to locate, inventory, and nominate to the Secretary all properties under the agency’s 
ownership or control that qualify for inclusion in the NRHP. 

Following the completion of the inventory procedures outlined within this document, those resources judged 
to be eligible for inclusion in the NRHP (Le., historic properties) may he formally nominated. 

Formal nomination of a historic property does not preclude the property’s protection. Sites 
determined eligible are afforded the same %eatment” and protection under the law as are those sites 
formally listed on the NRHP. 

AR 420-40 specifies that the Army will nominate historic properties through command channels to the 
National Park Service. INT Form NPS 10-900a (NRHP Inventory Nomination Form) and INT Form NPS 
10-9OOb (Continuation) will be used for nominations. Nominations include, among other information, an 
explicit Statement of significance that identifies the relationship of the site to the broader historical, 
architectural, arcbeological, or cultural context that has been established by the state. 

4. Architectural Properties 

Survey, inventory, and documentation of all architectural resources at JPG have been completed. The 
evaluation process was begun in 1984 by BTI and completed in 1995 in conjunction with the development 
of this CRMP. The following section presents methods of documentation to be undertaken in cases of 
impacts to NRHP-eligible architectural resources. 
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a. Future Construction Projects for "-Eligible Properties 

(1) Alterations, Additions and Demolitions 

Substantive modifications to NRHP-eligible properties typically are determined to be adverse effects under 
Section 106 of the NHPA. As a result, an appropriate level and kind of mitigation are required to offset the 
effects before alterations and additions to the buildings are allowed. Modifications are considered substantive 
if they change character-def~g features or qualities of a property. Negotiated mitigation for a 
determination of adverse effect is governed by an MOA and typically focuses on an appropriate level of 
Historic American Buildings SurveyMistoric American Engineering Record (HABSIHAER) or similar type 
documentation. 

HABS standards for architectural properties are set forth in the Secretary's Starulnrdr for Historic 
Documentntion [48 FR 4472847301 and involve various levels of documentation. For engineering 
structures, such as bridges and dams, HAER documentation parallels that of HABS. Buildings and structures 
with intact machiaery and equipment contributing to NRHP significance may require documentation to HAER 
Standards. 

Sucb documentation may include drawings and large format archival photograpby. A written 
descriptive and historical narrative as well as negotiated documentation photograpby of some type 
are always included. 
Requirements and standards for HABSMAER and similar documentation are rigorous, but are 
tailored to the resource and the conditions surrounding it. 
The level of documentation is dependent on the extent of historic documentation already existing in 
the form of archival materials and drawings, the extent of alteration of the building (including 
demolition), and the importance of the building. 

Guidance documents for HABSMAER documentation include Photographic Specificm'om, Guidelines for 
Preparing Written Historical and Descriptive Data, and Trammining Documenmion to HABS/HAER. These 
documents are updated regularly and are often tailored by regional NPS offices independent of one another. 
An excellent reference man& for HABSMAER documentation, and its oversight, is Recording Historic 
~tructures, published in 1989 by the American ht iNte of Architects. General HABSIHAER directives are 
also ' ed within 48 FR 44716-44740, subsection 447304734. Secretary's Stamhrds and Guidelines 
for Architectural and Engineering Documenran'on. 

Alternatives to HABSMAER documentation may include a redesign of planned alterations or additions to 
achieve determinations of no effect or no adverse effect for construction projects. HABSMAER 
documentation may sometimes also be negotiated at lesser levels of recording in conjunction with limited 
project redesign to support determinations of no adverse effect. Demolition of NRHP-eligible buildings 
nearly always is considered to have an adverse effect on historic properties, and typically will necessitate full- 
scale HABS/HAER documentation negotiated with appropriate NPS staff. 

(2) Maintenance, Repair, Rehabilitation, and Restoration 

Any maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, or restoration project for NRHPeligible properties should routinely 
address the following concern. 

Procedures md Management-AIl projects involving NRHP-eligible properties require assessment, 
administrative review, and coordination. Assessment should be made by a technically qualified 
professional with experience in historic architecture; administrative review should be accomplished 
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with full knowledge of applicable regulations and requirements for compliance with applicable PAS 
andlor MOAS; coordination should be thorough and involve all interested parties. 
Field Assessmenr Procedures-Field assessment of eligible or potentially eligible buildings that are 
subject to intervention should be comprehensive and coordinated with proposed modification plans 
and review of appropriate documents. Field assessment sbould be guided by a standardized 
maintenance and repair checklist, and annual repon form to achieve consistency among building 
records. Field assessment should be performed by a qualified professional architect or engineer 
with experience in historic preservation. 
Professional Qualificm'ons-Field assessment and evaluation of proposed intervention to NRHP- 
eligible buildings should be conducted by a qualified professional who meets the professional 
qualification standards for history and historic architecture as defined in 48 FR 447384739. 
Rehnbilirm'on StMdards-Projects involving physical changes to NRHP-eligible and NRHP-listed 
buildings and structures should make every attempt to incorporate the Secretary's Sfandurds for 
Rehabilitm'on into the renovation, rehabilitation, or restoration process. In particular, the 10 
staudards guiding the philosophy of treatment for historic properties, as revised in 1992, should be 
followed. 
Record Keeping-Organized record keeping is essential to the efficient maintenance and repair of 
historic structures and to achieve compliance with applicable regulations. Each structure should 
have a building file used by those in management positions who have authority for maintenance and 
repair activities. The file should include historical archival materials, original construction 
documents and photographs, maintenance records, and HAES Level IV documentation andlor 
inventory sheets. Files sbould be reviewed prior to and in conjunction with maintenance, repair, 
and development activities. 
Review of Hazardous Muzeriuls Survey-All work involving eligible buildings should include a 
review of hazardous materials, particularly asbestos-containing and lead-based materials such as 
paints, coatings, pipes, and fittings. Repair or replacement of original historic building fabric may 
involve mitigation of hazardous materials. 

0 

b. Lease or Sale of NRHP-Eligible Buildings 

The lease or sale of buildings identified as listed on or eligible for inclusion in the NRHP may require 
historic preservation Covenants legally ambed to their transfer. The covenants encourage the preservation 
of the architectural inte&ty of the given resources. Sucb wvenants typically reference the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. An MOA between the DA, the ACHP, and the Indiana SHPO 
concerning the closure of Jefferson Proving Ground dictates general resolutions concerning disposal of 
buildings and structures (see Appendix M). 

B. Current Inventory of Cultural Resources 

1. Archeological Resources 

a. Recorded Sites 

To date, 153 archeological sites have been recorded at JPG (Table 11-11. These recorded sites can be 
subdivided on the basis of temporal association: 

74 prehistoric period sites, 
55 historic sites (including 16 originally identified through archival sources), and 
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Table 11-1 
PrcinrWhtiorrEn Cul~wal Rsrourscr Recorded at the Jefferson Proving Ground 

Sile N NRHP Rccardcr(r)/ 
Tanpruy Site X Site Dacription Tempan1 Afiilhtion Eligibiliry Recommcndltion Date recorded 

121~367 

IUe3681 
V-W iile 

121~369 

121585 

121586. 

121587 

121588 

121c389* 

121s393. 

1.01alrd r5d Unborn prehistoric Ineligible No funher work Anslingcr 1953 

Historic anifam 2m CCMuY Ineligible No funher work Amlingcr I993 

Prstustoris irolad M; Unbmvn prehistoric; Ineligible No fmhcr work Amlingcr 1953 
Historic anihm UnLnOwn hirmric 

Historic h h m  La= 1Wmid-2hb feorury lncligibls No funher work Lugsnr 19% 
b o w  site 

Coneruc foudatiom. Late I W m i d - Z h h  ssnrury lncligiblc No hmhcr work Largcnf 19% 
historic anifam farm5md 

C o m l e  fouoduion, L.E IWmid -Zhh  cmauy Ineligible No funher work Stafford et nl. 1985/ 
CISIsm, septic la&. ad flrmrtnd Lugau 19% 
historic anifacls 

F e u  line. l i u t o n c  Lue 1Wmid-2hb cennyr lncligiblc No hmhsr work k g m  19% 
wall. ad wa- hole f a w a d ?  

Rsrmios of U I N ~  Late 19ullmid-2hh cplnyr Ineligible No hmhsr work L u g m  19% 
f 0 u d a l i O D  ad historic farmswad 
anifam 

Fum -1-m pm Lwc 1Wmid-2hb cmnvy lndigiblc No hmhcr work h g m  19% 
adotherhistoric mrbdlmp 
anifnsrr 
Bricks. cancm.  ad Lue IWmid -Zhh  cmmq lncligiblc No M e r  work sufford SI 4. 19s/ 
omenla1 g m u  ad historic ur,known h g r m  19% 
Ms 

Concme slab Law IWmid-MUI century lncliglblc No funher work h g m  19% 
f O v n d w 0 "  ad historic fumrtnd 
anifam 

Cistern. building Lue IWmid -2hb  sennvy lndi i ibls No M e r  work Largm I996 
mamid. ad historic 
a n i h C L 1  

Fowiation. ~ ~ 1 1 %  ad Late IWmid-Ukb senovy lnsligiblc NO fuRhcr work Stafford sf SI. 1989 

hmutcad or -1 m i d m  

hinaris anifacts hrmswad Largm 19% 

Historic mifacts Late I W m i d - Z w I  feorury lncligiblc No hmhcr work Largm 1996 

wash d v  

P r ~ w W l l  automobile early 2hh ssnnvy wash dump Imligibb No funher work Lugsnl 19% 
Mia; water hmcr 

Foudation?. build- Late IWmid-Zhh century lncligible No funher work Stafford et al. 19851 
maccrid, W d I .  ad ouur hmumd? 
historic anifacLT 

Lugsm 19% 

Fo&iom. windmill Lwc 1Wmid.m ce~ly Loeligible No fuRhcr work Sufford 0 4. 19851 

anifam 
base. well. ad historic h e a d  Lugm 19% 
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Table 11.1 
Prsiwrallrtion-En Culwrl Resow~es Rcsordd PI the Icffcrron Proving G r a d  

si lex/ NFXP Rccordcr(s)/ 
Temporary Site X Silc Description Tmpm Affiliation Eligibiliry Rccommcdation Dare rcurrdd 

121~394 Building lluterirl d La= IWmid-20lh ~cnrury lnelieiblc No funhcr work Lnreml 19% 

Unknom prshisloris 

Unknown prrhinoric: 
H i r t o t i C  

U h w n  prsturlotie 

unrmwn prehistoric 

U h w n  prshirloric: 
HktotiC 

unknown prchi6toris 

A,chniC? 

U h m  prehimris 

u m m p r e h i n o t i s  

unknown prehistoric 

Inelieihle No funhsr work 

UnrnOlvn PracNaUon LhrOueh 
a v o i d  

Lncligihlc No funhcr work 

lncligihlc No funhhcr work 

Ineligible NO funhcr work 

lnsligiblc No funhcr work 

Lncligibk No funhcr work 

lncligihlc No funhcr work 

IneligiblC No funhsr work 

Ineligible No funhcr work 

Largm 19% 

lvgcn,  19% 
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Table 11-1 
Prcimu1la"onEra C u l m 1  Raourcsr Rmrded st UIF Jcffcnan Pravlng Ground 

sib ni NRHP RccardsNs)/ 
Temporary Sits i Sile Description Eligibility Rcsammdation Date recorded 

Stafford ct 11. 19851 Ineligible No further work 
Largcs 1996 

lncligiblc No further work h g S r U  15% 

lncligibls No funhcr work Largm 1996 

Lithic s u m  Unknown prehistoric LNligible N o ~ M c r  work Largrpsm I996 

Lithic scatter: unknown prehirmris: Ineligible No funhcr work h g m  1996 
Hisroris glass fnpmu U&mm hisroris 

Lithic s u m  U h w n  prchlslorir lmligibls No M e r  work Largm 19% 

lrolaua find UnblDwn p*chlsmric lncligibls No further work h g s N  1996 

Building mste~ial meal Late IWmid-Zhh -ry lnsligibls No funhsr work Stafford a 21. 19851 
objecu. other hisraric fmmlead or MI raidcnsc Largmt 1996 
WlilauS 

Brick fnpmt, bans Late 1Wmid-2hh ~ a u y  LDsligibls No funhsr work 
fngmm 

Brick fnpmt Late IWmid-ZOVI m r y  lmligiblc No funher work 

Lithic scatter unknown prehiswric lncligiblc No furlher work 

R m i m  of a svu-e. Late LWmid-2hh century lnsligibls No further work 
wd1. hiomtic anifacu 

Concrete wall remnant. Late IWmid-2hh cswry Lnsligibls No further work 
WSII. hislo"c mihcu farnutcad or mn1 raidcnsc 

Largsm 1996 

Lugm 1996 

Larguu 1996 

Stafford et 21. 1985/ 
Largm 1996 

Stafford cf 81. 19851 
h g m t  19% 

h g m  1996 

! 
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1210434 Historic trash saner  Lale 1Wmid-2% scruury Ineligible No fvnhsr work h g c N  19% 

1Yd35 Historic brownware Law 1% i law 2% sc- Ineligiblc No funhsr work LargcN 19% 
f w m m  

fnmuu 
1210436 Salt-glunuare s m n ~  Late 1% i late 2% cmnuy hsligiblc No W e r  work LargsN 1996 

1210437 Lithic suner u ~ m p r e h i s t o t i c  lncligiblc No WCI work Lugm 19% 

121438 Historic m a l  fnmmu Unknown historic hcligiblc No funhsr work LugCN 19% 

1210439 PrehjsLoric isolated W U m -  prrhirtotis: historic Insligiblc No W e r  work Largm 19% 
onc nail 

121e440 Two prshi5totis Wu: Unknown prchirtotic; lnsligibls No fvnhcr work Large"! 19% 
MS whitevnrs hagmuu Historic 

IUd4l nues bkmfic m d  Late 1% I Iw 2% ES- ineligible No W c r  work Luguu 19% 
fragmmlf 

121*142 Ore mil Lale 1% i Zovl M R U y  lncligiblc No M e r  work IAWN 19% 

12Jd43 lsolalcd find unrnom prchirtorie Insligibls No fudn work Larguu 19% 

1210444 H i m t i c  artifacts Law 1% I Iale 2% lneligiblc No funher work ~ Largm 19% 

IUd45' Histotic m d .  wells. Late IWmid-ZOlh ssnnvy lncligible No W c r  work Smfford e! 11. 198sl 
foumia"ons. historic hmlsld h g m t  19% 
Inifam 

121C446 Two naku Unlsown prChistoric lndigiblc No W c r  work . Larpx 19% 

12Jd47 Isolated fxd Unknown prehistoric Ineligiblc No funher work Lnrgmr 1996 

121d48 Flak.?. firKrackOd res* Unkmm prchirtoris lnsligibh NO funher work Largmt 19% 

1Ud49* Historic ~ N h C l f  s u I v r  Late lWmid-2W ESW lncligibls No funher work staffom st .I. 19851 
lnrgsnl19% 

lUalS0 Harlow's Concrsu feumiation Late 1 W d - m  emnuy fucligibls No funher work Largrm 19% 
General store slab. window g k s .  bvrincrr 

asbutor.  W M  metal 
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Table 11-1 
Prclarulklion-Era Culm1 RDOYTCEI Rssordd at h e  Jefferson Proving Ground 

si= ni NRHP RCCOfdCr(S)l 

Temporary Siu n Site Dacriprion Temporal Affiliation Eligibiliry Rssommedaion Daw rccordd 

1U453 Hkwris anihu Scatlcr Mid-Zhh scnmry lneligiblc No funher work Largcnl 19% 

lUC454 HirWris mifacl m e r  Luc 19Wmi&Z@h c s ~ l r y  Lnsligibk No wort L p c N  19% 
wash dump 

121s155 Historic utiflcr 6-r Mid-Zhh scnmry losligiblc No M e r  work Largcnt 19% 

UJalS6 LiIhic unknown prehiswris unknown Pr-adon through Largslu 19% 
avoidance 

lzl457 Lithic s u e r  unknown prchisloric lneligiblc No further work brgenf 19% 

Ius158 LiIhiis ruoer unknown prchirwric U h w n  PrawuionUlmugh L g m 1 9 %  
woiduIsc 

lncligibls No M e r  work Stafford 51 d. 19851 12J459* Lithic s c a m :  unknown plehi.wric: 
Historic foundation, Law 1Wmid-Zah scnnuy Largcnt 19% 
mncrstc pole barn piers. farmnud: 
hiswric Mifacm, W d l  

LUaMo LiIhie scatter unrnown prchisroris lneligiblc No further work hgm 19% 

121c461 Lithic scatter unknown prehiuaric lndigiblc No M e r  work L g r m  19% 

IUa162. Prshinoris utifacts: Unknown prchinoric: lncligiblc No funher work Suffocd el al 19851 
historic roundrtion. Luc IWmi62ah ccnnuy Lnrgnu 19% 

.. 

well. windmill b e :  f a m t n d  

l U W  Commccion muCnal Hisiork whom Ineligible No funher work h - 1  19% 
d m P  

lzlc465 Ccllv hole, historic Late 1% I Z h h  ssnrvry -1 Ineligible No funhcr work Larguu 19% 
rNfaW2 raidsnsc 

IUd.56 LiIhic bkc:  U h w n  prchiswric: Ineligible No fvnhsr work Lagmi 19% 
founlltion. sone- b u  IWmid -Zhh  scnnuy 
windmill base, hiswlic 
artifam 

famls ld  or -1 raid- 

IZJe467 Lithic scatlcr Unknownprchiuaric lneligiblc No M e r  work Larguu 1996 

12JC468 Lithic scattec; unknom prehiswric: lncligiblt No funhcr work Largcnt 19% 
historic anjfiC1 m e r  Unknom historic 

12Je469 LiIhis scare, unknown prshinorie lneligiblc No M e r  work Largslu 19% 

l2J470 Lithic s u e r  U h w n  prhirtoric Unknown Prcrervalion through h g u u  1996 
rroidau 
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1210471 

1210472 

1210473' 

1210474 

1210475' 

lZJ0476 

1210477 

1210478 

1210479 

1210480 

1210481 

IUe482. 

1210483 

120484 

120485 

120486 

1ZJe487 

1210488 

Lithic $caner: unknown prchiswtic: 
Hiswric irolared f d  Hinotic 

Lithic scatter U n b a v n  prchiswris 

Lithic sum unknown prchistoris 

Lithic sulfei U h w n  prch i r ic  

Lithic 1-r unknown prchiswtic 

ineligible No funhcr work hrgcnl 1596 

U h w n  Prncrvation of lnrguu 1596 
prrtliswric u l m p x n t  
throwh avoidMEe 

lnsligiblc No W s r  work h g u u  19% 

lnsligible No funhcr work Sufford CI d. 1989 
hgrgsnt 1996 

Ineligible No funhcr work h g e n t  19% 

hligible No further work h g u u  19% 

Unknown P m w r t i o n  Uwrough h g s m  19% 
avoidance 

hsligiblc No funha work Largcm 19% 

Unknown Pmsrvalian through Larguu 19% 
avoidance 

lncligiblc No further work h g a u  1996 

Unknown Pmcrvitian thmugh SuRord et al. 19851 
ivoidrncc Largcm 19% 

Ineligible No funhcr work Lugcnl 1996 

lncligiblc No W c r  work Largm 1996 

lncligiblc No W s r  work h g m  1996 

lncligibls No M e r  work h i g u l l  19% 

lncligiblc No further work Lacgent 19% 

lncligiblc No funher work h g e n l  19% 
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Table 11-1 
Prcimullauon-En C u l m 1  RKWCK Recorded PI the Jeffenon Proving Ground 

lncligiblc No funhcr work Llrgcnr 1% Fouda”an. hiuswtic 
artif- 

121012 

1210153 

lZRil54 

lZRil55 

12R1156 

1210157 

1210162 

JPC-AACI- I 

IPG-AACI- 2 

JPG-AACI- 3 

JPG-AACI- 4 

JPG-AACI- 5 

Lithic sum 

i~olatd r d  

Lithic SCamc 

Lithic sum 

Unknown prehiawtir 

Un*nam prehiswtic 

unknown prchiswtic 

UnbKNm p f i m t i c  

Unknown prehinotic 

unknown prshinotic: 
2wI S e n w  falmwad 

lnsligibls No furher work 

Ineligible No funher work 

Ineligible No M c r  work 

lncligiblc No fvnhcr work 

Ineligiblc No funher work 

lncligiblc No funher work 

Ineligible No funher work 

lnsligiblc No fvrthcr work 

Ineligiblc No funha work 

Ineligible No funhcr work 

Schauan md M a a s  1993 

S c h m  md Moor 1993 

schmm md Moor 1993 

Schouan md Moor 1993 

Schsnun md Moor 1993 

Stafford “PI. 1985/ 
SshsnirnmdMoor1993 

Sch- md Moor 1993 

Schmian md M- 1993 

Schmirn md M o o r  1993 

Stafford ct rl. 19851 
SchmianUldM-1993 

Mississippian Ineligible No further work Gudlillg 1975 

Unknown p f i w r i s  Ineligible No further work Schsnian md M- 1993 

Late Archaic lncligiblc No funhcr work schsnirn md Moor 1993 

unknown prchinotic 

UnbKNm prehiswtic 

unknown prehirwtic 

Unknown prchisroris 

Unknom pnhiswric: 
Late lRhlmid-2w1 ssnrury 
farmnud 

Unknown prehwric 

Unknown prehiswric 

Unknown prehinotic 

Unknownpf iwt i r  

lnsligibls No funher work 

lncligible No funher work 

lneligiblc No funhsr work 

lncligibls No funher work 

Unknown Additional lesiing 

Unknown Additional lerting 

Ineligible NO funher work 

Unknown Additioorul tuling 

Unknown Additional wsting 

schauan md M a a s  1993 

Schman md M o o r  1993 

Schman md Moor 1993 

Anslwa 1993 

Hawbm ad Wnllcy 1995 

Hawkim md Wallcy 199s 

Hawkins md Wrllcy 1995 

Hawkim and Wallcy 1995 

Hawkim md Wallcy 199s 
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JPG-AACI- 6 

IPG-AACI- 7 

JPG-AACI- 8 

IPG-AACI- 9 

IPG-AACI-IO 

IPG-AACJ-I1 

JPG-AACI-12 

JPG-AACI-13 

JPG-AACI-14 

JPG-AACI-15 

IPG-AACI-16 

JPG-AACI-17 

JPG-AACI-18 

IPG-AACI-19 

IPG-AACI-20 

IPGAACI-21 

JPG-AACI-22 

IPG-AACI-23 

Ineligible No further work 

Ineligible No funhsr work 

Unlnown Additional testing 

lneligiblc No funhcr work 

Ineligible No M e r  work 

Insligible No funha work 

Ineligible No further work 

Ineligible No M c r  work 

Unrnmm Add1iion.l tcn- 

Unknown Addirionnl testing 

Ineligible No funher work 

Unknown Additioml lerung 

Unlnown Additional testing 

lmligibls No funhsr work 

Imligiblc No funhsr work 

Jnellgible No funher work 

Un*noun E v a l ~ t e  

Unknm E v a l w  

Hawbnr and Wnllcy 1995 

H a w k  and Wallcy 1995 

Hawbnr rod Wallcy 1995 

H a w k  rod Wal lq  19% 

H a w k  rod Wallcy 1995 

H a w k m a d  Wdlcy 1995 

H a w b m  and Wallcy 1995 

H a w k  rod Walky 1995 

Hawk- rod Wnllcy 1995 

H a w k  &3 Wallcy 1995 

H a w k  and Wallsy 1995 

H a w k  and Wallcy 1995 

Hawkim rod Wallcy 1995 

Hawkim rod Wallsy 19% 

Hawkins and Wlllsy 1995 

Hawkinr and Wallsy I995 

Hawkins and Wallcy 19% 
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24 multiple component (i.e., both prehistoric and historic components) sites (including seven 
originally identified through archival sources). 

Based on recovered data from several sites, the prehistoric period occupation likely spanned the Archaic 
tbrough the Late Prehistoric periods. Research suggests that the most common types of prehistoric sites 
documented in Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties represent shon-term processing camps where people 
gathered and processed resources and camped during hunting, gathering, and fishing forays. More than 
likely these forays originated from larger base camps or villages in the area. It is also possible for nucleated 
Woodland or Mississippian sites to occur, for such sites have been documented in the neighboring counties 
(Anslinger 1993; Guendliig 1975; Hawkins 1995; Munson et al. 1977; Schenian and Mocas 1993). As 
archeological surveys and testing efforts are initiated at the JPG, additional information regarding prehistoric 
cultural chronology and assemblage composition, settlement panerns. social organization, mortuary practices, 
and others may be collected. Survey data will begin to provide locational information, although test 
excavation is often required to address more complex research issues relevant to a determination of NRHP 
eligibility. 

As of 1994, no test excavations of JPG historic sites have been conducted to determine their NRHP 
eligibility. A preliminary examination of the overall JF'G facility made during this study indicates that there 
is a strong likelihood that some of the historically documented farmsteads and related sites may remain intact. 
While no standing structures remain and some cellars have been partially filled, it is considered likely that 
some of the historic sites retain most of their nineteenth- and twentieth-century cultural deposits. Likewise, 
historic records available from agricultural and population census data, land and probate records, 
newspapers, tax records, and family histories may supply a wealth of etbno-historical data that may be 
combined with the archeological studies to identify those sites that have the greatest information potential. 

In the case of historic period sites, it may be anticipated that among JPG farmsteads, the original frontier 
dwellings may have been log cabins built by frontier farmers with few capital resources. These were later 
replaced by wood frame dwellings constructed on stone piers or masonry sill foundations as the farmers 
prospered and the frontier families grew. During the occupancy of the original dwellings, refuse deposits 
likely formed as sheet refuse in open yard areas. The construction of welis, cisterns, and masonry cellars 
probably represent later capital investments and improvements to the farmhouses as the families became more 
established during the late nineteenth century. The construction of these features is often associated with 
landscaping deposits that may have buried earlier yard deposits that accumulated prior to the cellar 
excavation. In some cases these landscaping deposits may contain sufficient clay content to create an 
anaerobic environment (without oxygen) that seals earlier cultural deposits and preserves floral and faunal 
elements. Landscaping also offered a convenient opportunity to clean house and outbuildings and dispose 
of quantities of refuse by simple burial. 
represented in the configuration of surface ruins that represent the late 1930s farm complex. This form of 
capital investment is expressed in the concrete improvements to cellars, barns, and outbuilding foundations 
that began during the late 1910s with the creation of wood and concrete silos. During the early 1900% the 
US. Department of Agriculture promoted the use of concrete as a means to maintain more sanitary 
conditions in farm buildings. 

Information is needed to reconstruct the evolution of the typical JPG nineteenth- to twentieth-century 
farmhouse, facilities, grounds, and farm propenies. The history of the farmbouses can be addressed through 
specific problem oriented fieldwork that examines the stratigraphic profiles and architectural features that 
remain in the archeological record, Such studies should provide accurate assessments of the archeological 
potential and physical character of the JPG farmsteads. 

Later capital investments to the farm fac 
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b. Potential Archeological Sites Based on Archival Sources 

Within the proving ground, Stafford et al. (1985) identified 478 potential historic sites through archival 
research only (Appendix K). Excluding the architectural properties Oakdale School and Old Timbers Lodge, 
21 of Stafford et al.’s remaining 476 archival sites have been field located through intensive survey and 
formally recorded. Of the remaining 455 archivally identified sites: 

a 288 are situated in the unexploded ordnance (UXO) contaminatedldisturbed areas of JPG, thus 
inaccessible to survey; 
167 potential sites remain to be field identified and formally recorded. 

2. Architectural Resources 

The architectural inventory of JPG has been completed. The present data base is based on several 
architectural inventories and assessments, each including HABMAER Level IV survey. The extant buildings 
and structures represent premilitary occupations in the late nineteenthlearly twentieth century as well as those 
of the World War I1 and Cold War eras. Based on the inventory, 410 pre-1989 buildings (n=388) and 
bridges (n=22) presently remain on the facility (see Appendix J): 

World War 11: 198 buildings 
Cold War: 174 buildings and 2 bridges 

he-World War 11: 15 buildings, one dam, and 20 bridges 

The premilitary buildings and structures include the one-room Oakdale School building, Old Timbers Lodge 
and a nearby old stone dam, 13 farmhouses used for military housing. and 20 bridges (see Figure 1-3). 
Oakdale School (Building No. 4-01), built in late 1869. is the oldest surviving building on the proving ground 
and one of the few remaining one-room schoolhouses in the local area.. Constructed of masonry, it is a good 
example of a highly intact architectural type unique to its historic era (BTI 1984). The school building was 
restored in 1992 and listed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1993. The Old Timbers Lodge 
(Building No. 485) is located on the nonheast corner of the proving ground. The 919-mz (9,892 e)  
limestone-and-beam hunting lodge was built as a country house between 1929 and 1932 by Cincinnati 
industrialist Alexander Thomson (Thomson 1981). It is currently used as a recreation facility for installation 
personnel. Locally, the lodge is important as a historic property because it is a good example of an intact 
country house built in the arts and crafts uadition of the early twentieth century (BTI 1984:38). Old Timbers 
Lodge was placed on the Indiana State Register of Sites and Structures in April 1995. 

Of the 22 bridges built on JPG prior to 1959, eight date to the late nineteenth century; 12 to the early 1900s; 
and two the 1950s (see Appendix J). Although the majority have been significantly altered and have lost 
integrity, eight of the 22 bridges retain their integrity. All are vehicle bridges of one to four spans. These 
bridges include: Bridge No. 17, a niple-arch span completed in 1911, on Northwest Exit Road; Bridge No. 
25, a single-arch stone bridge erected 1905, on G Road Bridge No. 27, a three-arch bridge erected 1907, 
on J Road; and Bridge No. 28, a double-arch stone bridge built ca. 1907, on East PerimeterK Road. These 
four bridges are good examples of an intact historic engineering nlpe and excellent examples of local masonry 
bridge design and construction (BTI 1984; Appendix J). The remaining four intact bridges include: Bridge 
No. 2 (hatt rmss erected 1897). Bridge No. 8 (hatt truss erected 1884). Bridge No. 10 (through ha t t  truss 
erected 1892), and Bridge No. 22 (single-span stone arch erected 1921). 

The military buildings are related to the various JPG missions during both World War I1 and the Cold War 
(see Appendix J). Since the primary mission of JPG was ordnance testing, much on the extant military-era 
construction bad to do with srorage, distribution, and area safe shelters as well as infrastrucNre systems. 
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3. Native American Cultural Items and Traditional Cultural Properties 

A survey of the Native American tribes that have been federally recognized for the area must be undertaken 
to identify those tribal groups who may wish to claim cultural affinity with any cultural items-as defmed 
under NAGPRA-that may be within the facility boundaries. Although published material (Bundy 1992:28; 
Leland et al. 1956) and oral sources (Caldwell, personal communication 1995) indicate that a Native 
American burial ground may exist on JPG, none has at present been documented (see Figure 1-3). Currently, 
JPG is not in possession or control of NAGPRA Section 5 materials (human remains and associated funerary 
objects) and, therefore, has no legal obligations under NAGPRA Section 5. If, however, such resources are 
identified during future investigations/activities, NAGPRA requirements will apply. 

JPG may, however, be in possession of NAGPRA Section 6 cultural items (Le., unassociated funerary 
objects, .sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony) based on the summary research for the installation 
conducted by the US. Army Corps of Engineers, St Louis District. Therefore, JPG should take affirmative 
steps to come into compliance with NAGPRA Section 5 through consultatiodcommunication with the 
appropriate federally recognized tribes (see CRMP discussion on ‘Compliance with Native American Graves 
Protection and Repatriation Act”) as evidence of compliance with NAGPRA Section 6 summary 
requirements. 

No potential traditional cultural properties as per the NHPA and as defmed in NPS National Register Bulletin 
No. 38 Guidelines for Evnluaring and Docurnenring Traditional Cultural Properlies have been identified on 
the facility at the present. 

C. NRHP Criteria for Evaluation 

The qualification of a property as significant is judged in relation to four criteria for evaluation defmed by 
36 CFR Part 60. These four criteria for evaluation are applied following the identification of relevant 
historic themes and related research questions. 

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, and culture is present in 
districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship. feeling, and association, and: 

Criterion A: That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of our history; or 

Criterion B: That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past: or 
CriterionC: That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 

construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic 
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components 
may lack individual distinction; or 

Criterion D That have yielded, or may be l ie ly  to yield. information important in prehistory or 
history [36 CFR Part 60.41. 

The significance of a site is best understood through a knowledge of historic development and the relationship 
of the site to other similar resources. A historic context (research design elements) is the organization of 
information concerning the stages of prehistoric and historic development in various times and places and 
serves to identify the salient research issues for each period. Historic contexts or a research design for the 
prehistoric and preinstallation historic periods have yet to be formally developed for JPG. 
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The JPG is likely to contain historic propetties that may be linked with a variety of thematic contexts, some 
of which are anticipated below. Based on the background research completed for this management plan, it 
is considered likely that cultural resources from any of the historic periods defmed by the state may be 
present within the JPG. A variety of research themes is presented that may be used to evaluate archeological 
significance and eligibility for inclusion in the NRHP. The prehistoric and preinstallation historic overviews 
(see Appendices F and G) outline the current knowledge of the JPG vicinity for the prehistoric and 
preinstallation historic periods. 

The major archeological themes recognized for the region provide an important framework for the evaluation 
of the prehistoric and historic period archeological sites within the JPG. Those themes that have been 
selected for the JPG are presented in Table 11-2. The theme of 'culture history" applies to all sites. 
However, the relevance of a particular site to a given theme does not mean that the site is significant, since 
many sites will provide some information related to culture history. Determination of site signtfcance 
depends on the recognition of sire characteristics that exhibit the potential to contribute information important 
to furthering an understanding of prehistory or history. 

Among the most general themes considered for the prehistoric period are: 

cultural chronology-the chronological framework for the region is not clearly developed and 
consequently is very generalized. Sites with datable materials, particularly charcoal for radiocarbon 
dating, are essential to the scientific reconstruction of prehistoric cultural chronology. 
settlement patterns-due in part to the generalized chronology that is available, recognition of 
settlement pattern changes through time has been restricted; research into the range of aboriginal 
sites that occur is necessary to reconstruct the variety and evolution of past settlement systems. 
subsistence patterns-documentation of the subsistence patterns of particular time periods is 
inadequate at the present time, but such documentation is essential to an understanding of how and 
why certain subsistence systems such as maize agriculture were developed. 
envirnnmenr-the paleoenvironment affected the choices made by prehistoric peoples concerning 
site location. subsistence patterns, and the necessary associated technology; consequently, an 
understanding of the chauging paleoenvironmental conditions is essential to understanding changing 
human adaptations. 

For cultural resources of the preinstallation historic period, the evaluation may be addressed through a 
different set of research issues. Given the relatively large, continuous body of land that has not undergone 
significant disturbance by post-1940s agricultural practices, such as deep plowing and the development of 
larger crop fields as tractors became more and more commonplace, the JPG may also represent a particularly 
suitable area in which to examine the archeology of rural historic landscapes, the organization of agricultural 
production, and the evolution of historic farm operations that existed on the preinstallation land. Specifically, 
the household (owner) farm, the family farm, the tenant farm, and the clustered farm community may 
provide the principal property types and the primary units of analysis to address the agricultural economy 
of the preinstallation historic period. Additional research issues that may be considered are settlement 
patterns and intrasite organization, site formation processes, consumer behavior, inheritance practices, and 
commuuity development. 

These themes and questions, in Nm, define the kinds of evidence a site must possess in order to be 
considered a historic property. The contextual integrity of artifacts and research potential of a site are 
primary factors to consider regarding site significance. The following points must be considered in such a 
determination. 
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Table 11-2 
Selected Research Themes for Cultural Resources within the Jefferson Proving Ground, 

Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley Counties, Indiana 

Prehistoric Period Preinstallation Historic Period 

Cultural Chronology 
Cultural History 
Paleoenvironmental Reconstruction . 
Material Culture and Technology 
Subsistence and Settlement Patterns 
Exchauge 
Evolution of Chiefdoms 
Mortuary Practices 
Social Organization 
Ritual Practices 

Laudscape Archeology 
Organization of Agricultural Production 
Settlement Patterns 
Inuasite Organization 
Inheritance Practices 
Consumer Behavior and Capital Investment 
Site Formation Processes 
Community Development 

What are the ages, arrangements, character, and integrity of the cultural deposits that are 
represented within the site? 
Does the site contain discrete (vertical or horizontal) components assignable to particular time 
periods? 
Has any portion of the site been disturbed so that the spatial relationships of the artifacts and 
features have been destroyed? If so, what was the nature of the disturbance? 

~ What portion of the site is undisturbed? 

These factors are particularly important to the assessment of the archeological resources. In order to evaluate 
the significance of a site, it is imponant to understand the range of materials that are represented, their ages. 
functions, and interrelationships as well- as considerations of the relationship of a component to other 
components in the vicinity. The issue of physical integrity is particularly important since some sites may 
have been extensively disturbed and thus have lost their research potential. The issue of cultural components 
that are represented is important to an assessment of both prehistoric and historic period resources. The 
presence of multiple, stratified cultural components would be particularly important for site interpretation. 

For both archeological and architectural properties, seven aspects or qualities define contextual integrity: 

locm'on-the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event 
occurred; 
derign-the combmtion of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property; 
setting-the physical environment of a historic property; 
mnferialt-the physical elements that were combmed or deposited during a particular period of time and 
in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic property; 
workmanship-the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given 
period in history or prehistory: 
feeling-a propeny's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time; and 
arsocim'on-the direct link between an imponant historic event or person and a historic propew.. 
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Although a particular archeological site may exhibit sufficient contextual integrity, there remains the question 
of whether or not the resource contains the data necessary for addressing particular research questions. The 
following characteristics must be considered for archeological sites. 

Does the site contain datable material? For prehistoric sites, although diagnostic artifacts are often 
relied upon, charcoal for radiocarbon dating is preferable. For historic period sites, diagnostic 
artifacts and historical documentation are used to identify the period of occupation. 
Is the preservation at the site such that subsistence data in the form of bone and charred plant 
remains will be recovered? Within the upland environment, such preservation is not always present 
unless midden or trash accumulation and feature contexu (e.&, hearths, storage pits, cellars, wells, 
etc.) have created a special environment. 
Are artifact densities sufficient for the recognition of activity areas and intersite functional 
differences? Ideally, short-term occupation sites may provide the clearest patterns of intrasite 
activity areas; however, extremely short-term sites often result in artifact densities that are too low 
for the recognition of activity areas or site function. 
Is the site a primary example of a Particular site type or representative of a particular time period 
of which we have little knowledge? 

0 

0 

0 

These data requirements comprise some of the primary qualities in the determination of whether a given 
cultural resource is or is not sigmicant, although sites do not have to meet all of these characteristics in order 
to be considered significant. This is especially true for the prehistoric sites where the lack of datahle material 
and sufficient quantities of artifacts makes site interpretation very difficult. The last characteristic in the 
above list is particularly relevant for the historic period in which early twentieth-century sites, such as 
farmsteads, 'are frequently considered less significant than sites of an earlier period, for example the 
protohistoric period about which much less is known. 

D. NRHP Categories of Properties at the JPG 

1. NRW-Eligible Properties 

NRHPeligible properties are cultural resources that are considered significant because they contain essential 
information regarding cultural heritage at the ~ t i o n a l .  regional, state, or local level. For the JPG area this 
would include Jefferson, Jennings. and Ripley counties and the surrounding environs. It is anticipated that 
as additional survey and testing investigations are undertaken some newly recorded archeological sites will 
be considered eligible. At the present, NFWP-eligible properties include: 

Pre-World War U buildings and structures: 
* 
* 

the one-room Oakdale School (Building No. 401) is listed on the NFWP; 
Old Timbers Lodge (Building No. 485) and four early twentieth-century stone arch bridges 
(Nos. 17, 25, 27, and 28) are eligible for inclusion in the NRHP (these properties are also listed 
on the Indiana State Register of Sites and Structures); 
four additional bridges built in the late 1800s (Bridge Nos. 2, 8, and 10) and ca. 1921 (Bridge 
No. 22) are considered to be potentially eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. 

Specific World War U-era buildings .or structures considered historically important due their 
association with the World War 11 facility and with the events of the war years are considered 
to be potentially eligible for NRHP inclusion under a multiple properties nomination in a 
proposed historic district (see Figore 1-7). 

* 

World War II-era buildings or structures: 
* 
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Based on the current HABS/HAER Level IV inventory/evaluation of standing buildings and structures built 
before 1989 and on JPG’s significant role in influencing the events of World War 11, it is recommended that 
there exists on the installation a multiple properties historic district that is eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A (significant events) and C (distinctive characteristics 
of type). The proposed district would be composed of 74 specific World War 11-era permanent and 
semipermanent buildings and structures (see Figure 1-7). As indicated in Appendix J. not all World War 11 
buildings physically located within the proposed district are considered to be contributing elements of the 
potential district, and 10 buildings situated outside the physical boundaries of the proposed district are 
considered contributing elements to the proposed district. Cold War-era buildings within and without the 
proposed JPG historic district do not meet Criteria Consideration G for exceptional significance that is 
applied to architectural resources less than 50 years in age. The preinstallation historic properties are not 
part of the proposed historic district (see Figure 1-3). 

With regard to the buildings and structures considered potentially eligible for inclusion in the NRHP and 
being excessed to a nonfederal entity, the Army will: 

a Ensure that the instrument transferring the prope. incorporates the covenant designated as 
Attachment G in Appendix M and the covenant shall be recorded in the real estate records of 
Jefferson, Jennings, or Ripley counties, State of Indiana. 
If there is no acceptable offer that will conform to the rehabilitation and maintenance requirements 
of the Srundarul, the Army, with the approval of the SHPO, may modify the covenant to reduce 
the requirements, or may transfer the propeny without a preservation covenant. 

2. Resourees of Unknown (or Potential) NRHP Eligibility 

Cultural resources of unknown eligibility are those resources for which NRHP evaluation has not yet been 
completed and, consequently, are considered potentially eligible until a f& determination of eligibility has 
been made. These resources must be properly managed or preserved, and, pending the completion of the 
evaluation process, they must be accorded the same treatment as NRHP-eligible properties. 

Currently 23 recorded archeological sites are considered to be of unknown eligibility (see Table II- 

* 13 prehistoric sites (JPG-AACI-2, JPG-AACI4, JPG-AACI-5, JPG-AACI-8, JPG-AACI-14, 
JPG-AACI-15, JPG-AACI-17, JPG-AACI-18, 121456, 121e458, 121e470, 121e478, 121e480); 

* three historic sites (JPG-AACI-22, JPG-AACI-23, 121e401); 
* seven multicomponent sites (JPG-AACI-1, 121e404, 12Je417, 121e418, 12Je471, 12Je473, 

1Ze482). 
Accessible archival sites dating to the historic period yet to be located (n= 167) are considered of 
unknown eligibility, pending survey and/or testing; 288 archival sites are within the UXO 
contaminated area and, thus, inaccessible to survey. 

1): 

a 

3. NRHP-Ineligible Resources 

Ineligible cultural resources are those resources that have been evaluated as being ineligible for inclusion in 
the NRHP. Ineligible resources require no further management attention. It is anticipated that once 
additional survey and testing have been conducted at the JPG, many other sites Iikely will be determined to 
be ineligible and will require no additional investigation. Archeological sites containing minimal information 
or that have been disturbed and, consequently, are of limited value and have been determined ineligible for 
listing in the NRHP are: 

a at present, 130 of the recorded archeological sites on the JPG (see Table 11-1). 
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Many of the World War Ii-era buildings are typically semipermanent storage and secondary support facilities 
with neither distinguishing architectural characteristics nor functional unity. All the Cold War-era (1946- 
1989) buildings are considered ineligible for listing in the NRHP because they do not meet Criteria 
Consideration G for exceptional significance that is applied to properties less than 50 years of age. 

0 Presently, 379 buildings (14 pre-World War 11; 191 World War 11; and 174 Cold War) and 14 
bridges are considered ineligible for NRHP inclusion. 

4. Identification of Data Needed to Complete DoEnmentation and Evaluation of Known Resources 

For the architectural resources on JPG: 

The historic context that outlines the JPG World War I1 history and defines the appropriate architectural 
property types in relation to other contemporary TECOM resources for NRHP evaluation and nomination 
is included as Appendix H. Based on the historic wntext, the inventory and evaluation process has been 
completed, and all architectural resources have been examined sufficiently to provide a determination of 
NRHP eligibility. No additional data are required for NRHP-eligible architectural properties. 

In regard to the military-related architectural resources, a large number of buildings associated with 
the operation of the facility during World War I1 are recommended as eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP as a proposed district under a multiple propenies nomination. 

For the archeological resources within the JPG: 

The 23 recorded sites of potential (unknown) eligibility have not been sufficiently examined to 
provide a determination of NRHP status. 
Once the known archeological cultural resources within the JPG have been more thoroughly 
exatnined through a testing program, it will be possible to complete the NRHP evaluation process. 
The data required to complete the evaluations of the recorded and archival archeological sites and 
recategorize them as either NRHP-eligible or NRHP-ineligible resources may be obtained through 
various intensive survey andlor testing actions: 
* relocation and survey-level subsurface investigations (i.e., shovel testing) of any archeological 

sites whose locations are presently known; 
initial location and survey-level subsurface investigations (Le., shovel testing) of those archival 
archeological sites whose locations and present conditions are unknown or uncertain; 
intensive subsurface investigations (Le., test excavation) of those archeological sites that may 
have multiple horizontally and/or vertically stratified moderate to high artifact density 
components based on shovel test (extensive delineation) results; 
archival research on potential historic sites to identtfy those for which it may be possible to 
determine age, occupants, research value, and possible historical significance. The purpose of 
the archival research is to assist in the determination of property type by identifying the form 
of agricultural production of the sites (i.e., plantation, household farm. family farm, tenant 
farm, or clustered farm wmmunity), as well as characteristics related to household occupancy, 
inheritance, laud tenure, agricultural census data, and property boundaries and to include the 
existing historic documentation in the evaluation process; and 

* ; intensive subsurface investigatim (i.e., shovel testing and test excavation) and more extensive 
archival research of potentially significant historic period farmsteads and farm communities. 
The fieldwork should be designed to address the internal configuration of the historic farm 

s, the distribution of cultural deposits, and the potential fahues in order to characterize 
the physical remains of the property type. 

* 
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All levels of subsurface investigation are intended to yield data relating to the nature of an archeological site 
and its deposits. These data will provide the basis for the NRHP evaluation of the resource. Three areas 
of concern are addressed with data collected through subsurface investigation: 

0 

0 

the present physical limits of the site, 
the present physical condition and integrity of the site, and 
the age and function of the site. 

Determining the present physical liits of the site involves an accurate identification of 

0 

0 

the area of the site (horizontal parameters), and 
the depth of the archeological deposits (vertical distribution). 

As the archeological survey continues at the JPG, it will be important that the inventory succeed in 
identifying (1) the general physical location of each site, (2) the physical limits, and (3) the depth and 
potential integrity of the archeological deposits. These data are required to isolate areas that require 
preservation measures and to determine how the site might be impacted by various facility activities. 

Determination of the physical integrity of the site requires the collection of accurate data relating to: 

0 

0 

the nature of the past depositional environment, 
the nature and degree of postdepositional disturbance, 
the contextual integrity of the culture-bearing deposits, 
the degree of feature preservation within the site, and 
the character and arrangement of the cultural deposits to evaluate the internal structure of the site. 

These data are necessary in order to properly evaluate the research potential of a site or component and for 
providing critical data that will clarify understanding of past lifeways. These data support the formulation 
and testing of models to interpret how the site was formed, the quality and quantity of data that are preserved 
on the site, and the research problems that data from the site can help elucidate. In addition, a reliable 
understanding of the variation in preservation and the structure of the site will enable better preservation and 
protection from impacts arising from facility activities. 

A determination of the age and function of the site from test excavations is critical in adequately evaluating 
the research potential of the site and pinpointing those research problems that the site can best address. The 
determination of age and function is also essential so that the site evaluation is conducted relative to other 
sites or components within the same class or property type. The relative worth of cultural resources in 
relation to one another should not be a consideration when evaluating NRHP eligibility. If a cultural resource 
possesses the ability to provide information a b u t  historic contexts, it is eligible under Criterion D, regardless 
of whether another site exists that may offer more information. The relative importance of historic properties 
is considered, however, when developing mitigation strategies, with excavation directed toward sites believed 
to have the best potential to yield information. 

For historic sites, additional archival research is required to clarify the present nature of the historic data 
base, to identlfy the former fasm communities, and to identify which farms are best documented historically. 
In the case of historic resources, the site documentation may be crucial to the identification of the relevant 
property type and for an evaluation of site significanE and NRHP eligibility. Records for frontier sites may 
be particularly difficult to locate. 
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111. MANAGEMENT PLAN REQUIREMENTS 

A. Standard Operating Requirements 

This chapter reviews the standard requirements for compliance with the CRMP. Chapter IV will present 
actual examples of how the Section 106 procedures will be applied at the JPG. The standard operating 
requirements for cultural resources management at the JPG will vary according to the activity involved and 
the present cultural resources data base available for the area of concern. Requirements presented here will 
apply to the following situations: 

programmatic undenakings exempted from further consultation with the SHPO/ACHP, including 
disposal of NRHP-ineligible resources; 
Section 106 compliance for undertakings not covered by this CRMP or PAS; 
Section 106 compliance for the alteration of land use; 
Sections 106 and 110 compliance for the excessing of lands as TECOM disposes of portions of 
the JPG facility acreage; 
Section 111 compliance for the leasing of property and the disposal of architectural properties. 

1. Undertakings Exempted from Further Consultation with the SHPOlACHP 

Certain routine activities undertaken at JPG are exempted from further consultation with the SHPO/ACHP 
under stipulations cited in the MOA between the DA, the ACHP, and the Indiana SHPO concerning the 
closure of JPG (see Appendix M). At JPG, any of the following activities that currently (or in the future) 
may take place are exempted from further coordination: 

Routine maintenance work on existing features such as roads, fire lanes, mowed areas, disposal 
areas, and ditches (not. however, significant widening of such features). 
Agricultural leases related to the production of crops, livestock, and hay, with the condition that 
land use is consistent with prior use and no grounddisturbing activities~are introduced on 
previously undisturbed land. 
Timber harvesting and/or thinning occurring in areas previously surveyed or in areas exempted 
from inventory under consultation with the SHPO, with the condition that all NRHP-eligible sites 
and sites of uoknown eligibility will be avoided. (Timber harvesting and/or thinning occurring in 
areas not previously surveyed and/or not exempted from inventory under consultation with the 
SHPO, will require such inventory and assessment of archeological sites per Section 106 review.) 
Outgrants and contracting actions when the proposed use involves no active or potential 
construction, alteration, destruction, relocation of buildings or structures, or disturbance of the 
ground surface. 
Facilities maintenance activities by the Army that do not alter the building facades or interiors 
(alteration dws not include repair of deteriorated materials or missing elements, which is exempt 
when they are replaced in kind or with materials that duplicate the original). 

Other actions that will not require consultation with the SHPO, pending programmatic implementation of this 
CRMP will include: 

Activities of the JPG N a n d  Resources Management Program that do not require construction of 
new facilities, or disturbance of previously undisturbed surfaces, or any tillage of previously 
unplowed ground do not require SHPO consulration. However, those undertakings involving earth- 
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disturbing activities of previously undisturbed surfaces shall be subject to further coordination with 
the SHPO pursuant to 36 CFR 800. 
Hazardous waste remediation may vary in its impact on a given locality. Heavily contaminated 
areas will not be subject to archeological survey because of a need to avoid undue danger or injury 
to survey personnel through contact with unexploded ordnance or other hazard. Rather, the Army 
will ensure that personnel conducting Remedial InvestigatiodFeasibility Study of environmental 
hazards at JPG are familiar with those areas identified as archeologically sensitive and with the 
need to exercise care when working in those areas, with professional archeological advice available 
in the event of an arcbeological discovery (see Figure 11-2; see Appendix M). 
Maintenance, renovation, or planned demolition activities affecting buildings and structures built 
after 1945 do not require further consultation with the SHPO. 

0 

0 

2. Undertakings Not Exempted from the Section 106 Review Process 

In the event that land usage will change, e&, from pasture or grazing land to crop land, th is activity may 
pose an adverse effect to historic properties and will require archeological inventory as per Section 106 prior 
to initiating the action. (Where land use remains constant for grazing lands and hay production and no 
ground-disturbing activities are undertaken, however, archeological survey is not required.) 

Where timber harvesting occurs on undisturbed ground in areas that have not been previously surveyed and 
are not exempted from inventory under consultation with the SHPO, those lands scheduled for timber 
harvesting will require a Section 106 review. (When timber harvesting occurs in areas that have been 
previously surveyed, previously disturbed or contaminated, or when restrictions are in place to permit 
logging only in frozen or dry grow3 conditions and to prevent recontouring of the ground, the activity may 
proceed, with the condition that all NRHP-eligible sites and sites of unimown eligibility will be avoided.) 

Some JPG lands will be excessed to another Federal agency, the state, or a nonfederal institution. In the 
event that the transfer is to another Federal agency, transfer of cultural resources management responsibilities 
would extend to the receiving agency. Transfer of lands to a State agency may also transfer cultural 
resources responsibilities if the receiving agency and the SHPO reach such an agreement and the ACHP 
concurs. Transfer of lands to private parties would require Section 106 review. 

3. Section 106 Compliance 

The Section 106 review process is essential for the adequate protection of historic properties. Although the 
available cultural resources data base and the potential impacts within each project area will vary, the basic 
steps of the Section 106 review process are standard once a project has been determined to be an undertaking 
and the APE has been established. The basic steps are as follows: 

IdentifylEvaluate Historic Properties, 
Assess Effects, 
Consultation. 
Council Comment (if there is an adverse effect or mfferencs of opinion between the Army and the 
SHPO), and 
Proceed. 

As noted in Figure 111-1, not all of these steps are necessary under certain circumstances. This discussion 
of the basic steps follows the format of the ACHP's (1986) publication, Section 106, Step-by-Sfep, with one 
exception. When the SHPO and the Army agree there is no adverse effect resulting from an undertaking, 
then there will be no requirement to provide documentation to the ACHP or to seek ACHP comment. 
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Step 1: Ident@uion and Evaluation of Historic Propem'es 

This step is directly related to Section 106 compliance. 

The Army reviews all of the available information concerning historic properties witbin the project area. 

If the area has been surveyed and NRHP-eligible properties have been identified in coordination 
with the SHPO or the Keeper of the National Register, the Army may proceed to Step 2. 
If sufficient information is not available for decision-making, further identification efforts will be 
necessary (i.e., archeological inventory including survey and site testing). The level of these efforts 
should be appropriate for the type of undenaking, its potential to affect historic properties, and the 
kinds of effects anticipated; they must be coordinated with the SHPO. 

The Army and the SHPO then apply the NRHP criteria to decide whether the properties are eligible for the 
NRHP and thus subject to the Section 106 review process. 

0 

0 

If the Army and the SHPO agree concerning eligibility status, then the property is treated as such 
for the purposes of Section 106. 
If they cannot agree or the Council requests, the Army must obtain a determination of eligibility 
from the Keeper of the Register. 

Once the Army has completed the identification process, it may be that no historic properties will be affected 
by the proposed project. If such is the case, the Army must: 

provide documentation to the SHPO that no historic properties have been found, 
notify other interested parties concerning the findings, and 
make pertinent documentation available to the public. 

Once these actions have been completed and the Army has fulfilled the requirements of the Section 106 
process, it may proceed with the project. 

However, any member of the public may question the Army's findings and may request an ACHP 
review of those findings. 
The ACHP review will either validate the Army's findings or cause the Army to reconsider its 
findings . 

If NRHP-eligible properties are judged to be within the project area, then the Army moves to Step 2 (Assess 
Effects). 

Step 2: Assess Effects 

Once the NRHP-eligible properties have been identified, the Army must determine if the proposed project 
will affect the property in any way. As before, the views of the SHPO and interested parties are considered. 
The judgement of the Army will be based on the criteria of effect and adverse effect as outlined in the 
ACHP's regulations [Section 800.91. 

0 Criteria of Effect-Section 800.9(a) 
"An undenaking has an effect on a historic property when the undertaking may alter characteristics 
of the property that may qualify the property for inclusion in the NRHP. For the purpose of 
determining effect, alteration to features of a property's location, setting, or use may be relevant 
depending on a property's significmt characteristics and should be considered." 
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Criteria of Adverse Effect-Section 800.9@) 
"An undertaking is considered to have an adverse effect when the effect on a historic property may 
diminish the integrity of the property's location, design, setting, materials, workmanship. feeling, 
or association. Adverse effects on historic properties include, but are not limited to: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Exceptions to the Criteria of Adverse Effect-Section 800.9(c) 
'Effects of an undertaking that would otherwise be found to be adverse may be considered as being 
not adverse for the purpose of these regulations: 
* When the historic property is of value only for its potential contribution to archeological, 

historical, or architectural research, and when such value can be substantially preserved through 
the conduct of appropriate' research, and such research is conducted in accordance with 
applicable professional standards and guidelines. 
When the undenaking is limited to the rehabilitation of buildings and structures and is 
conducted in a manner that preserves the historical and architectural value of affected property 
through conformance with the Secretary of the Interior's Stanaimis for Rehabilitation and 
Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. 
When the undenaking is limited to the transfer, lease, or sale of a historic property, and 
adequate restrictions or conditions are included to ensure preservation of the property's 
significant historic features." 

Physical destruction, damage, or alteration of all or part of the property. 
Isolation of the property from or alteration of the character of the property's setting when that 
character contributes to the property's qualification for the NRHP. 
Introduction of visual, audible, or atmospheric elements that are out of character with the 
property or alter its setting. 
Neglect of a property resulting in its deterioration or destruction. 
Transfer, lease, or sale of the property." 

* 

* 

If the undertaking is interpreted as changing in any way the characteristics that qualify the property as an 
NRHP-listed or NRHP-eligible property, it is considered to have an effect. 

If the undertaking is determined as diminishing the integrity of the property, it is considered to have an 
adverse effect. 

If human remains are encountered by any undertaking, non-Native American remains are assessed as any 
other resource, with significance and historic association completed. If the human remains are of Native 
American affdiation, then NAGPRA [P.L. 101-6011 will apply. NAGPRA, however, is not part of the 
Section 106 compliance. 

When applying the criteria of effect and adverse effect, there are three possible findings: 

NO EFFECT: there is no effect of any kind, either harmful or beneficial, on the historic property; 
NO ADVERSE EFFECT: there could be an effect, but the effect will not be harmful to those 
characteristics that qualify the property for inclusion in the NRHP and 
ADVERSE EFFECT: there could be an effect that will damage the integrity of the characteristics 
which qualify the property for inclusion in the NRHP. 

If the finding is NO EFFECT, the Army must: 

compile supporting documentation, and 
notify the SHPO and any interested parties of that finding, 

make that documentation available for public inspection. 
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If the SHPO does not object to this finding within 15 days, the Army may proceed with the project 

If the Army determines that there is an effect or if the SHPO objects to the finding of NO EFFECT, the 
Army must consider whether the effect is adverse in consultation with the SHPO. If there is effect, but the 
effect is NOT ADVERSE, the Army may do one of the following: 

or 

obtain the SHPO’s concurrence with the finding of NO ADVERSE EFFECT and keep a record of 
that consensus (this documentation must be available for public inspection), 

submit the finding of NO ADVERSE EFFECT directly to the ACHP for a 30-day review period 
and notify the SHPO of this action. Specific documentation outlined in Section 800.8(a) of the 
regulations must accompany this submittal. 

The former choice differs from 36 CFR Part 800S(d)(l)(I) in that concurrence concerning no adverse effect 
determinations requires summary documentation be submitted to the ACHP for review and comment. The 
implementation of this document and the associated PA, however, provides for such modification of the 
regulations. 

If the Army chooses to subject the finding of NO ADVERSE EFFECT directly to the ACHP upon failing 
to reach consensus with the SHPO, it is necessary to send the following documentation: 

0 

0 

0 

a description of the undertaking, including photographs, maps, and drawings, as necessary; 
a description of the historic properties that may be affected; 
a description of the efforts used to identify historic properties; 
a statement of how and why the criteria of ADVERSE EFFECT were found inapplicable; and 
the views of the SHPO, affected local governments, Native American mbes, Federal agencies, and 
the public, if available. A description of the means used to solicit such views will also be presented. 

If the ACHP fails~to object to the determination of NO ADVERSE EFFECT within 30 days after it receives 
full documentation of the project, the Army will have satisfied its Section 106 responsibilities. The Army 
may then proceed with the project. 

If the ACHP does object, it may propose changes in or conditions to the Army findings. 

0 

If the Army accepts ACHP proposed conditions or changes and implements these conditions or 
changes, it will have satisfied the Section 106 requirements. 
However, if the Army does not accept the proposed changes or if the ACHP objects to the finding 
without proposing changes, the effect is considered adverse. The Army then moves to Step 3 of the 
Section 106 process. 

Step 3: Consultation 

Consultation is initiated by the Army 

0 

when the proposed undertaking will have an ADVERSE EFFECT, or 
when there is disagreement concerning the finding of NO ADVERSE EFFECT. 

The Army notifies the ACHP that consultation between the Army and the SHPO is beginning; ACHP 
participation is optional. 

Interested parties must be invited to join the consultation if the consultation concerns issues within their 
jurisdiction or area of public concern. Interested parties who must be invited to consult include: 
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applicants for and holders of grants, permits, or licenses involved in the undertaking; and 
other interested persons, when the Army official, SHPO. and the ACHP (if a consulting p W )  
jointly judge it appropriate. 

The interested public may include: 

0 local historical societies. 
0 local academic professionals, 
0 historic preservation groups, 
0 civic associations, and 
0 traditional cultural groups. 

The regulations specifically identify Native Americans as interested parties when historic properties of 
significance to such persons are involved. 

The consultation process is designed to bring together a l l  interested parties in order to determine a strategy 
so that the gods of the Army may be accomplished without unnecessarily damaging historic properties at the 
JPG. Alternative project designs, alternative project sites, and the alternative of not carrying out the project 
must be examined in relation to the severity of the impacts. Mitigation of the adverse effects includes several 
options. Treatment options are appropriate when the resources will remain in situ. When resources will be 
relocated, demolished, partly demolished, or heavily altered, then mitigation will likely include some level 
of documentary recordation. 

In order to implement the consultation process, the Army must supply specific documentation to each 
consulting party. ACHP regulations [Section rrOo.S@)] provide the following guidelines for documentation: 

a description of the undertaking, including maps, photographs, and drawings, as necessary; 
a description of the efforts to identify historic properties; 

. a description of the affected historic properties, using materials compiled during evaluation process; 
and 
a description of the effect of the undertaking on historic properties. 

In addition to involving interested persons, the Army must provide an opportunity for the public to receive 
information and provide comment concerning the preservation issues related to the undertaking. Army 
officials may use the procedures that are already in place for soliciting public comment. 

Ideally, the consultation process should result in an MOA, which is a legal document stipulating how the 
undertaking will be carried out in order to avoid or mitigate the adverse effects. 

0 

If the ACHP is involved in the consultation process, the execution of the MOA concludes the 
Section 106 process. 
If the ACHP is not involved in the consultation process, the process proceeds to Step 4. 

If the consulting parties cannot agree on terms for an MOA, the consultation process may be terminated. 

0 Any of the primary consulting parties (the Army, the SHPO, or the ACHP) may state that further 
consultation will not be productive, therefore terminating the consultation process. 

If this happens, the process proceeds to Step 4. 
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Step 4: ACHP Comment 

As stared above, ACHP comment may occur in one of two ways: 

withanMOAor 
without a developed MOA. 

With an MOA between the SHPO and the Army, the Army is required to submit the following documentation 
to the ACHP for review: 

the signed MOA, 
copies of the basic descriptive data developed for the initial consultation, 
a description and evaluation of any proposed mitigation measures or alternatives that were 
considered, and 
a summary of the views of the SHPO and interested parties. 

ACHP review of the MOA submined by the Army will result in one the following: 

0 Within 30 days after receiving the above documentation, the ACHP accepts the MOA and informs 
all consulting parties, thereby concluding the Section 106 process. 
Within 30 days after receiving the above documentation, the ACHP advises the Army of changes 
that would make the MOA acceptable to the ACHP. 
* If the Army and the SHPO agree to such changes, the Section 106 process is concluded. 
* If there is no agreement concerning the changes, the Army notifies the ACHP. and the ACHP 

provides written comments to the Army within 30 days of receiving such notice. 
Within 30 days after receiving the above documenration, the ACHP advises the Army that it will 
comment directly on the undertaking rather than reviewing the MOA. 
* The ACHP will issue written comments within 60 days after receiving the MOA 

documentation. 

If consultation has been terminated and no MOA has been developed, the Army may request ACHP 
comments directly. However, the documentation requirements are extensive: 

a description of the undertakings, with maps, photographs, and drawings, as necessary; 
a description of the efforts to identify historic properties; 
a description of the affected properties with information on the significant characteristics of each 
property; 
a description of the effects of the undenaking on historic properties; 
a description and evaluation of any alterrkives or mitigation measures that the Army proposes to 
lessen the impact of the project; 
documentation of consultation with the SHPO concerning the process of identification, evaluation, 
assessment of effect, and discussion of alternatives or mitigation measures; 
a description of the efforts of the Army to obtain and consider the views of the interested public; 
the planning and approval schedule for the undertaking; and 
copies or summaries of any wrinen views submitted to the Army concerning the effects of the 
undertaking on historic propenies and the viable alternatives. 

Step 5: Proceed 

If the ACHP has commented by executing or accepting an MOA, the Army may proceed with its 
undertaking. 

0 By carrying out the terms of the MOA, the Army fulfills its Section 106 responsibilities. 
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Without an MOA, the Amy must consider the ACHP’s written comments and then make a decision 
concerning how, or whether, to proceed with its undenaking. 

The Army notifies the ACHP of its decision before work on the undertaking begins. This outcome 
concludes the Section 106 review process. 

4. Section 110 Compliance 

Section 110 primarily addresses the identifications, and if appropriate, NRHP or National Historic Landmark 
(NHL) nominations, of federally owned or controlled properties; and the management of such properties, 
including issues of demolition and excess transfer also considered undertakings under Section 106. 

5. Section 111 Compliance 

Section 111 addresses leasing and exchange of federally owned properties. Leasing is also an undertaking 
under Section 106. AR 42040 also addresses federally owned properties, describing two potential effects. 
The first concerns demolition, ruination, or transferlsale to private ownership. The second involves lease 
or use-in which case, Section 106 applies via Section 11 1. 

B. Types of Treatment 

Standards pertaining to the treatment of historic properties located on the JPG are taken from: 

the proposed guidelines of the Department of the Interior, National Park Service, entitled Recovery 
of Scientific, Prehistoric, Hisroric, and Archeological Data: Methods, Standards. and Reporting 
Requirements (1977; 36 CFR Part 66); 
the Secretary’s St&rds and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation [48 FR 44716- 
447401; 
the Secretary’s St&rds for Historic Preservarion Projecs (36 CFR Part 681: and 
the DA’s AR 420-40, entitled Hisroric Preservm’on. 

These guidelines were developed in order to standardize treatments of historic properties within and among 
Federal lands and installations. DA regulations statc that the significance of all historic properties, including 
cultural landscapes and lifeways, must be weighed against other public considerations and the m i l i t q  
mission. Some cultural resources are real property such as structures, archeological sites, and culturally 
significant landscapes and are eligible for inclusion in the NRHP. The primary standard for significance is 
a property’s eligibility for nomination to the NRHP. The following treatment plan for architectural resources 
is presented according to the BRAC PA. 

1. Architectural Treatment Plan 

The APE of the action to close JPG includes the entire facility. The plan to close JPG will have an adverse 
effect on architectural historic properties. Because JPG is considered historically important for its association 
with the events of World War 11, a historic context bas been developed (see Appendix H) and an architectural 
survey has been conducted for the facility. Specific pre-war NRHP-eligible historic buildings and strucrures 
as well as a potential World War I1 historic district have been identified. No JPG buildings, structures, or 
objects dating to the Cold War (post-1945) meet Criteria Consideration G for exceptional significance that 
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is applied to properties less than 50 years in age. The 84 buildings and structures that have been identified 
as eligible or potentially eligible for NRHP inclusion include: 

74 contributing buildings of the potential multiple properties World War I1 historic district; and 
10 pre-war buildings and structures: 
* 
* 
* 

Oakdale School (Building No. 401-currently listed on the NRHP); 
Old Timbers Lodge (Building No. 485); 
eight bridges (Bridge Nos. 17, 25, 27, 28-eligible; and Bridge Nos. 2, 8, 10, 22-potentially 
eligible). 

Currently, the sale of JPG property, including buildings, is subject to the conditions and stipulations as set 
forth in an MOA, with historic preservation covenants attached. Management responsibilities for historic 
properties may be negotiated within the text of the covenant to be included with the final instrument of 
transfer. 

The Secretary’s Standards and Guidelines for archeology and historic preservation provide guidance for 
detailed treatments for architectural historic properties that include rehabilitation, preservation, 
reconstruction, and restoration standards among others as part of Department of the Interior regulations. 
These treatment actions pertain to historic buildings of all materials, construction types, sues, and 
occupancy, and encompass the exterior and the interior of historic buildings. The Standards address related 
landscape features and the building’s site and environment as well as attached, adjacent, or related new 
consuuction. 

Some of the standards that may be relevant to the preservation and protection of Army-controlled 
architectural historic properties are presented in Table 111-1, Only nontemporary buildings and structures 
built 1946 or earlier shall be subject to coordination under the NHPA when they will be affected by a planned 
demolition project, or significant alteration of their character due to maintenance or renovation activities 
(MOA concerning closure of JPG; see Appendix M). The following d e f ~ t i o n s  apply to the management 
plan, which is a critical element of the overall CRMP. 

Rehabilitation-the act or process of returning a property to a state of utility through repair or 
alteration that makes possible efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions or features 
of the property that are significant to its historical, architectural, and cultural values. 
Restoration-the act or process of accurately recovering the form and details of a property and its 
setting as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of removal of later work or by 
replacement of missing earlier work. 
Preservation-the act or process of applying measures to sustain the existing form, integrity, and 
material of a building or structure and its site features. It may include initial stabilization as well 
as ongoing maintenance of the historic building materials. 
Stabilization-the act or process of applying measures to reestablish a weather-resistant enclosure 
and the structural stability of an unsafe or deteriorated property while maintaining the present 
essential form of the building. 
Maintenance-the act or process of preventing deterioration through regular cleaning, servicing, 
replacement of worn or deteriorated materials, and minor repair while not altering the building’s 
essential character and form. 
Repair-the act or process of fixing a building element that is broken or deteriorated while retaining 
the essential character and form of the building. 
Lay-away-the act or process of removing a buildmg from active use and protecting it from 
deterioration and damage. 
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necessary actions to preserve and enhance the qualities that make the propeny eligible for inclusion in the 
NRHP, and no construction, alteration or remodeling be undertaken that would affect the integrity of the 
historic propeny without the prior written permission of the SHPO. Recommended maintenance and repair 
procedures establish: 

that the d e f ~ g  elements, such as the building exterior and interior, be protected and treated with the 
appropriate maintenance standards as required by the Secretary’s Standards and Guidelines (see Table 
111-1). 
that the building be maintained in weather-tight condition. 
that the buildmg be maintained in such a way that it does not violate the historic integrity or damage 
the character-defhg elements in a manner that would preclude eligibility for listing in the NRHP. 
that alterations to the building shall not .destroy elements that define the historic character. Such 
alterations must be reversible and preserve the characterdefining features to convey the importance Of 
the properties. 
that repair of historic features (rather than their replacement in kind) matches the old in design, color. 
texture, and other visual qualities. 

b. Preservation Maintenance 

Preservation of eligible buildings and structures under Army control may include initial stabilization as well 
as ongoing maintenance of the historic building materials. Preservation maintenance is dependent upon 
regular cleaning, servicing, replacement of worn or deteriorated materials, and minor repair. The following 
may be applicable to eligible buildings and structures currently under Army control and to those ultimately 
managing JPG historic propenies. 

Professioml Qualijicahom-Field assessment and evaluation of proposed replacements and repairs 
should be undertaken by a qualifed professional who meets the professional qualification standards for 
history and historic architecture as defined in 48 FR 447384739. 
Record Keeping-Organized record keeping is essential to the efficient maintenance and repair of 
historic structures and to achieve compliance with applicable regulations. Each building and structure 
should have a fde for use by the entity that has authority for maintenance and repair activities. The fie 
should include historical materials, photographs, maintenance records, and HABS Level IV inventory 
sheets. Additionally, a copy of the repair and maintenance checklist should be included. Files should 
be reviewed prior to and in conjunction with maintenance, repair, and development activities. It is 
recommended that the facility records be placed in a single location for management purposes. 
Maimemce Record Review-Maintenance records provide useful information about building 
conditions, inherent design problems, and the sources of changes in the fabric of a building. Out-Of- 
date maintenance records for historic properties should be included in an evaluation of selected 
archivally preserved documents. 
Building Inspectiom-Buildings may be inspected by the SHPO to ascertain that the maintenance 
procedures are being observed. 

e. Demolition 

Demolition of NRHP-eligible buildings constitutes an adverse effect that may be mitigated through 
HABSlHAER documentation. The appropriate level of documentation should be determined through 
consultation with the SHPO and the National Park Service. 

A subset of this treatment is that associated with the disposal of World War I1 Temporary Mobilization 
Buildings. A special caSe for the treatment of architectural properties relates to the disposal of World War 
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I1 Temporary Mobilization Buildmgs on military installations. As the result of a congressional mandate to 
the DOD to demolish World War II Temporary Mobilization Buildings, the recognition that these buildings 
were not intended to be permanent as well as the determination that many of these buildings may meet the 
criteria for inclusion in the NRHP and that the program of demolition may have an effect on their qualities 
of significance, the DOD, the ACHP, and the NCSHPO negotiated a Programmatic Memorandum of 
Agreement (PMOA) to take into account the effect of the undenaking on historic properties. This completed 
PMOA stipulates the treatment of World War II Temporary Mobilization Buildings which should be carried 
out prior to their disposal or demolition. No funher Section 106 consultation is required for World Ar I1 
temporaries. 

2. Archeological Treatment Plan 

a. Procedures for the Treatment of Recorded and Predicted Resources 

A full cultural resources survey of the JPG area h a  not been completed. Out of a total 55,264 acres at JPG, 

33,645 acres have been excluded from intensive survey: 
* 28,800 acres because of ground-surface disturbance (see Figures 11-1 and 11-2) and 
* 4,845 acres that have already been surveyed (see Figure 1-4). 
Presently, 21,619 acres at the facility remain to be intensively surveyed. 
Currently, 153 archeological sites have been recorded (see Table 11-1). 
* 23 recorded archeological sites are considered to be of unlaown eligibility and are 

recommended for preservation through avoidance: 
* 13 prehistoric sites (JPG-AACI-2, JPG-AACI4, JPG-AACI-5, JPG-AACI-8, JPG-AACI- 

14, JPG-AACI-15, JPG-AACI-17, JPG-AACI-18, 12Je456, 12Je458, 12Je470, 1Ze478, 
12Je480); 
three historic sites (JPG-AACI-22, JPG-AACI-23, 121e401); 
seven multicomponent sites (JPG-AACI-1, 121e404, 121e417, 12Je418, 12Je471, 12Je473, 
12Je482); and 

- 
* 

130 sites have been evaluated as being ineligible for NRHP inclusion. * 
Of the 478 archivally identified sites on JPG, 
* 288 are inaccessible; 
* 

* 
two are buildings that have been evaluated as eligible (archival #426-the Oakdale School-and 
archival #478-01d Timbers Lodge); 
188 sites are in locations that are accessible: - 21 have been located, recorded, and evaluated (included among the recorded sites above; 

see Table 11-1) 
167 remain to be located and are currently of unknown eligibility. 

Treatment options may be recommended at this time even though complete evaluation of the sites of unknown 
eligibiiity is dependent upon future testing and documentation: 

0 

sites of unknown eligibility must be treated as potentially eligible; 
impacts to any cultural resource judged to be either eligible for inclusion in the NRHP or requiring 
further evaluation prior to a linal determination of eligibility should be avoided; 
NRHP-ineligible resources have been judged to contain little or no significant data and thus are not 
of archeological or historical importance; therefore, avoidance of ineligible propenies is not 
necessary. 
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b. Archeological Treatment Alternatives 

The DA regulations state that the significance of all archeological resources, both prehistoric and historic. 
must be weighed against other public considerations and the military mission. Once the significance has been 
determined, the treatment options are either: 

protection-to apply measures designed to prevent any further physical damage to, or loss Of, a 
cultural resource, and to save the property for future research or restoration: or 
mitigalion-taking a remedial action to document fully the resource in such a way that little or no 
information is lost if protection or avoidance is not possible. 

Four treatment measures for archeological properties are defmed in AR 42040. 

Avoidance-In most w e s ,  projects proposed in areas containing an archeological historic property 
(NRHP-listed or NRHP-eligihle) can be adjusted to avoid impact to that resource. This is especially 
true, for example, of wetland restoratiodcreation, forest management, wildlife habitat 
improvements, and agricultural activities. Projects such as construction of installation facilities. 
roads, placement of utility line right-of-ways, new tree plantation development, soil erosion control, 
landscaping, and borrow pit excavation usually can be designed to avoid areas of archeological 
historic properties when these areas are defined before or during the initial project design stage. 
Physical Protection-If it is necessary to disturb or construct in an area containing archeological 
historic properties, it is usually possible to protect those resources from inadvertent impact by 
temporarily fencing, berming, burying, or marking off the area with fluorescent flagging tape and 
notifying military commanders, security personnel, and contractors of the presence of these 
resources. These methods, in conjunction with verbal instructions to those involved in the 
disturbance of the area, are usually sufficient to protect the archeological historic properties from 
impact and inadvertent vehicular traffic. Of course, the inclusion of specifications concerning the 
protection measures the contractor must follow during construction activities in the contract or 
permit would further enhance the contractor’s awareness of such stipulations. When avoidance and 
fencing is impossible, such as for a roadway, or installation construction in an area with a large 
archeological site or where the resource is positioned in the interior of the proposed construction 
area, another form of physical protection may be used. In these cases, it is sometimes possible to 
seal the resource with sterile soil (that is, soil that contains no historic or prehistoric archeological 
remains). Although this method removes the archeological property from immediate access by 
deeply burying it beneath soil, the remains are sealed, and the site is preserved. 
Monitoring-Archeological historic properties that have been avoided or physically protected need 
periodic monitoring to assess the effectiveness of the protection measures. If it is determined during 
construction that avoidance is impossible or that the physical harriers placed around the 
archeological historic property are insufficient, other protective means may be necessary. In 
extreme cases, monitoring may determine that protection is impossible, and mitigation is required. 
Monitoring of construction is also necessary if the construction is being done in an area known or 
suspected to contain important historic or prehistoric archeological site information that may be 
buried beneath more recent sediments (i.e., landscaping or alluvial overbauk deposits). Monitoring 
also may be re+ during construction in an area where the loss of a portion of an archeological 
historic property has been mitigated through data recovery but the remainder of the property is 
intact. Monitoring is necessary to ensure that vehicular traffic and construction activities remain 
within the mitigated area. 
Protection of a Valid Sample-Witbin a defined area, several occupation episodes and site types may 
be represented, both for the historic and prehistoric periods. In addition, there also may be several 
archeological historic properties for each represented occupation. Each property should be 
evaluated for the possibility of intact deposits and for its chronological, functional, and cultural 
importance in relation to what is already known for the region. Representative historic properties 
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should be avoided during project planning or physically protected and regularly monitored during 
construction episodes. A periodic reevaluation of the relative importance of all the sample historic 
properties should be conducted regularly as new information is gathered. 

The standard mitigation treatment for archeological historic properties (NRHP-listed or NRHP-eligible) is 
data recovery of the property, generally in the form of archeological excavation andlor documentation. 

Data Recovery (Excavation)-mitigation of an archeological historic property or portions of an 
archeological properry will be undertaken when the resource cannot be avoided or physically 
protected and will be destroyed through consmction or other activities. Data recovery in the form 
of excavation and documentation must meet certain Federal standards as outlined in the Secretary’s 
Stumkrd and Guidelines: Archeology and Historic Preservalion (48 FR 447164740) and in the 
proposed guidelines of the Department of the Interior, National Park Service (1977). entitled 
Recovery of Scientific, Prehistoric, Historic, and Archeological Dura: Method, Standard, and 
Repomng Requirements [36 CFR Pan 661. 
* First, each excavation will be conducted by a professional archeologist who meets the minimum 

qualifications of degree programs (as set forth in 36 CFR Part 61 and AR 42040) and 
experience in the region. 
Second, each excavation must have a site-specific mitigation plan. This plan will state the 
imponance of the archeological property not only to the researcher but in relation to the 
regional panern of occupation of which the resource is a pan. The plan also will contain a set 
of research questions to be considered. Furthermore, the data recovery should be executed with 
the appropriate research and recovery techniques to recover a wide range of data, not just that 
which would answer certain research questions. 
Third. a data recovery program will schedule an adequate numher of qualified personnel to 
undertake the site excavation and to provide research questions and new ideas to the program. 
Fourth, proper excavation and documentation techniques will be used not only to assure that 
a wide range of data will be recovered, but that all documentation and recovered materials are 
recorded in a standardized way so that future researchers may be able to understand and employ 
the data to answer new questions. Preservation and curation of recovered materials and 
pertinent documents fall under this category as well, as it is the responsibility of the researchers 
to disseminate the recovered information to other interested parties in the form of published 
reports and scientific papers. 
Fifth, the data recovery program will be flexible in design to cope with unforeseen discoveries 
and problems. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

c. Cemeteries 

Although two cemeteries-Old St. Magdalene’s and the Sheppard-may possibly still exist within JPG, there 
is scant evidence of either cemetery, and both are located inside areas where excessing or future impacts are 
very remote. It is likely, however, that additional unmarked family plots or unmarked isolated burials are 
present on the facility. In the event that human remains are encountered during construction or archeological 
investigations, work should be stopped in the vicinity of the fmd and the supervisor should immediately 
inform management, who will in turn relay the information to post security to determine whether action on 
the remains should be directed to county officials or whether the remaim represent archeological deposits. 
If the remains are Native American, NAGPRA will apply. 

Cemeteries represent a special class of sites that does not fall within the above categories. Nevertheless. 
whether eligible or not, these properties, as repositories of human remains, should be avoided and protected 
from construction in the surroundiig areas. 
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C. Other Requirements 

1. ExcessingLands 

Real property for which there is no foreseeable requirement may be excessed in accordance with AR 405-90. 
Red Esrure-Disposd @ R e d  Esrute. As per Technical Note (TN) 405-80-2(3-1)(b), all actions for disposal 
of real property will comply with environmental, historical, and cultural protection requirements as stated 
in AR 200-1, AR 200-2. and AR 420-40. The Army will not approve any action that may have an adverse 
effect on an NRHP-eligible or NRHP-listed property, including any action to transfer, sell, demolish, or 
substantially alter such a property, until the ACHP has been provided an opportunity to comment on the 
proposal. Under AR 405-90 4-3(b), the Army will perform protection and maintenance to prevent vandalism 
and the development of unsafe conditions, to maintain property values, and to promote good public relations. 

It is important to note that the procedures given in Army TM 5-801-1, Hisroric Preservm'on Adminimarive 
Procedures, Section 8-8, 'Transfer of Property," apply, with modification of the "Transfer to Private 
Ownership" paragraphs. Written'in 1975, TM 5-801-1 does not achowledge the inclusion of historic 
preservation covenants in the disposal of Army real estate: today such covenants are standard practice as 
protection for NRHP-eligible or NRHP-listed properties transferred from the Federal government to the 
private sector, when sales can be made with such covenants attached. If JPG is disposed of to any other 
Federal agency for conservation purposes, historic preservation obligations shall be deemed to pass to that 
other agency. If, however, the installation is excessed to another Federal agency for purposes other than 
conservation, then the Army shall determine what, if any, additional measures are needed to achieve 
compliance with historic preservation regulations under Federal regulations 36 CFR 800. Land transfers and 
appropriate covenants will occur within the rules governing NHPA and BRAC. 

a. Excessed Archeological Properties 

In the event the Army disposes of land containing eligible archeological resources to a nonfederal 
entity, the Army shall ensure that preservation covenants are included in the conveyance document; 
or ensure that the archeological sites are subjected to archeological data recovery prior to transfer. 
The preservation covenant shall be recorded in the real estate records of Jefferson. Jennings, or 
Ripley counties, Indiana. 
If the Army proposes to transfer to a nonfederal entity any identified historic or prehistoric 
archeological site that is considered potentially eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, such property 
will be identified in the transfer documents with standard preservation covenants attached; or will 
be subjected to archeological data recovery prior to transfer. 
If the Army proposes to transfer to a nonfederal entity any areas of JPG where historic or 
prehistoric sites are likely to occur in lauds where there is low contamination and little disturbance, 
the Army will ensure that such lands are identified in the transfer documents with standard 
preservation covenants incorporated. Should the proposed recipient of such lands be unwilling to 
accept such conditions, the Army, with consultation with SHPO, will conduct surveys to identify, 
evaluate, and recover data from specific archeological sites within the area to be transferred. 

b. Excessed Historic Standing Structures 

If the Army proposes to transfer to a nonfederal entity any standing structures built prior to 1946 
that are listed on or eligible for listing in the NRHP, the Army must ensure that the instrument 
transferring the property incorporates the covenant designated as Attachment G in Appendix M. 
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That covenant shall be recorded in the real estate records of Jefferson, Jennings, or Ripley counties, 
Indiana. 
In the event there is no acceptable offer that will conform tu the rehabilitation and maintenance 
requirements of the Secretary of the Interior's Siandards and Guidelines for Archirecmral and 
Engineering Documentm'on [48 FR 4.4730-341, the Army, with the approval of the SHPO, may 
modify the covenant to reduce the requirements or may transfer the property without a preservation 
covenant. 
Prior to the transfer of such property, the Army shall ensure that it is recorded in accordance with 
a recordation plan that is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Siandard and Guidelines 
for Architecmral and Engineering Documentalion 148 FR 44730-341 and approved by the SHPO. 
The recordation plan shall be provided to the SHPO for a 30-day comment period. 
If the Army proposes to transfer to a nonfederal entity any identified structure or building that is 
not eligible for the NRHP, the Army may transfer such property without preservation covenants. 

If a disagreement arises between consulting parties for the JPG, the Army, the Indiana SHPO, the ACHP, 
the proposed recipient of the property, and other interested parties, the Federal agency will follow the 
procedures established in accordance with 36 CFR 800.6. Under these regulations, the SHPO may determine 
that the federal agency may not excess such lands unless the deed specifies that the new owner will protect 
and preserve the NRHP-eligible property as deemed appropriate to its historic character. 

2. Curation of JPG Records, Drawings, Photographs, and Other Materials 

As required by the Federal Records Act [44 U.S.C. Sections 21-35] and 36 CFR 1228, the DA is required 
to establish and maintain programs to manage, preserve, and maintain permanent records and to properly 
dispose of those records scheduled as temporary. Likewise, the National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA [36 CFR Part 12281) requires Federal agencies to establish records disposition 
programs to ensure efficient reductions in the quantity of records and to provide for records maintenance. 

AMC facilities, including JPG, have accumulated a body of records that documents the history, architecture, 
engineering, and operational development of each facility. Examples of the facility records to be considered 
for curation include basic information maps; tabulation of existing facilities; land-use plans; documents on 
the planning construction and design of specific projects or properties; design specifications and agenda; 
original tracings; -as built" drawings; shop drawings; progress photographs; film; negatives; regional maps; 
reservation maps; post layouts; architectural, mechanical, and structural building plans; files that describe 
building and equipment function; and utility plans. These records are irreplaceable records and require a 
commitmeat for appropriate long-term curation lest they become irretrievably lost. It is recommended that 
the Army review the installation records and make a determination as to which records relevant to the PA 
should be removed for safe-keeping. 

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Information Management, Headquarters AMC, is responsible for the proper 
disposition of official records, forms, publications, and materials of kind upon notification of a base closure, 
realignment, or discontinuaace of an activity or function. Records administrators and managers are required 
to supervise the transferldisposition of records, forms, and the materials. Records management officials 
should be included in the process transition planning and should be retained until fd disposition of all 
records is accomplished. Those records should be transferred to a records holding area for retention and 
eventual disposition under Records Number 335. Eventually, records should be transferred to the gaining 
organization, or its higher headquarters. According to AR 25400-2. the records should be identified, 
maintained, stored. retired, or destroyed according to the Modem Army Record Keeping System (MARKS), 
if JPG complies with MARKS. If a records holding area is not available or is being discontinued, transfer 
of records should be made to the appropriate Federal records center. 
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3. Granting Archeological Investigation Permits 

Procedures for granting archeological investigation permits are covered in detail in ARPA of 1979 [P.L. 96- 
951 and its implementing regulations. This act established def~t ions .  standards, and procedures to be used 
by all federal land managers in providing protection for archeological resources. Regulations allow the 
ARPA review to be accomplished as part of the contracting process as long as the standards established in 
the ARPA regulations are followed. 

A separate permit is not required for a government contractor carrying out the installation’s archeological 
resources management responsibitities under a contract or similar instrument. An ARPA permit, however, 
is required for any other of work-such as research excavations-on the installation. In such cases, the 
Army will coordinate with the U S .  Army Corps of Engineers District Planning and Real Estate Divisions 
to grant an ARPA permit. 

The Federal land mauager, in considering whether to grant a permit, takes into account whether the 
archeological investigation will conflict with established policy or management plans and if it is in 
accordance witb the other public uses of the land in question. 
If the project may result in harm to or destruction of any Native American tribal, religious, or 
cultural properties, the Federal land manager must notify any Native American tribe which may 
consider the site as having religious or cultural importance. 
Once it is determined that the proposed archeological investigation will conflict with existing land 
management priorities, the qualifications of the individual or institution need to be considered. 
* Individual qualifications include a graduate degree in archeology or anthropology or equivalent 

experience, the demonstrated ability to carry out the work in question as well as to carry the 
research to completion, at least 16 months of specialized training or professional experience, 
and at least one year of historical archeology experience in order to conduct historic 
investigations. 

The institution must show evidence of access to an adequate curatorial facility and certify that all 
required materials will be delivered no later than 90 days after the final report is submitted to the 
Federal land manager. 

After the permit is granted. the Federal land manager may suspend or revoke it if the individual or institution 
has failed to meet the terms and conditions of the permit or violated ARPA. The individual or institution 
may appeal this decision. Grounds for evaluating any possible penalties are set forth in ARPA. 

4. Compliance with Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 

The NAGPRA of 1990 [P.L. 101-601J applies to federally recognized Native American tribal groups and 
has two main requirements: 

0 

that Federal agencies are required to locate and inventory human remains and associated artifacts 
in existing collections previously collected by Federal projects on Federal lands; and 
to provide a summary of unassociated funerary objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural 
patrimony located on Federal and tribal lands. 

Following the final NAGPRA regulations printed in the Federal Register [43 CFR Part 10, 3 January 19961, 
the intentional excavation of human remains or cultural items may proceed at JPG only i f  

0 proof of consultation or consent with the appropriate federally recognized Indian Tribe(s) is obtained 
through letters or documentation; 
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a 

a 

the disposition of the objects is consistent with their ownership (the individual or Indian Tribe that 
has the closest lineal or Cultural affdiation); and 
the objects are excavated in accordance with applicable legal requirements, including, when 
required, a permit issued pursuant to ARPA. 

The applicable legal requirements are best represented by the ARPA permit requirements that include: 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

the identification of the type of permit requested (survey, limited testing, or data recovery 
excavations); 
a description of specific lands the permit will cover including a map of those areas in which the 
work will be conducted; 
a description of the nature and extent of the work proposed and the purpose of the project the work 
is being completed for: 
the name(s) and address(es) of the institution(s) conducting the work and the name(s) of the 
individual(s1 responsible for conducting the work; 
the name@) of the individual(s) responsible for carrying out the terms and conditions of the permit; 
the dates of the work to be completed and period of performance: 
the name of the curational facility and copy of curation agreement by the repository where the 
material will be stored (if the Indian owners do not wish to assume custody); 
the proposed outlet for public written dissemination of the work results; and 
evidence of the applicant’s capacity to initiate, conduct, and complete the proposed work including 
evidence of logistical support and laboratory facilities. 

NAGPRA requires Federal agencies IO engage in active consultation with Native Americans of federally 
recognized tribes andlor l i e d  descendants who may be culturally affiiiated with collections gathered through 
archeological investigations within the facility. Initial consultation should be conducted on a govemment-to- 
government basis. NAGPRA [P.L. 101-6011 provides specifics that are required for Native American 
consultation and the legal definitions of items subject to NAGPRA. 

A survey of federally recognized Native American groups must be undertaken to identify any potential 
cultural items as defied by NAGPRA (Le., certain Native American human remains, funerary objects, 
sacred objects, or objects of cultural patrimony). Although many groups withii the region have petitioned 
for Federal recognition, legal status at the present time for some groups either has not been f d i z e d  or the 
petitions have been denied; thus these tribal groups do not presently fit the legal description of tribes as 
defined for NAGPRA purposes. Currently, 15 tribes have been federally recogwed and may be considered 
for cultural affiiation with collections from JPG. These tribal groups include: 

Absentee-Shawnee Tribe of Indians of Oklahoma 
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma 
Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Oklahoma 
Delaware Tribe of Western Oklahoma 
Eastern Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma 
Forest County Potawatomi Community of Wisconsin Potawatomi Indians, Wisconsin 
Hannabville Indian Community of Wisconsin Potawatomi Indians of Michigan 
Kickapoo Tribe of Kansas 
Kickapoo Tribe of Oklahoma 
Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas 
Miami Tribe of Oklahoma 
Peoria Tribe of Oklahoma 
Pokagon Potawatomi Indians of Michigan 
Prairie Band of Potawatomi 
Stockbridge-Munsee Community of Mohican Indians of Wisconsin 
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It is in the interest of the DA to establish a PA or a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the 
appropriate federally recognized Native American tribe@) to specify procedures for the excavation, 
treatment, and disposition of human remains or cultural items that may be encountered on the facility. Such 
agreements may be developed to outline procedures for both intentional excavations and inadvertent 
discoveries. These agreements should address all of the JPG land management activities that could result 
in the excavation of human remains or cultural items. Consultation with the tribes should lead to: 

the establishment of a process for effectively implementing the requirements of NAGPRA; and 
the treatment and disposition of human remains or cultural items that have been recovered. 

Inadvertent discovery of Native American burials or other cultural items on JPG not anticipated shall require 
the project or mission to: 

cease activities in the area of discovery, make an effort to protect the resources, provide notification 
Io the caretaker staff/TECOM, who will inform the Federal land manager; and 
provide notification of the discovery to the appropriate federally recognized Native American 
group@) or tribal group(s) with possible a f f i t y  to the discovery. 

Activities are prevented from continuing in the area of discovery for 30 days after the appropriate tribal 
group@) has been officially notified. If avoidance is impossible, then the removal of such remains andor 
cultural items is only permissible if: 

the caretaker staff/TECOM obtains an ARPA permit; 
consent of the appropriate tribal group is received, 
ownership and right of control of such items is not in dispute; and 
proof of consultation and notification is documented by written correspondence with the appropriate 
tribes. 

As part of obtaining the ARPA permit, the caretaker sraff/TECOM should solicit comments from interested 
parties and the appropriate Native Americans to develop an MOU concerning the notification and data 
recovery procedures, and policies for the disposition and treatment of cultural items and human remains. 
If established prior to the discovery of the remains, the MOU may serve to eliminate the costly 30-day delay 
created under normal NAGPRA procedures. 

Plauned excavations under Section 106 requirements of the NHPA must also meet the requirements of the 
NAGPRA legislation regarding the treatment and disposition of human remains and other cultural items 
discovered during the conduct of planned mitigation measures. Appropriate disposition of the excavated 
remains must be established through consultation with the affiliated federally recognized Indian tribal 
group(s). 
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IV. STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES 

The MOA between the DA, the ACHP, and the Indiana SHPO concerning the closure of JPG has addressed 
the fact that the closure of JPG may affect historic properties and therefore has established management 
procedures for routine maintenance and specific treatment or management plans for historic properties prior 
to closure. The following section sets forth procedures to follow while the facility is under Army control 
and specifies agreed-upon actions between the Army and the SHPO that can be incorporated into a PA for 
JPG which will not require coordination or review by the SHPO for Section 106 compliance. For actions 
not covered within this section, reference should be made to the Section 106 review presented in Section 111 
of this CRMP. 

The HPC-appointed by the installation commander in compliance with AR 42040-should take coordination 
responsibilities for all projects that will involve ground-disturbing activities, as long as the HPC is a 
functioning position at JPG. Absent the HPC, the responsibilities in the following examples of procedures 
will he assumed by the caretaker staffKECOM while the facility is under Army control. The use of the term 
"historic properly" in the following sections means all cultural resources listed on the NRHP as well as 
cultural resources eligible for or potentially eligible (of unknown eligibility) for inclusion in the NRHP. 

A. Procedures to Review and Monitor Field Activities, Construction, and Other Undertakings to 
Ensure Compliance with CRMP 

The procedures to review and monitor activities at JPG include caretaker staff/TECOM participation in. for 
example, installation-wide master planning, real estate management. and ~ f u r a l  resources management. The 
caretaker staff/TECOM will serve as the central point of review for all proposed undenakings and will serve 
as the central point of contact for consultanUsubcontractors. The caretaker staffiTECOM will review the 
proposed project against the cultural resources data base to determine whether the APE has been surveyed 
and whether cultural resources are present within the project area. In the event that the area has not been 
surveyed and the APE has not been previously disturbed, the caretaker staff/TECOM should seek 
consultation with the SHPO to determine if further 106 review is required. 

When a site visit is made to determine what work is required, it may be beneficial to include the 
SHPO in the visit. 
Upon receipt of SHPO and/or ACHP comments, the caretaker staff/TECOM takes comments into 
consideration and forwards the applicable comments to the appropriate manager. 
The caretaker staff/TECOM works with the respective managers to provide correspondence 
regarding changes/ modifications resulting from comments of the review agencies. 
Copies of all correspondence CoIlCerning coordination efforts should be retained in the project fie. 

Monitoring of any activity that may directly or indirectly impact a historic properly involves two phases. 

First, the caretaker staff/TECOM (or the designee of the caretaker staff/TECOM) should serve as 
monitor. 
* The caretaker staff/TECOM and a field supervisor of the third-party consultantlsubcontractor 

visit the project area, evaluate the site context in relation to planned activities and decide bow 
the property may be best protected (marked, fenced, sterile overburden), and may seek advice 
from outside archeologists. 
The caretaker staff/TECOM should place a brief descriptive summary of the protection plan 
within the project f ie.  

* 
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0 Second, the caretaker staff/TECOM will decide on a schedule of regular site visits in order to 
properly supervise the protection of the historic property. 
* Any damage to the historic property as a result of the undertaking sbould be documented 

through photographs and a written assessment of the damage. The caretaker staff/TECOM may 
seek advice from outside archeologists to accomplish this task. 
Steps taken to ensure that no further damage occurs sbould also be documented. * 

B. Step by Step Examples of Section 106 Review at the JPG 

Federal actions listed in the JPG Natural Resources Management Plan and in other sources that may 
constitute an adverse effect to historic properties under Army control include such projects as facility 
construction, utilities and pipeline construction, borrow pit excavations, hazardous waste remediation. soil 
erosion control, landscaping, tree plantation development, right-of-way easements, and excessing lands to 
nonfederal parties. These are the types of projects with which the caretaker staff/TECOM must be most 
concerned regarding the management of cultural resources. The previous chapter reviewed the general 
procedures for review. For actions not specifically addressed in this section, refer back to the topic as 
covered in Section 111. The following procedures present actual examples of procedures to be followed by 
the caretaker staff/TECOM for various activities that may currently apply or may be applicable in the future 
as long as the facility is under Army control. These procedures will serve to determine if there is no effect, 
no adverse effect, or an adverse effect to historic properties under the control of the Army. 

1. General Actions 

Step I :  Guetaker sr@TECOM ad ?%jen Manager will detennine impact of project on historic propem'es; 
msessment of impact may require professional msistance from historic preservm'on specialists. 

If sufficient information is not available for decision-making, consult with the SHPO to determine 
if survey is required. 
If the area has been surveyed and no historic properties are present, proceed with the project. 
If historic properties are present, caretaker staff/TECOM and Project Manager will determine if 
historic properties may be avoided and protected from direct or indirect impacts. 
* If NRHP-eligible properties are present within the APE and those properties can not be 

avoided, the caretaker staff/TECOM will seek consultation with the SHPO to develop a 
mitigative treatment. 
If cultural resources of unlmown NRHP eligibility exist within the project area, the caretaker 
staff/TECOM can develop a testing program to complete the NRHP eligibility evaluation of 
those resources and will report the findings to the SHPO. 
If NRHP-eligible properties or cultural resources of hewn eligibility exist within the APE 
and the caretaker staff/TECOM, Project Manager, and Design Engineers can develop a plan 
to facilitate avoidance of and protection for those resources, the project may proceed following 
concurrence by the SHPO. 

* 

* 

Step 2: Inform contracting officer of spec#cations that must be included within contracts. 

Step 3: Implement protection measures. 

These measures may include: 

0 

0 

0 

marking and avoidance of site boundaries, 
fencing and avoidance of site, or 
sealing site with sterile fill din. 
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Step 4: Familiarize consultant/subcontractor with historic propeny locations and protection mearures. 

Step 5: The Coretaker st@ATCOM and/or Projecr Manager will monitor contracted activities to ensure the 
protection of rhe historic properties. 

2. Forest Management 

Step 1: Timber MaMger will determine ifrhe operm'on is ground4ismrbing. 

0 

0 

0 

If ongoing timber management programs do not recontour land nor disturb the ground surface and 
are conducted under dry or frozen ground conditions. logging may proceed in areas not surveyed. 
If the logging process will cause ground disturbance within an area that is unsurveyed and is on 
undisturbed ground, the caretaker staff/TECOM will require a survey of the APE. 
If the area has been surveyed, the caretaker staff/TECOM will determine locations of historic 
properties. If historic properties are present, then proceed to Step 2. If no historic properties are 
present, the harvesting may proceed. 

Srep 2: caretaker st@ATCOM will determine treannent options applicable IO each site. 

0 Direct impacts to historic properties-as well as to a 50-foot buffer extending out from marked site 
edges-resulting from tree-planting areas or harvesting skid trails and loading and logistical staging 
areas will be avoided, 

Step 3: The caretaker st@LlECOM and the Timber Manager Will mark locations of hisroricpropenies. 

0 Boundaries will be marked with easily identifiable markers such as fluorescent paint and/or flagging 
tape. 

Step 4: Inform contracting oficer of special requirements related to historic propem'es. 

Step 5: Familiarize consuhmt/subcomactor with locm~ons of historicpropenies and rheir treatment options. 

Step 6: The caretaker staffATCOM and/or the Timber MaMger for the installation will monitor any such 
free removal in order 10 ensure the protection of the hktoricpropem'@s. 

3. Agricultural Leases 

Step 1: The caretaker st@TECOM will be apprised ar to whether or ~t the land use will change, resulting 
in ground-disturbing actions (e.g., from hay producrion or grazing land to crop land), and will determine 
whether the area har been surveyed. 

Step 2: The caretaker stqff/TECOM w'll determine rreatment options applicable to each historic propeny. 

Agricultural use of the historic property will be permitted, with the proviso that such use will be 
consistent with the previous utilization of the property and will not involve significant disturbance 
of surface sediments. The use of the historic property as pasture is an example of permitted use. 
Alteration in the land use of the historic property from untilled pasturage to crop land involving 
tillage of previously undisturbed land or stock pond construction are examples of actions that Will 
require Section 106 review. 

0 

0 
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4. Unexpected Cultural Resources Discovered During Implementation of an Undertaking 

The accidental discoveries of cultural resources during an undertaking can include but are not limited to: 

0 

0 

undiscoveredlundocumented structural and engineering features; and 
undiscoveredlundwumented archeological resources such as foundation remains, artifacts, or other 
evidence of human occupation. 

When such cultural resources are discovered, the facility will proceed with the treatment of such resources 
in accordance with the following Discovery Plan. 

Step I: Work shall cease in the area of the discovery. . 

0 The resource is to be treated as eligible and avoided until an eligibility determination is made. The 
Army will continue to make reasonable effons to avoid or minimize harm to the resource until 
NHPA and ARPA requirements are met. 
If Native American remains or associated funerary objects are involved, NAGPRA will apply. 
Notifcation to the appropriate federally recogrued Indian Tribe will follow specific requirements 
set forth in NAGPRA; the SHPO and the ACHP have no statutory role in such an action. In cases 
of suspected Native American burials or associated funerary objects, see the following section for 
procedures regarding the recovery of human remains and the requisite NAGPRA regulations. 

0 

Srep 2: In compliance with NHPA and ARPA. requirements, within 24 hours of the discovery, the 
comuhm/subconfractor or the faciliiry representah shall not& the caretaker staffL"EC0M who, in turn, 
will not@. ifnecessary, the SHPO. 

The caretaker stafVTECOM may elect to involve the ACHP. * When the Army elects to directly involve the ACHP in an emergency discovery coordination. 
the SHPO and the ACHP shall be notified at the earliest possible time, and comments shall be 
requested. The ACHP shall provide interim comments to the Army within 48 hours of the 
request and final comments to the Army within 30 days of the request pursuant to 36 CFR Part 
800.ll(c)(2). 

or 
The caretaker staffITECOM may contact the SHPO or other interested parties of the discovery 
within 72 hours. 
* The Army will develop and implement actions that take into account the effects of the 

undertaking on the property to the extent feasible and the comments from the SHPO pursuant 
to 36 CFR Part 800.1 l(c) 

0 

Step 3: In the unlikely event that no comemus UUI be reached on the significance of a discovered resource. 
the Secretary's Keeper of the Nm'onal Register will be requested to provide a determinarion. 

5. Procedures for the Recovery of Human Remains 

If human remains are encountered during construction, maintenance, or archeological test excavations, 
Federal laws must be considered. 
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Step 1: Projecr Manager, the construction supervisor, or project archeologisr will: 

cease activities in the immediate area of discovery. 
make an effort to protect the resources, and 
provide notification to the caretaker staffITECOM. 

Step 2: The Army will be responsible for site security pending resumption of the operations or resolution of 
site mitigm.on. 

If the remains are determined to be of aboriginal origin, specific NAGPRA regulations must be followed 
pursuant to 43 CFR Part 10.4. The regulations require among other stipulations that upon an unexpected 
discovery of Native American human remains, funerary objects, sacred objects, or objects of cultural 
patrimony further construction or archeological activities in the area of discovery cease for 30 days after the 
appropriate federally recognized mbes andlor lineal descendants have been officially notified. 

Step 3: Removal of Nm've American human remains may proceed when NAGPRA regulationr have been mer 
and; 

the consent of the appropriate federally recognized mbal group is obtained, 
ownership and right-of-control of such items is not in dispute, and 
proof of consultation and notification is documented. 

The Army should establish procedures and agreements with the Native American tribe@) for the treatment 
of unmarked burials in the evenr of an unexpected discovery. Anticipating such a possibility, a PA or an 
MOU may be established with the appropriate mbe(s) that may expedite the review process and override the 
madated 30day work stoppage. NAGPRA compliance does not, however, include Section 106 compliance. 

6. Unintentional Partial Damage to a0 Eligible Archeological Site or Site of Unknown Eligibility 

Step 1: Caretaker st@mCOM will be @Fed of damage 

Step 2: Caretaker st@mCOM will document damage both photographically and in a written summary 
report. 

Srep 3: Caretaker st@mCOM, in consulration with a qualified prehistoric or historic archeologist 
(dependeni upon type ofsite), will determine if limited crcavm'ons should be conducted to collect available 
data or ifsite context may be stabilized. 

If disturbance was the result of construction plans that did not account for a known site and such 
construction will further damage the site, caretaker staff/TECOM will ensure that no further damage 
occurs until consultation with the SHPO concerning appropriate mitigation actions is fmlized. 
If disturbance is limited and no further disturbance is anticipated, stabilization of the site context 
sbould he accomplished with sterile (artifact free) fdl dirt and appropriate erosion control measures. 

Step 4: Caretaker staffTECOM and a qualified archeologist will develop a plan for limited data recovery 
and/or stabilizm'on. 

Srep 5: Caretaker sr@mCOM submits rhe plan ro the SHPO for review and concurrence. 

If SHPO does not concur, follow Section 106 compliance procedures. 
If SHPO concurs, the project may proceed. 
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Step 6: Caretaker staffTECOM will inform contracting officer of appropriate specifcatiorrr that must be 
included within the contract or subcontract. 

Step 7: Project Manager will familiarize conrultantlsubcomractor with significant features of historic 
propeny and protection measures. 

Step 8: Careraker st@TECOM and/or Project Manager will monitor contracted activities to ensure the 
integriry of the historic propeny. 

Step 9: Caretaker st@LTCOM will submit photograph of the historic propew taken upon completion of 
the project to the SHPO to document compliance. 

Step 10: Caretaker st@TECOM shall retain docwnentm'on of limited data recovery and/or stabilization, 
including work write-ups andphotogrqh, as p a n  of the permanent project recordr. 

7. Maintenance and Repair of Architectural Historic Properties 

Maintenance and repair may damage the character and integrity of architectural historic properties if proper 
procedures are not followed. Therefore, in order not to alter the character or integrity of the property, the 
following procedures should be followed: 

a 
a 
a 

a 

distinctive features or characteristics of the building, structure, or object should not be removed; 
the same or similar materials must be used for repair; 
if replacement is necessary, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and-where 
possible-materials ; 
replacement of features will be documented through records and photographs; and 
chemical or physical treatmenu should not be allowed to damage the historic materials. 

Step 1: Project Manager will submit project plan to caretaker staffLECOM for review. 

Step 2: Caretaker st@TECOM will determine if the area/focilify has been inventoried. 

If NO, go to Section 106 compliance procedures. 
If YES, determine locations and nature of historic properties. 

Step 3: Caretaker staffTECOM will determine if project can be accomplished in accordance with the 
maintenance and repair plan and thereby have no effect, 

a If NO, go to Section 106 compliance procedures. 
If YES, the project may proceed. 

Step 4: &retaker sf@XECOM and Project Manager will infom contracting officer of special requirements 
for contracts rehed to maintenance and repair of historic properties. 

Step 5: Project Manager will familiarize conrultant/subconnocror with maintenance and repair procedures. 

Step 6: Caretaker staffXECOM and/or the Project Manager will monitor maintenance or repair activities 
to enrure the protection of the historicproperries. 
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8. Renovation/Rehabilitation of Facilities 

Step 1: Caretaker staffRECOM and Project Manager in consultation with qualified Historic Architecr will 
determine impact of project on historic propem'es. 

If no historic properties are present, proceed with the project. 
If historic properties are present, caretaker staff/TECOM and Project Manager will determine if 
properties may be treated in such a manner as to avoid an adverse effect. 
If NO, go to Section 106 compliance procedures. 
If YES, caretaker staff/TECOM, Project Manager, and Design Engineers will develop a plan to 
facfitate avoidance and protection. 

Step 2: Carelaker StafflIECOM will submit a letter of notification concerning the above plan to the SHPO 
as a check within the system. 

This letter will outliie: 

the proposed activity, 
the area of impact, 
the known historic properties within the project area, and 
the efforts implemented to avoid or protect the historic properties. 

Step 3: Caretaker StMlIECOM will inform contracting oficer of specificm'ons that must be included within 
contract. 

Step 4: Implement protection measures. 

Step 5: Fmiliarize con.uiltant/subcontractor with signPCant fearures of hisroric propeny and protecnon 
measures. 

Step 6: Caretaker sl@ITECOM and/or the Projecf Manager will monitor contracted activities to ensure the 
protection of the historic propemes. 

In the case of renovatiodrehabilitation of historic properties where caretaker staff/TECOM agrees to conduct 
all work in accordance with the recommended approaches in the Secretary of the Interior's S t d r d s  for 
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings, the following procedures should be 
followed: 

Step I:  Caretaker st@TEC0M9 Prcjecf Manager, and a qu5liJied Historic Architect will develop a plnn for 
each rehabilitm'on project, including architectural specifications and photogrqphr. 

Step 2: The plnn is submitted for review and concurrence of the SHPO 

If SHPO does not concur, go to Section 106 compliance procedures 
If SHPO concurs, the project may proceed. 

Step 3: Caretaker st@TECOM will inform contracting oficer of sperificarionr that must be included within 
contract. 

Step 4: Familinrize C r  wirh significant features of historic propeny and prorection 
measures. 
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Step 5': Caretaker stajZECOM &/or ihe Projeci Manager will monitor contracted activities io emure the 
proiection of the historic properties. 

Step 6: Caretaker si@T?COM will submit io the SHPOphotograph of ihepropeny taken upon completion 
of the rehabilitm'on. 

Step 7: Caretaker st@T?COM shall retain documentarion of rehabilitation, including work write-ups and 
photographs, as part of the permanent project recordc. 

9. New Construction: BuildinglFacilityKJtiIitilities 

New construction of a building/facility/utilities is potentially damaging to cultural resources within or 
adjacent to the construction zone. Typically, construction includes the removal of soils from the site and 
provision for parlring facilities and access roads that could destroy the integrity of archeological deposits in 
near-surface soils. In the case of architectural properties, which include buildings, structures, and objects. 
such construction may involve visual impacts to the surrounding historic properties or cultural landscapes. 

Srep I:  Cizretaker st@X?COM and Project Manager will determine i m p n  ofprcject on hisioncpropem'es; 
assessment of impact may require professional assistancefrom historic preservaiion specialists. 

If no historic properties are present, proceed with the project. 
If historic properties are present, caretaker staff/TECOM and Project Manager will determine if 
properties may he avoided and protected from direct or indirect impacts. 
* 
* 

If NO, go to Section 106 compliance procedures. 
If YES, caretaker staffTECOM, Project Manager, and Design Engineers will develop a plan 
to facilitate avoidance and protection. 

Step 2: Caretaker staffmCOM will submit a letter of notijican'on concerning the above plan io the SHPO 
as a check within the system. 

This letter will outline: 

the proposed activity, 
the area of impact, 
the hown historic properties within the project area, and 
the efforts implemented to avoid or protect the NRHP-eligible properties and those of unlarown 
NRHP eligibility. 

Sep 3: Caretaker sta$WECOM will inform contraaing oficer ofspecifrcm'om that must be included within 
contraci. 

Step 4: Implement protection measures. 

For archeological historic properties these measures may include: 

avoidance of historic properties through project design; 
protection of the site during construction; 
monitoring the status of the site throughout the construction process; or 
mitigation of the loss of the site through data recovery. 
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For architectural historic propenies, options include: 

0 

0 

design of the new construction so that it is compatible with the surrounding buildings; or 
establishment of visual screens between the new entity and adjacent historic propenies. 

Step 5: Familiarize consultanf/subcontracror with historic propeny locations and protection measures. 

Step 6: Caretaker st@TECOM and/or the F'rcject Manager will monitor contracted activities to ensure the 
protection of the historic propem'es. 

. .  

10. Hazardous Wastematerials Assessment 

Hazardous waste assessment usually includes core borings or the placement of small-diameter monitor wells 
within the locality of suspected contamination and, thus, affects below-ground resources. These activities 
are potentially damaging to a historic properly context; care should be taken to avoid damage to archeological 
historic properties or change to the immediate grounds-which may include lawns, trees, sidewalks, and 
appropriate street furniture such as lamp posts-of architectural historic properties. 

Step 1: Caretaker StaffTECOM w'll determine treatment options applicable to each historic propeny 

Historic property will be totally avoided, if possible. 
If properly cannot be avoided, activities should be limited to coring only during dry soil conditions. 

Step 2: Caretaker StaffTECOM and Hazardous Waste Manager will mark locations of historic propem'es. 

Boundaries of lmown archeological historic propenies should be marked with conspicuous markers 
such as fluorescent paint and/or fluorescent flagging tape. 

Step 3: Inform contracting #firer of special requirements related to historicpropenies. 

Step 4: Familiarize consultant/s~contractor with locm~om of historic propenies and treatment options. 

Step 5: Caretaker st@mCOM and/or the Hazardous Warre Manager will monitor contracted activities to 
ensure the protection of the archeological historic properties. 

11. Hazardous WastelMaterials Remediation 

Hazardous waste remediation may vary in its impact on a given locality. However, whether the operation 
is designed to recycle and fdter the ground water or remove the soil mauix, such remediation typcally 
affects only resources below ground. Any activities involving the remediation process should take cultural 
resources into consideration. Although the major areas of concern are those activities that might affect 
basements or unrecorded archeological sites, the manager in charge of hazardous waste management should, 
if possible, avoid known historic properties. 

Step I :  Caretaker staffTECOM will determine treatmenr options applicable to each historic propeny 

0 

0 

The historic properly will be totally avoided, if possible. 
If the properly cannot be avoided, low impact activities, such as wring, should be conducted only 
during dry soil conditions. 
No mechanical clearing may be done. 
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Step 2: &retder staflTECOM and Hazardour Waste Manager will mark locm'om of hisroric propenies. 

Boundaries of known archeological sites should be conspicuously marked with fluorescent paint 
andor fluorescent flagging tape. 

a 

Step 3: Inform contracting ofFcer of special requirements reluted to historic propemes. 

Step 4: Familiarize consultant/subcontractor with locm'om of historic propem'es and treatment optiom. 

Step 5: Caretaker s t a f m C 0 M  and/or the Hazardour Waste Manager w'11 monitor contracted activities to 
ensure the protection of historic propem'es. 

12. Borrow Pit Excavation 

New borrow pit excavations' and horizontal expansions of existing pits are particularly damaging to 
archeological resources since these actions are designed to remove the soil in which archeological deposits 
are found. The use of existing borrow pits, if not erpanded horizontully, will have no additional impact on 
historic properties and will require no action in regard to cultural resources coordination. 

Step 1: Caretaker st@L!ECOM will determine treatment optiom applicable for each historic propeq .  

a 
If historic properties may be avoided and protected from direct or indirect impacts, go to Step 3. 
If properties cannot be avoided, go to Section 106 compliance procedures. 

Step 2: Caretaker st@L!ECOM will mark locarions of historicpropem'es. 

a Boundaries of known archeological sites should be conspicuously marked with fluorescent paint 
andor fluorescent flagging tape prior to ~ K O W  pit excavation, so that they will indeed be avoided. 

Step 3: Inform contracting oficer of special rephments relnrpd to historicpropenies. 

Step 4: Familiarize consulranr/subcontractor with locations of historic propenies and treatment options. 

Step 5: The caretaker staffmCOM will monitor contracted activities to ensure the protection of historic 
propenies. 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED 

ACHP 
ADA 
AIRFA 
AMC 
APE 
AR 
ARPA 
BRAC 
ccc 
CFR 
CRMP 
DA 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1992 
American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978 
Army Materiel Command 
Area of Potential Effect 
Army Regulation 
Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 
Base Closure and Realignment Act of 1988 
Civilian Conservation Corps . 
Code of Federal Regulations 
Cultural Resources Management Plan 
Department of the Army 

DARCOM Development and Readiness Command 
DOD Department of Defense 
GIS Geographic Information System 
GMI Geo-Marine, Inc. 
HABS 
HAER 
HPC Historic Preservation Coordinator 
JPG Jefferson Proving Ground 
MARKS Modern A m y  Record Keeping System 
MOA Memorandum of Agreement (per 36 CFR Part 800) 
MOU Memorandum of Understanding 
NAGPRA Native American Graves Protection and Reuatliation Act of 1990 

Historic American Buildings Survey (National Park Service) 
Historic American Engineering Record (National Park Service) 

NCSHPO 
NEPA 
NHL 
NHPA 
NPS 
NRHP 
OSHA 
PA 
PI 
PL 
PMOA 
Secretary 
SHPO 
TECOM 
TN 
USACE 
U.S.C. 
USGS 
uxo 

National Conference of Stale Historic Preservation Officers 
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended 
National Historic Landmark 
National Historic Preservation Act, as amended through 1992 
National Park Service 
National Register of Historic Places 
Occupational, Safety, and Health Administration 
Programmatic Agreement 
Principal Investigator 
Public Law 
Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement 
Secretary of the Interior 
State Historic Preservation Officer 
Test and Evaluation Command 
Technical Note 
US. Army Corps of Engineers 
United States Code 
United States Geological Survey 
Unexploded Ordnance 
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GLOSSARY 

ADAPTATION 
The process of change to better conform with environmental conditions or other external stimuli. 

ADVERSE EFFECT 
An undertaking or activity that reduces the significance for which a property meets or may meet the 
criteria of the National Register of Historic Places. 

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
The independent agency set up under the National Historic Preservation Act (Title 11) to advise the 
President and the Congress on cultural resources preservation; to advise on the dissemination of 
information on such activities; and to encourage public interest in cultural resources preservation. Under 
the National Historic Preservation Act (Section 106). the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation will 
be afforded an opportunity to comment on federal, federally assisted, or federally licensed undertakings 
that may have an effect on cultural resources properties. 

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCE 
“[Alny material remains of past human life or activities which are of archeological interest, as 
determined under uniform regulations promulgated pursuant to ARPA. Such regulations shall include 
but not be limited to: pottery, basketry, bottles, weapons, weapon projectiles, tools, structures or 
portions of structures, pithouses, rock paintings, rock carving, intaglios, graves, human skeletal 
materials, or any portion or piece of any of the foregoing items. No item shall be treated as an 
archeological resource under ARPA regulations unless such item is at least 100 years of age” [ARPA 
16 U.S.C.9 47Obbl. 

AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECT (APE) 
“ m h e  geographic area or areas within which an undertaking may cause changes in the character of or 
use of historic properties, if any such properties exist” [36 CFR Part 800.2(c)]. The determination is 
based not on knowledge of specific properties, but on what effects might be created if historic properties 
do exist in the undertaking’s APE. The APE is defmed before identification actually begins, so it may 
be not be known whether any historic properties actually exist within it. 

ASSEMBLAGE 
A group of artifacts related to each other based upon their recovery from a common archeological 
context. Assemblage examples are artifacts from a single site or feature. 

CATEGORY 
A subset of the cultural resources included in an inventory and defmed by the level of cultural resources 
significance in relation to the criteria for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 
Category I - of national significance 
Category I1 - of regional or local significance 
Category I11 - presently ineligible, but contributing and subject to future reevaluation 
Category IV - ineligible 
Category V - detrimental-to be removed 

CLASS 
Cultural resources that have similar, distinct, historic, chronological, scientific, or cultural 
characteristics. 
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CONSULTATION 
The act of seeking and considering the opinions and recommendations of the State Historic Preservation 
Officer, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and appropriate parties on undertakings affectkg 
National Register of Historic Places-listed or -eligible properties. Consultation is required per the 
National Historic Reservation Act, as amended through 1992; 36 CFR Part 800; and/or a Memorandum 
of Agreement or Cultural Resources Management Plan. 

CONTEXT or ARCHEOLOGlCAL CONTEXT 
The physical setting, location, and cultural association from which archeological materials are recovered. 
Usually the meaning of archeological materials cannot be discerned without information about their 
setting. One example is determining how old an object is, given that the age of objects excavated from 
a site varies with their depth in the ground. Unless the depth of an object is carefully recorded against 
a fixed point of reference, it may be impossible to relate objects to the dimension of time. 

CONTINGENCIES 
Changed orders and new mission requirements that may have an effect on cultural resources in a way 
that was not anticipated in the Cultural Resources Management Plan or Memorandum of Agreement. 
This may also include treatment of cultural resources that have been damaged by fire or natural 
disasters, as per 36 CFR Part 800.12. 

CULTURE 
A system of behaviors, values, ideologies, and social arrangements. These features, in addition to tools 
and elements such as graphic arts, help in the interpretation of the human universe as well as dealing 
with features of the natural and social environments. Culture is learned, transmitted in a social context, 
and modifiable. Synonyms for culture include “lifeways.” “customs,” “traditions,” “social practices,” 
and “folkways.” 

CULTURAL PATRIMONY 
An object or~place having ongoing historical, traditional, or cultural importance central to the Native 
American group or culture itself. 

CULTURAL LANDSCAPE (see Rural Historic Landscape) 

CULTURAL RESOURCES 
Buildings, disnicts, structures, objects, and sites as defmed by 36 CFR 60.3, cultural items as defined 
in rbe Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act; American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, or 
Native Hawaiian sacred sites for which access is protected under the American Indian Religious Freedom 
Act; archeological resources defmed by the Archeological Resources Protection Act; archeological 
artifact collections and associated records defined under 36 CFR Part 79. 

CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN (CRMP) 
The installation’s cultural resources protection and compliance document, formerly known as a Historic 
Resources Management Plan (HRMP). 

CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
Activities conducted under the authoriv of Army Regulation 42040 to comply with federal and Army 
regulations and including: 
a. 
b. 
c. Major Command (MACOM) assistance. 
d. Installation CRMPs and projects. 

DA cultural resources preservation policy and guidance. 
Army National Guard (ARNG) guidance. 



\ 
. _,. 

CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROJECT 
Activities to carry' out a cultural resources management plan. Projects include the following: 
a. 
b. Investigations, evaluations, and rehabilitation. 
c. 
d. 

Field surveys, archival documentation, and inventory projects. 

Adaptive use, data recovery, preservation, and maintenance. 
Any other field or analytical activity needed to locate, inventory, evaluate, or manage Cultural 
resources. 

DISCOVERY 
To find cultural resources in an unexpected location or circumstance, or of a class not covered by 
previous review under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended hough 1992, Section 106. 

DOCUMENTATION 
A documentay, photographic, and graphic record of a historic property. Buildings and structures are 
documented according to the guidelines of the National Park Service (Historic American Building 
Survey/Historic American Engineering Record) for deposit in the Library of Congress. 

EFFECT 
The word 'effect" is broadly defined. Effects can be direct or indirect and the word covers any 
foreseeable change when "the undertaking may alter characteristics of the property for inclusion in the 
National Register." For the purpose of determining effect, alterations to features of the property's 
location, setting, or use may be relevant depending on a property's significant characteristics and sbould 
be considered [36 CFR Part 800.9(a)]. 

FEATURE or ARCHEOLOGICAL FEATURE 
Many archeological elements are ponable, such as fragments of bone, pottery, and stone tools. , 
Archeological sites, however, frequently contain features: manmade constructions that are not portable 
and are part of the earth itself. Examples of such features are hearths, bedrock mortars, fireplaces, 
foundations of buildings. storage pits, grave pits, and canals. 

HISTORIC LANDSCAPE (see Rural Historic Landscape) 

HISTORIC PROPERTY 
"Any prehistoric or historic building, district, site, structure, or object included in or eligible for incision 
in, the National Register. The term includes artifacts, records, and remains that are related to and 
located within such properties" [36 CFR 800.2(e)]. 
a. DISTRICT. A geographically definable area, urban or rural, with a concentration, linkage, or 

continuity of cultural resources properties that are united by past events, or aesthetically by plan or 
physical development. A district may also be composed of areas that are separated by space but are 
linked by history or style. 

b. SITE. The location of a prehistoric or historic 
1. event, occupation, or activity; or 
2. structure, whether represented by standing ruins or by other surface or subsurface evidence, 

when the location, regardless of the value of existing structures, contains the historical or 
archeological value. 

BUILDING. A structure created to shelter any form of activity, such as a house, stable, church, 
barracks, hospital, or similar structure. Buildings may refer to a functionally related complex, such 
as a courthouse and jail, a house and barn, or a barracks, a mess hall, and a chapel. 
STRUCTURE. An edifice, often an engineering project, designed to aid human activities, such as 
bridges, canals, or aqueducts. 

c. 

d. 
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e. OBJECT. An artifact of functional, aesthetic, cultural, historical. or scientific value that may be. 
by nature or design, movable yet related to a specific historical activiry, event. district, site, setting, 
or environment. 

INDIAN TRIBE 
The goveming body of any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other group that is recognized as an Indian tribe 
by the Secretary of the Interior and for which the United States holds land in trust or restricted status 
f i r  that entity or its members. Such term also includes any native village corporation, regional 
corporation, and native Group established pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act [43 
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.1. 

INTERESTED PERSONS 
Those organizations and individuals that are concerned with the effects of an undertaking on historic 
properties. Certain interested parties-e.g., local governments, federal applicants, Indian tribes. and 
the public-may be invited to participate in preservation p l d g  as consulting parties by the SHPO, 
ACHP, and the agency official. Participation of other interested persoC-e.g., academic institutions, 
local preservation organizations, historical or archeological commissions, and others who promote 
historic preservation, and the public-is defined under Section 110 guidelines [53 FR 4727461. 

INVENTORY 
The product and the process of locating cultural resources and identifying or documenting them well 
enough to judge whether they meet the criteria for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places 
as per 36 CFR Part 60. The inventory process usually includes problem-oriented literature review, field 
surveys, archival documentation, and other data recovery and analysis efforts needed to acquire enough 
information to determine the presence or absence of National Register of Historic Places values. 

MATERIAL REMAINS / ARTIFACTS 
Material remains (or artifacts) consists of "physical evidence of human habitation, occupation, use, or 
activity" [43 CFR 7.3 (a)@)]. These remains consist of any object or site that shows evidence of 
manufacture, use, or modification by humans. Examples of artifacts/material remains may include but 
are not limited to tools, implements. weapons, ornaments, clothing, and containers created variously 
from bone , ivory, shell, wood, metal, hide, feathers, pigments, chipped/pecked/ground stone, 
pottery/ceramics, and cordage/basketry/weaving; as well as organic debris or by-productdwaste products 
such as burned animal bones or vegetal remains resulting from food preparation activities; works of 
artistic or symbolic representation such as rock paintings and carvings; and human remains. 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
a. A document signed by the State Historic Preservation Officer, Advisory Council on Historic 

Preservation, and the Army listing what the installation will do to meet the requirements of the 
National Historic Preservation Act, as amended through 1992, Section 106. 

1. 
2.  

b. It is prepared- 
In coordination with the preparation of an installation CRMP. 
When a specific undertaking will have an adverse effect on a historic property listed on or 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. 

1. Items or stipulations to be addressed in a Cultural Resources Management Plan. 
2 .  Ways to avoid or reduce adverse effects. 
3. Calendar for meeting the stipulations. 

c. It contains- 
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MIDDEN 
A layer of soil which contains the byproducts of buman activity as the result of the accumulation of these 
materials on a living surface or in a primary dump, For prehistoric sites, a layer of soil that is stained 
to a dark color by the decomposition of organic refuse wbich also contains food, bones, fragments of 
stone tools, charcoal, pieces of pottery, or other discarded materials. For historic sites, a similar layer 
of soil but with appropriate historic material remains often in a much thinner deposit. 

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK 
Properties named by the Secretary of Interior, per the Historic Sites Act of 1935, as having exceptional 
significance in the Nation's history [36 CFR Part 651. National Historic Landmarks are listed in the 
National Regiskr of Historic Places. They are reviewed per the National Historic Preservation Act, as 
amended through 1992, section 11O(f). The National Historic Preservation Act, as amended through 
1992 [I6 U.S.C. 470 et seq.] sets n a t i ~ d  historic preservation policy and requires each federal agency 
to develop a program to locate, inventory, and nominate to the Secretary of the Interior all cultural 
resources under the agency's control that may meet the criteria of the National Register of Historic 
Places. In addition, every federal agency having any underlaking that may have an effect on a historic 
property (Le., meeting the criteria of the National Register of Historic Places) will afford the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation an Opportunity to comment on the undertaking. Federal agencies are 
directed to assume responsibility for preservation of historic properties they own or control. 

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES (NRHP) 
A listing of districts, sites, buildings, smctures, and objects significant on the national, regional, or local 
level in U S .  history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture. It is maintained by the 
Secretary of the Interior per the Historic Sites Act and the National Historic Preservation Act, as 
amended through 1992. The term 'eligible for inclusion on the National Register" includes both 
properties formally determined as such and all other properties that meet the National Register of 
Historic Places criteria as defmed by 36 CFR Part 60.4. 

OUTBUILDINGS 
A term used to refer to all nonresidential structures at a historic site. These include outhouses, barns, 
garages, smoke houses, graoaries, cribs, and other smctures for storage or protection of animals or 
property. 

OVERVIEW 
A report based on the collection and analysis of existing information that summarizes lmown information 
regarding the cultural resources on an installation, suggests the likelihood of additional cultural 
resources, and provides recommendations for meeting the compliance requirements of Army Regulation 
AR 42040. It is the basis for a Cultural Resources Management Plan and a Memorandum of 
Agreement. 

PRESERVATION or HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
The "identification. evaluation, recordation, documentation, curation, acquisition, protection, 
management, rehabilitation, restoration, stabilization, maintenance and reconstruction, or any 
combination of the foregoing activities" [I6 U.S.C. 5 47Ow(8)]. 

PRESERVATION MAINTENANCE 
Protection through preventive maintenance of existing historic fabric and building elements. 

PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT 
A document executed between a facility and advisory agencies which may take the place of multiple 
Memoranda of Agreement when actions are programmed, repetitive, or are perceived to have similar 
impacts on cultural resources. 
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PROJECTILE POINT 
A hand-crafted, chipped, pointed artifact generally made of stone, but also may be of shell, bone, W d ,  

or metal, hafted to the tip of an mow, atlatl dart, spear, or lance shaft to facilitate penetration. 
Projectile points are generally divided into 'dart" (early) and "arrown (late) points on the basis of size 
and morphology. Various stylistic characteristics of projectile points are used as diagnostic tempord 
markers. 

REHABILITATION 
The alteration or repair of a building to permit an efficient and continued use while maintaining or 
restoring elements that define the character of the building or are associated with its historic significance. 

RESTORATION 
Actions taken to return a building, elements of a building, or a site to an earlier appearance 

RURAL HISTORIC LANDSCAPE 
A geographical area that historically has been used by people, or shaped and modified by human activiiy, 
occupancy, or intervention, and that possesses a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of areas 
of land use, vegetation, buildings, and structures, roads and waterways, and natural features. Landscnpe 
characteristics are the tangible evidence of the activities and habits of the people who occupied, 
developed, used, and shaped the land to serve human needs: they may reflect the beliefs, attitudes, 
traditions, and values of these people. 

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER (SHPO) 
The official within each state who has been designated and appointed by the state governor to administer 
the state historic preservation program, pursuant to Section 101@)(1) of the NHPA. 

SUBSISTENCE ECONOMY 
The means by which a group obtains the food and shelter necessaq to support life 

TRADITIONAL CULTURAL PROPERTY 
A properry 'that is eligible for inclusion in the National Register because of its association with C d N d  
practices or beliefs of a living community that (a) are rooted in that community's history, and @) are 
important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the c~mmuni iy~  (Guidelines for Evaluating 
and Documenting Traditional Cultural Propenies 1992: 1) .  Examples include 
* "a location associated with the traditional beliefs of a Native American group about its origins, its 

CUlNral history, or the nature of the world 
* a rural community whose organization, buildings and structures, or patterns of land use reflect the 

cultural traditions valued by its long-term residents; 
* an urban neighborhood that is the traditional home of a particular cultural group, and that reflects 

its beliefs and practices; 
a location where Native American religious practitioners have historically gone, and are known or 
thought to go today, to perform ceremonial activities in accordance with traditional CUlNral rules 
of practice; and 
a location where a community has traditionally carried out economic, artistic, or other cultural 
practices important in maintaining its historical identity" (Guidelines for Evaluating and 
Documenting Traditional Culrural Propenies 1992: 1) 

* 

TREATMENT 
The way an installation maintains, repairs, uses, protects. excavates, documents, or alters CUlNrd 
resources. 
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APPENDIX C 

FORM LETTERS FOR CONSULTATION WITH THE 
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION 



UNDERTAKING 
"Any project, activity. or program hat can result in changes in the character or use of historic 
properties, if any such historic properties are located in the area of potential effect. The project, 
activity, or program must he under the direct or indirect jurisdiction of a federal agency or licensed or 
assisted by a federal agency. Undenakings include new and continuing projects, activities, or programs 
and any of their elements not previously considered under Section 106" [36 CFR Part 800.2(0)1. 

UNDERTAKING'S AREA OF POTENTIAL EFFECT 
The geographical area within which direct and indirect effects caused by the undertaking reasonably 
could be expected to occur. The potential to change the historical, architectural, archeological, or 
cultural significance possessed by a Category I, 11, or I11 historic property. 

! 
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7his f o r m  is to be wed for Section 106 coordrnnrion of n determination of NO ADERSE EFFECT when :he SHPO and 
the fncility ARE NOT in Agreement. 

Date 

[Name1 
[Address] 

[Name] 
Chief. Eastern Office of Proiect Review 
Advisory Council on Historfc Preservation 
Old Post Office Building Suite 803 
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC Zoo04 

Dear [Name]: 

The [facility name] is [pldg/wnsiderinp/other] the [name of undertaking] at its installation located in - county, 
. In wnsdtation with the - State Historic Preservation Officer (SHF'O), we have applied the criteria of effect 

and adverse effect fowd in 36 CFR Part 800.9 of your regulations to this undertaking and determined that it will have 
no adverse effect on historic properties. Tbe following documentation is attached for your review: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

a description of the [name of undertaking], including [specify maps, photographs, etc.]; 
a description of the historic [propertylproperties] that [willlmay] be affected, including [specify National 
Register forms or other descriptive documents, photographs, etc.]; 
a description of the efforts we made to identify hisroric properties in the undertaking's area of potential effects. 
including [specify survey report, etc.]; 
a description of bow we applied the criteria of adverse effects, and why we found each criterion to be 
inapplicable to this undertaking; and 
a description of the means we used to solicit the views of the SHF'O and [specify affected local governments, 
Indian tribes, federal agencies, elements of the public, if any], together with [identify wrinen comments Or 
other documentation of views provided. if any]. 

[Note: use one or more of the following paragraphs only if relevant.] 

Since our determination that this undertaking will have no adverse effect is based on the special exception set fonh in 
36 CFR Pan 800.9(c) [specify subsection (I), (2). or (3)]. we are also enclosing [specify research design or scope of 
work for data recovery under subsection (1). plan for rehabilitation under subsection (2). or covenant or other restriction 
under subsection (3)] 

In making our determination, we have agreed with the SHPO to carry out the following actions to ensure that adverse 
effect will be avoided: 

[list actions agreed to] 

By wpy of this letter we are notifying the SHPO of OUT determination. Please review the material enclosed and Contact 
[name and telephone number of contact person] if you have any questions. If we do not hear from you within 30 days 
after your receipt of this letter. we will assume that you do not object to our determination, and will proceed With [the 
undertakinglour planning process/our review of the applicatiodetc.]. subject to [the agreement noted above. or Other 
action] and the provisions for treating historic properties discovered during implementation of an undertaking contained 
in 36 CFR PaR 800.11. 

Sincerely. 

[Name] 
[Title] 
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l k i s  formal is lo be used for Section 106 CoordiMtion of a determiMrion ofALlVERSE EFFECT 

Date 

[Name] 
[Address] 

[Name] 
Chief. Eastern Office of Proiect Review 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Old Post Oliice Building Suite 803 
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW. 
Washington, DC 20004 

Dear (Name]: 

The [facility name] is [planning/considering/other] the [name of underlaking] at its installation in county, 
. In consultation with the __ State Historic Preservation Agency (SHPO), we have applied the criteria of 

effect and adverse effect found in 36 CFR Part 800.9 of your regulations to this undertaking and determined that it will 
have an adverse effect on historic properties. In accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.5(e), the [facility name] requests the 
Advisory Council to consider participation in the consultation process. Due to this determination of an adverse effect. 
we are initiating formal consultation beween the [facility name], the SHPO, and the following interested parties: [i.e.. 
traditional cultural groups, local preservation groups, applicants for permits]. 

The following documentation is provided for each consulting party: 

0 

a 

0 

0 

a description of the [name of undertaking], including [specify maps, photographs, etc.]; 
a description of the effom we made to identify historic properties in the undenaking’s area of potential effects. 
including [specify survey report, etc.]; 
a description of the historic [propertylproperties] that [will/may] be affected, including [specify National 
Register forms or other evaluative documents (testing report. photographs, etc.1; 
a description of the effect of the undertaking on the historic [propertylproperties]. 

In addition, we propose the following means of soliciting the views of the SHPO and the following interested parties 
[specify affected local governments, Indian tribes, federal agencies, elements of the public, if any]. [Describe means 
of soliciting public comment.] 

It is to be hoped that this consultation process will result in a Memorandum of Agreement among the [facility name] 
-SHPO. and other interested parties [designate interested parties considered for actual signing of MOA] which 
will result in the avoidance of significant properties or reduce the effects of this undertaking on significant properties.’ 

Sincerely. 

[Name] 
[Title] 
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This form1 is io be used for Section 106 coordination of a dezerminarion of NO EFFECT 

Date 

Name1 
State Historic Preservation Ofkice 
Division of Historic Preservation and Archeology 
Depanment of Natural Resources 
402 Washington St., Rm W-274 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

Dear Name] : 

In consultation with Name] of your staff and [list other parties if any], we have assessed whether the [name of 
undertaking] will affect the following historic properties. which as you know from our previous correspondence are 
located within the undertaking’s area of potential effects. 

[list of historic properties] 

Having applied the criteria of effect found at 36 CFR Pan 800.9, we have concluded that the undenaking will have no 
effect on the historic properties located within the area of potential effects. Our rationale for this determination is as 
follows*: 

vo te :  the following are only examples] 

11. The only historic structure within the area of potential effects is Building 123. A decision has been made to retain 
this building in its current use, while realigning the functions of the 456th Intelligence Division to Building 789, which 
is not eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. Accordingly. the current action will have no 
effect on Building 123. Documentation is provided in the accompanying repon of the investigations.] 

12. Archeological site ##Xx### is the only archeological site identified by field investigation and background research 
withim the area of potential effects (see accompanying repon). The range complex that was originally expected to affect 
this site has been relocated to avoid it; the site will remain in open space and be protected from vandalism.] 

13. Three archeological sites and six buildings are within the area of potential effects. Evaluation of these resources 
revealed that none are eligible for inclusion in the National Register.of Historic Places (see accompanying repon of 
investigations). Accordingly, the current action will have no effect on historic propenies.] 

If you do not object to our determinations within 15 days, we will assume your concurrence. We would appreciate 
documentation of your concurrence, however. For your convenience. you may concur with our determinations by sunply 
signing the concurrence line below and returning a copy of this letter to me. Copies of this letter and its enclosures are 
being provided to the [list other panies]. 

Please contact F O C  name] of this oftice at [telephone no.] if you need further information or wish to discuss our request. 

Sincerely, 

Name1 
[Title] 

I am in concurrence with the determination of no effect: 
[State] Historic Preservation Officer Date 

[‘Another altemarive is the discover) of no historic properties. stale that no historic propenie> exist within the area nf 
potential rffects and reference accompanying rrpon documcnung the survey and evaluation method5 and conclusions 1 
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APPENDIX D 

REFERENCES SOURCES FOR FEDERAL LAWS, 
GUIDELINES, AND REGULATIONS AVAILABLE TO 

INSTALLATION CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGERS 
! 



?he following is a listing of the agencies from whom copies of specific laws, guidelines. and regulations may be oblained 

FEDERAL AGENCES 

Headquarters I Department of the Army / Washington, D.C. 
Environmental Programs Directorate 
Attn.: DAIM-ED-R 
600 A r m y  Pentagon 
Washington, D.C., 2031&0600 
Tel: (703) 697-2828 

* Army Regulation 420-40: Historic Preservation 

National Park Service 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
P.O. Box 37127 
Washington, D.C., 20013-7127 
Tel: (202) 3434101 Archeological Assistance Division 
Tel: (202) 343-4101 Curatorial Services Division 

Archeological Assistance Division - Section I 0 6  Guidelines 
0 Section 110 Guidelines 
* Archeology and Historic Preservation: Secretaq of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines - Idenrificarion of Historic Propemes: A Decisionmoking Guide for Managers - Public Participation in Section 106 Review: A Guide for Agency Qficials 
* Secretary of the Interior's Standardr for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Buildings 
* Public Law lOl-€Ol: Narive American Graves Protection andRepatriation Act 
* ~ 43 CFR Part 10: Native America Groves Protection and Repatriation Act Regulationr - Federal Archeology (Quarterly Journal) - Technical Briefs: [Examples] 

* 
* 
* 

Intentional Site Bwial: A Technique to Protect against Natural or Mechanical LoEs (No 5 )  
Federal Archeological Contracting: Utilizing the Competitive Procurement Process (N0.7) 
7he Sop Approach to Archeological Site Stabilization (No. 8) 

National Register of Historic Places 
* National Register Bulletinr (Technical information on comprehensive planning, survey of Cultural resources, 

and registration in the National Register of Historic Places): [Examples] 
* How to Apply the Nrn .0~1  Register Criterio for Evaluation (No. 13) 
* Guidelines for Restricting l n f o m ' o n  About Historic and Prehistoric Resources (No. 29) 
* Guidelines for Evaluating andDocumenting Traditional Cultural Properties (No.  38) 
* Guidelines for  Evaluafing and Registering Cemeteries and Burial Places (No. 41) 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
1100 Pennsylvania Ave. NW Suite 809 
Washington, D.C., ZOO04 
Tel: (202) 606-8505 

- 36 CFR 800: Protection of Historic Properties 
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REGIONAL AGENCIES 

Offce of the State Archeologist 
Department of Natural Resource 
402 West Washington 
Indiana Govt Ctr So Rhl W256 
Indianapolis IN 46204 
Tel: (317) 2324020 
Fax: (317) 232-8036 

State Historic Preservation Ofice 
Division of Historic Preservation and Archeology 
Department of Natural Resources 
402 Washington St., Rm W-274 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Tel: (317) 232-1646 

- - Stare Guidelines for Conducting and Reporting Archeological Fieldwork 
State Historic Preservation Plan and Historic Themes and Comexrs for Evalming Culfural Resources 
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APPENDIX E 

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 

try 
Stephen K. Mbutu 



TOPOGRAPHY 

Jefferson Proving Ground (JPG) lies on the Till Plains Section of the Central Lowland Physiographic 
Province, also known as the MuscataNck Regional Slope (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [USACE] 1995:4- 
24; Hawkins and Walley 1995:II-1). Kansan and Illinoian-age till deposits blanket a gently rolling limestone 
plateau, which is cut by deep rocky valleys. The northern half of the installation is characterized as a gently 
rolling upland, while the southern half is generally flat and swampy. Several streams, both intermittent and 
perennial, traverse JPG, flowing to the west and southwest (Figure E-1). The headwaters of numerous 
streams (including those of two major stream systems, Harbert’s and Middle Fork creeks) originate within 
the facility (Stafford et al. 19852-1, 2-2); nearly all of the installation’s land drains toward the southwest 
into the Muscatatuck River (Hawkins and Walley 1995:II-8). The streams traversing the facility include, 
from north to south, the Otter Creek system, the GrahdLittle Graham creek system, the Big Creek system, 
the Middle Fork Creek system, and Harbert’s Creek and its tributaries (see Figure E-1). 

Dissection caused by the larger streams has resulted in extensive topographic relief in some areas that 
approaches 61 m (200 ft); local relief rarely exceeds 15 m (50 ft; Stafford et al. 19859-1). In the north and 
northwest, the steams have cut deeply into underlying bedrock creating steep bluffs, and karstic features such 
as sinkholes and solution cavems are present. Furthermore, a recent project has located several caves on 
JPG (Knouf, personal communication 1995), and the 1994 chert survey conducted by Algonquin 
Archeological Consultants, Inc., located two rockshelter archeological sites on the facility (Hawkins and 
Walley 1995:Ix-9). The topography is considerably more gentle to the east and south, where the streams 
appear to be less well-entrenched. In addition to the streams, two significant manmade reservoirs are also 
present on JPG. Both were constructed for recreational purposes by JPG personnel. 

Old Timbers Lake (165 ac), created by dammiig Little Otter Creek, runs generally north-south in the 
northeastern portion of the installation. Kmeger Lake, a smaller lake created as “practice” for the damming 
of Old Timbers Lake (Knouf, personal communication 19951, lies near the southeastern comer of the 
installation, (see Figure E-1). 

GEOLOGY 

JPG lies on the western limb of the Cincinnati Arch, a plunging, broad, low anticline whose north-northwest 
trending axis lies approximately 100 km east of the project area, near the Indiana-Ohio state line. The 
structural geology of the region took form during the Ordovician period, when the sedimentary strata of 
southern Indiana were tipped southwestward by geological uplifting of the Cincinnati Arch (Hawkins and 
Walley 1995:II-1). The subsurface bedrock consists of sequences of interbedded Silurian, Ordovician, and 
Devonian carbonate units, mostly limestones. The Silurian-age formations include the Louisville Limestone, 
Salamonie Dolomite, and Brassfield Limestone. The Maquoketa Group, Trenton and Black River 
Limestones, and b o x  Dolomite derive from the Ordovician period. The MuscataNck Group is Devonian 
in age (USACE 1995:4-24). 

Most of the outcropping rocks in the project area are associated with Salamonie Dolomite. All of the facility 
is underlain by Silurian bedrock, with two exceptions: shales and limestones of the Ordovician Maquoketa 
Group are exposed along some area creeks, and a small area on the southwestern part of the installation 
(north of the airfield) is underlain by Devonian dolomite. The fie-grained Laurel member of the Salamonie 
Dolomite cap the Silurian bedrock in many areas. It is the source of Laurel chert, a common tool Stone in 
prehistoric lithic contexts throughout southern Indiana; it also had many historic uses (Hawkins and Walley 
1995:11-5). According to Hawkins and Walley (1995: 11-5), Laurel chert ‘is available in southern Indiana 
both in bedded form and from glacial till“; field observation within the project area confumed this statement. 
Where the Salamonie Dolomite is eroded in some stream drainages to the east of JPG (and in Otter and Little 
Grabam creeks on the facility), outcrops of thinly bedded limestones and shales associated with the 
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Maquoketa Group are exposed. Up to 50 percent of the Maquoketa Formation is limestone bedded m gray 
calcareous shale (USACE 1995:4-24). The Jessup Formation, described by Stafford et al (1985: 2-2) as an 
Illinoian-age till mixed with some icecontact stratified drift (see also Gray 1972). overlies the bedrock, and 
the Wisconsinin Peoria loess overlies the Illinoian drift (Stafford et al. 1985:2-2). JPG lies approximately 
16 km (9 miles) south of the nearest Wisconsinin glacial border, the possible source of the loess. 

sons 
According to an environmental impact statement produced by the U S .  Army Corps of Engineers in 1991, 
"[tlbe soils of JPG originate from glacial till and ourwash, lacusnine deposits, limestone and shale residuum, 
windblown alluvium, and loess. The soils are strongly weathered, leached, and acidic" (USACE 1991:3-8). 
Two major soil associations are found within the project area: the Cincinnati-Rossmoyne-Hickory association 
and the Cobbsfork-Avonburg association. These upland soils developed in situ, in thin loess and in the loamy 
glacial tills that underlay the loess (Anslinger 1993:3). 

The Cincinnati-Rossmoyne-Hickory soils occur on gentle to moderately steep slopes (0-35 percent) along the 
faciliry's drainages. These deep, moderate- to well-drained soils exhibit a slow permeability factor and are 
susceptible to flooding and extensive erosion, particularly on ridgetops and hill sides (Hawkins and Walley 
1995:II-8). The welldrained Cincinnati soils occur primarily on narrow ridgetops and moderately to steeply 
sloping side slopes; typically, they consist of a thin mantle of dark brown silty loam underlain by yellowish- 
brown clay loam. Rossmoyne soils are found =on summits, shoulder slopes. and back slopes" (Nickell 
1985); the surface layer in this case also tends to be a thin cap of dark brown silt loam, overlying a 
yellowish-brown silt loam. The moderately sloping to very steep, well-drained Hickory soils are described 
as occurring on summits, shoulder slopes, and back slopes. The dark grayish brown surface layer averages 
less than 5 cm thick, and blankets yellowish-brown to dark yellowish brown silt and clay loams. 

Cobbsfork-Avonburg soils, which cover more than 40 percent of the installation, tend to be poorly drained 
to somewhat poorly drained (USACE 19954-26). These upland soils are nearly level, with slopes ranging 
from 0 to 4 percent. A firm and dense fragipan prevents adequate drainage and creates a high perched water 
table from December through April and high moistwe content of surface and near surface soils (USACE 
1991:3-8), which l i t  their use for agricultural, road consnuction, and other purposed development (Nickell 
1985; USACE 1991:3-8). Avonburg soils occur on broad, flat to gently sloping tabular surfaces and 
backslopes of interfluves and are often saturated with water, due to the presence of a fragipan withii the 
upper 127 cm (50 in). A moderately thick layer of dark grayish-brown silt, averaging 25 cm thick, overlies 
a yellowish-brown and light brownish-gray silty clay and silty clay loam subsoil (Nickell 1985). Cobbsfork 
soils are grayer, lack the fragipan, and generally occur near the centers of tabular divides (Nickell 1985). 
The general wemess of the Cobbsfork-Avonburg soils makes them undesirable for development, although 
their presence has not halted development in the region. 

CLIMATE 

Studies of pollen from east-central Indiana and west-central Ohio indicate that the climate in this region has 
undergone several changes in the last 23,000 years (Englehardt 1960, 1965; Hawkins and Walley 1995:11-8; 
Ogden 1966). During the peak of the Wisconsinin glacial interval between 23,000 and 14.000 B.C., the 
project area experienced cold, dry conditions. The climate became progressively warmer and more humid 
as the glacial margin retreated between 14,000 and 9ooo B.C. (Table E-1). The period from 9ooo to 8000 
B.C. is characterized by a warmer, drier interval which continued until 6ooo B.C.; the intensely warm and 
dry period known as the Hypsithermal lasted in the project area from 6ooo B.C. to 3000 B.C. Following 
the Hypsithermal, the climate became cool and wet, a trend that reached a peak between ca. A.D. 500 and 
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Table E-I 
Summary of the Environmental History of the Jefferson Proving Ground Area 

(from Griffin 1961; Hawkins and Walley 1995; Stafford et al. 1985) 

Date Inferred Climate 

Before 14,000 B.C. 

14,000 to 9ooo B.C. 
ca. 9ooo to 8000 B.C. 

8000 to 6ooo B.C. 

6000 to 3000 B.C. 

Late glacial climate; spruce forest with fir and tamarack few oak and other 
deciduous trees 

Warming climate, black ash, ironwood, some spruce 
Rapidly warming, drier cIimate; jack pine, white pine, and birch briefly 
present 

Slowly warming climate; tree composition much like present, except for 
absence of beech 
Maximum warmth/dryness; oak and hickory reach maximum abundance but 
beech migrates into region to occupy wetter habitats 

3000 B.C. to Present Cooleriwener climate: western mesophytic forest essentially unchanged up to 
time of Euro-American contact (includes Little Ice Age, 1400-1600). 

700 (Griffin 1961; Hawkins and Walley 1995:II-9). A warm and moist climate followed and lasted until 
about A.D. 1400, when temperatures fell precipitously, creating what has been referred to as the "Little Ice 
Age" (Hawkins and Walley 1995:II-9); this climatic minimum was essentially over by A.D. 1 6 0 .  

Climatic conditions have changed little in southsenual Indiana since the 1600s. Today JPG experiences a 
continental climate cbaracterized by widely variable daily and seasonal temperatures and humidity. In the 
summer, daily temperatures average 76' F (24" C); the maximum temperature on record occurred on July 
15, 1954, wben the mercury registered 108" F (42" C). In the winter, temperatures average 35" F (2"F), 
with a low temperature of -12' I: (-24' C) recorded at Madison on February 2, 1951 (Nickell 1985: I). The 
growing season averages some 170-180 frost-free days per year. Southwesterly prevailing winds blow over 
JPG for 10 months of the year. The wind changes directions for about two winter months, when the 
northwesterlies are prevalent. The average annual precipitation is approximately 107 cm (42 in), fairly 
evenly distributed throughout the year; about 52 percent of this falls between April and September. 
Thunderstorms occur on perhaps 50 days each year, and may spawn damaging tornados (Nickell 1985:Z). 
Although there has never been a significant drought in historic times, Stafford et al(1985:2-3) caution that 
"one or two dry periods can be expected each summer." Snowfall in uneven from year to year. but averages 
perhaps 33 cm (13 in) annually (Nickell 1985). 

FL.OR'4 

Between the last glacial advance and the first European settlement of the JPG area, climatic variations have 
caused distinct floral shifts through t h e .  A tundra vegetation associated with the last glacial advance may 
have covered southern Indiana and northern Kentucky between 23,000 and 14,500 B.C. (Hawkins and Walley 
1995:11-9). As the climate warmed, the tundra vegetation was replaced by a boreal spruce and fir forest 
encroaching from the south. A variety of floral communities are found in association with the varied 
topography of southeastern Indiana. 
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The D e w  classification of the b o h c a l  areas of Indiana places the project akea within the Flats of the Ohio 
valley region (Lindsey 193297-98; Stafford et al. 19852-3). The vegetation of these flats is dominated by 
a sweetgum red maplebeech association, as defined by Potzger (1950, 1953; Stafford et al. 1985:24). 
American elm (ulmrcs amencanus), swamp white oak (Quercus bicolor). white oak (Quercus albus). black 
gum (Nyssa sylvafica), and hickory species (Cava  spp.) are also found in the Flats (Keller 1946; Stafford 
et al. 1985:24). In southeastern Indiana, a mixed mesophytic forest with a luxuriant herbaceous layer covers 
the dissected slopes along drainageways (Braun 1950; Stafford et al. 1985:2-4). The diverse forest 
composition is dominated by beech (Fagus spp.). Also found in the plant community are species of white 
oak, white ash (Frurim amencana), tulip tree (Linodendron rulipofera), black walnut (Juglam nigra), sugar 
maple (Acer saccharam), and basswood (Zilia amencana; Stafford et al. 198524) .  Floodplain studies 
conducted elsewhere suggest that JPG's bottomlands would have supported silver maple or black maple (Acer 
nigra), red maple (Acer rubra), sugar maple. American elm, white ash, beech, and hackberry (CeNis 
occidenralis) in prehistoric times (Beds and Cope 1964; Lee 1945; Stafford et al. 1985:2-4). 

A description of some of the plants and animals encountered by the early settlers is provided by Muncie 
(1932). According to Muncie (1932:106-107). early sealers were attracted to JPG area creeks for several 
reasons: 

The character of the soil, the natural drainage, the proximity of the limestone rock, were other reasons 
which appealed to the senler. And we may believe, too, that the beauty of Big Creek, with its profusion 
of spring flowers, its magnificent forest, attracted the settler. Here the warmth and richness of the soil 
fostered a luxuriant and early growth of flowers and herbs. Many of these-ginseng, the puccoon, the 
snake-root, and others, were esteemed for their medicinal qualities. Here, too, were wild berries and 
forest fruits, trees upon the nuts of which the hogs fattened in half wild state, woods teeming with game 
and streams alive with fish. Deer, bears, turkeys, pheasants, and many other forms of game abounded; 
periodically the very skies were darkened by the flight of passenger pigeon. Among the most interesting 
of the reminscences [sic] of the older men was the story of one who told of these pigeons. He said that 
scientists had estimated that two and one half billions of birds had passed over their camp in the space 
of two hours. Their flight was not only swift. but far, for my informant had shot on Big Creek birds 
with rice in their crops. They lived on the acorns and beechnuts of the forest, and fed also on the grain, 
wheat, oats and rice that they found unprotected. This man told of sowing three acres of oats and while 
he brought up his team to harrow them in, the pigeons descended taking every grain in a few minutes 
time. 

FAUNA 

Large mammals native to cold northerly climates, such as barren ground caribou (Rmgifer lerandus), moose 
(Alces alces), and elk (Cervus elaphar), may have been present in the project area during the glacial and 
penglacial times. Changes in floral communities resulted in corresponding shifts in the faunal communities. 
Prior to the initiation of the Hypsithermal c l i t i c  interval (ca. 6ooo B.C.), faunal communities in the region 
had assumed essentially modem compositions; prairie species, however, may have intruded as conditions 
became increasingly warmer and drier during the Hypsithermal. After 3000 B.C., both floral and faunal 
communities returned to their pre-Hypsithermal equilibria. The woodland bison (Bison bison). a significant 
food source for the peoples of the region, was apparently not present in the project area until the Late 
Prehistoric period (i.e., after 1200 A.D.; Hawkins and Walley 1995:II-lZ). 

During prehistoric times, the JPG terrestrial fauna community was apparently dominated by forest and forest- 
edge species, with some wetland species in riparian areas. Records dating back to the contact period record 
the presence of various large animal species such as white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginiam); black bear 
(Ursus amencam);  the gray wolf (Canis lupus); mountain lion (Felis concolor); and bobcat (Felis nrfus). 
Smaller animals common to the area would have included several species of rabbit (Sylvilngus spp.) and 
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squirrel (Scium spp.); porcupine (Erethizon dorsumrn); badger (Tarideu rarus); and opossum (Didelphu 
virginium). The riparian areas also hosted many highly valued fur-bearing species, including red and gray 
fox (Vulpes vulpes and Urocyon cenereourgenrur); river otter (Lurru cumdensis); mink (Musrelo vison); 
muskrat (Ondurru zibethicus); and beaver (Carror canadensis). No doubt a variety of aquatic resources 
flourished in the numerous creeks that traverse the installation. 

During a recent survey, 103 species of buds were observed as breeding pairs on the JPG. Among those 
avian species present are numerous varieties of ducks and geese (family Anatidae); red-tailed and red- 
shouldered hawks (Buteo jumuicensis and B.  l i n e a ) ;  the mourning dove (&Mida mucrouru); the ruby- 
throated hummingbird (Archilochus cohbris); the house sparrow (Parrerdomsticus); and the turkey vulture 
(Cnthanes aura). An extensive great blue heron (Ardea herodim) rookery, reported as one of the largest 
in Indiana, is located in the northeast portion of the facility (USACE 1995:4-28). 

Reptilian species common to the area include the nonhern ringneck snake (Diudophuspuncrum edwurdriij; 
northern copperhead (Agkisfrodon conronir mokacen); eastern hognosed snake (Heterodon plarirhinos); the 
five-lined skink (Eumences facciorur); the eastern box turtle (Terrepene C U T O ~ ~ M ) ;  and the common snapping 
turtle (Chelydru SeIpenrina). Amphibians include the Barbour’s Spotted and Jefferson salamanders 
(Arnbysromu burbouri, A.  muculnrum, and A. jeffersonianurn, respectively): the red-spotEd newt 
(Noroprhulw viridescens); and the mudpuppy ( N e m m  muculosir). Common fish species include longnose 
gar (Lepisosreus osseus); bowfin (Amiu culvu); several varieties of catfsh (Ictulurus and Arneium spp.); and 
various species of perch (Erheostomu and Percinu spp.) and sunfish (Lepomis and Ambloprires spp.). 
Largemouth, smallmouth. and spotted bass (Microptens spp.) are also common. 

After European settlement, many native species were extirpated. At JPG, however, several species that had 
previously been exterminated, including turkey (Meleugns g&ptwo) and beaver, have returned or have been 
reinucduced successfully since government acquisition of the land. The 1995 turkey harvest, for example, 
yielded 42 buds, several over 25 p o u n d s  (11.4 kg; Knouf. personal communication 1995). Recently, coyote 
(Canis larrm) have been observed on the installation. 
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APPENDIX F 

PREHISTORIC CULTURAL SETTING 
JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 



PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

A limited amount of archeological research has been conducted within the boundaries of JPG since 1975; 
most of it has been conducted in connection with the imminent base closure and timber management. 
Previous archeological work conducted at the JPG itself consists only of four Phase I small-scale project- 
specific surveys (Anslinger 1993; Guendling 1975; Hawkins and Walley 1995; Schenian and M o w  19933). 
See Table II-1 for a summary of the cultural resources recorded during these surveys. In addition to the four 
previous surveys, an archeological overview and management plan was drafted for the facility in 1985 
(Stafford et al. 1985); no fieldwork was involved in this case. The following chapter summarizes this and 
other research in the region, followed as well as the general cultural chronology of the project area, as it is 
currently understood. 

In 1975, the Glenn A. Black Laboratory conducted a Phase I survey of 150 acres in the north-central paR 
of JPG (see Figure 14). An isolated find consisting of a single fragmentary projectile point diagnostic of 
the Late WdandIMississippian was recovered (Guendling 1975). This site, 12Ri12, is not considered 
eligible for listing in the NHRP (Guendling 1975). 

In 1985, Woodward-Clyde Consultants drafted an archeological overview and draft management plan for 
Jefferson Proving Ground. Although no fieldwork was conducted, the existing archeological site records 
were examined (at the time, Gruendlig’s 12Ri12 was the only prehistoric site recorded for the facility), as 
were old plat books and maps illustrating the locations of pre-installation homesteads. Not surprisingly, the 
overview focused on historic cultural resources: locations of 478 potential historic archeological sites were 
identified. 

In 1992, the Archeology Service Center at Murray University, Kentucky, completed a Phase I survey of 212 
acres in two timber management areas of JPG (Schenian and Mocas 1993; see Figure 14). Fifteen sites were 
recorded during this survey. Four of the sites were prehistoric isolated finds: one was a Late Archaic 
projectile point, and the cultural affiliation of the otber three could not be determined. Nine of the sites were 
small- lithic artifact scatters whose prehistoric affiliation could not be determined. Of the historic sites 
recorded during this survey, one is a mid-twentieth-century residential site containing a limited number of 
artifacts. The other is a multicomponent site where a late nineteenth to early twentieth century farmstead 
had disturbed a prehistoric site of an unknown cultural affiliation. All the sites recorded during this survey 
are considered ineligible for listing in the NRHP (Schenian and Mocas 1993%). 

In 1993, Cultural Resources Analysts, Inc., conducted archeological survey of 120 acres on JPG (see Figure 
14). The survey recorded four sites: two prehistoric, one historic farmstead, and one multicomponent site. 
The multicomponent site contained prehistoric and historic artifacts (Anslinger 1993: 17). None of these sites 
is eligible for listing in the NRHP (Anslinger 1993%). 

In 1994, Algonquin Archeological Consultants, Inc., conducted a survey for chert sources along nearly 91 
km of stream valley covering 2,802 acres of JPG (see Figure 1-4). In addition, Algonquin conducted an 
archeological survey in several designated tracts within the chert survey segments (Hawkins and Walley 
1995). The archeological survey covered 79 acres of JPG land. Twenty-three archeological sites were 
located and recorded. Two of the sites are historic homesteads, one is a prehistoric lithic scatter and a 
historic artifact scatter associated with a farmstead outside the survey area, and the remaining 20 are 
prehistoric sites. Of the 20 prehistoric sites, two are located in rockshelters and the rest include isolated finds 
(n=7) and lithic scatters (n=ll) .  Nine prehistoric sites whose eligibility for listing in the NRHP could not 
be determined require a Phase I1 significance evaluation (Hawkins and Walley 1995:VIII-1 to VIII-46). 
Additional testing of the prehistoric component and an evaluation of the historic component should be made 
at the multicomponent site JPG-AACI-1 (Hawkins and Walley 1995:VIII-11). The two historic sites (JPG- 
AACI-22 and JPG-ACCI-23) should be evaluated (Hawkins and Walley 1995:ii). 
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The topography of JPG has been described as “conducive to prehistoric activity” (U.S. Army Cops  Of 
Engineers [USACE] 1991:346), and this is amply demonstrated within similar topography in the area 
surrounding the facility, where a large number of sites has been recorded. An archeological survey prior 
to the installation of the Texas Gas Pipeline in south-central Indiana recorded over 200 sites in a 100-mile 
corridor through topography similar to that characteristic of JPG. Most of the sites occur near or overlooking 
a water source or on an area of good drainage. Over 190 sites have been recorded in Jefferson County and 
over 100 sites have been recorded for each of Jennings and Ripley counties (USACE 1991). Most of these 
sites occur within 500 m of water sources, such as springs or streams, and on slopes or crests of upland flats 
overlooking the water sources. Fast of JPG in counties along the Whitewater and Ohio rivers, a number Of 
earlier studies were conducted (Black 1934, 1936; Kellar 1960). 

Interest in the prehistory of southern Indiana goes back to the initial settlement in the area. Early Settler 
George Rogers Clark had a keen interest in the prehistory of the area around the Falls of the Ohio (greater 
LouisvillelNew Albany area), and was involved in the debate over the origins of the numerous mounds 
located in the Ohio and Mississippi river valleys, correctly attributing their origin to Native Americans 
(Janzen 1972307). Following Clark, others took an interest in the prehistory of the area: Constantine S .  
Rafmesque conducted an archeological survey in Kentucky between 1820 to 1824, E. T. Cox directed a 
geological survey in Indiana in the 1870s (Cox 1874) that included descriptions of archeological sites, and 
Gerard Fowke surveyed in 1902 for prehistoric chert quarries in Harrison County, Indiana. After the turn 
of the century, effort was directed toward large mound sites and speculation regarding sites such as the stone 
fort on Devil’s Backbone in Clark County, with neglect of the smaller but equally imponant sites more 
typical of the region. 

The early surveys and other historic accounts mention numerous prehistoric sites in the region, but by the 
end of the first third of the twentieth century, W. S. Webb and W. D. Funkhouser were only able to locate 
16 sites in the five Kentucky counties surrounding the Falls of the Ohio (Janzen 1972:316). only one site for 
every 24,281 ha (93.75 sq mi). On the Indiana side of the Falls, E. Y. Guernsey conducted a survey and 
excavated a number of sites in 1934 and 1935, including the Clark’s Point and Elrod sites in Clarksville (both 
later destroyed) and the hather site in Clark County. Guernsey also reported the Koons, Willey, Spangler, 
and Battle Creek sites as well site 12C116, all in Clark County. Unformnately, Guernsey never fully 
published the results of his survey (Lay 193727) and did not keep formal field notes describing his work 
(Janzen 1977: 127). Guenrsey recognized three cultural sequences for the area: a Late Archaic component 
similar to the Green River Archaic typified by the Indian Knoll site in Kentucky, a Middle Mississippian 
component, and f d l y  a Fon Ancient component (Janzen 1972316-318, 1977:127; Lilly 1937:99-101). 
Guernsey’s Fort Ancient component, however, has not been verified. No further work was conducted in the 
Falls of the Ohio area until 1969, when Donald Janzen directed a research project jnvolving both excavation 
and survey (Jaozen 1972, 1977). While the goals of the project were concerned primarily with the Archaic 
period, Woodland and Mississippian period sites received some anention (Janzen 1977). 

These previous surveys have provided a body of data that facilitates reconstruction of the culture history of 
the Ohio valley region in southern Indiana. The scope of this project, however, allows a discussion of the 
topic only on a very general level. Discussion is arranged chronologically from the earliest inhabitants of 
the region to the time when Euro-American settlers displaced aboriginal populations. 

CULTURAL CHRONOLOGY 

Prehistoric Culture History of the Ohio Valley 

Humans have continuously occupied southeast Indiana since the end of the Pleistocene epoch, approximately 
12,000 years ago (10,000 B.C.). Based on previous research, the aboriginal cultural history of the region 



may he subdivided into five broad temporal periods: Paleo-lndian (10.500 - 7,500 B.C.). Archaic (7.500 - 
1,500 B.C.), Woodland (1,500 B.C. - A.D. l,oOO), Upper MississippidFort Ancient (A.D. lo00 - 1700). 
Historic Native American (A.D. 1675 - 1773). A generalized culntral chronology for the region is 
summarized in Table F-1 , 

Table F-1 
Native American Cultural Sequence for the Central Ohio Valley and Southeastern Indiana 

(after Stafford et al. 1985) 

Temporal Period Date 

Paleo-Indian Period: I0,SW to 8oW B.C. 
Archaic Period: 8oW to l S 0 0  B. C. 

Early Archaic 8ooO- 6OOO B.C. 
Middle Archaic 6OOO - 3500 B.C. 
Late Archaic 3500 - 1500 B.C. 

Early Woodland 1500 - 500 B.C. 
Middle Woodland 
Late Woodland 
Late WoodlandMississippian Transition 

Upper Mississippian/Fon Anciem Traditions: A.D. Io00 - I700 
Historic Native American Period: A.D. 167s to 1773 

Woodland Period: IS00 B.C. to A.D. I W O  

500 B.C. - A.D. 650 
A.D. 600 - 1ooO 
A.D. 900 - 1050 

In the past the JPG area has received very little anention by professional archeologists (Stafford et al. 19851, 
forcing a reliance on information from surrounding regions. The above five major aboriginal periods are 
devices used to enable a structured discussion of the past; the divisions between the periods are at times 
difficult to explain and hard to distinguish. At times a technological innovation, such as ceramics, allows 
us concrete criteria to demarcate a transition, while at other times the transition is arbitrary and marks a 
change of degree rather than type. To funher complicate maners, the dates marking the change from one 
period to the next vary from region to region and in some regions an older tradition can persist while 
surrounding regions have moved on to the next stage. A discussion of the more common and familiar 
temporal system follows, although a classification system based on adaptation is discussed first to emphasize 
the continuous nature of adaptation and subsistence that existed during the prehistoric period. 

Adaptive Types 

The prehistoric period of the eastern United States is marked by four adaptive types, designated by Stoltman 
and Baerreis (1983) as the Pioneering Ecosystem, the Foraging Ecosystem, the Cultivating Ecosystem, and 
the Agricultural Ecosystem Ws. The Pioneering Ecosystem type is represented by the early Paleo-Indian 
period, with subsistence based on the exploitauon of megafaunal resources, such as mammoth. caribou, and 
bison. The Foraging Ecosystem type starts in the late Paleo-Indian period, with a shift from megafauna 
(which were extinct by this time) to a wider exploitation of the environment including the increasing 
utilization of floral resources. This adaptation type persists in general from the late Paleo-Indian period to 
the Late Archaic period. continuing in some areas to the Late Woodland or beyond. During the Archaic 
period there is a refinement of this adaptation type and a general increase in the intensity with which it is 
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applied to the local environment. The transition to the Cultivating Ecosystem type is marked by the 
appearance of the first cultigen (tropical cucurbits. i.e., squash and related species) in the archeological 
record in the midcontinent during the third millennium B.C., followed by the cultivation of native seeds afier 
2000 B.C. (Stoltman and Baerreis 1983:257). The Cultivating Ecosystem type is not distinguished by a 
major dependence on cultivated foods, but by the addition of cultivated foods to a broad-based exploitation 
of wild resources. The Agriculmal Ecosystem type. typical of the Mississippian and Fort Ancient culmes. 
is the final stage. Well-established by 900 B.C., this adaptive type is heavily dependent on cultivation, 
including both maize and beans as well as cucurbits, with utilization of a narrow range of wild resources. 

These four adaptation types are not exclusive, with even the Pioneering Ecosystem type persisting (or re- 
emerging) in historic times in the form of the bison hunters on the Great Plains. In general, however, there 
has been a progression within the Ohio and Mississippi River valleys from one type to the next, with 
variation in rate of change and in application within different regions. The adaptive types crosscut the 
periods that are primarily temporal units. The above classification system was presented to emphasize the 
continuous name of adaptation and subsistence that existed during the prehistoric period. The discussion 
that follows deals with the temporal classification system, which has the advantage of being more universal 
in usage, but is at the same time more inflexible and arbitrary. 

Palea-Indian Period (10,500 - 8ooO B.C.)  

The evidence for the initial human occupation of the Ohio River valley is sparse in southeastern Indiana. The 
primary evidence consists of surface finds of fluted projectile points (Muuson et al. 1977; Stafford et al. 
19852-14). Approximately 80 Irm (50 mi) southwest of JPG, in Clark County, two types of projectile points 
have been identified, a mncavo-parallel-sided point similar to Clovis points and a fishtail form classified as 
a Cumberland point (Swam 1973:9). The largest find of fluted points in the region was a cache of points 
found on Clark County site 12C1391 (Janzen 1977:127; Tankersley 1990:17-18). A total of 11 fluted 
projectile points was found at what might be a Palea-Indian habitation site. 

The similarity of Clovis-like points in Indiana to those projectile points from the Plains and Southwest that 
have been recovered in association with Pleistocene megafauna leads to the assumption that eastern hunters 
were also exploiting megafauna (Swartz 1973:9). However, as there is no direct evidence of the dietary 
regime of these earliest inhabitants (Muller 1986:52), little can be said about the hunting methods and 
subsistence practices during this period. It is premame to imply that the presence of these early projectile 
points indicates specialized megafauna exploitation (Driskell et al. 1979:19). However, the tool kit of the 
Paleo-Indian period east of the Rocky Mountaim does reflect activities involving hunting, butchering, hide 
processing, and bone or wwd working, with no convincing evidence of fxhing or plant processing (Stollman 
and Baerreis 1982254). which may reflect an overall similarity in subsistence practices over this wide area, 
i.e., a reliance on hunting megafauna. 

In southern Indiana, the Palea-Indian sites occur as low density lithic scatters on bluff tops, terraces, and 
uplands (Anslinger 1993:4; Kellar 199326; Munson et al. 1977:79; Stafford et al. 1985:Z-14). The late 
Palea-Indian period is slightly better known. Projectile points similar to Folsom points are present on the 
Prairie Peninsula area in western Indiana hut have not been found in the lower Ohio River valley. Points 
related to the Dalton complex have been found in southern Indiana. Initially, the Dalton complex may have 
applied the subsistence practices developed for the exploitation of late Pleistocene megafauna to the 
exploitation of white-tailed deer in the expanding deciduous forests (StolUnan and Baerreis 1983:255); if this 
interpretation is correct, the Dalton complex represents the transition between the Pioneering Ecosystem rype 
and the Foraging Ecosystem type. By the end of the Paleo-Indian period the subsistence of the Dalton 
complex had shifted to a broader base of resources, with increasing exploitation of floral resources. 
Evidence from a number of Dalton complex sites, located d o e v e r  in northeastern Arkansas, indicates that 
a wide variety of riverine and forest resources were being exploited with increasing efficiency during the 
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later stages of this complex (Muller 1986:54). By the final stages of the Dalton complex, the transition to 
a foraging subsistence adaptation had taken place, markmg in part the transition to the Archaic period. 

The Indiana Paleo-Indian lithic tool kit includes fluted points and general purpose tools. Typical projectile 
points include Clovis, Cumberland, Dalton, Quad, Scornbluff, Eden, and Plano styles (Stafford et al. 1985% 
14). Dalton points. as well as Meserve, Plano, and other nonfiuted or semifluted points, dated from the late 
Paleo-Indian period (Kellar 199328). In the immediate area of JPG, five fluted points have been reported 
from Jefferson County (Anslinger 1993:4; Tankersley 1990:9; Anslinger 1993:4). The small size, disturbed 
nature, and poor preservation at most sites dating from Paleo-Indian times combine to limit the ability to 
identify and inventory sites from this period. 

Archaic Period (so00 - 1SW B.C.) 

The Dalton complex is sometimes classified as Early Archaic m u s e  its later subsistence economy is similar 
to that practiced by Archaic cultures. However, environmental rather than cultural change is the significant 
marker for the beginning of the Archaic period (Muller 1986:56; Stolrman and Baerreis 1983). From 10,ooO 
to 7000 B.C. the spruce-domiuated boreal forest retreated north, replaced fust by pine and then deciduous 
forest. Faunal resources during the Paleo-Indian period were abundant, with big game such as caribou, 
musk-oxen, mastodons, and long-horned bison present, while edible floral resources in the coniferous forest 
were sparse ( S t o h m  and Baerreis 1983:253). The postglacial transition to deciduous forests was marked 
by a decrease in the availability of large game animals balanced by an increase in floral resources. Due to 
this environmental change, subsistence by the Early Archaic had shifted to a dependence on deer, turkey, 
and squirrel with increasing exploitation of wild plant foods, especially nuts (Muller 1986:56-57). 

By 8000 B.C., environmental changes had caused a significant impact on the inhabitants of the Ohio River 
Valley and on their subsistence economy, and 8000 B.C. is used here as the start of the Archaic period. As 
mentioned above, some place the beginning of the Archaic period during the preceding Dalton complex, 
while others place the start of the Archaic period as late as 6OOO B.C. (Wohlgemuth 198O:III-2). 

This period can be broken into three temporal subperiods: the Early Archaic, dating from 7.500 to 6OOO 
B.C.; the Middle Archaic, from 6OOO to 3500 B.C.; and the Late Archaic, from 3500 to 1500 B.C. The 
transition from one subperiod to the next is often difficult to delineate, as are the transitions from the 
preceding Paleo-Indian period and into the following Woodland period. The Archaic period represents a 
continuum of subsistence-settlement patterns and other cultural practices that extends into the Early Woodland 
period (Munson et at. 1977:83). 

Early Archaic Period (7500 - 6OOO B.C.) 

Few Early Archaic sites have been investigated in southeastern Indiana. Three excavated sites in Kentucky, 
the Deep Shelter rock shelter in Rowan County, the Lawrence site in Trigg County, and the Longwonh-Gick 
site in Jefferson County, contain a signifcant amount of material relating to the Early Archaic period, while 
other sites contain only minimal evidence (Collins 1979). Unfortunately, little in the way of faunal and floral 
evidence has been recovered to aid in an understanding of the subsistence economy in the project area. What 
little evidence we have indicates that the subsistence economy relied on a wide variety of resources with 
settlement consisting of small, short-term camp sites that generally lack fire-cracked rock, pit features, and 
middens. Close to the project area along the Ohio River, well-preserved Early Archaic deposits have been 
reported for the Haag site in Dearborn County, Indiana (Reidhead and Limp 1974:7; Tomak et al. 1980:28- 
58); Swan’s Landing (12Hr304) in Harrison County, Indiana (Smith 1986): and site 12Sw89 in the Mexico 
Bottoms of Switzerland County, Indiana (GAI 1984). In addition, an intact Early Archaic component was 
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recently identified at the Simpson site (12Hr403) in Harrison Comty (Anslinger 19935; Stafford and Cantin 
1992). 

Typical projectile points from the Early Archaic period of the mid-Ohio valley are generally large, flat. 
comer-notched andlor stemmed types including Kirk, Thebes, Palmer, Kessel, MacConckle, and Kanawha 
styles (Bennet 1988:14-15; Justice 1987; Kellar 1993:28; Muller 1986; Stafford et al. 1985). Smaller, 
stemmed points with bifurcated bases become more common during later portions of the period (Driskell 
1979:21). Thebes,Bristol Diagonal Notched, and Kirk Corner-notched points have been found in Clark 
County (Limp 1976; Noel 1986). while bifurcated points have been located across the Ohio River in Jefferson 
County, Kentucky (Colliins 1979:566). The general tool kit represents an expansion of subsistence activities, 
with fishing gear present as well as bunting and woodworkmg tools (Bennett 1988: 15; Stoltman and Baerreis 
1983:255). Ground stone use increased during this period (Stafford et al. 1985:2-14). 

Middle Archaic Period (6ooo - 3500 B.C.) 

The beginning of the Middle Archaic period is not marked by environmental change or cultural innovations; 
it is instead a period of continuation and intensification of the changes staned in the preceding periods. 
Population increased slightly. The hunter-gatherers occupied small seasonal or base camps in riverine and 
forest areas. Specialization in the exploitation of local resources, reduced mobility, increasing sedentism, 
and increasing reliance on plant resources are all indicated by the archeological record, with the possibility 
of increasing populations playing a role in changes in subsistence and setdement (Muller 1986:57-58). Two 
complexes have been defined for this period within the lower Ohio River valley, the F a d h e r  and the Carrier 
Mill. Both of these complexes are located in the westemmost portion of the Ohio River valley, well outside 
the project area. Few sites dating to the Middle Archaic are known for the Ohio River valley as a whole, 
but there is insufficient data to determine whether this signifies an actual decrease in utilization of this area 
during this period or if the lack of sites is due to archeological bias (Bennett 1988:15). There does appear 
to be tittle evidence for traditional Middle Archaic sites within the Falls of the Ohio region, southwest of the 
project area (Collins and Driskell 1979: 1030), hut it cannot be determined if earlier subsistence practices and 
cultures continued in this area between 6ooo and 4ooo B.C., if Late Archaic cultures and practices starred 
before 4000 B.C. in this area. or if there is a real decline in utilization during this time span. 

Sites from this period tend to be located along the Ohio River and its major tributaries, or on prominent, 
welldrained elevations in close proximity to two or more environmental niches. A wide variety of site types 
has been identified, including base camps, hunting camps, nut collectiodprocessing stations, lithic 
workshops, and fishing/mussel gathering stations. These sites are often in excess of one acre in size, have 
heavy midden deposits, and large numbers of functionally diverse pit and nonpit features. Firecracked rocks 
as well as human and dog interments are often found. The large and functionally diverse artifact assemblages 
are composed of domestic tools and implements and some ornaments. The tool industry is characterized by 
extensive use of chert, ground stone, bone, antler, and shell. Expansion of the tool kit reflects the diverse 
array of resources available, as well as the development of new technologies and food processing methods 
(Anslinger 19935). 

Increasing regional variation in tool and point types occurs during the Middle Archaic, with typical projectile 
points dating from this period including the Raddatz, Faulkner, Big Sandy 11, Morrow Mountain, Tablerock, 
and Stanley types, as well as other side-notched, stemmed, and comer-notched points (Bennett 1988:15; 
Stafford et al. 1985:2-14). The tool kit now included an increasing array of ground stone tools. such as 
mortars, pestles, manos, metates. and nutting stones, indicating an increasing reliance on plant food 
processing, as well as ground stone axes, Celts, pendants, and atlatl weights (Bennett 1988:15; Kellar 
1993:30). Bone tools such as fishhooks, pins, awls, and knapping tools supplemented the stone tool kit 
(Driskell 1979:22). Exotic materials also begin to appear on sites dating from this period, with marine shell 
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from the Gulf of Mexico and copper from Lake Superior indicating the initiation of interregional exchange 
(Muller 1986:66). 

Outside the Ohio River valley, there are indications of the incipient domestication of plant resources during 
the Middle Archaic, but no evidence of domestication within the valley itself has been recovered (Muller 
1986:61). This incipient domestication marks the initial move to the Cultivating Ecosystem type. 

Late Archaic Period (3500 - 1500 B.C.) 

There is little agrement as to the date dividmg the Middle from the Late Archaic, with the transition in the 
general eastern portion of the valley placed before 35M) B.C.. while the date is placed at 3000 B.C. in the 
western portion (Muller 1986:66). Placing the date at 4000 B.C. would correspond to the beginning of the 
late-Holocene interval, which marks the general shift toward the modern vegetation pattern; however, during 
the preceding mid-Holocene interval, the vegetation types in the central Ohio River valley were already 
similar to modem types (Delcoun and Delcoun 1981:133). Certain traits characteristic of the Late Archaic, 
such as increasing elaboration of burials, expanding exchange systems, domestication of local flora, 
increasing localized adaptations, and increasing regional variation, all had their origins in preceding periods. 

A number of different cultural units can be defmed for the central Ohio River valley and the adjoining 
regions. The Rivenon phase in the Wabash valley, the Shell Mound Archaic from the lower Green River 
(also called the Green River Archaic), the Cave Archaic in Kentucky, and the Maple Creek Archaic from 
the Falls of the Ohio to southwestern Ohio have all been defmed (Muller 1986:70-80; Munson et al. 
1977:85). Sites of the Shell Mound culture have been located in the Falls of the Ohio region, with the Old 
Clarksville, Reid, Ferring Landing, and Hornung sites all containing Shell Mound complex artifacts (Janzen 
1977). 

The Late Archaic peoples were more oriented toward valley settings, and their occupations were more 
permanent than those during the Middle Archaic. Sites from this period are known from rockshelters, along 
small and large stream valleys, and on the terraces and floodplain ridges of the Ohio River (Munson et al. 
1977:85). A number of large bottomland sites have been investigated in the Falls area, revealing a heavy 
dependence on shellfish and other riverine and bottomland resources. Upland sites and the use of upland 
resources remain poorly known, and the upland sites that have been investigated have undergone only limited 
excavation or have been nearly destroyed prior to archeological investigations (Muller 1986:EO-81). Positive 
evidence is lacking concerning both the diet of the upland Late Archaic populations and the relationship of 
these upland sites to the bottomland sites. 

During the 1970s Donald Janzen (1977) conducted a project that focused primarily on bottomland Archaic 
sites. The Late Archaic alluvial valley sites that were investigated indicate a reliance on white-tailed deer, 
nuts, and mussels, with thick shell middens often 2-4 m (6-12 ft) deep. These sites are typically located at 
the junction of at least two physiographic provinces, with access to several microenvironments. Janzen 
postulates a semisedentaty, wandering settlement pattern, whereby the Archaic inhabitants utilized the wide 
variety of resources available in these environments to minimize seasonal movements. Evidence indicates 
a multiseasonal use of the alluvial valley sites, forcing the rejection of a shiftiig settlement pattern model. 
Late Archaic upland sites investigated during the 1970s lacked the mussel shell, brown midden stains, thick 
deposits, and large quantities of fire-cracked rock that are typical of alluvial sites (Driskell et al. 1979:25.; 
Kellar 1993:29). 

Late Archaic projectile point styles include both stemmed and side-notcbed points, with awls, scrapers, 
abraders, sewing and weaving tools, gravers, and drills also present, as well as "cloud blower" pipes, bone 
beads, shell pendants, flutes, and turtle shell rattles (Tuck 1978:37). Projectile points belonging to the 
Matanzas and Merom clusters, as well as Karnak stemmed, Kamak unstemmed, Brewerton, and Rowlett 
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styles, have been found in the region (Baltz 1985a, 1985b. 1986; Kellar 1993:33; Limp 1976; Wohlgemuth 
1980). Side-notched points are gradually replaced by a variety of stemmed forms (Amlinger 1993:6). The 
bone tools from the Ohio valley include fish hooks, awls, hairpins, needles, beads, atlatl hooks, and some 
engraved bone similar to that found on the McCain site in Dubois County, Indiana (Janzen 1977:137). In 
addition, 'exotic" material such as copper has been recovered from Late Archaic burials, suggesting an 
increase in social complexity (Anslinger 1993:6). 

During the latter portion of the Late Archaic, settlements were geared toward exploitation of valley and river 
resources. Technological change during the Late Archaic is evident in sites of the Riverton culture 
(Anslinger 1993:6). Riverton culture sites are characterized by a micro-tool industry, including points, 
bifaces, and perforators which are characteristically smaller than their counterparts dating to the earlier 
Archaic subperiods (Anslinger 1993:6). In these micro-tml indusnies, tools were expediently manufactured 
from local lithic sources with little or no desire shown for selection of higher quality material. This was a 
significant departure from the earlier Late Archaic raw material preference that relied on higher grade raw 
materials, some of which were foreign to the sites (Anslinger 19935). Riverton culture hunterlgatherers 
appear to have experimented with horticulture (Ansliger 1993:6). Two circular houses were identified at 
the Late Archaic Wmt site (12B95) in Bartholomew County to the northwest of the project area (Anslinger 
1993 : 6). 

In summary, the Archaic period was marked by the increasing utilization of floral resources, by increasing 
specialization in local resources with specialization in a l i t e d  range of these resources by the Late Archaic, 
by increasingly restricted mobility or at least a restriction of the range of mobility, and if not the actual 
domestication of wild plant foods, the initial utilization of those plants that would eventually be cultivated. 
By the end of the Archaic period, the Cultivating Ecosystem type was fully developed in a number of areas. 

Woodland Period (1500 B.C. - A.D. 1ooO) 

There is a continuation of these trends in the Woodland period, with an increase in the extent of the 
Cultivating Ecosystem Type and a move toward sedentism. However, the beginning of the Woodland period 
is marked by a technological innovation, the introduction of ceramic vessels to the aboriginal material 
culture, making the delineation between the Archaic and the Woodland periods more d e f ~ t e  than the 
divisions between their individual subperiods. 

Like the preceding Archaic period. the Woodland period is divided into three subpericds. The Early 
Woodland dates from 1500 B.C. to 500 B.C., the Middle Woodland from 500 B.C. to A.D. 650, and the 
Late Woodland from A.D. 600 to A.D. lo00 (Stafford et al. 19859-13). A short transitional Late 
WoodlandlMississippian period (A.D. 900 - 1050) is also recognized. 

Early Woodland Period (1500 - 500 B.C.) 

As mentioned above, the primary delineation between the Late Archaic period and the Early Woodland is 
the introduction of ceramic vessels (Kellar 1993:35). The starting date of 1500 B.C. is somewhat arbitrary, 
however, since ceramic vessels first appear on the south Atlantic coast at approximately 1500 B.C.. in the 
Northeast at 900 B.C., and f d l y  in the Midwest at 600 B.C. (Muller 1986:W-93). There was very little 
in the way of drastic change in subsistence and settlement patterns between the two periods (Muller 1986:91; 
Tuck 1978:41) other than the introduction of ceramics, and a decrease in the reliance on shellfish as a food 
resource (Munson et al. 1977:86). Increased experimentation with horticulture continued, and the use of 
weedy annuals increased. 
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The Woodland tradition marks the introduction of a new technology and the development, in some areas, of 
an elaborate burial practice (Kellar 1993:36). The tradition is not well-understood in the area surrounding 
JPG. In greater southern Indiana, however, two distinct ceramic traditions are represented. The first and 
chronologically earlier one (Fayette Thick) is characterized by thick-walled barrel-shaped vessels Gars) with 
flat bases. The second tradition is the Adena; Adena vessels are thinner than those of the Fayette tradition. 
Most Adena ceramics from Indiana are recovered from burial/mound contexts (Anslinger 1993:6; Kellar 
1993:37). 

Some Early Woodland complexes, such as the Adena in southern Ohio, northwest West Virginia, and 
northeast Kentucky, practiced elaborate mortuary practices and constructed earthworks and burial mounds. 
Their most visible characteristic takes the form of specialized mortuary sites which include earth mounds. 
Primary burials, cremations, and “exotic” burial goods occur at these sites. The Adena complex, however, 
is essentially a mortuary complex practiced by a number of different societies (Tuck 1978:41) with each 
following a subsistence and settlement system adapted to the local environment. The Adena complex was 
originally thought to extend west into Illinois, hut the western boundary is now considered to be in the 
Whitewater and upper White valleys in eastern Indiana east of the Fails of the Ohio region (Kellar and Swam 
1970:122). The Nowli  Mound, one of the largest prehistoric structures in the state of Indiana, is located 
southeast of the project area in Dearborn County (Anslinger 1993:6). When excavated by Glenn Black in 
1934-35, the mound was found to contain seven accretional tombs. The tombs were associated with shell 
beads, stemmed and comer-notched points, bone awls, a plain sandstone tablet, and a C-shaped copper 
bracelet (Anslinger 1993:7; Kellar 1993:39). Another mound of Adena affdiation, the C.L. Lewis Stone 
Mound, was excavated by Black and Kellar in Shelby County, northwest of the project area. The remains 
of 36 individuals, many of them partial, were recovered. Grave goods included C-shaped copper bracelets, 
copper beads, and bone combs. A single radiocarbon date of 2030 B.P. was obtained (Ansliger 1993:7). 

In general, the pottery typical of the Early Woodland consists of thick-walled, conical vessels that often have 
flat bottoms. Vessels in the later Early Woodland and the Middle Woodland periods are thinner-walled and 
more globular in shape, possibly indicating an increase in the use of boiling for the preparation of small seeds 
(Muller 1986:91). Projectile point rypes are generally stemmed with square to round bases. Typical 
projectile points of the period include Kramer, Adena stemmed, Adena leaf-shaped, and other stemmed styles 
(Kellar 1993:41). Various types in the Kramer, Wade, and Turkey-tail categories occur early in the period, 
while the Adena stemmed variety is most common in the late Early Woodland (Anslinger 1993:6; Kellar 
1993:34). Robbios and Kramer points have been found in Clark County (Baltz 1985b; Limp 1976). Early 
Woodland points are generally made of high quality cherts. 

Middle Woodland Period (500 B.C. - A.D. 650) 

During the Middle Woodland period, the midcontinental region of North America was dominated by the 
Hopewell cultures. Like the Adena culture that preceded it, the Hopewell was a system of shared mortuary 
practices (Muller 1986:95-96). The Hopewell homeland in Ohio and the Havana Hopewellian cultures in 
western Illinois are considered to be the primary centers, with other variants, the Wabash Hopewellian in 
western Indiana for example, located over a wide geographic area Wellar 1993:43). 

The Hopewell period is marked by an intensification of the elaborate Adena burial practices, extensive 
exchange networks involving exotic, nonutilitarian materials, and the construction of burial mounds and 
earthworks. Hopewellian mounds, constructed over single tombs, replaced the Adena accretional tomb 
mounds. Large amounts of goods, including items of copper, obsidian, mica, marine shells, and high quality 
cherts and quanZ crystals, are often found in association with Hopewellian burials (Anslinger 1993:7). The 
investment of tabor necessary for the construction of elaborate mounds in the Ohio River valley region 
suggests a more complex level of social organization than in the precedmg period (Swam 1973:22). 
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The subsistence economy for the Middle Woodland period was a coniiued refinement of the Early Woodland 
system, with a basis in riverine-forest resources (Munson et ai. 1977:88). Upland areas continued to have 
a heavy dependence on nuts, with cultivation of domestic species developing in the lowlands (Muller 
1986:124). There is a general trend away from oily seeds such as sunflower and sumpweed and a 
corresponding increase in the use of starchy seeds such as Chenopodium spp., which would have required 
modifications in cooking techniques reflected in the thinner-walled vessels developed during this period 
(Muller 1986:103). Cultivation was most likely at its greatest extent in the bottomlands occupied by the Ohio 
Hopewell populations (swartz 1973:22). 

The finer Hopewellian pottery is quite elaborate, but utilitarian wares are very much like those found during 
the Early Woodland period (Muller 1986:96), with the trend toward thinner-walled vessels continuing. The 
Ohio Hopewell pottery found to the east of the project area is cordmarked with plain rim zoning and with 
an elongated form and rounded to flat bases (Swam 1973:22). To the west, the Wabash Hopewellian pottery 
is similar to pottery found in the southeast, with deeply impressed cordmarked pottery (Allison phase) 
followed by simple, check-stamped pottery of the La Motte phase (Swam 197322). Approximately two- 
thirds of nonmonuary ponery from the Wabash Hopewellian Mann site was cordmarked, with most of the 
remainder being plain (Muller 1986:106). Projectile points 
associated with HopeweUi sites include the Lowe Flared Base point and Tamms expanding stem point from 
the Wabasb valley region, Ross ceremonial points from burial mounds in Ohio, and the Snyder point from 
the western Hopewellian areas (Kellar 199344). In the project area, stemmed points remained common 
during the early Middle Woodland. By the beginning of the Common Era, the notched (Snyders) and the 
expanded stem (Lowe Flared Base) styles were replacing the stemmed points. 

In southern Indiana, Middle Woodland sites have not received much professional investigation. Nevertheless, 
large important sites with midden and feature deposits are known to exist along the Ohio River near 
Lawrenceburg (Anslinger 1993:7). Munson et al. (1977:89) state that there is an undefined Middle 
Woodland complex in the Falls of the Ohio region. One mound site in Clark County, Indiana, the Prather 
site (12CU4), dates to the Middle Mississippian period (Janzen 1972), while the mounds reported at 12C114 
(on the Devil’s Backbone) may also date to this period. Unfortunately there is no longer any remaining 
evidence of these mounds or any artifactual material on Devil’s Backbone (Janzen 1977:313). 

The Baumer and Crab Orchard complexes may be an analogy for Middle Woodland sites within the Falls 
of the Ohio region. While these complexes do include some indications of contact with the Hopewellian 
Interaction Sphere (particularly the Crab Orchard phase), to a large extent these complexes represent a 
conservative continuation of Early Woodland traits into the Middle Woodland period. Exotic exchange 
goods, elaborate burials, and indications of rank are missing from Baumer sites, with a subsistence economy 
that appears to be more “Archaic” than that of the Hopewellian Woodland people (Muller 1986:109). It is 
possible that Middle Woodland populations located along the middle Ohio River valley between the Wabash 
Hopewellian populations and the Ohio Hopewell also may have retained a more conservative economic 
system than their neighbors in adjoining regions. The narrow floodplains of the middle Ohio River valley 
with their more limited bottomland resources, as compared to the more extensive floodplains located in the 
major Hopewell and Hopewellian centers, may have bad a strong negative influence on the development of 
Hopewell-like cultures in this area. 

Temper was grog, grit, and limestone. 

Late Woodland Period (A.D. MM - 1OOO) 

The Late Woodland period was at one time considered to be a sort of prehistoric “Dark Ages”, characterized 
by a decline in CulNrd sophistication and in population. Mound building continued but on a lesser scale, 
populations were more dispersed, complex burial practices declined, the amount of grave goods decreased 
or disappeared entirely, and the ’fine arts” of the Middle Woodland period vanished (Kellar 1993:4849; 
Muller 1986:123-128). Limited burial mound construction continued, but the use of stone slabs in the 
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construction became common (Anslinger 1993:l; Kellar 1993:49). The Late Woodland period can, in some 
ways, be considered a return to the lifestyle of earlier. pre-Woodland periods (Bennett 1988:lS). 

It is no longer believed that the Late Woodland period represents a true Dark Ages. While the pottery 
became artistically less complex, ceramic technology continued to advance. The cultivation of domesticated 
crops, native and exotic, increased in importance, eventually resulting in a maize-based horticulmral system 
that would become the major source of subsistence in the subsequent Late Woodland/Mississippian 
Transitional phase. The exotic goods exchange network of the Hopewe l l i  period was no longer 
functioning, but the uniform character of Late Woodland ceramics may indicate an intensification of 
widespread cooperative networks (Muller 1986:128). As compared to the preceding Hopewellian cultures 
and the following Mississippian cultures, the Late Woodland cultures are materially less complex. However, 
it is inappropriate to assume that the period is analogous to the very real decline in European cultures during 
the same centuries (although it seems possible that the global coolig trend which peaked between A.D. 600 
and 700 may have affected both areas). 

The Late Woodland period is characterized by the exploitation of a wide variety of wild foods sources, with 
a decline in the use of bottomland resources as compared to the preceding period. While cultivation 
continued, and became increasingly important by the end of the period, subsistence was extensive rather than 
intensive (Swartz 1973:22). Populations were organized into small groups, dispersed into and exploiting 
many different environments, with sites located in rockshelters, on upland hilltops, and on bottomlands 
(Muller 1986: 129). 

A number of different phases have been defied for the Late Woodland period, with names such as Lewis, 
Albee. Dillinger, Yankeetown, and Douglas. In southeast Indiana many Late Woodland period sites have 
produced points and pottery associated with the early Newton phase. Although the Newton phase is better 
represented east of the project area in ‘portions of southern Ohio and northeastern Kentucky, Newton 
components have been identified at the Haag and Bratfish sites in Dearborn County, Indiana, in close 
proximity to the project area (Anslinger 1993:7). Expanding points of the Lowe Flared Base variety have 
been recovered from Newton phase sites. Small Woodland points such as Jack‘s Reef and Raccoon side- 
notched occur throughout the region (Ansliger 1993:7). These points are commonly classified as belonging 
to the Albee phase, and are found in association with cordmarked jars with wedged rims in Late Woodland 
sites in Indiana (Anslinger 1993:7). One Jack’s Reef projectile point, dating to the MiddlelLate Woodland 
transition, has been recorded for Clark County (Munson et al. 1977). 

In the Shawnee Hills region of southern Illinois are a number of stone structures often referred to as “forts.” 
Related to the Lewis and Raymond phases (A.D. 600 to 9W), these structures are located on hilltops 
surrounded by high cliffs. Irregular piles of rough stones have been placed across the paths of easiest access, 
with internal areas of .5 to 2 ha (1.24-5 ac) closed off (Muller 1986:150-151). Some of the StrLICNreS were 
associated with mounds or stone cairns, and some have habitation areas within their confiies. These stone 
constructions appear to be similar to the stone “fort” that once existed on the Devil’s Backbone nortb of 
Fourteen Mile Creek. The original description of this site by Cox (1874) is probably an exaggeration, and 
was dismissed as a fraud by Gerard Fowke in 1902 (lanzen 1972:314). However, the description of stones 
placed across the path of easiest access with five mounds contained within the enclosure is similar to the 
structures located in southem Niois.  Prehistoric material reported from the site by Lilly (193752) included 
chert debitage. triangular projectile points, ground stone tools, and other lithic artifacts. Unfonunately, even 
in Cox’s time the site was under cultivation, and by the 1930s the site was completely destroyed. One 
account of this site is based on observations made both in the 1880s and 1920s. Herman Rave visited the 
stone fort in the early 1880s. fiding a stone construction similar to Cox’s description (Anonymous n.d.:13). 
Excavations of the mounds failed to recover any material other than a three-cornered stone. No artifacts 
were discovered wi th i  the fort itself, although material was reported from the base of the bluffs. Rave 
revisited this site in the 1920s, reponing that it had been destroyed, with all of the walls having been removed 
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and quanying activity taking place at the location of the great wall that cut off access along the ridge (Rave 
n.d. :25-26). 

Late WoodlandMississippian Transition (A.D. 900 - 1050) 

By the end of the Late Woodland period there was a move back tn exploitation of bottomland resources and 
a shift to maize-based horticulture in many areas (Muller 1986: 154). with corresponding changes in ceramic 
technology and settlement pattern. This illdefmed period, about which little is known at this time, has been 
termed the Late WoodlanWisissippian transition. It exhibits a mixture of the traits of both the Woodland 
and subsequent Mississippian cultures: like the Dalton phase. which represents an intrusion of Archaic 
technology into a basically Paleo-Indian lifestyle, the Late Wocdlandhfississippian transition is a period of 
ongoing subsistence changes, which although the previous lifestyle was more or less retained nevertheless 
heralds a significant change in lifeways of the region. Sites from this period are similar to sites from the 
Late Woodland period, consisting mostly of small seasonal base camps, habitation sites, and mortuary sites: 
the large nucleated villages and platforms of the later Mississippian period have not yet made an appearance. 
The major difference between this phase and the Late Woodland is a beavy dependence on maize agriculture 
as a source of subsistence. Common material remains include Madison points and the Yankeetown pottery 
sequence (Stafford et al. 1985). 

Upper MississippimUFon Ancient Tradition (A.D. 1oW - 1700) 

There were two major cultural manifestations in the upper Ohio River valley during the Mississippian period. 
These included the Fort Ancient culture in Ohio, Kentucky, southeastern Indiana, and West Virginia, and 
the Middle Mississippian culture in the central Mississippi River valley and lower Ohio River valley. The 
Fort Ancient culture has been referred to as Upper Mississippian, a term also applied to the totally unrelated 
Oneota cultures of the upper Mississippi River valley and western Great Lakes regions. In between these 
two areas are a number of other regional Middle Mississippian variants such as the Kincaid-Angel, the Green 
River, the Vincennes. and the Falls Mississippian (Muller 1986). W e  there is considerable variation 
between these different complexes, even to the point that to apply the single term "Mississippian" may be 
inappropriate, historically these groups as well as others to the south and north have been referred to under 
this classification. 

In general, the Middle Mississippian culture can best be defined as an adaptive system, a system 
characterized by the intense utilization of the bottomland environment for the cultivation of tropical cultigens. 
the restriction of wild resource utilization to the most abundant, dependable, and most easily obtained flora 
and fauna, and by a ranked social organization (Muller 1986:172-173). Middle Mississippian societies are 
found in areas with wide floodplains contain& extensive and renewable alluvial deposits. The settlement 
pattern for the Ohio valley region was dispersed farmsteads with some nucleated sites (Muller 1986:174). 
Perhaps the most known 'classic" Mississippian site in Indiana is Angel Mound State Memorial, located a 
few miles east of Evansville in Vanderburg County, adjacent to the Ohio River (Kellar 1993:52). 

By contrast, the Fort Ancient culture inhabited a region where the Ohio River runs within a narrow gorge 
with limited alluvial deposits but more readily available upland resources'. While cultivation of tropical 
cultigens was of major importance, a wide variety of wild foods was exploited, including nuts, berries, seeds, 
elk, bear, raccoon, and large quantities of deer (Griffm 1978552). Fort Ancient societies lacked the high 
degree of social stratification characteristic of Middle Mississippian culture but often exceeded many 

' 
which the name is derived are actually the remains of an earlier Hopewell conmclion (Griffin 1978551). 

The term Fort Ancient in itself is something of a misnomer, considering that the Fort Ancient earthworks from 
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Mississippian cultures in the degree of nucleation, with significant portions of the population living in 
centralized towns (Muller 1986259). 

In southern Indiana, the area around the Falls of the Ohio marks the boundary between the Fort Ancient 
tradition, which occurs upstream to the east, and the Mississippian tradition which occurs downstream to the 
west (Ansliger 1993:8; Griffm 1978551: Munson et al. 1977). The project area lies completely withi  the 
Fort Ancient culture area. Fon Ancient sites have been reported in Dearborn County southeast of the project 
area (Anslinger 19933; Black 1934; Griffi  1943). and the Bratfish site (12Dr74), located near the 
confluence of Laugheny Creek and the Ohio River, produced a spatially restricted early Fort Ancient 
occupation (Anslinger 19933). The occupation is characterized by triangular points, plain shell-tempered 
jars, and a feature cluster consisting primarily of heanhs and refuse pits. The multicomponent Haag site 
located along the lower reaches of the Miami in.the extreme southeast Indiana contained a Late Woodland 
Newton and a Fort Ancient component (Anslinger 1993:8). 

Historic Native American Period (A.D. 1675 - 1773) 

The Historic Native American period is poorly understood, and little can be said regarding the utilization of 
the project area by historically known tribes. Although direct evidence is lacking for a historic occupation 
sequence by the aboriginal Native Americans, the Fort Ancient aspect (Griffin 1943) of southern Ohio, 
northern Kentucky, and Indiana may represent the precursors of the Shawnee. In addition to the indigenous 
groups living in the area, beginning in the seventeenth century Native American groups migrated or were 
forced westward and southward into what is now Indiana (Brasser 1978:84; Hunter 1978:590; Peckham 
1978: 1). Largely as a result of pressures brought on by the fur trade and encroaching European immigration. 
the Wyandot (Huron), Miami, Fox, Ottawa, Kickapoo, and Potawatomi descended from the north, while the 
Iroquois, Delaware, and Shawnee entered Indiana from the east (Hunter 1978590). Collectively these tribes 
reoccupied areas of the Ohio valley depopulated by the Iroquois wars of the mid-1600s. The Native 
American groups encountered by the French in the Ohio valley subsisted on hunting, gathering, agriculture, 
and trading (Hunter 1978:589). They lived in summer agricultural villages on the banks of the Ohio, where 
they cultivated maize, beans, squash, pumpkins, and melons, and in temporary winter huntingltrapping 
camps. Today, archeological remains of Native American sites of the period include agricultural villages 
with house remains, log structures (late in the period), pit structures, middens, special activity camps, stone 
tools, and European gwds such as metal knives and axes. glass beads, brass kettles, and silver ornaments 
(Stafford et al. 1985:Z-12). 

Ethnographic accounts by early travelers on the Ohio River indicate that there were Indian populations in the 
JPG area before the Euro-Americans settlers arrived. A boatman traveling up and down the Ohio River 
reported sighting smoke from Indian campfires at the site of Madison long before the first Europeans settled 
there (Muncie 193246). Ethnographic accounts by early settlers of the JPG area indicate that by the early 
1800s Indians, whose chiefs name was “White Eyes,” were ”present in considerable numbers” along the 
Big Creek (Muncie 19321 10). The Indians often came to Madison to trade with the EureAmerican settlers 
there and to buy “fuewater” (Muncie 193246). At the regional level, from the late sixteenth cennuy to the 
early 1800s, the primary inthence on settlement patterns was the state of war existing between the European 
powers and the displacement of eastern aboriginal populations to the west (Muller 1986263). The end result 
was a fluid, transient use of the lower Ohio River valley. 
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APPENDIX G 

PRE-1940 HISTORIC SETTING 
JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 



HISTORIC OCCUPATION OF THE OHIO VALLEY 

Munson et al. (1977:12) divide the history of the Ohio River valley in southern Indiana into four principal 
subperiods: the Colonial era (1660-1800). the Pioneer era (1800-1860), the Agricultural era (1860-1920), 
and the Industrial era (1920-present). Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties, portions of which contain 
Jefferson Proving Ground, share a similar history. Table G-l provides a generalized chronology for the 
Euro-American presence in the region. 

Table G-1 
Euro-American Cultural Sequence for the Central Ohio Valley and Southeastern Indiana 

(after Munson et al. 1977) 

Temporal Period Date 

Colonial Era 1660 - 1800 
Pioneer Era 1800 - 1860 
Agricultural Era 1860 - 1920 
Industrial Era 1920 - present 

The Colonial Era (A.D. 1660 - 1800) 

Until Indiana became a territory in 1800, the majority of its residents were Native Americans (Munson et 
al. 1977:12). The French were the fust known Europeans to set foot in the future Hoosier State; the area 
was penetrated by French voyageurs as early as A.D. 1675, and by 1679 the explorer Sieur Robert Cavalier 
de La Salle had reached the site of what is today the city of South Bend (Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-11). 
In the last years of the seventeenth century, French fur traders and Jesuit missionaries, blocked from 
southward expansion by the Ircquois and their British allies, circumvented hostile territory by traveling west 
and then south down the Ohio River. Pan of the territory they roamed through which they considered a 
portion of New France would. more than a century later, become Indiana. Euro-American activity in the 
region remained exclusively a French enterprise for some time (Stafford et al. 1985:Z-12). 

By 17.00, French traders had established a strong presence in the area and were involved in hunting, 
gathering, and trading; many came from bases along the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River. A few 
English aaders may also have entered the area by that time (Snfford et al. 19852-15). The French presence 
was heaviest along the Wabash River, along which they established fortified settlements at Vincennes, 
Miami, and Ouiatenon ‘to defend the Maumee Portage route and the lower Ohio valley against British 
incursions” (Munson et al. 1977:13; Stafford et al. 1985:2-15). In the wake of this initial settlement, the 
French settlers and the Native Americans began a long, lucrative relationship, punctuated occasionally by 
bitter rivalry over control of trade and fur. During the early decades of the eighteenth CeUNry, the French, 
citing friendship with the Shawnee, made claims over the Ohio valley. Similarly, the British, citing alliance 
with the Iroquois, made corresponding claims over the same area (Hunter 1978590). Archeological remains 
from this period might include temporary campsites, cache pits, faience ceramics, hand-blown glass 
containers, glass beads, kettle brass, iron knives and axes, gun parts, and flints (Stafford et al. 1985:2-12). 

The years between 1749 and 1783 were characterized by European competition throughout the region 
(Stafford et al. 1985:2-11). Although their relationship was generally a friendly one, rivalry over control 
of trade and fur bad kept the association between the French and the Native Americans somewhat strained. 
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By taking advantage of this rivalry. the British made great inroads into the area during the early decades of 
the eighteenth century. In 1749. Celoron de Blainville responded to the British pressure by fortifying the 
Ohio valley; in an attempt to shore up French territorial sovereignty, he built a series of outposts with which 
he hoped to deter British entrance into the area via the Allegheny passes (Stafford et al. 1985:2-16). By the 
1750s the French had occupied several forts and settlements west of the Appalachian mountains (Rawlyk 
1975:41-59; Figure G-I). 

In 1754, disputes between the French and the British over the Ohio valley resulted in the so-called French 
and Indian War (Baird 190923). a local manifestation of the globe-spanning Seven Years’ War (Morgan 
1993). The French and their native allies were eventually defeated by the British, the colonists, and their 
allies, but only after a protracted struggle. Ownership of the Ohio valley officially passed to Great Britain 
with the first Treaty of Paris in 1763. The treaty ceded all l e d  east of the Mississippi to England, and 
resulted in the withdrawal of France from the continent. 

Despite their success at the European bargaining table, the British failed to procure peace with most of the 
area’s Native American groups. It did not take long for the Native Americans, opposed to the British 
hegemony on the continent, to rise up in Pontiac’s Rebellion of 1763, capturing eight fons that Britain had 
just taken from the French (Albew 1975:9). Despite its early successes, however, the Native American 
uprising failed to deter either British military occupation or settlement (Hunter 1978:592). 

During the same year, the British who by this time were tired of fighting the Indians issued a proclamation 
that closed the Indian lands to Euro-American settlers. The newly arrived European settlers in southern 
Indiana were defiant toward English rule and continued to arrive. In 1774, the British made a second attempt 
to stem the tide of Anglo-American settlements by enacting the Quebec Act, “incorporating the territory 
north of the Ohio into the Province of Quebec and allowing for protection of Indians and Catholicism by 
exclusion of Americans“ (Madison 1986:21). The Act was openly defied for example, the Britisb governor 
of Virginia retorted that Americans “acquire no attachment to a place; but wandering about seems engrafted 
in their nature; they do not conceive that Government has any right to forbid their taking possession of vast 
tract of country either uninhabited or which serves only as a shelter for a few scattered tribes of Indians” 
(Albens 1975223). For the next half-century the American settlers continued to squat on the lands north 
of the Ohio River in spite of British and Native Americans claims over the territory. 

The first official Anglo-American settlement in what is today Indiana was established as a consequence of 
the Revolutionary War (1775-1783). Between 1778 and 1779, George Rogers Clark, from the colony of 
Virginia, led an expedition to capture British posts at Kaskaskia. Cahokia, and Vicennes. After defeating 
the English and Indians at Vincennes on February 25, 1779, Clark established headquarters at the Falls of 
the Ohio (today’s greater Louisvilleflrlew Albany area). Subsequently, the colony of Virginia laid claim on 
the region of Indiana in 1778, and until 1781 Indiana was considered part of Illinois County, Virginia. In 
1781 Virginia ceded most of her western claims to the new national government. Indiana became part of 
the so-called Northwest Territory, consisting of the vast territory east of the Mississippi, nonh of the Ohio, 
and south and west of the Great Lakes and west of Pennsylvania (Muncie 1932: 1). which until then had been 
occupied only by Native Americans, a few French settlers, French and English traders, squatters, and 
military personnel. 

In 1783 the second Treaty of Paris ended the Revolutionary War, and the U.S. government assumed full 
sovereignty over the Northwest Territory (Stafford et al. 19852-16). During the same year, the first 
Congress gave George Rogers Clark and his band of Virginians 150,000 acres of the Northwest Territory 
for their extraordinary feat in defeating the English. Clark’s Grant of 1783 became the first Euro-American 
settlement in Indiana Territory; it is located in the current counties of Clark, Floyd, and Scott. Clarksville. 
the first authorized American settlement in the Northwest Territory. was platted in 1784 at the southwest 
comer of Clark’s Grant and was settled largely by Virginians and Pennsylvanians; immigrants from other 
colonies began arriving soon afterwards. This area lies just 80 km southwest of JPG, where today’s 
Interstate 65 crosses the Ohio River into Louisville, Kentucky. 





As the settlers continue to trickle into the region, issues of land ownership prompted the Continental Conxress 
to enact the Northwest O r d i c e s  (Muncie 19321). The two Ordinances had a profound effect not only 
upon the surface of the land but also on the lives of the settlers. The Land Ordinance of 1785 provided for 
an elaborate and sophisticated system of land survey and sale, the basis of which is still used. The orientation 
of the landholdings and today's roads that crisscross JPG are a result of the township systems established 
under this Ordinance. Each township system includes 36 sections, which are (ideally) one square mile in 
area. The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 formally established the Northwest Territory and the system of 
government for the Territory 'North West of the River Ohio." The Ordinance instituted the three-step 
process by which three to five states would emerge from the territories. By the provisions of the Ordinance, 
the territory was authorized a legislature and a delegate to Congress as soon as its population reached 5,000 
voters ( i t . ,  adult white males). Statehood could be attained with a minimum of 60,000 people total (Muncie 
19322). The 1787 Ordinance also ordained the famous and precedent-setting prohibition of slavery, as well 
as a Bill of Rights (Peckham 1978:30). In addition, the Ordinance stipulated that the Indians should be 
treated fairly even though the land was considered to be propeny of the Congress. The settlers could no 
longer squat on the land: they had to pay for it. But fust, the Indians had to be removed in a fair manner. 
As a result, the Native Americans were pressed to give up their lands northwest of the Ohio River; 
subsequently, in 1795, the Shawnee were forced out of the Ohio valley and resettled in northern Indiana 
(Peckham 1978:40). A few years later, between 1803 and 1809, the government "bought" large amounts 
of land from Native American tribes in an attempt to force the tribes out of Indiana Territory altogether 
(Madison 1986:37). 

Indiana Temtory was created by an Act of Congress on May 7, 1800 (Muncie 19322). At first the 
boundaries of Indiana Territory included the Temtory of Michigan; however, the latter was removed from 
the proposed territory on June 30, 1805, and was organized as a separate territoly (Muncie 19323). When 
Indiana Territory was established, there were no Euro-American settlements on the land that later became 
Jefferson, Jennings. and Ripley counties. The land that is JPG today was acquired from the Native 
Americans as part of the Grouseland Purchase of 1811 (Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-12); Euro-American 
settlement of the JPG and its vicinity can be traced back to that year (Baker 1990:7). 

The new Settlers came from the Carolinas, Maryland, Virginia. Tennessee, and Kentucky (Baker 1990:7; 
Munson et al. 1977:13). Although many arrived by river, some traveled overland, by route of Cincinnati 
and Columbus, Ohio. Many of the early settlers were veterans of the Revolutionary War. Following the 
War of 1812, a new wave of settlers entered southern Indiana, most from the upland south. Early settlement 
quickly met with resistance from the Native American groups, principally the Delaware, Shawnee, and 
Miami. The resistance was short-lived. Subsequently, the Native American groups retreated to government- 
owned lands in northern Indiana (Baker 1990:7-8). 

In spite of the Treaty of Paris in 1783, the British continued to defiantly maintain posts on American 
territory. The Native Americans, who were not signatories to the Treaty of Paris and who probably were 
unaware that it existed, continued to move through southern Indiana farming, hunting, and fishing. To 
complicate matters for the young American national government. Euro-American settlers began squatting 
on lands within the newly created Indiana Territory in the early 1800s and met continued resistance from the 
Native American groups. Between 1811 and 1818, settlers in the vicinity of the land that is now JPG 
responded to the assaults by erecting a series of defensive blockhouses: each barrier structure was built of 
vertically joined logs (Muncie 1932). This protective fence, with towers in each comer, provided a line of 
fue that was delivered upon the amckers. Locally. one blockhouse was located on the Alfred Goley Orchard 
in Madison, another was located next to Mr. Charles Risk Bentley's home at the southwestern edge of the 
proving ground, and a third one was located at Vernon (Moore, personal communication 1995). The defeat 
of the British and their Indian allies by Harrison's army at the Thames River in 1813 removed the last barrier 
to frontier expansion, and migration inlo Indiana increased subsmtially. In 1813, the territorial capital was 
relocated from Vincennes to Corydon (Munson et al. 1977:16). By 1816, Indiana had attained the necessary 
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population level (60,oOO) required for statehood, and Indiana entered the Union as the nineteenth state, with 
JOM- Jennings as its fxst governor. The state capital was moved from Corydon to Indianapolis in 1825. 

The state of Indiana was constructed in a piecemeal manner by a series of Indian treaties beginning with 
George Rogers Clark's grant in 1783, through the last Indian treaty, the Wabash Treaty of 1840. By 1818, 
the process of removing the Indians to reservations west of the Mississippi River bad been initiated (Hawkins 
and Walley 1995:III-12). The Delaware Indians left the area in the 1820s. followed by the Potawatomi in 
the 1830s and the Miami in the 1840s (Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-12). The Congress wanted to use Indian 
lands to retire the debt owed to patriots of the Revolutionary War, so as each Indian tribe left an area the 
white settlers expanded into the vacated parts of the state. Although today remnants of both the Miami and 
Potawatomi groups live wirhin the state, there are no federally recognized tribes residing as a group withii 
Indiana boundaries. Archeological remains representative of this period include small, crude log structures, 
fortified encampments, cache pits, gunflmts, metal knives and axes, hand-blown bottles, hand-forged nails, 
kettle brass, faience earthenware, and English salt-glazed and creamware ceramics (Stafford et al. 19852- 
11) 

The Pioneer Era (A.D. 1800 - 1860) 

With the exceptions of Clark's Grant, Vincennes, and the Swiss Colony at Vevay, in the early years of the 
nineteenth century Indiana was entirely Indian counuy. When the interior was opened to settlement, "major 
rivers and Indian trails or game paths were still the only efficient means of transportation into the area" 
(Hawkins and Walley 1995:111-12). Settlers arrived by traveling down or across the Ohio River. Inland 
settlements proceeded most rapidly along major tributaries of the Ohio, such as the Wabash. Land surveys 
were inaugurated as early as 1800 (Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-12). Early roads were din and were 
sometimes crudely paved with roughhewn planks or logs. 

After the creation of Indiana Territory in 1800 and the establishment of the state of Indiana in 1816, a wave 
of immigrants came to the land now occupied by JPG. As before, most immigrants reached Indiana by 
water, but some arrived overland via Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio (Amlinger 1993:9). As with the rest 
of Indiana, the early settlers were mainly of southern extraction (McClurg and Rosenberg 1968:l-3). many 
from Kentucky, Ohio, and Maryland; but the majority came from Nonb Carolina and Virginia. Some 
settlers may have come from as far as Connecticut and Vermont (Muncie 1932). Few settlers from the East 
Coast ventured to Indiana; generally, they were contemptuous of the sand dunes and swamps of the northern 
part of the state, and thought the forests in the south were impenetrable. So they by-passed Indiana and left 
it to the adventuresome, poorer, illiterate backwoodsmen who came from the south. Afraid of Native 
Americans, settlers built many small villages and hamlets along the Ohio and the Wabash rivers which later 
became towns and cities. 

Before 1811, the land from which Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties were carved was part of Clark 
and Dearbom counties. From 1810 until Indiana achieved statehood in 1816, the form of government 
practiced in these counties was that outliied by the Temtorial laws (Muncie 1932:12). According to Muncie. 
"[tlhe territorial government of Indiana ended November 7, 1816, and Indiana was admitted to the Union 
December 11, 1816" (Muncie 1932:17). The first Legislature of the State of Indiana convened at Corydon 
on Monday, November 4,  1816 (Muncie 1932:45). 

Of the three counties on which JPG lies, Jefferson County was the first to be settled; proximity to the Ohio 
River and the economic success of Madison eventually attracted settlers to Jennings and Ripley counties as 
well. Jefferson County was created out of Clark and Dearbom counties by a Territorial Legislative Act 
which also named Madison as the seat of justice for the county. The county officially came into existence 
on February 1. 1811 (Muncie 1932:4). The county was named in honor of President Thomas Jefferson, 
"probably because of the personal interest he had taken in the campaign of George Rogers Clark, for ex- 
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soldiers of Clark’s command formed the nucleus of the pioneers of Jefferson County, one of whom, John 
Paul, suggested the name, having as original proprietor of Madison, which was made the seat of Justice, 
named the city for the President in office when it was founded” (Muncie 19325). Captain George Logan, 
who arrived from near Lexington, Kentucky, just after the War of 1812, is documented as the first Euro- 
American settler in the county outside of Madison (Muncie 1932:lOZ). 

Over the next decade, several counties were created out of portions of oversized Jefferson County: 
Switzerland County was the first to be carved out on September 7, 1814, followed by Ripley County on 
December 27, 1816, and Jennings County, which was created from portions of Jefferson and Jackson 
counties in 1816. Then came Scott County, which was formed from portions of Jefferson, Clark, Jackson, 
Jemings, and Washington counties by an Act of Legislature dated January 12, 1820. Creation of these 
counties reduced the size of Jefferson County to 380 square miles (Muncie 19325.6). 

Many immigrants had settled on the future JPG lands by the time Indiana became a state in 1816. The 
earliest immigrants into Jefferson County settled in Madison. John Henry Wagner. a blacksmith from 
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, built the first cabin there in 1808 (Muncie 193248). Madison, near the 
confluence of the Kentucky and Ohio rivers, nine miles south of JPG, was the earliest settlement in the area 
that was to become Jefferson County. In relating the early history of Madison, Muncie (193246) wrote: 

The name of Madison at first was “Wakefield.” John Paul changed the name to Madison and named 
the county Jefferson. The early history of the town is hard to get hold of as there were no county 
records up to 1812. The increase of population of Madison was after the first sale of lots in 1811. That 
year June 4th. Dawson Blackmore, a hatter by trade, came to Madison and built a log house on Walnut 
Street between Second and High, which was intended for and was used as a fort. It had loopholes 
pierced through the logs from which to shoot if attacks were made. At that early date Indians were quite 
numerous in the locality. One flat boatman from Ohio, who afterwards moved to Madison, said that 
early in the 1800s. before anyone had settled here, the smoke could be seen coming from camp fires of 
Indians by the passing boatman on his way to New Orleans. The Indians remaiaed in the vicinity for 
sometime after the white settlers came. There was an Indian camp opposite to where the Glue Factory 
now stands. The Indians would come to Madison to trade at a little log store on the comer of Main 
(Jefferson) and Third streets, kept by Silas Ritchie. They would fill themselves with ‘firewater- and 
then were taken back to camp by two who remained sober. The next trip the two sober ones would 
become intoxicated with frewater and two others be delegated $0 take the drunk ones home. 

The population of Madison grew rapidly after 1810. The first courthouse was built in 1811, and the first 
drug store was opened in 1813 by Dr. Drake and Company. On May 26, 1813, the first issue of the Madison 
newspaper, the Western Eagle, was published by Williams Hendricks. Hendricks went on to become a 
leading figure in Indiana state politics, eventually beiig elected governor of the state and serving as a member 
of the United States House of Representatives and Senate. The Wesfern Eagle was the third newspaper 
printed in the state, after the IndiMa Guzene (1804) and Western Sun (1807); the latter two were published 
at Vincennes (Muncie 193249-50). A second newspaper, the Indium Republican, was first published in 
Madison on April 8, 1817 (Muncie 193254). Between 1810 and 1824, when Madison was incorporated, 
the government of the city was the same as that of Jefferson County (Muncie 193252). 

Although Jennings County (named after the first governor of Indiana) did not come into existence as a 
political entity until 1816, settlement there may have began as early as 1810. The earliest recorded settler 
was John Vauter, who platted the town of Vernon in 1815. Other early towns in the county include Paris, 
settled in 1816, and Harrodsburg and Six Mile, settled in 1817. More than 100 families lived in the county 
by 1817, and several corn-grinding grist mills were in operation. Ripley County was established in 1817. 
It was named after General Eleazer W. Ripley, a veteran of the War of 1812. Daniel and Henry Wooley 
were the earliest Euro-American settlers in what is now Ripley County: they settled at Shelby township in 
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1814. Versailles was platted and became county seat in 1818; the first courthouse was built in 1821 (Baker 
1990; Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-12 to 111-13). 

Of aII the states of the Northwest, Indiana attracted the fewest foreign-born immigrants. Germans constituted 
the largest number of foreign-born immigrants during this period, while immigrants from Ireland made up 
the second largest group. This was true for the JPG area as well. Of the early settlers of Jefferson County, 
Muncie (1932:lOl) wrote: 

The first hown white man to set foot upon the soil of Jefferson County was Capt. George Logan. As 
early as 1801 young Logan, in partnership with a friend, bought up a lot of country produce with the 
intention of floating it down to New Orleans. They procured two barges, lashed them together, and with 
a crew of four men started down the Kentucky river. This was as early as 1801. A small village 
marked the present site of Carrollton but between that point and Clarkville (JeffersonviUe or Louisville), 
there was not to be seen the but or encampment of a single white man. Mr. Logan says he frequently 
saw Indians hunting along the shore and occasionally a camp with a fire where the squaws were cooking. 
The country w& utterly wild. There was nothing but heavy timber upon the flats and hills. No person 
had settled where Madison now stands; it was all covered with woods. Deer and buffaloes were plenty 
and at night wolves kept up a dismal howling. 

A list of Euro-Americans who settled in Jefferson County before 1812 is provided by Muncie (1932:103- 
105); before 1808, most made their homes on the tops of hills (Muncie 1932:47). Muncie (1932:106-119) 
also provides an account of the early settlers of upper Big Creek, most of which is today located within JPG. 
in parts of Ripley and Jefferson counties. Accordiog to Muncie (1932106-107), early settlers in and around 
JPG were attracted to areas near creek due to their ~ r ~ r a l  beauty, easy access to water, and abundance of 
wild game and plant resources. 

One of the e a r k t  settlers along Big Creek was one Jesse Spann, a veteran of the Revolutionary War who 
arrived in 1816. The population on Upper Big Creek increased considerably between 1832 and 1835. 
"Many-of the settlers came from the south. Some had been slave holders. Others came from the East, from 
Vermont, Pennsylvania, Connecticut. This intermingling of communities had important results on the 
h t i N t i O d  life of the community, when the Civil War came on- (Muncie 1932:llO). The early settlers on 
upper Big Creek (including JPG) met with little resistance from the local Native Americans. Muncie 
(1932: 110) observes that: 

In many respects, [the settlers] were fortunate in their choice of location. The Indians, while present 
in considerable numbers, were never hostile. Mr. Spann characterized them as "tame Indians, who 
would eat out of your hand." Beggary and petty thieving were the only respects in which they troubled 
the whites. Abundaut Uaces of their camps are found up and down Camp Creek, caches of arrow heads, 
hatchets, and the like while there is a penistent tradition of Indian treasure concealed on the Bland farm. 
The chief of the Indians was "Old White Eyes," and he and his bands seemed to have been annoyingly 
persistent ABOUT CLAIMING hospitality, establishing themselves by settler's tires and remaining for 
meals without the formality of invitation. But there were no massacres, no betrayal by the Indians. 
Early in the nineteenth century they drifted away, like the passenger pigeon, never to return. 

By 1832-1835, settlement had increased to the point that, sometime in the period, the first horse-powered 
grist mill in the vicinity was constructed by Jacob Houghton (Muncie 1932:109). During the years that 
followed, water-mills became common (Muncie 1932: 109). Early industries on upper Big Creek included 
those of the woodsman and farmer. Large fields of flax were common. The flax was manufactured in the 
home where it was turned "not only into the coarse clothing worn by men in the summer, but into linens of 
a coosiderable degree of fineness and whiteness" (Muncie 1932: 11 1). The Old Paper Mill south of Marble 
Valley, on JPG, manufactured a coarse wrapping paper from the crude flax. The road on which this mill 
was located is still called the "Paper Mill Road," even though the mill burned in 1828; Paper Mill Road 
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remains one of the major north-south thorougbfares within the JPG. Other early cottage industries included 
the cleaning, carding, spinning, and weaving of wool. The cloth provided material for the "blue jeans" worn 
by men in the winter and the home-spun flannels worn by the women. Journeyman cobblers made shoes 
using leather from the local tan-yard (Muncie 1932:112). 

"Outside of Madison, and possibly Hanover, some of the first villages, churches, mills and school houses 
in Jefferson County were established along Big Creek. Among the first churches was the Middlefork Baptist 
Church . . . [founded] about 1820" (Muncie 1932:113). Muncie (1932:114) describes the *ical 
schoolhouse of this period by stating that: 

while the roads were still only blazed trails in the forest, the early school-houses were built, and the 
children were gathered for such instruction as was available. The school-houses were, of course, of the 
often described pioneer type log buildings, with one log left out the full length on the east side. Beneath 
this opening, which furnished all the light, was a wide board placed in position for a writing desk, with 
a bench made of a mill-slab before it. Other similar benches completed the furnishings of the room. 

The earliest Euro-American families in Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties were subsistence farmers. 
In all three counties, small-scale agriculture was the dominant activily during the first half of the nineteenth 
cenNry. In addition to growing corn, beans, wheat, squash, hemp, and flax, fanners raised livestock. 

Early industries in the three counties included saw mills, grist mills, tanneries, distilleries, tobacco 
processing, and the manufacture of saddles and other leather items. By 1814 a grist mill built by Col. John 
Paul was in operation on Crooked Creek at the head of Mill Street in Madison (Muncie 193257). Muncie 
(193268) lists additional grist mills in operation in the vicinity of Madison between 1831 and 1882. The fust 
Madison industry was a saw mill built by John Paul "on a little fall in Crooked Creek opposite to what is now 
St. Joseph's Cemetery" (Muncie 193257). The first metal foundry "was carried on by Edward Shield and 
Brother and was on the northwest comer of Vine and Hugh streets nearly opposite the Lanier Memorial. 
The motive power was one bliid negro. The work consisted of a few plain castings and mouldboards for 
plows" (Muncie 193257). 

Other early industries in Madison included woolen mil ls ,  oil mills, a castor oil mill, cotton mills, breweries, 
shipyards, starch factories, and stove foundries (Muncie 1932:68-73). as well as tauneries, and brick and lune 
kilns. In addition, many home indusmes existed in Jefferson and neighboring counties. Hand-manufactured 
looms were common in homes and "a number of farmers bad carpenter shops and blacksmith shops on their 
premises which were practically manufacturing plants" (Muncie 193273). These home industries produced 
chairs, trundle beds, tongs, shovels, andirons, nails, yokes, cloth, linen and wool, and-bedspreads. 
According to Muncie (1932:73): 

near Paris in Jefferson County, was a silk mill. It belonged to Mr. Zenor, grandfather of Hon. Hiram 
Foster of Deputy. Mulberry trees were planted, Silk worms procured from abroad. Quite a bit of silk 
was made. Each daughter in the family had two silk dresses made from silk,[sic] Mr. Foster has some 
of the silk in his possession today. 

In the early days whiskey stills were popular in Jefferson County, where corn was a common crop. 'In fact, 
in some localities they were found every five or ten miles. At one time whiskey was used as a medium of 
exchange" (Muncie 1932:74). Early settlers on the land that is now JPG also manufactured lye, hominy, 
cheese from calf rennet and milk, soap from lye and grease, maple sugar from tree sap, baskets from willows 
and reeds, and dye from butternut bark, goldenrod, and walnut hulls (Muncie 193274). Churches, houses, 
and roads were often constructed of stone quarried from local sources. According to Muncie (1932:75), 
"horse power grist mills were common." Saw mills and primitive mills for making cider were also 
abundant, and were sited along convenient waterfalls (Muncie 1932:75). "The first clothes pins ever made 
or used west of the Alleghenys were made by R.C. Meldrum. who as a boy made them at a bench. tied them 
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up in half dozens and sold them to the ladies at 25 cents per dozen” (Muncie 1932:75). The earliest 
refrigeration was provided by spring houses and local caves. 

As early as September 1814, the Farmers’ and Mechanics Bank of Indiana, one of two Indiana banks, was 
chartered in Madison (Muncie 1932:57). The act to incorporate Madison was approved on December 22, 
1823 (Muncie 1932:66). By the mid-nineteenth century, Madison had developed into a major center of 
commerce and culture. In summing up the growth of Madison, Muncie (193250) wrote: 

in the fmt  fifty years of the last century, there were but few of the men of prominence in this country 
or foreigners naveling for insmction or pleasure who did not make Madison a point of visit. Many men 
who were afterwards of national fame were citizens of the old town. The bar of our city in those days 
stood head and shoulders above any other in the state, and was the peer of any in the country. In legal 
attainment as counselors and advocates, none surpassed its member. In the political arena, Madison has 
produced many names of honor and worth of state and national fame. 

Muncie (1932:133) went on to state “from about 1850 to 1855 was the period of the greatest intellectual 
activity of Madison, the bar and medical profession having many brilliant members and many elegant society 
men among the merchants. ” 

Indiana’s population doubled in the fust decade of statehood, then redoubled between 1820 and 1840. 
Travelers passing through Indiana during the early period often commented on the rough ways of the settlers 
and the tough living conditions, yet this was soon to change. By the 1820s. the federal government had 
started work on the National Road, an east-west road through Indianapolis, and approved a grant of land for 
a road from the Ohio River through Indianapolis to Michigan. The road was completed during the 1830s. 
The National Road (east-west) and the Michigan Road (north-south) and several canals, built in 1830s and 
I W s ,  opened Indim’s hinterland to development. Construction of the Kentucky-Ohio canal at the Falls 
in 1830 stimulated extensive growth of nearby Ohio River ports such as New Albany and Jacksonville. Early 
transportation included steamboats, which appeared on the Ohio as early as 1812. Steamboat travel on the 
Ohio was greatly facilitated by the completion of the Louisville and Portland Canal in 1830. This canal 
allowed ships to bypass the Falls of the Ohio, increasing the ease and safety of navigation up and down the 
Ohio River. A boom in riverboat building would occur in the Falls of the Ohio region in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, and shipbuilding has become one of the oldest indusmes in Madison (Hawkins and 
Walley 1995:III-14; Stafford et al. 19852-16). 

Canals were, however, quickly superseded by railroads in the 1840s and 1850s (Hawkins and Walley 
1995:III-14; Munson et al 1977:17). Interior towns such Indianapolis began to overtake the older Ohio River 
communities in growth, population, and commerce. As a result. household indus’tries began to decline ca. 
1845. By the middle of the century roads and railroads extended through most of the state. By 1850, the 
population in southeastern Indiana had stabilized. More than 100 years later, according to the census Of 
1960, the town of Madison had almost the same population that year as it had in 1850 (Munson et al. 
1977: 17). 

By the middle of the nineteenth century, pork packing had grown into a major industry in Jefferson and 
neighboring counties. The industry was enormous in Madison from 1847 to 1857. The importance of the 
pork industry in Jefferson County during the second quarter of the nineteenth century is underscored by the 
number of hogs packed during one season, as reported in the Daily Banner of January 30, 1849 (Muncie 
1932:88; Table G-2). During the same period, flour m i l l s  flourished in Madison. One, a large mill n n  by 
Captain David White, produced large quantities of kilndried corn meal, some of ”which was shipped to 
Ireland during the great Irish famine” (Muncie 1932:79). Iron foundries also throve in Madison: “The trade 
of Madison with the South in cotton and steamboat engines was very large” (Muncie 1932:SO). Foundry 
products included patent car wheels and railroad cars; the Madison Marine Railway and Shipyard was built 
about 1850. The following advertisement (as quoted by Muncie 1932:175) .in the Daily Banner of June 21, 
1848, underscores the prosperity of the foundry industry at the time: 
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Table G-2 
Number of Hogs Packed by Each Business in Jefferson County in 1849 

(after Muncie 193238) 

Business name 

D. White & Company 24,512 
Shrewsbury and Price 8,900 
White & Stevens 8,010 
Mitchell & McNaughton 6,208 

Samuel More 5,234 

Number of hogs packed 

Culver Woodman 5,400 

James Morton 5.000 
N. Powell 3,600 

A.W. Flint 3,000 
T.J. Goldman & Son 3,000 

A. W. Pitcher and Company 3,310 

William C. Wharton 2,700 
Blackmore and Jenkins 1,232 

Total 80,106 

Famsworth, Honore and Durbam would inform the public that the foundry, engine and machine shops 
are now in full operation and that they are prepared to fill all orders for steam engines, grist, and 
sawmill gearing, sawmill irons, mill spindles, and every other anicle in their line of business for a grist 
or saw mill. Also, plough moulds, wagon boxes and irons, gudgeons, and everyUung of the kind. 

Road construction in southern Indiana reached new proportions by the mid-nineteenth century. "The plank 
road mania prevailed about 1850 and roads were built to Lexington. Greensburg, and Cross Plains . . . . The 
Madison and Indianapolis Railroad was one of the earliest built in the west and Madison was for years the 
Only outlet for this portion of the state thus enabling Madison to do a large forwarding commission and 
jobbing trade" (Muncie 193281-83). 

Farms and forests continued to be sources of raw materials, while the Ohio River continued to facilitate 
transportation. A variety of businesses flourished in Madison, including a brewery, a gunsmith, a tannery. 
lumbering, a furnisher, a steam copper shop, carriage makers, hatters, tailors, booksellers, and tobacco and 
cigar sellers. However, agriculture, principally the raising of hogs and corn, continued to dominate the 
economy. Industries were primarily those associated with agricultural commerce such as mills and 
distilleries (Muncie 1932:EO-86). 

Architecture of this period still exists in Madison. Characteristic architecture of the period includes dogtrot 
cabios, round and hewn log structures, post-and-beam structures (early), balloon-frame structures (late), and 
I-house and T-house architectural styles. Archeological remains from this period reflect English ceramics 
(pearlware, whiteware, blue and green shell-edge, hand-painted, slip-banded, English flatware), hand- 
wrought nails, machine-cut nails (late), hand-blown glass containen, and kettle brass (Stafford et al. 1985). 
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In the period immediately preceding the Civil War, life in Indiana had progressed from taming the wilderness 
to family subsistence farming. The John Deere steel plow was in extensive use by 1845 (Hawkins and 
Walley 1995:111-13). By this time, the population consisted of second generation southerners mixed with 
groups of immigrants from Protestant North Ireland and the Catholic German provinces along the Rhiie 
River. Population growth continued rapidly in Jefferson County, as evidenced by census records (Muncie 
1932:41; Table ‘3-3). 

Table G-3 
Population of Jefferson County Between 1820 and 1870 

Date Jefferson County Madison 

1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 

8038 
11465 
16614 
23916 
25036 
29741 

- 
- 

3798 
8012 
8135 
1070 

Although no African-American settlement has been reported in Jefferson County, a few African-Americans 
were living in riverport towns such as Madison (Cord 1993:100; Muncie 1932:164). An African-American 
settlement reported in Jennings County was located west of JPG (Cord 1993:lM). Other African-American 
settlements in eastern Indiana were located in 17 other counties in Indiana; at least one, a settlement in 
Randolph County, provided stations on the Underground Railroad (Cord 1993:100-101). Harsh anti-slavery 
laws and legislative measures designed to keep African-Americans from the state limited the flow of African- 
Americans into Indiana; the Northwest Ordinance and the Indiana state constitution prohibited slavery. 
However, slavery was permitted under the guise of indenture, at least into the 1830s (Peckham 1978:38). 
Some of the southern immigrants brought their slaves with them (Baker 1990:Z). Beginniog in 1807 a series 
of racist legislations were enacted that prohibited African-Americans from having any servants other than 
those of their own complexion. In addition, the laws stipulated that neither African-Americans nor Native 
Americans could act as witnesses in any legal action involving whites (Rawick 1977:254). An 1818 law 
prohibited African-Americans from testifying in court or marrying whites, and in 1831 a law was enacted 
stating that all new African-American immigrants to the state must post a bond of $500 as security against 
becoming public charges (Madison 1986:107). The first constitution of lndiana prohibited slavery and 
indenture, without releasing those already indentured (Madison 1986:51); however, several slave owners 
ignored the law. The second Indiana constitution contained a provision prohibiting African-Americans from 
settling in the state (Madison 1986:139-140). In Indiana, lynching of African-Americans occurred during 
both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: as many as 20 lynchings took place in the state between 1865 and 
1930 (Madison 1986: 170-171). Despite intended suppression of African-American migration to Indiana, 
during the 1850s many slaves from Kentucky fled across the Ohio River into the state (Rawick 1977:k 232). 
According to Cord (1993:99), ‘Indiana prior to the Civil War developed into a haven for the resettlement 
of free blacks and recently manumined slaves. ” 

Some resident5 of Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties were sympathetic to the plight of the slaves. on 
the JPG, “homes of the ardent anti-slavery faction became stations on the eastern route of the Underground 
Railroad” (Baker 1990:8), which traversed through JPG from south to north (Baker 1990:s; Muncie 1932). 
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A cave and a house site used as stations on the eastern route of the Underground Railroad have been 
identified on JPG (Michael Moore, personal communication 1995). Several known stations in Jefferson 
County include one at the mouth of Eagle Hollow, two miles above Madison; one at the mouth of Clifty 
Creek about the same distance below the city; one on the Robert Elliot farm in Monroe Township: and one 
on Mr. Carr’s farm on Ryker’s Ridge. The Underground Railroad stations existed approximately every 10 
miles along the route (Muncie 1932159). One of the more notable operators on the Underground Railroad 
was an African-American resident of Madison named Delia A. Webster. Prior to coming to Madison, Miss 
Webster lived across the river in Kentucky. About Delia Webster, Muncie (1932164) recorded: 

Joseph G. Marshall once defended Delia A. Webster, charged with helping slaves escape. Miss Webster 
then lived across the river from Madison on the Kentucky side of the river. Previous to her residence 
there, she had served a term in the Kentucky state prison for assisting slaves to escape and the 
Kentuckians looked on her with suspicion. Several slaves in the neighborhood escaped and investigation 
proved that she had prompted their leaving. For this she was indicted in the Trimble Circuit Court but 
before being caught she crossed the river to Madison. She was arrested on a requisition from the 
Governor but before the officer could get her away, Mr. Marshall had her brought before the Judge on 
a writ of habeas corpus. In his speech at the trial, he so maddened the people that they drove the 
Kentucky officers from the court house and from the state. Indeed, they had to run for their lives so 
frenzied were the people. 

According to historian Xenia Cord (1993:100), “[b]y 1860, there were more than twenty separate settlements 
of free blacks in Indiana.” Later, after the Civil War, large numbers of African-Americans seeking work 
crossed over the Ohio River into Indiana from Kentucky (Muncie 1932). 

Agriculnual Era (A.D. 1860 - 1920) 

By 1860 there were 1,350,428 settlers in Indiana (Thornborough 1965536). When the Civil War started, 
some residents of Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties were sympathetic with the cause of the South; 
among them were members of the Knights of the Golden Circle (Baker 1990:8), an organization which 
predates the modern Ku Klux Nan. Some of the staunchest supporters of the Union cause, however, lived 
in the vicinity of JPG (Muncie 1932165). In the city of Madison, 10 miles south of JPG, the state-owned 
Lanier House Historic Landmark is a constant reminder of the role J.F.D. Lanier played during the contlict. 
Lanier made loans to the state of Indiana totaling $64O,ooO to f m c e  its part in the Civil War (Muncie 
1932169). The original loam plus interest amounted to about $1,14O,ooO by war’s end. The following are 
the circumstances leading to the loans, as quoted by Muncie (1932:165-168) from a small book M e r  wrote 
for his family that was printed in 1877: 

The war found the state atmost wholly without means for arming, equipping or sending into the field the 
quota of troops required for it. It had no money in its treasury, and in the general distrust which 
prevailed, and in the universal scramble for money, for all loyal states, as well as the Federal 
Government were in the market for it, it was found impossible to sell the bonds, or to provide in season, 
from its own resources, the means required. In this dilemma Gov. Morton applied to me for a loan of 
money to arm and equip the quota of troops required of his state. I complied with his request and 
continued such advances as were required till the whole amount reached $400,ooO. With this sum he 
was enabled to arm and equip his quota in a most satisfactory manner, and despatch it to the field more 
promptly than that of any other Western State, Indiana at all times was nearly divided upon the subject 
of war. Whatever consequently tended to inspire the confidence and raise the spirit of the Union party 
within it greatly strengthened the hand of the Executive, and had a most important and favorable 
influence upon the great contest. 
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In 1862, owing to the reverses that had befallen the Union arms, the election in many of the states went 
adversely to the National Cause. In Indiana, a majority of the members returned to the Legislature for 
that year were bitterly opposed to the war, and to all measures necessary for its vigorous prosecution. 
They were determined if possible, to take the State out of the Union ranks and place it in direct 
antagonism to the Government at Washington. The success of their disloyal schemes might have proved 
fatal to the great cause, none understood better than themselves. Indiana was not only one of the leading 
states of the West but in many respects, it occupied a position of first rate importance. It was centrally 
situated and extending from Lake Michigan to the Ohio, it would, in disloyal hands, have been in 
apposition to cut off all communication between the west and the East. Its southern border rested upon 
the territory where the grea mass of the people were strongly infected with the spirit of rebellion. This 
state, consequently, became emphatically the battleground of the contest in the north. If its influence 
had been arrayed against the Union, the infection might have spread to other states, as there was 
abundant materials eager to take advantage of any event that might embarrass or defeat the action of the 
Government. A united front on the part of all the northern states was absolutely essential to success. 
Such a front happily, was preserved throughout the whole war. 

’Ihe plan adopted by the disloyal members of the Legislature of Indiana was to divest the Governor of 
all power over the militia, and vest the control of the same in a committee of their own creatures. They 
refused to pass the necessary appropriation bills till their schemes should become law. To defeat their 
plans the only course left to the loyal members was to retire from the Legislature which they did. That 
body, consequently, was left without a p o r n .  Their retirement put an end to the iniquitous projects, 
but left the Governor without the means of presening the credit of the state. It was held by the Supreme 
Court of the State that without a special act he could not pay the interest accruing on the State debt, 
although it had been previously supposed that the constitution of the State had provided for such a 
payment without any special law. In this emergency, Gov. Morton most anxious to preserve the honor 
and credit of the state, applied to me to advance the sums necessary for the purpose. Unless this could 
be done, he felt that he could not justify before his own State and the country the position which his 
friends in the Legislature had taken through his counsel and advice. The application was made at the 
darkest period of the whole war. I could have no security whatsoever, and could rely for reimbursement 
only on the good faith of a Legislature to be chosen at a future and distance day, and upon the chances 
of its being made up of more upright and patriotic members than those composing the one then in 
existence. If the great contest should turn out disastrously to the cause of the Union and of freedom, I 
could never expect to be repaid a dollar. I felt, however, that on no account must the debt of a great 
State be discredited, nor the position of its Chief Magistrate, the ablest and most efficient of all the loyal 
Governors, and who of all contributed most to our success be compromised or weakened. No alternative 
was left to me but to advance the sums required. 

During the Civil War, 208,637 Indianans participated in the fighting; numerous men from the land that now 
belongs to JF‘G joined the Union Army. The story of the “Fighting Baxters,” seven brothers from the JPG 
area, who fought in the Union Army and survived the war, is fondly told in this area. One of the more 
dramatic events of the Civil War in southern Indiana occurred in early July 1863. The Confederate general 
John Hunt Morgan led 2,500 cavalrymen across the Ohio River from Kentucky into Indiana, in flagrant 
disregard of standmg orders. “During two breathtaking days the rebels galloped from Dupont across the 
Proving Ground area to Bryantsburg” (Baker 19929). On the proving ground, Morgan’s men followed the 
meandering Big Creek (see Figure E-I) and crossed Jinestown Road, Paper Mill Road, and the road which 
extended north to Marble Comer. As they traversed through the proving ground, the soldiers “behaved 
themselves as rascally gentlemen. . . prowled every farm, bam and pasture in an area five miles wide across 
Monroe Townrbip to Bryantsburg demanding provisions and fresh barses^ (Baker 1990:9). The Michigan 
Calvary went througb JPG in pursuit of the Morgan’s men (Baker 1990: 10). Near Marble Corner, three Of 
Morgan’s men who became separated from the main column were captured by George Baxter and John 
Mayer, both Union soldiers home on furlough. The captives were taken to jail in Madison. 
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Throughout this period, the local economy continued to rely on agriculture. Corn was the principal crop, 
and Indiana was a national leader in bog production and packing (see Table F-2). Wheat, oat, rye, bay, 
potatoes, vegetables, tobacco, and orchard fruits (the last two concentrated in but not limited to the southern 
counties) were also grown (Stafford et al. 1985:2-9). Agriculture remained dependent largely on water and 
muscle power, but this began to change as steam power resulted in increased mechanization. New practices, 
such as manuring, fallowing, and crop rotation, geared toward soil renewal began to be practiced, and 
farmers moved from grain cultivation to mixed husbandry and crop diversification. In the decades between 
1870 and 1900, many of the state’s remaining forests fell to the axe, and were replaced with agricultural 
fields. The agriculrural focus of the state shifted from pure self-sufficiency toward commercial enterprise, 
with increased investment and more substantial returns (Thornborough 1965: 362-403). 

The Civil War stimulated agricultural production, which was followed immediately by an economic boom 
and a corresponding economic slump in 1873 (Thornborough 1965:704-712). The economic and political 
ascendancy enjoyed by southern Indiana tbrougbout the first half of the century began shifting northward in 
response to changes in agriculture, transportation, and population. In addition, between 1850 and the 
beginning of the twentieth century the volume of traffic on the Ohio declined. As the railroad became the 
dominaut mode of transportation, the hiUy counties of southern Indiana proved “less suitable for consmction 
of transportation facilities than the flatter counties to the north” (Munson et al. 1977:17). 

In the JPG area, “as the war ended in 1865 and the soldiers returned, life for all the area families settled into 
a comfortable routine centered around home and family and the business of farm life” (Baker 1990: 14). The 
decades between 1880 and 1920 were years of significant agricultural change: they would “encompass most 
of the si&icant political, economic, and social changes in the transition of Indiana from a primarily rural- 
agricultural society to a predominantly urban-industrial commonwealth” (Phillips 1968:~). New farm 
equipment was introduced and an effective catalyst for change was provided by h d u e  University, whose 
influential Schwl of Agriculture opened in 1879. The 1880s were also the beginning of the era of 
commercial w i n g .  Stafford et al. (1985:2-9) characterize this as the early industrial period. Agricultural 
innovations that accompanied this change no doubt affected the farmers of the area that is now JPG. In the 
188Os, newly introduced equipment included the sUu0, plow, the walking cultivator, the disc harrow, the 
riding gang plow, disk plow, manure spreader, twine binder, fertilizer drill, sidedelivery hay lake, and two- 
row corn cultivator (Phillips 1968:138-140). Windmills for pumping water became common. The corn 
binder and corn picker were introduced between 1910 and 1920. During the same period, steam engines 
began to be used for threshing (Phillips 1968:139-140). Beginning in the 188Os, programs sponsored by the 
School of Agriculture of h d u e  University encouraged Indiana farmers, including those on the present-day 
JPG, to adopt new farming techniques. 

A large farm-to-city migration began during the early years of the twentieth century (Madison 1986935). 
Many of &due’s agricultural programs were aimed at discouraging young people from abandoning farming. 
Purdue established two experimental farms in Jennings County. one in 1911 and the other in 1920 (Hawkins 
and Walley 1995:III-13). 

As transportation systems and routes continued to develop and improve, Indiana’s population, commerce, 
and industry continued to shift northward. Steam-powered rail systems had become the preeminent type of 
transportation by 1880 (Stafford et al. 1985: 2-9; Thornborough 1965). Commerce and industry ebbed in 
Jeffersonville and New Albany, once major river ports (Stafford et al. 1985:2-17), while those river ports 
with railroads like Madison maintained a booming trade. Industrial development boomed with the discovery 
and development of natural gas (used then for lighting) in the 1880 and 1890s. From the 1880s on, industry 
expanded rapidly, as demonstrated by an advertisement that appeared in the Madison Courier on February 
7, 1882 (quoted from Muncie 1932:94): 

The Madison shipyard during the past year enjoyed one of the most successful business seasons ever 
known in its eventful and checkered history. It is an institution far more important to the life of Madison 
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than our people suppose. In fact it is of more real benefit to Madison than any other manufacturing 
establisbment in our midst. 

Since the present fm started in 1878, they have built twenty-six new steamboats and barges and 
repaired eighty steamboats, the work amounting to a quarter million dollars. 

After 1900, the iron and steel indusny, as well as manufacturing, was concentrated in the northwest comer 
of the state. The manufacturing of automotive vehicles and parts, rubber tires, mill and da i i  machinery, 
lawn mowers, windmills, vacuum cleaners, glass-making and clayworking machinery, electric apparatus, 
musical instruments, bwkbinding, refineries, publishers, shipbuilding, munitions and explosives, cement. 
brick, tile, cigars, pharmaceuticals, and mining grew in importance (Stafford et al. 19859-9). Limestone 
quarrying continued to be important to the economy of Jefferson County; from its establishment, Jefferson 
County bad been a center of limestone quarrying activity. High-quality limestone from Deputy was used in 
constructing the first large bridge across the Ohio River in Cincinnati, as well as the Cincinnati custom 
house. Several bridges that have been nominated for listing in the NRHP at JPG are constructed of local 
limestone. Since 1915, the Frane quarry at Nortb Vernon in Jennings County has produced an average Of 
250,000 tons of ground limestone each year to flocculate and reduce acidity and compactness in area soils 
(Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-13). 

By the time World War I began, the Indiana fanners already were developing ties to the world economy. 
For that reason the farmers had an economic stake in the cause of the Allies (Phillips 1968594). For 
example, when the demand for and price of food went up during the war (Phillips 1968: 174, 179). it had a 
positive economic impact on Indiana’s farmers. By the end of World War I, there were agents in 83 Indiana 
wunties providing agridtural advice (Madison 1986 150). The principal crops remained corn, wheat, oats, 
and hay while cattle and hogs continued to dominate the livestock industry (Phillips 1968:151, 161-162). To 
better manage production and marketing of increased farm products, farmers organized. The Indiana Corn 
Growers Association was formed in 1900 (Madison 1986149-151) and the Indiana Farm Bureau was founded 
in 1919 (Madison 1986:265). In the JPG area, the Jennings County Farm Bureau was formed in 1918 
( H a w k  and Walley 1995:III-13). Agriculture production continued to improve with increased 
mechanization. In 1920, 4.3 percent of Indiana’s farmers owned tractors (Madison 1986264). 

By 1920 the “gap between value of industrial and agricultural production” had closed (Stafford et al. 1985:Z- 
10). The industrial trend was characterized by large-scale factory production, corporate ownership, and 
diversification. Most industries were built in urban areas, but a few were in selected rural locations. 
Archeological remains representative of this period include English white ironstone ceramics at the beginning 
of the period, American ceramics dominating at the end of the period, semi-automatic mold-blown boules, 
canning jars with metal rims and glass liners, wire nails, and clay marbles (Stafford et al. 1985). 

Late Industrial Era (A.D. 1920 to Present) 

By the 1920s Indiana’s urban population had surpassed its rural population for the first time in the history 
of the state. As technologicallscientific advances progressed, manufacturing processes began to be broken 
into smaller steps that were performed by unskilled workers on a moving assembly line. Eventually, 
concen!raIion of heavy industries shifted to Calumet, Jndianaplis, Fort Wayne, and South Bend in the north 
and Evansville in the south (Stafford et al. 19852-9). 

During the 1920s more people began to travel by cars, trucks, and buses instead of by train. The decline 
in rail traffic was accompanied by an improvement in river traffic on the Ohio River (Madison 1986:272). 
Nevertheless, southeastern Indiana continued to be oriented to out-of-state urban centers, such as Louisville, 
Kentucky, and Cincinnati, Ohio. Significance of historic cities along the Ohio is reflected in the Indiana 
Chamber of Commerce ranking. By 1977, Evansville and New Albany were classified as secondclass cities 
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(35,000 - 250,000). Jeffersonville was classified as a third class city (20,000 - 35,000), Madison was 
classified as a fourth class city (10,000 - 20,000), and seven cities, Aurora, Cannelton, Lawrenceburg, Mt. 
Vernon, Rising Sun, Rockport, and Tell City, were classified as fifth class cities (1,500 - 10,OOO). 

In the rural areas, increased mobility lessened isolation of farmsteads and smaller communities and promoted 
cultural homogeneity. Although today only one-third of the population is considered rural, Indiana remains 
a significant fanning state. The principal agricultural commodities include corn and soybeans as well as bog, 
cattle, poultry. eggs, and d a q  products. Agricultural production has increased due to mechanization, and 
the rural population bas decreased. 

The JPG area remained largely agricultural. Although small family-operated farms continued to decline, 
overall farm production increased. By 1940, 25 percent of the farms on the land that.became JPG were 
occupied by tenant farmers. Like the rest of the nation, the JPG farmers were affected by the stock market 
crash of 1929 and the subsequent Great Depression. Efforts to improve agricultural production continued. 
In 1933, the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) was established in Jennings County in an attempt to control 
runaway erosion thar was causing gullying and loss of topsoil. The CCC combated the problem by 
constructing check dams and planting trees (Hawkins and WaUey 1995:111-13). Hybrid corn was introduced 
in 1937 (Madison 1986:264). 

In 1940, the portions of Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties that together form JPG were characterized 
by dispersed farmsteads, schools, churches, cemeteries, and small crossroad communities. From the earliest 
settlement to the commissioning of JPG in 1940. at least 17 schools, 10 churches, and 17 cemeteries had 
existed witbin the boundaries of the present-day facility’. 

The education system in southern Indiana has its roots in the pioneer days. *By the Ordinance of 1787, the 
sixteenth section of each congressional township was set aside for school purposes , , . . When Indiana 
became a state. its constitution reserved Section XVI in each township for school purposes and also set aside 
one entire township for seminary of learning” (Muncie 1932:37). The earliest, Jefferson County’s Liberty 
School, was established in 1817 (Baker 1990:43), as the early settlers were eager to have their children 
educated. During the early part of the nineteenth century, the one-room school was a common feature on 
the land that is now JPG; in southeast Indiana, the school rooms were mostly hewn-log structures. These 
schools were supported by parents through subscription fees, ‘often forcing children of large families to 
attend in the relay system” (Baker 1990:42). The younger children attended in the spring or summer; their 
older siblings went to school in the winter, when they were not needed as much on the farm. Subscription 
fees were abolished in 1852, and township-financed schools eventually replaced subscription schools; 
attendance soared. By the 1860s, sturdier schoolhouses, made of native limestone, had replaced the log 
structures (Baker 1990:42). By the early twentieth century most teenagers were attending and graduating 
from high school. Prior to the commissioning of the proving ground in 1940, at least 17 schools bad existed 
on the land that is JPG. Many of the schools had long since stopped functioning by 1940, and others had 
been consolidated to create larger township schools. 

Church history on JPG began in earnest with the circuit riders of the early nineteenth century. Judge Sparks 
preached the fxst sermon in a house in the town of Madison in 1811 Wuncie 1932:48). According to Baker, 
” . . . each nineteenth century congregation anxiously awaited the circuit rider. The itinerant Methodist or 
Presbyterian clergymen performed marriage ceremonies, prayed over the recently buried in the graveyard, 
and, despite the weather conditions, baptized the faithful in the closest creek . . . . Through the years the 
many Proving Ground area churches and their members encountered both division and consolidation and by 

’ A description of some ofthe schools, churches and cemeteries may be found in Sue Baker’s 1990 book, Echoes of 
Jeferson Proving Ground 
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1940 had evolved into eight, or perhaps nine groups, which held services” (Baker 1990:19-20). Most 
churches maintained cemeteries. 

Some 30 cemeteries once existed on JPG lands (Baker 1990). All but two, St. Magdalene’s old cemetery 
and the Sheppard cemetery, were relocated off the facility immediately after government acquisition (Stafford 
et al. 1985:4-1). Overall, 3,500 burials (Baker 1990:67), several of which date prior to 1850, were reburied. 
Earlier in the oineteenth century, the deteriorated and unreadable tombstones from St. Magdalene’s first 
cemetery (1830-1860) had been removed and incorporated, in 1861, into the foundation of a new church. 
The cemetery was then leveled and a large cross, which is still standing over the site, was erected. It has 
been suggested that the burials from this cemetery were not removed afier government acquisition, as they 
were not easily identifiable (Baker 1990; Hawkins and Walley 1995:III-14). 

According to local historian Sue Baker, ‘after home, church, and school, the general store followed in social 
importance. In such villages as St. Magdalene, Marble Comer, Ridpath, Marble Valley, Big Creek, 
Faulkner-Jinestown, Mud Lick, Bethel, and Bennville the stores were centers of social activity as well as 
mercantiles” (Baker 1990:17). Additional centers, identified by historian Michael Moore at IPG, include 
Burkes Comer, the Elizabeth Cunliffe general store, Harlow’s General Store (relocated during the current 
survey), and New Carrolton. Often the post office of a community would be tucked into one comer of a 
store, and in later years gasoline pumps towered outside the store. The stores sold eve-g, “from the 
smallest needle to the largest farm wagon” (Baker 1990:17). 

Lack of cities or extensive industrial development, low population density, and accessibility through national 
transporntion networks made the area attractive for a weapons testing facility once United States entrance 
into World War II became imminent (Eaker 1990:l). In early December 1940, Congress commissioned the 
formation of JPG in portions of Jefferson, Jennings, and Ripley counties. On December 6, the government 
notified 2,ooO landowners and residents to vacate the future proving ground. Although initially the farmers 
were given 30 days to relocate, the process actually took several months longer; still, however, ‘the 
transformation from quiet, rural neighborhoods to the rumble of the fust 75 MM test round took only 155 
days” (Baker 19W1-2). Thirteen of the better farmhouses were moved from their original locations to the 
southern portion of the facility for use as family housing (Building Technology, Inc. 1984: 13); they remain 
in use today. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Objectives 

The purpose of this project was two-fold: to produce a historic contextloverview of the Jefferson Proving 
Ground (JPG) in Madison, Indiana. covering the years 1940 through 1989 and to produce a HABS Level IV 
inventory/evaluation of standing buildinglstructure types built before 1989, including those buildings1 
structures constructed prior to the military use of the area. Historic context discussion is l i t e d  to the World 
War I1 and the Cold War eras. 

Method 

Research for this report was conducted primarily in the files at JPG. The JPG Headquarters vault contained 
the 13 volumes of installation history dating to 1940. Information was obtained from these volumes about 
the initial consrmCtion of the base and the various activities that occurred within the Proof Division, which 
was responsible for the testing of ammunition received at J F G .  The level of detail available in these histories 
declined and finally ceased after 1975. Additional installation history was found in the Completion Repon 
available in the National Archives (Suitland, Maryland). The Completion Repon also contained copies of 
early installation maps and photographs. No entry for the Jefferson Proving Ground was found in the 
Architectural and Cartographic Branch of the National Archives (College Park, Maryland) where research 
was conducted for installation maps and drawings. Additional context information was taken from historic 
context repons produced for the US. Amy Corps of Engineers by Geo-Marine, Inc., and Christopher 
Goodwin and Associates. Additional information (such as early newspaper articles) was obtained from fies 
in the Madison Public Library. 

Information was also determined to be available in the history office at Aberdeen Proving Ground in 
Maryland and in the Regional Archives in Chicago. The history office at Aberdeen Proving Ground was not 
available for research during the field work stage of this project, and no authorization was given for a field 
trip to Chicago. No personal interviews (except with Facilities Engineering and Real Property personnel) 
were conducted as the installation had released most of its employees and was operating its 55,264-acre base 
on a skeleton crew of about 120. Most of the buildmgs surveyed were empty and devoid of personnel. 

Information used to compile the building inventory was more varied. Prior to the s m  of field work a list 
of all facilities on JF’G was obtained from the Real Property office. From this list all buildings and structures 
were highlighted for survey. Facilities not selected for survey included everythimg constructed after 1989 
and nonbuilding/structure facilities such as steam pipes, sidewalks, roads, in-ground sewage structures, 
signage, light posts. etc. This list was ultimately distilled to 410 buildings/structures, of which 16 were 
constructed before 1940, 198 between 1940 and 1949, 174 between 1950 and 1989, as well as 22 bridges 
originally erected before 1989. 

Each of the 410 fac es received a site visit. Only one example of each facility type encountered on the 
base was actually recorded for the inventory. For example, although there were several 106-square-foot 
Distribution System buildings, only one was actually recorded since each was identical. During the site visit, 
a field inventory form was completed that provided a checklist for basic information such as building 
materials, fenestration types, a footprint sketch, general descriptive notes, and photographic information (shot 
locations and roll/frame numbers). 

Literary information for the building inventory was obtained from several locations. The Real Property 
office possessed real property cards for almost each of the facilities inventoried. However, the cards were 
1964 updates of the original. As a result, although information such as size and construction date was 
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available, information about modifications made prior to 1964 was not. Bluelies or photocopies of selected 
original construction drawings were obtained from the Print Room. The available drawings provided more 
detailed information about the construction of the facility, its size, and sometimes the name of the architect. 
Original inventory cards for some of the facilities were found in the National Archives in Suitland, Maryland. 
These cards appear to have been completed right after the initial 1941-1942 phase of construction. These 
cards provide good information about the original exterior finish materials and, more importantly, a historic 
photograph dated February 1942. 

JPG also provided copies of a 1993 asbestos inspection report that was conducted on some of the inventoried 
buildings. These reports contained sketch floor plans and detailed room f ~ s h  descriptions. A few of the 
surveyed buildings were also inventoried at HABS Level IV by Building Technology, Incorporated, in 1983. 
The information obtained from this inventory was limited and very basic in nature. Information specific to 
a few of the commanders’ houses and other premilitary sauctures was found in Sue Baker’s book Echoes of 
Jefferson Proving Ground which focused on the residents that were forced by the government to give op their 
bomes and relocate in 1941. Some military building information was extracted from the quarterly and semi- 
annual histories. Most of the histories discussed JPG activities by division and rarely mentioned the building 
in which these activities took place. 

HISTORY OF THE JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 

JPG is located about 85 miles southeast of Indianapolis, situated on approximately 55,264 acres in Jefferson, 
Ripley, and Jennings counties. Presently part of the U S .  Army Test and Evaluation Command, the 
installation was built as an ordnance testing facility, a key component of the mobilization plan which sought 
to develop an American ammunition industry virtually overnight after the German Army invaded France in 
the summer of 1940. Designed specifically to evaluate different rypes of ammunition to make sure that they 
met government specifications before being sent to US. Army troops, JPG was an integral part of the 
American logistical system that simply overwhelmed the Axis powers by war’s end. Land acquisition for 
the Proving Ground began in 1940, and consauction began in 1941, with the installation in active use by the 
end of that year. By 1945, 149 of its 332 buildings had been erected, with maintenance, administration, test 
firing, and assembly facilities, as well as the air field, built on the south end of the installation, and 
observation bunkers built to the north, uprange in the test firing area (Building. Technology, 1%. [BTQ 
1984:12). At the end of World War 11, the proving ground was deactivated and its buildings mothballed, 
only to be reactivated in 1949, shortly before the outbreak of the Korean War. The Korean War precipitated 
a second wave of construction at the installation. Between 1951 and 1953, some 107 new structures were 
constructed @TI 1984:12). For the most pan these consisted of additional test firins and storage facilities, 
with improvements to the infrastructure as well. The end of the Korean War brought about deactivation of 
JPG once again, but in 1961 the installation was reactivated and has remained in continuous use until 
recently. In 1988, the Defense Department Commission on Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 
announced plans to transfer JPG’s mission to Yuma Proving Ground in Arizona, hoping to shut JPG down 
completely by the end of 1995. 

The present Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) is one of seven subordinate commands under the 
direction of the Army Materiel Command (AMC) which has the responsibility for wholesale logistics for the 
Department of the Army. AMC history can be traced back to the Ordnance Department, which was 
established by a Congressional Act in 1812 and had the responsibility for the development, production, 
storage, and maintenance of Army weapons and ammunition (Cannan et al. 1994:19). Throughout the 
nineteenth century, the Ordnance Department operated a small number of arsenals and armories to produce 
and maintain small arms and artillery. With the United States entry into World War I, the department’s 
mission suddenly expanded well beyond previous expectarions. Since government arsenals in existence at 
that time were not large enough to produce the quantity of munitions needed for a war. the Ordnance 
Department had planned on American industries to fill military supply orders. But as the U.S. prepared to 
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enter World War I, it found that the American munitions industry had already expanded to near capacity in 
order to fd the orders coming in from England, France, and Russia. Since replacing those foreign orders 
with its own would severely hamper the Allied war effort, the Ordnance Department was faced with 
establishing a new industrial program to produce ammunition for war within a matter of months (Cannan et 
al. 1994:23). Out of necessity, early in 1917, the Ordnance Department engineered a plan whereby the 
government would contract private companies to build and operate industrial plants at government expense. 

Heeding the lessons of World War I, President Franklin Roosevelt took steps to prepare the nation for war 
in the summer of 1940 following the German invasion of France and well before any overt American 
intervention. Congress implemented the Munitions Program in lune 1940, some 18 months before the 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. As of May 1940, government arsenals did not have the capacity to produce 
large quantities of ammunition, and the United States lacked enough ammunition to supply its forces in the 
war in which the country would be involved less than two years later. One important outcome of the 
Munitions Program was the development of an ammunition industry, through which existing Army arsenals 
were to be enlarged and new government-owned and contractor-operated munitions fac 
established. Before the first four of these plants were completed, Ordnance officials realized that more 
facilities were needed; thus. expansion programs at these plants and the construction of three additional plants 
were authorized before the end of 1940. Roosevelt declared an unlimited national emergency on 21 May 
1941. Before the end of 1941, 25 new ordnance facilities were established, with yet another wave of 
ordnance facility construction occurring after the United States entered the war in December 1941 (Cannan 
et al. 199439). The ammunition facilities built during these years helped give the Allied Powers their 
logistical superiority which contributed greatly to the eventual Allied victory. 

In addition to the production of ammunition, the United States required ammunition testing facilities to 
monitor the quality of the products produced at the munitions facilities. Prior to 1940, the U S .  Army 
operated only one facility that could monitor ammunition quality. Subsequent to the end of World War I, 
the Aberdeen Proving Ground in Aberdeen, Maryland, had performed both the government’s acceptance 
testing and its development testing. Acceptance testing involved taking established models of equipment or 
types of ammunition and testing them to see if they met government specifications. Development testing 
consisted Of trying new models of equipment, or simply performing tests to obtain data for improved designs. 
The avalanche of activity that accompanied World War I1 rapidly overwhelmed Aberdeen, and, as a result, 
the Army reactivated Erie Proving Ground (Ohio) and authorized construction of two new proving grounds: 
Jefferson (Indiana) and Southwestem (Arkansas). Aberdeen remained the center for developmental testing. 

Efficiency, safety, utility, and speed in design and construction were characteristics exemplified by the 
industrial structures erected during World War I1 (Cannan et al. 1994:33). The design of World War I1 
industrial buildings and complexes drew upon protorypes developed in the private sector. American industrial 
architecme in the first decades of the twentieth century emphasized practical and functional factory designs 
in which style was secondary to utilization considerations. Designers and theorists explored a new aesthetic 
emphasizing building snucture, volume. and ornamentation. Steel and reinforced concrete were employed 
as building materials in both engineerdesigned industrial structures and innovative arcbitect-designed 
buildings. These new materials were found to be cost effective, resistant to sway, and capable of supporting 
heavy loads. Reinforced concrete and steel structural systems replaced the massive load-bearing masonry 
walls that frequently characterized factories for most of the nineteenth century. A new type of building, the 
daylight factory, was developed, which incorporated large banks of windows for light and circulations (an 
example of this type is JPG’s Building No. 105). The new building materials and technologies also made 
possible the uninterrupted clear spans associated with modem industrial buildings. 

Among the most influential industrial architects in terms of both design and design approach was Albert 
Kahn. The design approach developed in Kahn’s office was tailored to the unique requirements of the 
industrial program. Design concepts were generated by a panel of industry experts. Projects were initiated 
with a meeting attended by Kahn, the client, and members of the design team. Flow charts were developed 
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during the initiation meeting which depicted the overall plan of the plant as determined by the industrial 
process. Kahn’s staff then translated general concepts into architectural design. Project management 
proceeded rapidly from the flow charts and was made possible by a high level of efficient and integrated 
management. Kahn’s office pioneered the interdisciplinary team approach to the design of industrial 
buildings, which provided a general model for the execution of complex projects in compressed schedules 
(Cannan et al. 1994:36-37). Kahn’s work provided models that were widely applied during the World War 
I1 mobilization effort. This can be seen in the way that areas of plants and works were physically separated 
according to function, with these areas, in turn, sometimes further subdivided into smaller areas for more 
specific functions. It has been noted that when it came to the design of mobilization facilities, the functions 
were laid out first and then the buildings were designed to house them (Kane 1994:113). 

Though function played a preeminent role in the design of the mobilization facilities, the choice of architect- 
engineer still had a significant impact upon the particular facility layouts and upon the design of particular 
buildings and structures. Even when faced with similar design problems, different architect-engineering 
firms often developed distinctive design solutions. Limitations of time and materials probably made the 
biggest impact on the design and construction of mobilization buildings though. During the World War I1 
mobilization era, defense construction went on at an unprecedented rate and then accelerated during the first 
two years of the war. Construction activity was coordinated within the Construction Branch of the 
Quartermaster Corps. In order LO speed up mobilization. the construction process was departmentalized into 
separate specializations. Land acquisition and contractor review, for example, were organized as separate 
divisions and a system of cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contracts replaced competitive bid contracts to streamline the 
negotiation process. Speed was also the main reason for the Ordnance Department’s preference for using 
large, experienced companies as contractors, the use of establiihed industrial centers as the sites for facilities, 
and the high regard it gave to preferences voiced by contractor-operators in site selection and facilities 
planning. 

In the first phase of authorized construction, facilities were to be made of permanent materials which would 
last approximately 20 years. Administrative buildings and storage facilities for example were constructed 
of masonry and reinforced concrete. By early January 1941, however, the Ordnance Department had 
accumulated $100 million of cost overmns wane 1994:llS). To worsen matters, shortages of building 
materials (particularly steel) began to set in. Economy. which had already been a primary concern when 
mobilization construction began, suddenly became critical. As a result, the Chief of Ordnance, Levin 
Campbell, began issuing orders to cease the use of permanent building materials and techniques. The first 
to go were such amenities as air-conditioning, tile bathrooms in staff housing, and high cost features l i e  
slate roofs. Soon thereafter, Campbell decided that administration buildings could no longer be brick nor 
more than one story tall. He also ordered the Construction Division to cut costs wherever possible so long 
as it did not cause delays, even if that meant changes in layouts or design. By 1942, permanent building 
material shortages had become so acute that the emergency construction program converted almost entirely 
to the use of temporary building materials, reserving masonry to set apart buildings housing potentially 
explosive materials. These measures had a profound impact upon the architectural and engineering design 
of the physical plant at the new World War I1 mobilization fac es. The changes affected the appearance 
of facilities and the sturdiness of construction, probably affected the comfon level of facility users, and may 
well have affected how these buildings and structures functioned (Kane 1994:116). 

Safety was also a consideration which largely affected the design of mobilization era facilities. The inherent 
dangers in manufacturing and testing ammunition was a primary consideration in the layout of ordnance 
facilities and the planning and construction of individual buildings and structures. Safety was more important 
to Ordnance Department personnel than an initial savings in time or money. A safe facility was less likely 
to be destroyed, to adversely affect munitions production goals, and to require costly reconstruction. Safety 
measures prevented needless injury and death; moreover, the Ordnance Deparrment anticipated that it would 
be difficult to fmd people to work at the facilities if they had bad accident records (Kane 1994: 120). Facility 
planning reflected this concern for safety. Buildings housing hazardous functions were separated from other 
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structures and were often buffered by earthworks to avoid the spread of fire and lessen the threat of 
explosion. The large buffer zone around these facilities was intended as a precaution against destruction of 
lives and property outside the facility in the event of accident or atrack (Kane 1994:120). Buildings 
themselves were designed so that they were separated into various compartments by brick or concrete walls 
in order to minimize the risk of an explosion spreading to an adjoining pan of the building. Some were 
designed to be of "blow out" construction. like those at the Indiana Ordnance Works, for example, whose 
roofs were little more than tacked on in order to direct explosions upward Wane 1994:lZO-121). 

In December 1940, the Army selected the 55,264-acre site for JPG to test fire ammunition for the huge 
Indiana arsenal being built in nearby Charlestown (the largest smokeless powder plant in the world). The 
site was fan-shaped, 17 miles long, three miles wide at the southern end, and seven miles wide at the 
northern tip (see Figure 1-2). It was chosen because of favorable weather conditions for test firing, the 
availability of labor, and good access to nearby industrial, rail, and water transportation facilities. Bounded 
on the east by Indiana Route 29, on the west by Indiana Route 7, on the south by Route 107, and on the nonh 
by US. Route 50, the site was also close to the Baltimore and Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroad lines which 
passed its western boundary. Further, the area was sparsely settled and much of the land had already been 
cleared since it was primarily agricultural. Land acquisition began in the last weeks of 1940, with the Paul 
L. McCord Real Estate firm of Indianapolis acting as agent for the federal government.' Construction began 
immediately, with the frst test shot being fired on 10 May 1941. 

Plans for JPG were made by the War Plans Division of Aberdeen Proving Ground. These plans were 
delivered in sections and were still being received during construction, as construction had begun before the 
plans could be completed. A design services contract was awarded to the fm of William Earl Russ and 
Memtt Harrison of Indianapolis for the buildings which would be located at the southern end of the proving 
ground and ajoint cost-plus-fxed-fee contract was signed with the J.L. Simmons Co., Inc., of Indianapolis 
and the J.C. O'Conner Co. of Fort Wayne for general construction at the installation. The Construction 
Quartermaster, Captain Frank Maguire, arrived on 20 December 1940, and the Assistant Construction 
Quartermaster, First Lieutenant Samuel P. Davalos, arrived two days later (Kast 19424). Construction of 
the installation began on 19 December 1940, though official written notice was not received until 23 
December, with work on 14 miles of new rail lines and additions to the county road system beginning shortly 
thereafter. 

The contractor's organization consisted of the General Manager under whom the Project Manager directly 
worked. The Project Manager in turn controlled the General Superintendent, the Auditing, Purchasing, 
Estimating. and Heavy Construction departments. The General Superintendent was in charge of all 
operations in the field, both heavy and light construction. He was responsible for checking in and certifying 
all material delivered, the construction of all parts of the project (whether by his workers or by subcontract), 
keeping time for all field employees, hiring all field labor, and various other functions related to field work 
on a construction site. The Auditing Depanment took care of all payrolls for the contractor, the procurement 
of funds for reimbursables, materials bills, and subcontract invoices, as well as handlmg insurance and other 
pertinent records. The Estimating Department was in charge of all shop and design drawings, compiling 
materials lists for purchasing, preparing specifications for submission to bidders, managing the proposals 
on material and subcontracts, and acting as liaison between the architect-engineer and the contractor. The 
Purchasing Depanment wrote out all purchase orders, secured quotations on all items not handled by the 
Estimating Department, made out all subcontracts, and handled buying (Completion Report 1943:lO-11). 

Madison, Indiana, normally a town of 6,000 people, proved to be a difficult place in which to secure 
adequate office space for the personnel of the Army, architect-engineers. and the contractors. Temporary 
offices were set up in the Madison Hotel until an old school could be convened. All employees, including 
construction personnel, were finger-printed, photographed, and given identification badges bearing their 
identification number and picture before they were permitted on base. Labor checked in at the main entrance 
and were then transported by means of trucks to the various facilities (Completion Report 1943: 12). Because 
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of the immediate need to begin ammunition testing, priority was given to the firing line. Construction 
proceeded rapidly on the ftring facilities, whicb consisted primarily of reinforced concrete safe houses and 
firing points along the firing line. By June, construction on the ftring line was practically finisbed, with 
small reinforced concrete, earth-covered observation structures hown as "bomb proofs" erected uprange. 
Testing could thus begin before all of the other facilities were completed. 

The majority of buildings constructed on the installation were of typical factory construction: foundations and 
floors were concrete; exterior walls were brick and usually of the nonload-bearing type; trusses and 
supporting columns were steel, except in such cases where concrete was more appropriate. Roof decks were 
wood or occasionally steel with asbestos shingles and sheet metal covering and copper flashing. Some of 
the administrative buildings were wood with asbestos shingles and siding, with either plaster or interior wall 
board finish. Some of the first administrative buildings included the Guard Headquarters, Post Exchange, 
Infirmay, Administration Building, Officers' Quarters, and Barracks. Plans for these buildings were 
delivered without directive specifications and often up to four months late. To forestall increases in prices 
and delays in delivery of construction materials for whicb contractors had no plans, contracts were awarded 
on all structural and reinforcing steel, bricks, asbestos shingles, steel sash, sand, gravel cement, and other 
items on a unit price basis (Kast 19425). 

Ground and soil conditions at JPG were factors which did result in increased construction costs. It was found 
that the soil was very muddy and unstable except for the months between late spring and early fall. The 
muddy condition necessitated increases in footing spreads and depth. Delays resulted due to the necessity 
of taking load tests in order to determine the sue of footings needed and whether or not piles would be 
required as well. As it turned out, piles were only needed for one facility. The mud made moving 
equipment virtually impossible and led contractors to employ the use of large wooden mats to keep their 
equipment from sinking (Completion R e p n  1943:9). Despite the muddy soil, water was not in ready supply 
at the site and had to be transponed by truck from a stream in the vicinity to the construction site, thereby 
slowing down concrete work. Further delays were encountered due to the fact that heating and plumbing 
plans lagged three months behind the general construction drawings and often did not reflect changes that had 
to be made during construction. This, coupled with the low priority rating that JPG got for delivery of 
materials and specialized equipment, exacerbated delays (Completion Report 1943: 16). Because there were 
numerous applications on file before construction of the installation was begun, it was assumed that f d i n g  
labor would not be a problem. However, this assumption, unfortunately, proved to be wrong as the work 
progressed and also led to delays. The main problem seemed to be the laws of supply and demand. With 
work progressing simultaneously at the enormous Charlestown arsenal and on other nearby projects, it was 
difficult to secure experienced construction workers, especially with the competing wages (Kast 1942:6). 

Before the proving ground was complete, official word was sent to Washington that the installation was in 
a position to test fire powder for 75-mm guns. Representatives from the Ordnance Department, including 
special guest Major General Levin H. Campbell, Chief of Ordnance, assembled on 10 May 1941 for the test 
firing of the first round. The first powder test was fired on 12 May. The 75-mm gunpowder was 
manufactured by the Indiana Ordnance Works at Charlestown. whicb was itself still under construction. At 
that time, the velocity recording apparam was also housed in a tempomy building close to the firing range, 
with the JPG assembly plant consisting of nothing more than an old farm house equipped with six domestic 
refrigerators rewired to maintain a constant 70 degrees for storing the ammunition Wast 1942:32). 

Construction of JPG continued into 1941, hampered further by an unusual amount of rainfall. At its peak 
in May of that year, the consuuction of the installation employed 3.105 persons (Madison Courier [MCl 6 
May 1941). Eventually the Administration Building and Officers' Quaners were occupied, with Lieutenant 
G. H. Kast being the first officer to move into his quarters on 30 August 1941 (Kast 1942: 8). The entire 
Proof Department was temporarily housed in the Administration Building until their various requisite 
facilities could be finisbed along the f h g  line. As of 31 December 1941, total expenditures on JPG 
amounted to $13,892,243, Of that total, $3,300,000 were expended on land acquisition; $1,928,680 on 
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construction of the airport runways; $913,324 on clearing and grading site; $705,012 on improvements to 
the railroads; $850,084 on roads and walks; $1,313,733 on construction of sewers and water mains; 
$1,264,423 on installation of electricity, heat, and power; $3,328,469 on construction of permanent 
buildings; and $221,340 on surplus materials and equipment. Army inventories show that by that date, 189 
permanent buildings had been constructed, including the Administration Building, various barracks, 
warehouses, and magazines (Kast 1942:8). Among the earliest of these structures were a row of eight 
warehouse, maintenance, and assembly facilities (Building Nos. 202, 204, 212, 216, 219, 223, 227, and 231) 
built south of the fuing range. Although their size, function, and window treatment vary, several 
distinguishing features tie these building together as a unit; all are one story in height and have gable roofs, 
12- to 14-inch-thick load-bearing brick walls laid in sixcourse common bond, and concrete tie bands running 
below the roof l i e .  Other buildings of similar design scattered along the south end of the base also from 
this first phase of construction include the radar maintenance shop (Building No. 311). an ammunition 
demolition faciiity (Building No. 322), a general purpose magazine (Building No. 266), facility engineering 
shops (Building Nos. 106 and 119). a telephone exchange building (Building No. 112), and a fire station 
(Building No. 125). 

In December 1941, the fist plane arrived at the JFG airport. Soon, the airport had two B-25 bombers, one 
A-17 plane, and one C-54 cargo plane. There were also five Air Corps officers and 75 enlisted men. The 
airport itself consisted of four runways-one north-south, one east-west, one northwest-southeast, and one 
northeast-southwest-varying in length from 4,500 to 5,000 feet long (Anonymous 1989:6). After the attack 
on Pearl Harbor catapulted the country into a full-scale war, the proving ground was expanded during 1942 
since more buildings and testing facilities were needed to accommodate the increased activity. New 
construction included the 20-mm Group and Armor Plate ranges, both closed and open, a new east-west 
runway, and a complete night lighting system for the airport. On 24 February, Russ and Harrison, the 
original architecture-engineering fm responsible for the initial construction drawings, were contracted to 
draw the plans for $5,000. The plans were complete by 24 April of that same year. On that same day, the 
Area Engineer's Oftice was opened and began soil tests. On 14 May, bids were opened for the 20-mm 
Group and Armor Plate ranges and the construction was awarded to the Pearson Construction Company, 
Inc., for $1,000,000. Work began on 19 May and was scheduled for completion by 1 September 1942 
(Figure H-I). On 6 July, bids were opened for the new runway, with the award going to W.H. Ringwald 
& Sons Company for $295,000. The job for the new night lighting system was undertaken by the personnel 
of JPG on 18 April and was completed on 9 October 1942 (Kast 1942:lO). 

On 8 September 1942, Colonel 1. A. Luke, Commanding Officer of JPG, received a teletype which informed 
him that his post was the recipient of the Army-Navy "E" award for its progress and efficiency in 
construction and organization. The award ceremony was held in front of the Administration Building 
(Building No. 100) at 1200 P.M. on 1 October 1942, and was attended by various Ordnance Department 
representatives and local guests, 

With the construction and organization of the proving ground progressing so efficiently, JPG was in full 
operation by 1942 (Figure H-2). Throughout World War II, JPG functioned as it was intended, serving as 
a testing laboratory for determining the quality of ammunition manufactured by both government arsenals 
and by private industry under government supervision. JPGs contribution to the war effort was significant. 
During the war, 7,423,657 rounds were tested and reported on. These tests translated into great savings in 
money, but more imponantly, in American lives. By procuring the ammunition and testing it before any 
items were distributed to the troops in service, the Ordnance Department made sure that whatever went out 
into the field was safe to use, could be stored safely, and would function in the manner in which it was 
intended. It has been estimated that nearly 35 percent of the German shells fired at the Battle of the Bulge 
were duds, as compared to only four percent fired by Americans. The difference, experts have said, was 
due to the Americans' careful testing of ammunition before it was shipped to the front lines (Louisville 
Courier Journal [ L a  29 April 1951:7), a difference many agree made a significant impact on the outcome 
of the war. 
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The general testing program carried out at JPG included individual tests of the component parts of any 
particular kind of ammunition, including mobile field guns, anti-aircraft guns, bombs, and pyrotechnics, as 
well as assembled ammunition. The guns themselves were not the subjects of the tests; rather, the primers, 
the boosters, the projectiles. the cases that contain the powder that hurls the projectile forward, and the shells 
themselves all were. To facilitate the testing process, ammunition manufactures identified all of the 
Components that they produced by labeling them with the name of the manufacturer as well as the lot number. 
The lot number was an identification number assigned to each batch of a component produced in a single run, 
wically in a day or in an 8- to 10-hour shift. Testing of random samplings of each lot were carried out at 
JPG and the identification numbers allowed the Ordnance Department to recall whole lots when any of the 
random samplings proved to be bad. For example, if a plant in Joliet, Illinois, were making fuzes, samples 
of a particular lot would be picked from the assembly line by Army inspectors and sent to the proving 
ground. Once there, the fuzes would be assembled into a complete shell and test fired. If the fuzes tested 
successfully, their lot would be approved by the Ordnance Ammunition Center. Those fuzes would then be 
permitted to be assembled into shells at plants all over the country. But the testing would not be complete 
yet. Random samples of the assembled shells, too, would be picked from the assembly lines and sent to the 
proving ground where their tests would also have to be successful before they could be shipped to the troops 
in service (LcI29 April 1951:6). 

The organization of structures and buildings at JPG reflected its testing mission. All of them could be 
grouped roughly into four categories: administration and quarters; air field: industrial: and firing l i e  
buildings. All four types were built along the southern edge of the installation. Army personnel who staffed 
the installation worked in the administrative buildings and lived in the quarters. The air field and its related 
structures enabled the facility to receive the ammunition that it tested. In the indnsmal buildings, components 
to be tested were assembled for test firing; also included in the industrial complex were the maintenance and 
shop buildings which serviced the rest of the installation. The f ~ g  line buildings were located just to the 
north of all other types of buildings on the base and were where the ammunition was actually test fired. The 
firing l i e  extended a mile from east to west with concrete shelters built on either end. These shelters were 
where the guns were placed when firing highly explosive ammunition. They were equipped with lanyards 
running through the walls so that the guns could be fired with the test crews outside of the barricade. The 
only structures to the north of the firing l i e  actually in the firing range were "bomb proofs" (now known 
as "safe shelters"). The firing range consisted of 19 cleared fields, ranging from 500 to 16.000 yards (five 
miles) from the firing lines. In each of these fields, bomb proofs were built of reinforced concrete with 
specially designed view slits so that workers could observe the actual bursts of the explosives in absolute 
safety (MC n.d.). 

It was the Office of the Chief of Ordnance in Washington that decided which ammunition was to be tested. 
Directives from Washington were sent to JPG describing which components were to be tested and which 
specifications were to be used. The directive listed the production number, the size of the lot, and the 
ordnance identification nnmber. The Ordnance D e p m e n t  Dismct Office then notified Army inspectors and 
manufacturers that they had to ship samples to JPG. When the samples arrived, they were checked in by the 
Ammunition Distribution section which sent them on to the Assembly Plant and notified the appropriate Proof 
Section of the sample's status. It was the responsibility of the Assembly Plant to prepare the samples for 
testing, assembling sample components into control shells, mortars, etc. The sample assemblies were then 
sent to the Ammunition Loading Section where the shells were loaded for powder tests, with the shell being 
brought to its desired weight by the use of sulphur. It was the responsibility of the Proof Officer in charge 
to give the instructions on the weight of the powder charges and whether the rounds should be magnetized 
if velocities were to be recorded. The head of the Proof Section that was to test fire the ammunition informed 
the gun crew foreman to prepare a particular model and caliber gun. If velocities were to be taken. a set of 
electrical coils were set in place to measure the speed of the magnetized charge as it broke through the 
electrical field. The Proof Officer then notified the Range and Safety Observation Section that there would 
be a firing. This section would then issue observers to the specified recovery fields and issue a clearance 
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for firing once the Proof Officer contacted the central control tower on the field. It was only then that the 
shell could be test fired (Kast 1942:32-34). 

Though Primarily concerned with acceptance testing, JPG was occasionally involved in development testing 
as well, Particularly as it pertained to testing procedures and equipment. One interesting example of this was 
the development of projectile photography by the Photographic Section at JPG. JPG personnel became 
interested in photographing projectiles in fight during November 1943 when Dr. Harold E. Edgerton of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology visited the installation to demonstrate the use of his microflash. He 
had developed a flash which lasted for only 2/1,000,000 of a second and was bright enough to be used at 
night. One of the applications of this particular microflash was projectile photography, which allowed people 
involved with testing projectiles to see how they behaved right after they were fired (Reed 1943:39). 

Projectile photographs were first made by setting up the camera and microflash unit perpendicular to the line 
of flight Of the projectile, about 50 feet away from the muzzle of the gun. The microflash was synchronized 
With the projecti and the shutter on the camera was left open as the round was fired and then closed by hand 
afterwards. With the camera shutter left open so long, projectile photography necessarily had to be 
conducted at night. JFG personnel, however, built upon this technology and developed a system that enabled 
them to photograph projectiles in flight during the daytime. A box was set up with adjustable legs, a pressure 
switch, and a synchroniziig device for activating the shutter on the camera. The box conrained both the 
camera and microflash, as well as a microphone, and was set up about 300 feet in front of the gun. A 
pressure contact switch that hung about 15 feet in front of the box would be closed by the pressure of the 
sound waves emitted as the projectile passed over the switch. The closed switch in turn would activate the 
synchronizing device which triggered the camera and microflash and allowed them to take a picture of the 
projectile as it passed over the box (Reed 1943:40). Different set-ups were also devised so that projectiles 
could be photographed from other angles and eventually as they were fired from guns fixed on planes. The 
projectile photography technology developed at JPG provided the proving ground with valuable information 
about how projectiles performed in flight and also about factors that influenced projectile flight. This 
information was used both for acceptance testing as well as for further projectile development. 

Demonstrations for high-rankhg Army personnel were not unusual at JPG during the war, nor were 
demonstrations and conferences for ammunition manufacturers. JPG not only tested ammunition but also 
sought to disseminate pertinent information about the behavior of particular ammunition. One of the more 
dramatic demonstrations of the capabilities of a particular ordnance occurred on 18 July 1944. It was 
conducted by the Complete Rounds Branch for approximately 100 high-ranking Army officials and 
ammunition manufacars  in order to stimulate interest in the manufacture of 4.5-inch rockets. The rockers 
were launched from both land and air. As visitors looked on, 4.5-inch rockets were fired at 30-foot targets 
from a P47 aircraft, two medium M4 tanks, and a one-and-one-half ton truck. Simulating rocket 
performance in actual battle, the great firepower and speed of the rockets were immediately apparent to 
everyone present (Reed 1944:88). 

The construction of the proving grounds had a profound impact on the people in Jefferson, Ripley and 
lennings counties. The effects came swiftly in 1940 when the US. War Department chose the 55,264 acres 
of flat prairie farms, rolhg wooded pasture, and groves of timber and orchards for the site of its new JPG. 
The transformation from quiet rural neighborhoods to a rumblig ammunition test range took less than 155 
days-less time than it takes to grow a crop of corn (Baker 199Ob: 16). The parcel of land on which the 
govenunent had set its sights was home to some 503 families, some of whom owned ancestral farmland 
granted in the earliest days of Indiana settlement. Settlers had come to the area from the Carolioas, Virginia, 
and Kentucky and plunged into settling the wild Indiana frontier. Some of these first settlers were veterans 
of the Revolutionary War and the war  of 1812, conflicts fought to claim the very land on which they had 
built. 
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News of the defense project was an utter surprise to the 2,000 residents whose lives would be altered forever. 
The original announcement ordered all of the residents in the affected area to sell their land and leave their 
homes within 30 days, though the relocation would end up taking about three months instead. Although most 
had never imagined leaving their communjties, there was surprisingly little protest. Most saw it as their civic 
duty in this time of war and sacrifice. In December 1940, representatives from the War Department met with 
residents and gave detailed plans for relocation. The government would he offering compensation for the 
lands at “fair“ rates based uwn appraisal. The Farm Security Administration oversaw the land transactions 
to prevent speculation in attaining the 600 individual properties affected by the project. The Paul McCord 
Realty Company of Indianapolis was hired to act as agents for the War Department and began optioning the 
land that same month. The procedure for selting a price was a fair one on paper. The owner was to place 
a value on his land, conforming to current market prices and productivity of the acreage. The value was to 
include buildings, fences, wells, and other improvements-all immovable objects. The government 
representatives were to do the same with orders to ‘lean backward in reaching a fair deal. ” Bargaining 
began immediately. The government’s typical price of $90 per acre seemed generous. But residents 
complained about the government’s failure to distinguish between good and poor soil and especially about 
receiving unfair market value for farmhouses and outbuildings. But faced with the alternative of prolonged 
condemnation suits, most landowners capitulated (Baker 1990a57-62). 

Relocation was made even more difficult for the landowners affected since virtually overnight nearhy 
Madison, Indiana, had become a boom town and the farmland all around the proving ground site bad risen 
in value by almost double. Landowners could not afford to buy new farms of comparable size and 
improvement. They were forced to either buy smaller farms or move out of the area (Baker 1990a:S). In 
1940, homes were not the only things to be affected in the whirlwind decision to build the proving ground. 
Five schools and nine churches also stood in the way, and a legion of dead had to join the living in the exodus 
from the area in the name of national defense. Twenty-nine cemeteries, encompassing 3,500 graves, had 
to be relocated (Baker 1990a:67-73). 

After all of the land had been purchased and everyone had been moved out, some of the buildings that were 
left behind were put to use by the proving ground. Nineteen of the nicer houses were moved to a single 
location and arranged around a horseshoe-shaped lawn to serve as officers’ housing (BTI 1984: 13). Thirteen 
houses remain on the horseshoe today. JPG’s commanding officer, Colonel DeRosey Cabell, chose the 
residence of Dr. Charles Denny of Bellview for his own quarters (Completion Repon 1943:3). Other houses 
were used as temporary facilities until permanent ones could be built-for example, the old farm house that 
during the proving ground’s earliest days of operation was used as a temporary assembly plant for 
ammunition to be test fired. Some of the other abandoned structures were sold to private contractors who 
moved them off the installation or salvaged them. Still others were used to test fue bombs like those which 
were later dropped on Japanese cities by B-29 fortresses during night raids in the laner months of the war. 

Other impacts on the area were felt in the local economy. As mentioned, the tiny river town of Madison, 
Indiana, was transformed into a boom town virtually overnight and housing developments began to spring 
up in the agricultural commuoities all around JPG as about 500 dqlaced families looked for new homes and 
streams of federal employees began to arrive to staff the proving ground. Space was so scarce that 
temporary offices for the Army, architectengineers, and contractors had to be set up in the Madison Hotel, 
where they remained until one of the abandoned school buildings could be convened (Kast 19424). In the 
following months, Madison continued to grow with the added revenue of a forty- to fifty-thousand- dollar 
weekly payroll of federal employees to spur it on. As the proving ground began operations. rents in town 
were reponed to be three times their normal value. Madison was not done, however, since much of 
southern Indiana was experiencing this sudden wartime growth. Charlestown, 30 miles down the Ohio River 
from Madison, had become the site of another new defense project, a $51,000,000 smokeless powder plant 
to be operated by the Du Pont Chemical Company. A year later, another 55,000 acres of Indiana farmland 
was swallowed up by the federal government in Bartholomew, Johnson, and Brown counties to make way 
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for a training camp for mecbanized troops. Southern Indiana was indeed playing a role in the national 
defense (Baker 1990a:58-60). 

One of the biggest challenges facing the.American industrial mobilization was the enormous demand for 
labor. The ammunition industry experienced constant labor shortages. Concerns over working conditions, 
safety, absentee workers. and labor unrest were also issues that affected the World War I1 domestic labor 
force. Government-sponsored publicity emphasized the importance of working together in war production 
industry and down-played problems such as strikes and accidents. One result of the shortage in civilian labor 
W a s  the introduction of segments of the work force in areas from which they had traditionally been excluded, 
especially as the war progressed and the labor shortage intensified. One of the most publicized developments 
of wanime production was the introduction of large numbers of women into industrial jobs, as exemplified 
in the popular icon "Rosie the Riveter. .I The employment of such large numbers of women as factory 
workers was a new wartime experience (Cannan et al. 199455-6). 

The situation in southern Indiana, and for JPG in particular, was no different. JPG had already experienced 
difficulty in finding adequate labor for construction of the installation with the competition from the Du Pont 
smokeless powder plant also going up only 30 miles away in Charlestown. P G  found itself competing with 
Charlestown to fill its some 1,200 positions as well (Kast 1942:3). These positions were charged with 
various responsibilities. Not all of the JPG workers test fired ammunition or examined the results. A large 
mechanical force, for example, cared for the guns used in test firing, cleaning them and rebuilding them if 
need be. There was also a large electronics force which w e d  for the delicate gadgets used in photographing 
and recording projectile flights, with much of the equipment used in these tests actually made on site. There 
was even a whole building devoted to salvaging shell cases, straightening out dents, and cleaning them so 
that they could be used again. A small army of patrols was also employed to police the base and maintain 
a constant radar vigil of the airspace above the proving ground during fuing hours so that aircraft could be 
warned away. This small army, however, was nothing compared to the force of people required to handle 
the records kept on every piece of amm&tion that was sent to JPG for testing (CJ 29 April 195155-6). 

The daily lives of people living in southern Indiana were dramatically affected as thousands migrated into 
the area to fdl the new jobs and the primary industry of the region was transformed from agriculture to 
defense. The employment of greater numbers of women as the war progressed also occurred at JPG as well. 
For example, before 1943 and the federal policy of replacing men called by the selective service with 
women, women accounted for approximately 10 percent of the total 567 workers in the Proof Division. They 
would account for 67 percent only a few months later (Reed 1942:4). Women replacements were not 
confined to the Proof Division, however. They also worked as Assembly Plant operators, telephone 
operators, members of gun crews, and took on other miscellaneous duties. 

As wartime activities continued to grow, so did the JPG physical plant. New equipment and additional testing 
es necessitated numerous additions and some new construction. Additions were made to the 

Machine Shop, the West Artiiery Repair Building. and the East Andlery Storage Building. New guard 
towers, two guard posts, and two new ammunition storage buildings were constructed, as were two new 
warehouses measuring 32-x-96-h. Additional powder storage igloos were also needed. Three of the standard 
804 type were built, modified from those built at various defense plants throughout the country. 
Construction also began on a new 37-x-84-ft Conference Hall, modified from a standard temporary building 
type. The building was begun across from the Post Exchange in June 1943. It consisted of an auditorium 
with a seating capacity of approximately 150. a stage, three offices, a projection room, and rest rooms. It 
was specified to be finished in white asbestos shingle siding b d  green asbestos roof shingles to conform with 
the other buildings in the immediate area (Reed 1942:24). 

During 1945, the volume of ammunition tested at JPG diminished as a result of federal government cutbacks 
in ammunition orders. From the time of the unofficial announcement of victory over Japan, testing activities 
dropped sharply and continued to drop until they completely ceased on 10 September 1945 (Anonymous, 
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1945:l). Upon instructions from the US. Division of Engineers, all construction work at the installation 
was stopped immediately. JPG was to proceed as quickly as possible to stand-by basis, retaining only enough 
personnel to accomplish the necessary maintenance of the grounds. Strenuous efforts were made to place 
as many laid-off workers as possible with other Civil Service installations in the surrounding area as the 
workforce, which had at one time been as large as 1,300, was reduced to a nucleus of 51. These included 
14 fire fighters who also served as guards, 18 maintenance men, seven supply workers, one anillery 
surveillance man, and 11 general laborers (Anonymous 1989:25). Buildings were mothballed and several 
thousand acres of the installation’s property were subleased to local farmers for grazing and planting crops. 
It is estimated that there were 1,200 head of sheep and 500 head of cattle on JPG grounds at one time. 

In April 1946, JPG was officially deactivated and was made a submtallation to the Indiana Arsenal in 
Charlestown, Indiana @TI 1984:49). With JPG’s role in World War I1 officially at an end, it could be said 
that the installation had made a significant contribution to the war effort, and all without serious incident. 
Its wartime activities, however serious, were recalled by some with a chuckle. In retrospect, some of the 
accidents that had occurred at the proving ground were quite humorous. One such accident occurred with 
the scheduled testing of ten 100-pound photoflash bombs. These bombs were designed to burst high in the 
air and to create an enonnous amount of light to expose enemy positions. The pilot of the plane carrying 
the bombs was supposed to target a set of proving ground lights. Instead, he mistakenly took the lights of 
a farm as his signal and let the bombs go over the farmer’s chicken house. Nine of the bombs functioned 
perfectly, lighting up the entire area. One, however, detonated on the ground, blowing out all of the 
windows in the chicken house and defeathering every chicken that the farmer owned (Anonymous 1989: 12). 

But JPG was not to remain on stand-by status for long. In February 1949, inquiries were initiated to 
determine the feasibility of reactivation. The next month. 12 employees were hired for proof testing of 
ammunition. These employees reactivated riles for proof records, reconditioned and installed inshumentation 
equipment. and placed the weapons in service that would be necessary for limited proof testing of 
ammunition. On 6 June 1949, the hostilities that broke out between North and South Korea led the Army 
to issue orders to reactivate JPG with a renewed testing mission, testing ammunition already stored on the 
grounds. On 1 October 1950, the installations’s status was changed from a stand-by post of the Indiana 
Arsenal to an active Industrial Class II installation. All of the buildings. grounds, railroad systems, etc., 
were called back to full service immediately, The airport and interior f h g  range would remain on stand-by 
status for a few montbs longer, though. By December of that year, employment was up to 338 civilians, six 
officers, and one enlisted man. By June, it stood at a total of 700. 

During 1950, $423,675 were granted for the partial rehabilitation of fac es. On 29 January 1951, 
$1,465,700 were granted for funher rehabilitation and construction. Another grant of $2,646,300 came on 
2 March 1951, along with the permission to expand facilities to permit the full utilization of the proving 
ground. New construction included barricades for the East, West, and Rocket Assembly plants; two 804 
igloos; the Temperature Conditioning Building; the Assembly Plant Group for Major Caliber Positions: the 
relocation of impact fields and the consmction of eight observation bomb shelters; the Proof Office control 
Tower; a fuel storage facility; and lighting for the firing positions. Although slowed in 1952, construction 
still continued with the addition of seven new towers to be used on new firing positions, and as involvement 
in the Korean War continued, employment also grew. In January 1952, JPG employed 813 people. By June. 
the figure had climbed to 1.170, reaching a peak of 1,325 employees by the end of the year. In 1952, the 
number of rounds fired reached 120,000. In September, Colonel E.G. Mathews was made the new 
commanding officer of JPG. It was he who presided at JPG when 37 ammunition expew from IO NATO 
countries visited the installation as part of a plan to increase and improve ammunition production in all AUied 
countries through the p l i n g  of technical information (Anonymous n.d.h:28). 

For the Post Engineer Division, and particularly for the Firefighters Branch, 1952 also proved to be a busy 
year. JPG firefighters battled an unusually high number of fires that year, due in large part to the fact that 
the weather during the summer of 1952 was one of the hottest and driest on record. Between 1 July and 31 
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In addition to the four main artillery ranges, JPG also had very extensive small arms and armor defeating 
ammunition test ranges in operation by the end of the 1950s as well, with observation facilities located at 
various dismces up to 3,500 yards (Anonymous 1959:l). With the end of the Korean War, the work load 
diminished at JPG. On 22 January 1957, the fust reduction in forces notices were received with the loss Of 

over 100 people. At that time there had been about 1,MX) people still actively employed. By July, there 
were just 770, and word came on 21 August 1957 that all hiring had officially been stopped. Buildings and 
sections were also closed down or consolidated. The Night Firing Section was abolished and all work was 
transferred to the day crew. The Ballistics branch, the Special Test and Bomb Field sections, and the 
Components and Propellant sections were all consolidated and moved to different buildings. Production 
machinery was disassembled, cleaned, dried, and preserved. On 20 March 1958, the last round was test 
fired. On 31 March, official word came that JPG had once again been placed on stand-by status. 

During JPG's second period of stand-by status, several of its buildings were leased to private industry. On 
16 Februaty 1959, Standard Glass and the Massoud Upholstering Company each leased one building on the 
base. In August, the Randall Company leased three buildings and IO acres of land, including roads and 
parking lots. The city of Madison also leased some vacant areas at JPG. In October, the city leased a 638- 
acre tract of laud, four runways, the hangar, garage, and heating plant, as well as several other miscellaneous 
buildings nearby. The lease was for a 20-year period, with a recapture clause which gave the Army the right 
to reclaim the property in the event of a ~ t i o n a l  emergency (Anonymous 1943:41). 

The new tenants of JPG, however, would not be permitted to stay for long. By mid-1961, events across the 
world, including the construction of the Berlin Wall, had heightened the Cold War. On 8 September 1961, 
JPG received official word that its status bad once again been changed to active and that proof testing would 
resume by December. On 2 October 1961, the fust round was test fired ahead of schedule, and by 1962, 
the reactivation was well underway. Twenty facilities were reopened by August of that year, including the 
Weapons Maintenance Building and Instrumentation Building. It was in August 1962 that the command of 
JPG was reorganized under the Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM), .one of seven subordinate 
commands estahlished under the authority of the Army Materiel Command (AMC). the organization given 
the responsibility for the wholesale logistics for the Department of the Army. 

With the continued involvement in the Viemam Conflict, the work load at JPG slowly rose. In January 1964, 
there were 388 employees, and hy 1968, the peak of U.S. involvement, there were 956. JPG made several 
contributions to the Vietnam effort besides testing ammunition. In 1964, personnel from Wright-Patterson 
Air Force Base conducted extensive infrared photography testing at JPG for use in Vietnam to identify 
targets. Bicycles, thatched huts, push carts. weapon emplacements, etc., were positioned in wooded areas 
on the base and along roads in the northern area to be photographed by high altitude planes. In 1968, JPG 
also tested a mobile gun platform for use in the rice paddies and mud of Vietnam. The platform was 
designed to be flown in by helicopter and to hold a 105-mm howitzer, ammunition. and crew. Such 
platforms were flown in by helicopter at JPG and placed in manmade mud fields. Guns were set up on the 
platforms and then test fired to assess the reliability of the weapons when such a platform was used 
(Anonymous 194324). 

During the 1970% the workload at JPG decreased but remained relatively steady well into the 1980s. 
Reductions in workload led to reductions in staff, with the total number in personnel hovering around 400. 
As a result, two test shifts were combined, with testing scheduled for between 7:30 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. 
On 3 April 1974, a devastating tornado struck several cities in southern Indiana. JPG personnel were 
temporarily released from duty to assist in the cleanup. Employees directed traffic. set out flares, and 
cleared trees and debris that blocked roads. JPG used its radio to send messages to the governor's office and 
supplied generators to the sheriff's office, the National Guard Armory, and the Madison and Hanover post 
offices. Bulldozers. cranes, trucks, saws, and wreckers were also used by IF'G to clear debris, and the 
installation itself was used as a staging area for supplies being sent to the disaster victims. 
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After 1956, the JPG physical plant did not grow much, with only 36 buildings being constructed on the base 
after that date. A notable exception was the new air target range which was built on the northern end of JPG 
in 1977 at a cost of $250,003. This target range was to be used by Air National Guard and Air Force 
Reserve fighter bomber pilots from Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Missouri, and Michigan to fre 20- 
mm aircraft guns at specified targets. Besides this new mission, JPG continued its ammunition testing. 
From 1977 until just recently, JPG testing activities made it a key component of ammunition production in 
the United States, with around 90 percent of the ammunition received by the U.S. Army being tested and 
approved by JPG. During the 1980s, the number of rounds test fued per month slowly began to diminish, 
though this did not translate into a reduced work load since the ammunition being tested was becoming 
increasingly sophisticated and required more complex and time consuming tests. In 1990, the workload at 
JPG increased 15 percent as 321 lots, including 120-mm tank ammo and components, 155-mm smoke rounds, 
and 155-mm stick propellant, were tested for the Gulf War. 

Despite the increased test f h g  activity, other operations at JPG began to slow in 1990. This was due to a 
decision that had come down from the Defense Department Commission on Base Realignment and Closure 
in December 1988. The Committee had recommended that JPG be closed by 1995 and its mission 
transferred to Yuma Proving Ground in Arizona. By 1994, shutdown was nearing completion, with the last 
round ever to be test fued at JPG occurring on 30 September (Anonymous n.d.a). With the closure of JPG, 
the history of ammunition testing in southern Indiana comes to an end, as do more than 50 years of vital 
contributions to the ~ t i ~ ~ l  defense. Through its activities in acceptance testing, JPG has served as a vital 
link in the production of ammunition, and thereby in the national defense. The logistical superiority of the 
Allies that simply overwhelmed the Axis powers during World War I1 would not have been possible had it 
not been for the work done at JPG, work which helped to ensure that American troops received high quality 
ammunition that performed the way that it was supposed to, helping to reduce American casualties as well 
as hasten the end of the war. JPG continued its acceptance testing during the Korean and Vietnam conflicts, 
as it also did during the Gulf War. Work done at JPG has continued to ensure the production of high-quality 
ammunition, thereby providing an element of safety to the armed services that have used the ammunition 
since the installation opened in 1941, The dam gathered from testing various types of ammunition at JPG 
have also been beneficial in the development of better weapons technology. Demonstrations and conferences 
held there have helped influence military ammunition production as well as educate ammunition producers. 
When all is said and done, it must be agreed that JPG had a profound impact on the region as well. It 
Changed the face of the quiet rural countryside and changed the lives of the people who resided there. It gave 
a largely agricultural local economy an industrial base and brought new elements of the populace into the 
work force. 

. .  

DEVELOPMENT OF HISTORIC CONTEXTS AND APPLICATION OF REGISTRATION 
CRITERIA’ 

According to the Secretary of the Interior, “decisions about the identification. evaluation, registration and 
treatment of historic properties are most reliably made when the relationship of individual properties to other 
similar properties is understood.” The U.S. Department of the Interior states that “contexts describe the 
significant broad patterns of development in an area that may be represented by historic properties” (Peter 
et al.1994). 

The Indiana State Historic Preservation Office has listed 12 broad thematic contexts for the identification and 
evaluation of properties throughout the state. Among these is: Military-1600-present. Investigation of 
organized militias, armed forces and other efforts at defense. The State Historic Preservation Office 

’ This discussion on the development of historic contextS and NRHP criteria is taken from Myers and Freeman 1994 
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recognizes that military organizations and activities have played significant roles in the development of the 
state and that historic properties relating to those organizations or activities reflect those roles. 

According to John S .  Gamer (1993), base planning and architecture on military installations usually 
conformed to uniform standards or specificauons but the special requirements of munitions-related buildings 
resulted in some unique buildings. Some innovative design was created for these principally utilitarian 
facilities by architects and engineers like Albert Kabn and Associates and Stone and Webster. Usually such 
design was unique, not for aesthetic purposes, but in response to the particular technological challenged of 
the process or work to be accomplished at the site. Garner (1993) states: 

In evaluating historic buildings and structures within AMC's installations, special emphasis should be 
given to explaining their wartime use, production, operation, and construction. The evaluation should 
also entail an outline history of the advanced materiel that the installations were commissioned to test, 
manufacture, and store. The task, however, of describing the architecture of a manufacturing plant, 
composed of several highly specialiied and integrally related structures, is in many ways more 
challenging that describing wnventional bnildings, such as those found in an administrative headquaners 
or a housing complex that often followed standard plans. 

This is certainly the case at JPG where all 55,264 acres were geared to one function: the testing of 
ammunition. The task here is to (1) establish the historic context within which JPG was constructed and 
operated, (2) identify groups of properties by function, (3) relate them, when possible, to other 
contemporaneous property types or plants of a similar mission to establish their significance within the AMC, 
(4) relate them to other contemporaneous installations within the state or region to establish their significance 
at the state or local level, (5 )  develop registration requirements for National Register wnsideration, (6) 
evaluate buildings associated with the established context according to the requirements. and (7) recommend 
those that qualify for inclusion in a comprehensive cultural resources management plan. 

OUTLINE OF PROPERTY TYPES. JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 

Administrative 

Description 

Administrative buildings at JPG are concentrated on the southern edge of the 55,264-acre installation, 
primarily along Niblo and Meridian roads. Administrative buildings include the semipermanent wood 
buildings as well as smaller brick buildings. AU these buildings have gable roofs and are generally one story 
high. In the first phase of authorized construction, facilities were to be made of permanent materials and 
would last approximately 20 years. Administrative buildings and storage facilities for example were 
Constructed in masonry and reinforced concrete. By early January 1941, shortages of buildmg materials 
(particularly steel) began to set in. As a result, the Chief of Ordnance, Levin Campbell. began issuing orders 
to cease the use of permanent building materials and techniques. Soon thereafter, Campbell decided that 
administrative buildings could no longer be brick nor more than one story in height. By 1942, permanent 
building material shomges had become so acute that the emergency construction program convened almost 
entirely to the use of t emporq  building materials, reserving masonry to separate facilities housing 
potentially explosive materials. 
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Significance 

Administration buildings at JPG are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places under 
Criterion A because of their symbolic association with JPG’s ammunition testing operations during World 
War 11. JPG’s testing program directly contributed to the superior logistical capabilities of the Allies by 
providing ammunition that functioned more correctly than that produced by the Axis powers. 

. 

Registrarion Requirements 

Properties ident&ed with adminisuative functions at JPG should be significant within the historic context of 
Jefferson Proving Ground from 1940-1945 and should date from the World War I1 period. They should 
retain integrity and principal architectural elements from their period of significance. Additions and 
alterations should be compatible with the original smcture in materials, detail, and scale or be reversible. 
Additions or alterations of a permanent nature may be incongruous with the historic architectural design and 
may be grounds for disqualification. 

Housing 

Description 

Housing at JPG consists of officers’ quarters and their associated garages. The housing at JPG is somewhat 
unusual in that each building was originally built by area residents and then moved to its present site along 
a horseshoeshaped parade ground after the land was purchased by the U S .  government. The houses date 
from the late nineteenth century to the early twentieth century and consist of typical rural farmhouses, 
grander Queen Anne style houses, and small bungalows built not too long before government acquisition. 
They rtll had wood siding, and some had slate roofs. The government contracted Russ & Harrison of 
Indianapolis to remodel the houses into staff residences. Alterations made in 1941 consist mostly of the 
addition of closets and bathrooms. The garages are either one- or twocar types and are of typical wood 
frame construction. 

Significance 

Housing facilities at JPG are considered ineligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places 
even though they housed the decision-makers of the installation. This housing represents a secondary use 
of buildings constructed in the nineteenth century and then removed from their primary context. 

Regisrradon Requirements 

Housing should be significant within the historic context of Jefferson Proving Ground from 1940-1945 and 
have been built and utilized between 1940 and 1945. Housing is probably not significant under any 
premilitary context as each housing faciliry on JPG has been moved from its original location and was 
remodeled in 1941. Additions and alterations that postdate 1941 should be evaluated in relation to the general 
effect such changes have had on the buildings since that date. Removal, alteration, or obscuring of typical 
architectural features or detailing on these buildings may be grounds for their disqualification. Reversible 
alterations such as the application of aluminum siding over original siding may not be sufficient grounds for 
their disqualification. 
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Firing Line/Impact Zone Structures 

Descnprion 

Firing LinelImpact Zone Snuctures wnsist primarily of structures such as safe shelters, drop test stands, and 
observation towers directly related to the actual firing and observation of ammunition tests. The% StNCNeS 
tend to be of heavy reinforced wncrete wnstruction to accommodate explosions. Some observation towers 
are of wood, but they are raised and sheathed in metal as a protective measure. These StruCNTes occur at 
the northern edge of the built-up area of the installation and include the safe shelters scattered in the northern 
(Impact Zone) area of the base. Ammunition being tested was fired from the south side, where the wncrete 
construction shielded artillery operators. Safe shelters in the Impact Zone were half buried in the earth with 
minimal openings for the observation of explosions. 

Significance 

Firing LinelImpact Zone Structures are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places under 
Criterion A because their construction and use directly supported JPG’s contribution to the World War I1 
effort. Although these structures are not architecturally complex, they represent the focal point of activity 
at IPG. The impomce of these sQuctures is further enhanced by the fact that they were built in early 1941, 
before the other buildings, so that testing could begin as soon as possible. They may also be eligible under 
Criterion C because they embody the distinctive characteristics of heavy concrete construction for explosive 
blast protection. 

Regisrrmion Requiremenrs 

Firing LinelImpact Zone Structures should be significant within the historic context of Jefferson Roving 
Ground from 1940-1945 and date to World War 11. They should retain integrity of location and the principal 
architectural elements that identify them as Firing LineIImpact Zone buildings. Additions and alterations 
should be evaluated in relation to the general effect such changes have had on the buildings since the 1940s. 
Removal, alteration, or obscuring of typical architectural features or detailing on these buildings may be 
grounds for their disqualification. Reversible alterations such as the addition of thin wood wallsldoors into 
openings may not be sufficienr grounds for their disqualification. 

Support Facilities for Ammunition Testing 

Description 

Buildings related to Support Facilities for Ammunition Testing consist primarily of the various shops that 
repaired, maintained, and assembled m u n i t i o n  for testing at the Firing LmelImpact Zone. These buildings 
are primarily one-story brick smctnres with a gable roof, many of which are identical and others that appear 
to be variations upon the same basic design. Buildings that housed potentially explosive functions were 
separated by large barricades-heavy timber walls fdled with earth. These barricades worked to contain 
explosions and, in the event of an explosion, to prevent damage from spreading. Wood/earth barricades were 
used instead of earthen berms due to the close spacing of the support facilities. 
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Significance 

Support Facilities for Ammunition Testing are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic 
Places under Criterion A because their construction resulted from JPG's support of military activities on a 
regional or national scope such as testing the ammunition supplied to front line troops during World War 11. 
They may also be eligible under Criterion C because they embody the distinctive characteristics of World 
War I1 standardized plans for industrial structures. 

Registration Requirements 

Support Facilities for Ammunition Testing should be significant within the historic context of Jefferson 
Proving Ground from 1940-1945 and date to World War Il. They should retain integrity of location and the 
principal architectural elements that identify them as Support Facilities for Ammunition Testing. Additions 
and alterations should be evaluated in relation to the general effect such changes have had on the buildings 
since the 1940s. Removal, alteration, or obscuring of typical architectural features or detailing on these 
buildings may be grounds for their disquahfication. Reversible alterations such as replacement windows or 
doors may not be sufficient grounds for their disqualification. The wood/earth barricades should also be 
considered with respect to the buildings they protected. 

Storage and Shipping Facilities 

Description 

The primary Storage and Shipping Facilities at JPG comprise a variety of building types and materials. They 
range from underground reinforced concrete igloo magazines to standard brick warehouse buildings. Small 
wood frame structures that housed weighing scales for trucks and trains are examples of secondary Storage 
and Shipping Facilities. 

Significance 

Pnmary Storage and Shipping Facilities at JPG are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic 
Places under Criterion A for they served a primary role in suppon of ammunition testing on a regional or 
national scope during World War 11. The secondary Storage and Shipping Facilities are considered ineligible 
for they did not serve a direct role in the ammunition testing process. 

Registration Requiremetus 

Properties identified as primary Shipping and Storage Facilities at JPG should be significant within the 
historic context of Jefferson Proving Ground from 19401945 and date to World War 11. They should retain 
integrity of location and the principal architectural elements that identify them as Storage and Shipping 
Facilities. Additions and alterations should be evaluated in relation to the general effect such changes have 
had on the buildings since the 1940s. Removal, alteration, or obscuring of typical architectural features or 
detailing on these buildings may be grounds for their disqualification. Reversible alterations such as 
replacement windows or doors may not be sufficient grounds for their disqualification. 
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Support Facilities for Workers 

Description 

Support Facilities for Workers at JPG include change houses, the clinic, barracks, restaurants/clubs, and 
recreation facilities such as the gymnasium and picnic shelters. With the notable exception of the change 
houses that were located near buildings that housed explosives, many of the other property types were of 
semipermanent wood consauction. AU buildings under this property type are, however, one-story structures 
with gable roofs of standard design and detail. As with adminisaative buildings, shortages in 1941 and 1942 
resulted in widespread use of temporary materials for nonindustrial buildings. The one exception is the 
limestone ashlar building Old Timbers Lodge, designed by local architect Gustav Elmer for Ohio Indusuialist 
Alexander Thomson between 1930 and 1932, which is used as a recreational facility. 

Significance 

With the exception of Old Timbers Lodge, Support Facilities for Workers at JPG are eligible for inclusion 
in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion A. Support Facilities for Workers construction 
was the result of JPG’s support of military activities on a regional or national scope, such as testing the 
ammunition supplied to front line troops during World War 11. Old Timbers Lodge, however, is eligible 
under Criterion C as an outstanding example of local stone and wood design and construction. 

Regisnation Requirements 

Support Facilities for Workers should be significant within the historic context of Jefferson Proving Ground 
from 1940-1945 and date to World War 11. They should retain integriiy of location and the principal 
architectural elements that identify them as Support Facilities for Workers. Additions and alterations should 
be evaluated in relation to the general effect such changes have had on the buildings since the 1940s. 
Removal, alteration, or obscuring of typical architectural features or detailing on these buildings may be 
grounds for their disqualification. Reversible alterations such as replacement windows or doors may not be 
sufficient grounds for their disqualification. 

Airfield Operations Facilities 

DesCripioR 

Airfield Operations Facilities consist primarily of the Hangar (Building No. 301). Other facilities in the area 
can also be categorized as separate property types such storagelshipping. recreational buildings, and 
infrastructure. Building No. 301, the only hangar on JPG, was designed by the Indianapolis architecnue- 
engineering fm of Russ and Harrison. It is a classic World War I1 hangar with a vaulted steel truss hangar 
space flanked by one-story shop space and two-story brick towers at each comer. An unusual feature is the 
one-piece overhead door that faces the airfield and is original to the building. 

Significance 

Airfield Operations Facilities are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places under 
Criterion A as they resulted in JPG’s involvement in or support of military activities on a regional or national 
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scope during World War 11. The airfield operations at JPG were the largest (if not the only) airfield facility 
in southeastern Indiana during World War 11. Building No. 301 is also eligible under Criterion C as i t  
embodies the distinctive characteristics of a World War I1 hangar. 

Registrm'on Requirements 

Airfield Operations Facilities sbould be significant within the historic context of Jefferson Proving Ground 
from 1940-1945 and date to World War 11. They should retain integrity of location and the principal 
architectural elements that identify them as Airfield Operations Facilities. Additions and alterations should 
be evaluated in relation to the general effect such changes have had on the buildings since the 1940s. 
Removal, alteration, or obscuring of typical architectural features or detailing on these buildings may be 
grounds for their disqualification. Reversible alterations such as replacement wmdows or doors may not be 
sufficient grounds for their disqualification. 

Utilities and Infrastructure 

Description 

Utilities and Infrastructure at JPG include water, electricity and gas facilities, sewer limes and drainage 
systems, roads and bridges, airfield runways, and railroad spurs. Although some elements of a m a l  
infrastructure. such as a number of historic bridges, predate the development of the proving ground, they 
were not purposefully incorporated into the design of JPG. Utility buildings were typically of brick- bearing 
wall construction, with the larger ones ofien distinguished with emphasized comers, resulting in their 
resemblance to miniature brick castles. 

,. .. 
.. r 

Signij5cance 

Primary Utilities and Infrastructure buildings are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic 
Places under Criterion A if such properties served a critical function in support of the testing activities at 
Jefferson Proving Ground. They are eligible under Criterion C if they embody the distinctive characteristics 
of a type and period of construction. Eligible buildmgs include two Heating Plants (Building Nos. 103 and 
310). the Fire Station (Building No. 125). and an electrical substation (Building No. 102). 

Registration Requirements 

Properties identified as Utilities and Infrastructure should be significant within the historic context of 
Jefferson Proving Ground from 1940-1945 and date to World War 11. They should retain integrily of location 
and design that identifies their functions during a specific period of significance. Properties associated with 
this type could be expected to change frequently as demands upon utilities increased or decreased or as 
technology changed. Therefore, additions and alterations should be evaluated in relation to the general effect 
such changes have had on the buildings during the primary period of significance. Reuse and subsequent 
evolution of utility structures is common, and alterations made as a result (such as updated machinery) may 
be compatible with the original structure in materials, details. and scale. On the other hand. changes that 
obscure the function of the property or that alter the features that identify its function at the time of 
significance may be grounds for National Register ineligibility. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

An evaluation of the significance of JPG is partially dependent on the importance of the facility to the total 
war effort during World War 11. JPG was not the only proving ground functioning during World War 11. 
Jefferson, Southwestern, Erie, and Dugway joined Aberdeen Proving Ground in testing a variety of ordnance 
types during World War 11. 

At about the same time [late October 19401, Ordnance selected a 50,000-acre site for a new proving 
ground near Madison, Indiana, in the heart of the ammunition-producing area. Named Jefferson, it was 
to proof fue all types of ammunition, ranging from small 20-mm. rounds up to heavy 240-mm. shells, 
from band grenades to giant bombs. The fust shot was fued at Jefferson on 10 May 1941, just a short 
time before construction began on another 50,000-acre proving ground near Hope, Arkansas. Named 
Southwestern, it had the mission of proof testing primers, fuzes, boosters, cartridge cases, propellants, 
bombs, pyrotechnics, and, late in the war, rockets. It fued its first shot on New Year’s Day 1942. As 
these three new proving grounds [the fust mentioned was the Erie Proving Ground, established during 
WWIJ came into service Aberdeen did less acceptance testing and devoted more time to research and 
development tests (Thomson and Mayo 1991:327). 

Each proving ground specialized in the testing of particular munitions; for example, at Erie Proving Ground 
at Lacarne, Ohio, 70 percent of the mobile artillery and armor plate used was processed, assembled and 
proof-acceptance-tested. Dugway Proving Ground, on the other hand, was the major installation for the field 
testing, proof firing, and surveillance of chemical agents and munitions. JPG was essential to the proof firing 
of a wide range of ammunition produced by Indiana Ordnance Works and other similar facilities in the 
eastern United States, for the fnnction of Aberdeen Proving Ground shifted to research and development as 
Jefferson and Southwestern came on-line. Therefore, JPG was an essential element in the supply of viable 
ordnance to United States and Allied troops during World War 11. Given the association of JPG with the 
mobilization of the United States during World War II, it is recommended that multiple properties within the 
main cantonment area (see Figure 1-7) be considered eligible as a National Register District under Criterion 
A of 36 CFR 60.4. Certain properties within the cantonment (see previous discussion of propelry types) may 
be eligible also under Criterion C. The primary significance of the proposed National Register District, 
however, is its association with the mobilization effort of World War I1 and its essential contribution to the 
Allied victory. The proposed National Register District represents a relatively unaltered landscape and 
footprint of the World War 11-era cantonment. Only the addition of a limited number of Cold War-era 
buildings has impacted the original footprint. Since similar facilities at Southwestern Proving Ground and 
Dugway Proving Ground either no longer exist (Southwestem) or have been altered or demolished (Dugway), 
the cantonment at JPG is representative of the consmction design and footprint of World War II-era proving 
ground facilities. 

The proposed historic district consists of 74 World War 11-era buildings: 64 within a contiguous area and 
10 additional World War II-era buildings located elsewhere within the southern portion of Jefferson Proving 
Ground (see Figure 1-7). The d e f h g  characteristics of these buildings are found entirely within the primary 
structural elements of the buildings and the exterior facades. Interior features have been altered through the 
years and are no longer significant. Seven of these World War Il-era buildings are World War I1 Temporary 
Mobilization smctures that are recognized as eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places 
under the Programmatic Memorandum of Agreement (PMOA) among the Department of Defense (DOD), 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP), and the National Council of State Historic 
Preservation Officers (NCSHPO). As such, these temporary buildings may be demolished without further 
consultation with the Indiana SHPO. However, rehabilitation or movement of a building will require Section 
106 consultation. 

The remaining 77 buildings situated within the proposed historic district-but ineligible-comprise the 
following property type groups: (1) Worker Support (n=2): (2) Maintenance and Test Support (n=7); (3) 
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Office and Administration (n=1); (4) Utilities and Infrastructure (n=32); (5) Storage/Shipping (n=14); (6) 
Firing Lme/Impact Zone (n=21); (7) Housing (n=O); and (8) Airfield Facilities (n=O). 

The later Cold War buildings (1946-1989) which have been added in the area of the proposed National 
Register District are typically semipermanent storage and secondary support facilities with neither 
distinguishing architectural characteristics nor functional unity. They do not meet Criteria Consideration G 
(Exceptional Significance) for buildings less than 50 years of age. 

Several premilitary buildings and smcnues not within the proposed district boundaries are either listed on 
the National Register or are eligible for listing (see Figures 1-6 and 1-8). Most of the nonlisted structures are 
historic bridges, many of which have never been surveyed prior to this project. Oakdale School (Building 
No. 401). was placed on the National Register in May 1993 (see Figures 1-6 and 1-8). Old Timbers Lodge 
(Building No. 485) is presently not on the National Register but is eligible as it is an excellent example of 
local stone architecture (see Figures 1-6 and 1-8). There are 22 bridges that were originally built prior to 
1989 on JF'G. However, the majority of them have been significantly altered and have lost integrity. The 
eight that are recommended as eligible for listing in the National Register include: Bridge No. 2 (through 
hat t  truss erected 1897). Bridge No. 8 (Pratt truss erected ISM), Bridge No. 10 (through Pratt nuss erected 
1892). Bridge No. 17 (triple-span stone arch erected 1911), Bridge No. 22 (single-span reinforced concrete 
erected 1921), Bridge No. 25 (single-span stone arch erected 1905), Bridge No. 27 (triple-span stone arch 
erected NOS), and Bridge No. 28 (double-span stone arch erected 1907) (see Figures 1-6 and 1-8). 

If the JPG cantonment area is to be excessed, the Army will ensure that the instrument transferring the 
property incorporates a preservation covenant that no construction, alteration, or remodeling shall be 
undertaken or be permitted to be undertaken that would affect the integrity or the appearance of the buildings 
without the express prior written permission of the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer. If the 
property cannot be excessed with such restrictions, then a recordation plan to mitigate the adverse effects of 
such a transfer should be developed. Such a mitigation plan should include HAER documentation of the 
proposed JPG historic district'through photographs and drawings. This should include: (1) photographic 
documentation of the building t )pes witbin the district in relation to their respective activity area (e&, fuing 
l i e  and safe shelters) and (2) explanatory drawings depicting the ammunition testing and fving procedures 
at JPG. 

When sections of JPG are f d l y  excessed, primary records such as drawings, property cards, and 
installation histories, should not be disposed of, but rather transferred to a proper facility (such as the 
National Archives or the installation charged with the responsibility for administering JF'G). 
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APPENDIX I 

DATA FOR RECORDED ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES 
JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 



I .  SiteNumber: 12Ri12 
2. Location: USGS H o l m  Ouadmwle. Section 33. T 7N. R 1OE 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: 1975 (Guend l i  1975) 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Sire and Depth: Nor Applicable 
7. Site Content: kolated Find 
8. Contextual Integrity: Surface 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Rorrmoyne-Hickory soil association 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harverdn$ 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory, lndiana Uluversity. Blwmington 
15. Recommendation: No furher work 

Period of Site: U h o w n  breiisto;lc 

1. SiteNumber: 12Ri153 
2. Locarion: USGS H o l m  Quadrangle. Section 17. T 7 N ,  R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Unlmown prehirroric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Scbenian and Mocas 1993) 
5 .  Tested? Shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lihc scatter 
8. Contexmd Integrity: dimrbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati silt loam 
11, Site Function: Unlmown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
15. Recommendation: No funher work 

Site Sue and Depth: 9 m': depth (?) 

Curadon of Materials: Ball State University, Muncie. Indiana 

uRi154 

1. SiteNumber: 12Ri154 
2. Location: USGS Holmn Quadrangle. Section 17, T 7N, R IOE 
3. Period of Site: Terminal Late Archaic 
4. Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Mocas 1993) 
5 .  Tested? Shovel tested 
6. Site Sue and Depth: Not applicable 
7. Site Content: Isolated f d  
8. Contextual Integrity: dismrbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
IO. 
1 1. Site Function: Uoknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
15. Rccommendadon: No funher work 

SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Rossmoyne-Hickory soil association 

Curation of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie. Indiana 



1. Site Number: 12Ril55 
2. Location: USGS Holton Ouadranele. Section 17. T 7N. R 10E 
3 .  
4. Date and Origlnal Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Mocas 1993) 
5. Tested? Shovel tested 
6. Site Sire and Depth: Not applicable 
7. Site Content: Isolated fmd 
8. C o n t e x d  Integrity: dimrbed 
9. Environmetud Context: Upland 
10. 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected h p a c o :  Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
IS. Recommendation: No further work 

period of site: ~nknown prehistoric 

SCS roil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam 

Curation of Materials: Ball State University. M w i e .  I n d i  

1. SiteNumber: 12Ri156 
2. Location: USGS Holton Quadrangle, Section 15, T 7N, R 10E 
3.  Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Origlnal Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Mocas 1993) 
5 .  Tested? Shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic scaner 
8. Contextual Integrity: disturbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball State University, Muncie, M i a m  
15. Recommendation: No further work 

Site Sire and Depth: 9 m': depth (?) 

1. Site Number: 12Ri157 
2. Location: USGS Holton Quadrangle, Section 14, T 7N, R IOE 
3.  Period of Sire: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenianand Mocas 1993) 
5 .  Tested? Shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic scaner 
8. Contextual Integrity: disturbed 
9. Environmenral Context: Upland 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam 
11. Sire Function: Un!aown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber haNeSdng 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
15. Recommendation: No further work 

Site Sue and Depth: 54 m'; depth (?) 

Curatinn of Materials: Ball SQte University, Muneie, Indiana 
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URi162 

1. Site Number: 12Ri162 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Origiaal Recorder: 11/93 (Amlinger 1993) 
5. Tested? Shovd trsted 
6. 
7. Site Comnt: Lithic scatter 
8. ConrexuialIntegrity: disturbed 
9. Environmenral Upland flar 
10. 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacs: Timber barvesring 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
15. Recommendation: No fwker work 

Location: USGS Rexville Quadrangle, Section 36, T 6N. R 1OE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehiswric 

Site S u e  and Depth: 782 mi: depth (?) 

SCS soil series clasrifxation: Ckcinmri-Rossrnoyne-Hickory soil associadon 

Curation of Materials: University of Kemclry. Lexingron 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8.  
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 .  
9. 
10 
1 1  
I2 
13 
14 
I5 

Wo2S7 

Site Number: lZJn257 
Location: USGS Holwn Quadrangle. Section 24, T 7N. R 9E 
Pericd of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Macas 1993) 
Tested? Shovel tested 
Site Sire and Depth: 180 m2: depth (?) 
Site Content: Lithic scatter 
Contextual Integrity: Disturbed 
Environmcatal Context: Upland 
SCS soil series classifation: Cinciaaad-Rorrmoyne-Hi=k~~ soil associarim 
Sire Function: Unknown 
Projected Impacs: Timber harverdng 
NRHF’ Eligibility: Ineligible 
Curation of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie, Indiana 
Recommendation: NO funher work 

Wnz58  

Site Number: 12in258 
Location: USGS Holwn Quadmgle. Section 24. T 7N. R E9 
period of site: Unknown &isw& 
Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Mocar 1993) 
Ter~ed? Shovel tested 
Site Sire and Depth: 130 m’: depth (?) 
Site Content: Lithic scatter 
C o n t e r d  Integrity: Dismrbed 
Environmental Conlext: Upland 
SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam 
Site Function: Unknown 
Projected hpmpacs: Timber barvesting 
NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
Curation ofhlaterials: Ball Sete University, Muncic. lndiana 
Recommendation: No funher work 



1.  SiteNumber: 12Jn2S9 
2. Lacation: USGS Holton Quadrangle. Secrion 25. T 7N. R 9E 
3 .  
4. Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Mocar 1993) 
5. Tested? Shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Contem: Isolated find 
8. Contextual Integrity: Dirolrbd 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
IO. SCS roil series classification: Cincinnati silt loam 
11, Site Funcdon: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesing 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball Slate Univerriry. Muncie. Indiana 
15. Recommendation: No further work 

pe r id  of site: unknown & i s &  

Site Size and Depth: Not applicable 

1. Site Number: 12Jn260 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Uofmown prehistoric 
4. Date and original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Mocas 1993) 
5. Tested? Shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic sc~!ler 
8. Contex& Integrity: Disturbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Rossmoyne-Hickon soil association 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impack: Timber harvening 
13. NRHP Elizibility: Ineligible 
14. 
IS. Recommendation: No funher work 

Location: USGS Holton Quadrangle, Section 25. T 7N. R 9E 

Site She and Depth: 60 In’; deph (?) 

Curation of Materials: Ball Slate University. Muncie, Indiana 

I .  Site Numbcr: 12Jn261 
2. Location: USGS Holton Quadrangle. Section 19. T 7N. R JOE 
3. 
4. Dare and Original Recorder: 11192 (Schenian and Mocas 1993) 
5. Tested? Shovel tested 
6. 
7. site content: Isolated fd 
8. Contextual Integrity: Disturbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
IO. 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber haNerring 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball Slate University, Muncie, Indiana 
15. Recommendation: No funher work 

period of sire: unknown prehisto& 

Sire Size and Depth: Not applicable 

SCS soil series classification: Cinc~ti-Rossmoyne-HicLory soil association 
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1. SiteNumkr: 121n262 
2. Location: USGS Holton Ouadrangle. Section 19. T7N,  R 10E - 
3 
4 Dau ad Ongid Rccordcr. 11192 (S;bcruan and Mocar 1993) 
5 .  Tested? Shovel teswd 
6 
7 Siu Cunteoi: L i h c  s c a m  and luswnc arnfacrr 
8 C u m r t u a l h g n r y :  Diuurbed 
9. Envuonmrntal Conteri: Cpland 
IO. SCS soil xncs clarrificauoo. Rossmoync rull associaoon 
I I Stic Fuocuon: L'nknnm prcbwnc.  Hirwnc homcruad 
I ?  Prqccted Impacrr: Timkr harvcsnng 
13 NRHP Eligibrlity. lncligiblc 
14. Cvrauon of Maunalr. Ball State Univcrsir), Muncie. lnd~ana 
IS. Recommcndauon' No hnhcr work 

Penod of Site: Unknown prehiswnc and Earl) 10 mid-20lb c c w r y  farmssad 

Site Sllc and Depth: 2,400 m' hr iano .  7.SW m2 (Hawncl: depth C J )  

1. 
2. 
4. 3. 

5 .  
6.  
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1s 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
7. 6 .  

9. 8. 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Site Number: 12Jn263 
Loeation: USGS Holton Wdrangle. Section 19. T 7N. R IOE 
period of site: ~oknown &i.miic 
Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Mwas 1993) 
Tested? Shovel tesled 
Site Size and Depth: 240 ma: deprh (?) 
Site Content: Lithic scattev~ 
Contextual Integrity: Disturbed 
Environmental Context: Upland 
SCS roil series clasriflcation: Cinc-ti-Rorrmoync-Hicko~ soil association 
Site Function: Unknown 
Projected Impacs: Timber harverdng 
NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
Curation of Materials: BaU State University, Muncie. lndiana 
Rccommendation: No funher work 

Site Number: 1210264 
Location: USGS Quadrangle. Section 19, T 7N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and M m s  1993) 
Tested? Shovel tested 
Site Size ad Depth: 144 ml: depth (?) 
Sire Content: Lithic scatter 
Contextual Integrity: Disolrbed 
Environmental Context Upland 
SCS soil series classification: Rorrmoyne silt loam 
Site Function: Unknown 
Projected Impacts: Timber barvesting 
NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
Curation of Materials: Ball State University, Muncie. lodiana 
Recommendadon: No further work 
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1 ,  Site Number: lUn265 
2. Location: USGS Ouadraaele. Section 19, T 7N. R IOE 
3.  
4. Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Schenian and Mocas 195’3) 
5 .  Tested? Shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic x a m r  
8. contexrual Ioregrity: Disturbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
10. 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. ~rojected Impacrr: Timber harvesdng 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Cumtion of Materials: Ball State Uoiversity, Muncie, Idiana 
15. Recommendation: No funher work 

Pe r id  of site: ~nhnown &istoric 

Site Size and Depth: 9 m’: depth (?) 

SCS soil series classification: Rorrmoyne silt loam 

Site Number: 1Un266 
Location: USGS Quadrangle, Section 19. T 7N. R IOE 

3.  

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

’ 13. 
14. 
15. 

period of site:  ate 19th or h r ~ y  20th cennuy 
Date and Original Recorder: 11/92 (Scheniaa and Mocar 195’3) 
Tested? Shovel tested 
Site Size and Dcpth: 80 m2; deprh (?) 
Site Content: Historic artifacts and evidence of main building and outer buildhe, 
Contexrd Integrity: Dismrbed 
Environmental Context: Upland 
SCS soil series classification: Rosmoyne silt loam 
Site Function: Famsead  
Projected Impacts: Timber harvesdng 
NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
Curanon of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie. Miana 
Recommendauon: No funber work 

me367 

1. Site Number: 12Je367 
2. 
3. Pen& of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: 11/1993 (Ansl ier  195’3) 
5 .  Tested? yes; shovel tesfed 
6. 
7. site conteent: Isolated fnd 
8. Contenolal Integrity: surface 
9.  Environmental Context: Upland 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cinc~d-Rossmoyne-Hickory Association 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
15. Recommendation: No funher work 

Location: USGS San Jacinm Qudrangle. Section 14, T 5N. R 10E 

Site Size and Depm: Not applicable 

Curation of Matelials: University of Kenmclry, Lexington 



1. Site Number: lZJe368 (Vcrral site) 
2. 
3. Pcriod of Site: Early 2hh cenmry farmsread 
4. Date and Origioal Recorder: 11/93 (Ansl ier  1993) 
5 .  Tested? 
6. 
7. Site Comnt: Historic anifacs 
8. ContexOlalIntegrity: Disturbed 
9. E n v i r m u n d  Comxt: Upland 
10. SCS soil rerier classification: Cincinnati-Rossmoyne-Hickory Association 
1 I ,  Site Function: Farmsread building 
12. Projected Impacs: Timber barverdag 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: University of Kemcky, Lexington 
15. Recommeadation: No funher work 

Location: USGS San lacinto Quadrangle. Section 14. T 5N, R 1OE 

Sire Size aod Depth: 5.278 ma; depth (?) 

we369 

I ,  Sitt Number: 12Je369 
2. Location: USGS Clifry Falls Quadrangle. Section 14. T 5N. R 1OE 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric and historic 
4. Date and Original Recorder: 11/93 (Amlinger 1993). 
5. Tested? No 
6.  Site Size and De@: 3.4% m'; depth (?) 
7. Site Content: Isolated fiod and Historic ardfacs 
8.  ConvxNal Integrity: Dismrbed 
9. Envimnmenral Context: Upland 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Rosunoyne-Hickory Association 
11. Si* Function: Unknown prehistoric: historic farmstead 
12. Projected Impacs: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: University of Kenrucky, Lexingnn 
15. Recommendadon: No funher work 

JPGAACI-I 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-AACI-I 
2. 
3.  
4. Date and Original Recorder: Fall11994 ( H a w W  and Walley 1995) 
5 .  Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Prehistoric lithic scafter and Historic lithic amfacs 
8 .  ConIexNal Integrity: Dirolrbed 
9. Envimnmenral Context: River temcc r e m t  
10. SCS roil series classifreation: Cincinoati-Rosrmoyne-Hickory soil association 
11. 
12. Projected Impacts: Timkr bamesdag 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
14. 
15. Recommendation: Pbase n test excavation 

Location: USGS Holton Quadrangle. Section 19, T 7N. R 10E 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric and 19th to mid-2hh century farmstead 

Site Size and Depm: 2.125 m'; depth (?) 

Sie  Function: Unknown prehistoric; historic homestead 

Curation of Materials: Ball State University. Muneie. Indiana 
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JPGAACI-2 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-2 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. 
5 .  Tested? yes, shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic scatter 
8. Contexntal Integrity: D i s m b d  
9. Environmental Context: River tenace 
IO. 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. h j e c e d  Impacts: Timber harvesring 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
14. 
15. Recommendation: Phase n test excavadan 

Location: USGS Holton Quadrangle, Section 25. T 7N, R 9E 

Date and Original Recorder: FaW1994 (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 

Site Size and Depa: 875 m': depth (?) 

SCS soil series clanrificadon: Ctoc-d-Rorrmoyne.Hick~ry soil associadon 

Curadon of Materials: Ball State University, Mumie. lodiana 

JPGAACI-3 

1. 
2. 
3.  

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
IO. 
11. 
12. 

' 13. 
14. 
15. 

4. 
5. 

8. 
9. 
IO. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Holwn Quadrangle. Section 17, T M .  R IOE 
Period of Site: Unlmown prehistoric 
Date and Origid Recorder: FaW1994 (Hawkins aad WaUey 1995) 
Tested? yes, shovel tested 
Site Size and DepUI: 1 ma: depth C) 
Site Content: Isolated fn3 
Contextual Integrity: Disturbed 
Environmenral Context: Upland slop 
SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Rossmoyne-Hickory roil associadon 
Site Function: Unknown 
Projected Impacts: Timber harverdng 
NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
Curation of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie. I n d i i  
Recommendation: No funher work 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-3 

JPGAACM 

Sile Number: 
h a t i o n :  USGS Hollon Quadrangle. Secdon 19. T 7N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Fall11994 (Hawkins and Walley 1595) 
Tested? yes. shovel tested 
Site Size and Depth: 1950 ma; depth (?) 
Sitc Content: Limic s c a m  
Contextual Integrity: Disturbed 
Environmental Context: Terrace r e m  
SCS soil series classification: C i n c ~ d - R o s s m o y n e - H i c k ~ ~  roil association 
Site Function: Unknown 
Projected Impacts: Timber harvesting 
NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
Curatian of Materials: Ball State University, Muncie. Indiana 
Recommendadon: Phase II test excavation 

Temporary Field Number: IPG-AACI4 
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JPGAACIS 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-AACI-5 
2. Location: USGS Holton Quadrangle. Section 19, T 7N, R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Fall11994 ( H a w k  aad Walley 1995) 
5. Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic scaner 
8. Contexmal Integrity: Disturbed 
9. Environmcmal Context: Floodplain 
10. 
1 1 .  Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber h a ~ ~ k g  
13. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
14. 
IS. Recommendation: Phase n test excavation 

Site Sire and Depth: 4W mi: Depth (?) 

SCS soil series classification: Cincinaati-Rorunoyne-Hi~ko~ roil association 

Oration of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie. Indiana 

JPGAACI-6 

1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-5 
2. Lacation: USGS San lacinto Quadrangle, Sections 7 and 12. T 6N, R 9E 
3. Period of Site:. Unknown prehistoric 
4.  Date and Original Recorder: FNl994 ( H a w k  and WaUey 1995) 
5. Tested? yes. shove1 tested 
6. Site Sire and Depth: 122 ma; depth (?) 
7. Site Content: Lithic scarier 
8. Contexod Integrity: Disturbed 
9. Enviromental Context Upland bench 
10. 
11. SiU. Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harverdng 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
15. Recommeodation: No further work 

SCS soil series classification: Cincinaati-Rosrmoyne-Hickory soil association 

Curation of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie, Indiana 

JPGAACI-7 

1 .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-AACl-7 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. 
5 .  Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6.  
7. Site Content: Lithic mper  
8. ContexoJal Integrity: Disturbed 
9. Environmcnral Context: Upland 
10. 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber h a ~ e ~ d n g  
13. NRHF' Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball Slate University. Muncie. indiana 
15. Recommendation: No further work 

Location: USGS San Jacinto Quadrangle, Scction 12. T 6N. R 9E 

Date and Original Recorder: FalV1994 ( H a w k  and Walley 1995) 

Site Sue and Depth: 725 m'; depth (?) 

SCS roil series classification: Cine-ti-Rosrmoyne-Hickn~ soil association 
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SPGAACI-8 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-AACI-8 
2.  Locabon: USGS Rexville Quadrangle, Section 1. T 6N. R IOE 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Dare and Original Recorder: Fa1111994 (Haw& and WaUey 1995) 
5 .  Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. Site Size and Depth: 225 m'; deplh (?) 
7. Site Content: Lithic scamr 
8. ContexmalInregriry: Dimrtrd 
9. Environmental Context: Terrace 
10. 
11. Site Function: U h w n  
12. Projected Impacrr: Timber harvesring 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
14. Curation of Mareriais: Ball Sfate University. Muncie, Indiana 
15. Recommendation: Phase Il test excavation 

SCS soil series classification: Cmcinnad-Rossmoyne-HicLory soil arwciaoon 

JPGAACI-9 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-9 
2. Location: USGS Rexville Quadrangle, Section 1, T 6N, R 1OE 
3 .  Period of Sire: U h o w n  prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Rccorder: FalU1994 (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 
5 .  Tesred? yes, shovel tested 
6. Site Size and Depth: 1 ma; depth (?I 
7. Site Content: Isolated f& 
8. Conternd Integrity: Disolrbsd 
9. Environmental Context: Terrace 
IO. 
1 1. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber ha~esdng 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
15. Recommendation: No funher work 

SCS roil series clarrificanon: Cmcinnad-Rossmoyne.Hick~~ soil assofiation 

Curation of Materials: Ball Sfate University, Muncie, Indiana 

JPGAACI-IO 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-IO 
2. 
3. Period of Sire: Unknown prehistoric 
4. 
5, Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. Site S i e  and Depth: 1 m'; depth (?) 
7. Site Content: lsolaled f& 
8. Contexrual Integrity: Dirolrbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Rorsmoyn~-Hi=ko~ roil association 
11. SitcFuncdon: Unkmown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber hawerring 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball Sate University. Muncie, Indiana 
15. Recommendation: No further work 

Location: USGS San lacinto Quadrangle. Section 12. T 6N. R9E 

Date and Original Recorder: Fall11994 (Haw& and Walley 1995) 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-I I 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic scauer 
8.  Contexntal Integrity: Dirmrbcd 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Rorsmoyne-Hickory soil association 
11. Site Function: U h o w n  
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
15. Recommendanon: NO further work 

Location: USGS San Jacimc Quadrangle, Section 7, T 6N. IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: FalU1994 (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 

Site Sue and Depth: 375 m2; depth (?) 

Curation of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie, Miam 

JPGAACI-I2 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-12 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. Site Size and Depth: 1 m'; depth (?) 
7. Site Content: Isolated fnd 
8. Contexmal Integrity: Dismrbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
IO. SCS soil series classifcation: Ciacinnati-Rossmoyneaiehary roil association 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projccted Impacts: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. 
IS. Recommendation: No funher work 

Location: USGS San JaciOto Quadrangle, Section 7. T 6N. 1OE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and On@ Recorder: Fall11994 (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 

Curation of Materials: Ball Sate University. Muncie. Indiana 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 .  
8. 
9. 

JPGAACI-13 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS San lacinto Quadrangle. Section 7. T 6N, R 9E 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Fal1/1994 (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 
Tested? yes. shovel tested 
Site Size and Depth: 1 m': depth (?) 
Site Content: Isolated find 
Contexntal Integrity: Dismrbed 
Environmenotl Context: U~land 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-13 

IO. SCS roil series classification: Cincinnati-Rossmoync-Hickory roil association 
11. Site Function: ? 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesdng 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball State University, Muncie, Mlana 
15. Recommendation: No funher work 
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JPGAACI-14 

1. Site Number: Temprary Field Number: JPG-AACI-14 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. Tested? yes, shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic scaUer a d  fireaackcd rock 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Disturbed 
9. Environmental Context: Toeslope /upper terrace 
IO. SCS soil series classifuadon: Cmcinnati-Rossmoyne-Hiclrory soil associadon 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacls: T d b e r  hawestlng 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie. lndiana 
15. Rtcommendation: Phase U test excavation 

Locadon: USGS Holton Quadrangle, Section 18. T 6N. R 9E 
Period of Site: Unlmown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Fa lVlW (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 

Site Sire and D e p h  286 ma: depth (?) 

1. 
2. 
3.  
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
IO. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

1. 
2.  
3. 

JP G AA C I -15 

Site Number: 
Locadon: USGS Holton Quadrangle. Secdon 24. T 7N. R 9E 
Period of Site: Unkmown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: FalIl1994 (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 
Tested? yes, shovel tested 
Site Size and Depth: 375 m’, 0-28 cm k l o w  surface 
site Content: Lithic scaftcr 
Contextual Integrity: Disturbed 
Environmental Context: Flwdplain 
SCS soil series classification: Cmcinnati-Rossmoyne-Hickory soil associadon 
Site Function: Unknown 
Projected Impacu: Timber hams% 
NRHP Eligibility: Unlmown 
Curadon of Materials: Ball Stale University. Muncie. Indiana 
Recammendadon: Phase U test excavation 

Temporary Field Numkr: JPG-AACI-1s 

JPGAACI-16 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Clifry Falls Quadrangle, Secdon 5,  T 4N. IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown ~ ~ d ~ i s t o r i c  

Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-16 

4. 
5. Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. Site Size and DepIh: 1 ma; dcprh (?) 
7. Site Content: Isolated frnd 
8. C~n te~ tua l  Integrity: Disturbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland-Terrace juncture 
IO. 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacls: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibiliry: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana 
15. Recommendation: No funher work 

Date and Original Recorder: FWIW (Hawkis  ad Walley 1995) 

SCS soil series classification: Cmcinnad-Rossmoyne-Hiclrory soil associadon 
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JPGAACI-17 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-17 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Falv1994 (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 
5. Tested? yes. shovel esred 
6. Site SUP and Depth: 19 m long. 3 m deep, 1-3 m high. shovel test depth = 19 cm below surface 
7. Site Contern One flaLe recovered from the shovel probe 
8. Contextual Integrity: Undirmrbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland slope rockshelter 
10. SCS roil series classification: Cincinnati-Rosrmoyne-Hickory roil association 
11. Site Function: Unknown 

13. NRHF’ Eligibility: Unknown 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana 
15. Recommendation: Phase Il test excavation 

Location: USGS San Jacinto Quadrangle, Section 7. T 6N. R 1OE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 

12. Projected Impacts: Timber haNeStlng 

JPGAACI-18 

1. Site Number: Temponly Field Number: JPG-AACI-I8 
2. Location: USGS Holton Quadrangle, Section 35, T 7N. R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: FaW1994 (Hawkis and Walley 1995) 
5. Tested? yes, shovel l e s t 4  
6. 
7. Site Content: Isolated f& 
8. Contextual Integrity: IM% Dirmrbed 
9. 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Rorsmoyne-HicLory roil association 
11. SiteFunction: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber ha~erdng 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
14. Curation of Materials: Ball Sate University. Muncie, Indiana 
15. Recommendation: Phase Il test excavation 

Site Size and Depth: 6.5 m long, 2.1 m decp, 2 m high 

Envimnmencal Context: Upland s lop  rock shelter 

JPGAACI-19 

1. Site Number: Tempanry Field Numbcr: IPG-AAc1-19 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: FW1994 (Hawkins and Walley 1995) 
5. Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. 
7. Site Content: Lithic xaner 
8.  Conrexolal Integrity: Disturbed 
9. Environmeml Context: Upland glacial boll  
10. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati-Ro~smoync-HicLory soil association 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHF’ Eligibility: laeligible 
14. Cuntion of Materials: Ball State University. Muncie, Indiana 
15. Recom&tion: No further work 

Location: USGS San lasinto Quadraogle, Section 18. T 6N: R 9E 

Site Sjze and Depth: 50 m‘; depth (?) 
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JPGMCI-20 

1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-20 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. Tested? yes, shovel tested 
6 .  Site Size and Depth: 1 ma; depth (?) 
7. Site Content: Isolated fltd 
8. Contextual Integrity: Disolrbd 
9. Environmenral Context: Upland glacial IWU 
10. SCS roil series classificadon: Cmcinnad-Rosrmoyne.Hi~kory soil association 
11. Site Function: Unknown 
12. Projected Impacrr: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curation of Mateds :  B d  Stale University, Muncit. Indim 
15. Recommendation: No funhcr work 

Locadon: USGS San Jacinto Quadrangle, Section 18, T 6N, R 9E 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Dare and Origiaal Recorder: FalU1994 (Hawkins and Wdey 1995) 

JPGAACI-21 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-AACI-21 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. Tented? yes, shovel tested 
6 .  Site Size ad D e p k  1 ma: depth (?) 
7. Site Content: Isolatul fM 
8 .  Contextual Integrity: DirDlrbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland glacial IWll 
10. SCS roil series classification: Cincinoad-Rossmoyne-Hick~ry soil associadon 
11. Site Function: Unlnown 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber hawesing 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Ineligible 
14. Curadon of Materials: Ball State Univcrsity, Mucie,  Indiana 
14. Recommendadon: No funher work 

Locadon: USGS San Jacinto Quadmngle, Section IS, T 6N. R 9E 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: FaUIIw4 (HawLins and Wdey 1995) 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1. 
8. 
9. 
10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 

Sire Number: 

JPGAACI-22 

Temwrarv Field Number: IPG-AACI-22 
Lucauun USGS San Jacinto Quadrangle. Sccodn 7, T 5N. R IOE 
Pcnod of Site 
Date and O n g w l  Recordrr Fall11994 ( H a w k m  aMI Wallev W 5 I  
Tested? No 
Sirr Sur mi Drplh: 1.500 m': dcptb (7, 
Sttc Content: Fmmtead house foundanon 
Conuxrual hugnty: Dimrbed 
Envsronmcnral Canteal. Upland 
SCS rad SCDCI clarrificaoon Cincuwu-Rosrmoyne-HIcLory soil a\sociauun 
Sitr tuncoon: Famutead 
Prqrelcd Impacrrs' Tlmber harvrrmg 
NRHP Elteibhh: Unknown 

19th . mid 20th century 

. Curadon oi M a & d :  Not applicable 
IS. Recommendation: Evaluate 
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JPGAACI-23 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-AACI-23 
2. Location: USGS ClifIy Falls Quadrangle. Section 30, T SN, R 1OE 
3. Period of Site: 19-mid 2Chh Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Fall/1994 (Hawldos and Walley 1995) 
5 .  Tested? yes. shovel tested 
6. 
1. 
8. Contextual InIegrity: Disolrbed 
9. Environmental Context: Upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cine-ti-Rossmoyne-Hickory soil aEsociation 
11. Site Function: Farmstead 
12. Projected Impacts: Timber harvesting 
13. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
14. Curadon of Materials: Not applicable 
15. Recommendation: Evaluate 

Site Size and Dcpth: 7480 ml: depth (?) 
Site Contem Foundations. dam, wire fencing 

1. Site Numkr: Tempornry Field Numbsr: JPG-GMI-A1 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l m  Falls. IN 1964; Section 32, T 5N. R 1OE 
3. Period of Site: Late 1% Mid 20th Centruy 
4. 
5. Ter~ed? No 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. SCS roil series dassifica~on: Cobbsfork silt loam 
I 1. Si& Function: Historic ~ n l  residence 
12. 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
IS. Recommendations: No further work 

Date and Original Recorder: Gec-Marine. Inc.; May 2, 1995 

Site Sire and Depth: 25 m NS by 22 m EW by 30 cm decp. 
Sire Conrent: Window glass, bode glass (mkr ad clear). bricks, whiteware. possible buried feature. Old E ~ N C ~ S  also present 
Contexrual Integrity: Poor: a modem building currently srards on the site 
Environmenral Context: Highly d i r m k d  marshy plain 

Projected Impace: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Labanwry of Archaeology, MiaM University, Bloomington 

1 .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-AZ 
2. 
3. Pcriod of Site: Late 1% u1 Mid 2Chh Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 10, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 

Loeation: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. lN 1964; Section 32, T SN, R 1OE 

~. ~~~~~~ ~ 

6.  
7. 

Sire S u e  and Depth: 75 m NS by 78 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site ConteN: Me@ fngmem. bode ad v h i o w  elass. ad four feaNres. hclvding W o  rubble piles and Wo concrete f0undadON 

8. Contexrual Integrity: Poor; extensive dimrbanc; 
9. Enviromenral Context: Marshy wooded uplads 
10. SCS soil series classifcation: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic ~ r a l  residence or farmstead 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not cligible 
15. Recommendations: No furthcr work 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. lndiana University, Bloomington 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-A3 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordhtes: 7.5' C l i  Falls, lN 19% Section 31. T 5N. R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
4. Date and O r i g i d  Recorder: Geo-Matine, Inc.: May 12. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Depth 35 m NS by 50 m EW by 40 cm deep 
7. Site Cantem: Wbheware. -ware, window glass, boule glass. metal fragments, brick fragments. and four features. hcludlng 

a concrete house foundadon. a capped cistern. a well, and a capped sepdc tank 
8. Contexwl Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Envimnmental Context: Marshy wooded uplands 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curanon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Mi Universiry. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibilify: Not eligible 
15. ReCommeadatiON: No further work 

we383 

1. Site Number: Tempomy Field Number: JPG-GMI-A4 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964: Section 33. T 5N, R 1OE 
3. 
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

8. ContexNal Integrity: Poor: CxteNive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Marshy wooded uplands 
IO. SCS sail series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Funcdon: Historic farmstead (?) 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
IS. RecommendatioN: No funher work 

Period of Site: Lare 1% to Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; May 16. 1995 

Site Sue and Depth: 50 m NS by 50 m EW; surface only 
Site Content: An intact fenceline lmed with drainage'ditches: &e features. mcl- a loosely stacked wall Of quarried 
limestone; a well lined with cut limestone: and a manmade watering hole partially lined with limestone 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Labratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-A5 
2. Location: USGS Quadmgle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifiy FaJlr, lN 1964: Section 35. T 5N. R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 17. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Sue and Depth: 20 m NS by 30 m EW by 16 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Brown glass fragment. whiteware rherd, and the remains of a concrete foundation. 
8. contexlual Integrity: Poor: cxrensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Marshy wooded uplands 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead (?) 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 
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We385 

1. Site Number: Temparary Field Number: IPG-GMI-A6 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 18, I995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6.  Site Size and Depth: 20 m NS by 9 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Comnt: Imn b u g g y  or farm implement pans: wagon wheel rim: wagon wheel hub: swneware pitcher (in h ~ e m ) ;  amber, 

clear, and maogancrc glass bottles: stoneware vessel fragmem: meral bucker fragment 
8. Contextual Imegriry: Poor; extensive disturbance (in secondary context in any case) 
9. Environmenral Context: Marshy wooded uplands 
10. SCS roil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic m h  dump 
12. Projected Impacs: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archa~ology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibilify: Not eligible 
IS. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964: Section 35, T 5N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 

We386 

1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-A7 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. inc.; May 19. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Dcph: 38 m NS by 26 m EW by 22 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Omamenral grasses and m e r  (persimmon and catalpas >SO years old): bricks: concrete. 
8. Contexolal Integnw Poor: cxtensivc disturbance 
9. Environmenral Context: Marshy wooded uplands 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic unknown 
12. Projected Impacs: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendadons: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1%. Section 3s. T SN, R IOE 

. .  

We387 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-AS 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th CenNry 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 19. 199s 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

8. Contextual Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmenral Context: Marshy wooded uplands 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead 
12. Projected Impacrs: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black laboratory of Archaeology. Miana University, Bloominglon 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
IS. Recommeadations: NO further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' Cliity Falls, IN 19M: Section 2, T 4N, R 1OE 

Site Size and Depth: SO m NS by SO m EW by 40 cm deep 
Site Content: Aqua glass, nails. unidentified metal fragmmtr. whiteware sherd. concrete. mussel shell. and lhree features. 
including IWO concrete slab foundadom and a mounded mbble pile 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-A9 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6.  
1, 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964: Section 2. T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 1% 10 Mid 20th Cenmry 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. hc.:  May 19, 1995 

Site Size and Depth: 20 m NS by 45 m EW by 40 cm deep 
Site Comm: Clear hick plale glass. clear glass vessel fragments. amber glass vessel fragments, milk glass c d g  jar lid liner, 
concrete. m o w ,  coal, nails. unidendfed metal fragments. wire fragmenrs. stoneware fragmenrs. brick, and W e e  features: a 
circular brick-lined cisfsm, a dressed limestone-lined well box, and a square concrece box (sepdc lank?) 

8 .  Comexolal Integrity: Pwr: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmenral Context: Marshy wwded uplands 
IO. SCS soil series Elassiftcadon: Cobbsfork silt loam 
1 1. Site Function: Historic farmstead 
12. ProjecWl Impacs: Sale acd development oSland 
13. Curanon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Blaomingron 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

We389 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: PG-GMI-AI0 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Gea-Marine, Inc.: May 25, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinap: 7.5' Clay  Falls, IN 1964: Section 2, T 4N, R IOE 

Site S u e  and Depth: 85 m NS by 55 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Metal fragments. brick fragments. m o m  fragments. calcined bone. nail. clear glass fragment. four well feamres 
(one lined with ca~xte. om W wim hcuone,  one lined with limestom and brick. and one lined with meIal). and a subsurface 
foundadon feature 

8. Conrexfual Integrity: Poor: extensive dismrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Marshy wwded uplands 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead 
12. Projected Impacrs: Sale and development Of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboramry of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not cligible 
15. Recommendadous: Na further work 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-AI 1 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recordcr: GmMarbe. he.: May 31,  1595 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Size  and Depm. I m in diameter by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Clear boa)es and boule glass, stoneware vessel fragments. hogwire, 55 gallon drum, firebrick. galvanized sceel 

vessels. building ale. metal chain. aluminum pot, fragments of a porcelain toilet base 
8. Contextual Integrity: Poor: extensive d ismance  (in recondaw comxr in any case) 
9. EnvimmRmentA Context: Marshy wooded uplands 
IO. SCS roil series clarsificadon: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic trash dump 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of I d  
13. Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboramry of Archa~ology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not cligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Locauon: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coardinates: 1.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1964: Section 3. T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
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w e 3 9 1  

1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Numtxr: JPG-GMI-A12 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Early to Mid 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, hc.:  May 31. 1995 
5. T e d ?  No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contextual hgr i ty :  Good: minimal disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Marshy wooded uplands 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Hinoric trash dump 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. cvradon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington: records only (no amfacts 

collected) 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

h a t i o n :  USGS Quadrangle ami UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 2. T 4N. R 10E 

Site Sue and Depth: IO m io diameter; surface only 
Site Content: Two pre-WWD automobile Mies ,  one apppareendy belonging w a m c k  one old water heater 

m e 3 9 2  

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-A13 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 31. 1995 
5. Tmed? No 
6. 
7. 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdimter: 7.5' Clifiy Falls. IN 1964; Section 4, T 4N. R 10E 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 

Site S u e  and Depth: 6s m NS by 62 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Brick fragments. imnnone fngments. wire d r ,  a slate fragment. clear window glass, fragment of a chandelier. 
building dle fragments, mew f n p e n t s ,  redware ceramic f m p c m .  and two features, including a limestone-lined well and 
limestone foodng or foundation 

8. Contextual Integrity: Poor; extensive disturbance 
9. Eminmmmal Conaext: Marshy wooded uplands 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead (?) 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale aod devclopmcnt of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloominpn 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

w e 3 9 3  

1. Site Number: Temparary Field Number: IPG-GMI-A14 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th w Mid 2Om Century 
4. Date aad Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: lune 7, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Sue and DepUI: 105 m NS by 55 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Conrent: Brick fragments, drain dle. stoneware sherd. wirc nails. mussel shell, and ten features, including Seven Concrete 

foundations (one paniaUy subsurface), one mbble pile. a concrete windmill bare with a well-head. and a concrete-lined well box 
8. ContexDd Integrity: Poor; extensive disturbance 
9. Envimnmetual Conuxr Marshy, p r y  upiands 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead 
12. Pmjecled Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHF' Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordimtes: 7.5' Clim Falls, IN 1964: Section 4. T 4N. R IOE 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archacology. Indiana University. Blaomington 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-A15 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 1% to Mid 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Gco-Marine. Inc.; June 12. 1995 
5. Tested? No 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1964: Section 3, T 4N. R 10E 

~~~ ~ ~ 

6. 
7. 

Site She and Depth: 30 m NS by 10 m EW by 20 cm dcep 
Site Content: Window glass. machine-cut mil, stoneware, plain whiteware. decorated whiteware, unidentified mcral fragment 

8. Contexmd Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmenral Context: Marshy wwded uplands 
10. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 2 4  percent slops, eroded 
11, Site Function: Historic unknown (probably dozer mound or dump) 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloonington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No M e r  work 

WE395 

1. SiteNumber: Teemporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-A16 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

8. Contextual Integrity: Pwr; destroyed by development 
9. Environmenral Context: Marshy wwded uplaods 
10. SCS roil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam, 2 4  percent slopes. emded 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 

14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No hrrdrer work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964: Section 3, T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 1% UI Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; lune 12. 1995 

Site Size and Depth: 20 m NS by 15 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Wire nails, w h i t e m .  carming jx lid liner, canniag jar top and base, aqua glass fragments, other clear glass. and 
stoneware (mostly man  artificial drainage): also. several limestone blocks 

' 13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, lndiana University, Blwmington 

I .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-A17 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 15th to Mid 201h Cewry  
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: lune 13. 1995 
5 .  Tesred? No 
6. 
7. 

8 .  
9. 
10. 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale a d  development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eli@bility: U h w n  
15. Recommendations: Prcservatian through avoidance 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1W: Section 3. T 4N, R IOE 

Site Size and Deplh. Rough estimate based on observation. 50-60 rn NS by 80-100 m EW depth unknown 
Site content: Limestone-lined cellar hole with lwo stone entrance stairs: brick and mortar well box with two 1.5-in steel or iron 
pipc casings: possible chimmy fall. 
Contexolal Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
EnvironmenQJ Context: Marshy wooded uplaods: within old mine vsdng area. 
SCS soil series classification: Rorsmoyne silt loam. 2 4  perccnt slopes. eroded 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 
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me397 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordkter: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964 Section 3. T4N,  R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 1% to Mid 20th Cenarry: d o w n  prehistoric 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-AI8 

4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Mariw, k.; lune 16. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Sue a& Depth: 40 m NS by 20 m EW by 40 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Nails. whiteware. brick. histaric well: :hen flakes. chen shauer. one oossible chen scrawr . ~~~ ~~ 

8. 
9. Envrronmcd Contcil: Wooded fint terrace above creek 
10. 
11 
12 ProJccted impacts: Sals and dcvclapmcnr of lami 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibdity: Not eligible 
IS. R ~ C O U M I C ~ ~ ~ O O N :  No funhcr work 

Contextual Lolcgnry: Fair: moderate dfrmrbance 

SCS roll series classrficanon C u v m o  sdt loam. 6 1 2  perccni slopes. rcvcrcly eroded 
S m  Funcnon: Histonc well: porsrblc sbon-term prchrrtonc campsite 

Curation of Matenalr: Glenn A. Black Laborator) of Archacomgy. Indmm timvcnny Bloomrngroo 

We398 

1 .  Site Number: Temponly Field Number: JPG-GMI-Al9 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 1% to Mid 20th Ccnarry 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; lune 20. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

Locadon: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 19M: Section 34. T 4N. R 1OE 

Site Size and Depth: 40 m NS by 70 rn EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Nails. wintow glass, bode glass. stoneware. whiteware. porcelain. bone (possibly pig). brick. metal sign, amber 
apofkcary botlle, redware ceramic disk (unglazed), and four feantres: a semi-intact limestone-lined cellar hole, a well cap and 
pipe. the dispersed remains of a brick and stone smcplre. and a refuse-mled hole, mssibly from a privy. outhouse, or well. 

8. Contextual Integrity: Fair; moderate displrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded first terrace above creek 
10. SCS soil series classificadon: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes, eroded 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and developmenr of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unbown 
15. Recommendations: Preservation lhrovgh avoidance 

me399 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-BI 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 4. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Contenr: Seven ehen flakes, charcoal 
8. Contextual Integrity: Good; minimal disarrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Small rise in nat. wooded. marshy area 
10. SCS soil series classificadon: Cobbsfork silt loam 
11. Site Function: Possible shon-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laborarory of Archawlogy. Indiana University. Bloominglon 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadmgle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 31. T 5N. R IOE 

Site Sue and Depth: 8 m NS by 5 m EW by 60 cm deep 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B2 
2.  
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 8, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

8. Contexozal Integrity: Poor: extensive disolrbance 
9. Environmental Context: SmaU wwded rise next to drainage 
IO.  SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes, eroded 
11. Site Function: Historic rival reridencelfeedii stadon 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Miam University. Bloominwn 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No hvther work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and LJTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l e  Falls. IN 1964: Section 31, T 5N, R 10E 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th C S ~ N ~  

Site Size and Dep~h: 15 m NS by 12 m EW by 20 em deep 
Site Content: Disprwd limentolr block founlaton, wire pro- from ws. bvmed bricks, window glass, small metal bucket. 
top of a stonewax five-gallon mik container. medicine bottle 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B3 
2. 
3.  Period of Site: Late 1% to Early 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 10. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and LJTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifry Falls, IN 1W. Section 31, T 5N, R 1OE 

Site Sire and Deptk 43 m NS by 34 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Metal wash bash (cmhed). brick fragments, metal bar, stoneware fragmenrs. glass fragments (clear and purple). 
square d s  and nail fragments, unide&ed metal fra.gments. >25 piles of vndrersed stone in linear arrangements (probably piers 
for a pole barn). a subsurface charcoal SI& ad a circular f c a m  urnsirdng of &sed ad -sed limestone blocks (possibly 
capping a well or privy) 

8. C ~ n t e ~ ~ a l  Integrity: Fair; moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Flat, marshy w d l a d s  
IO.  SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead. possibly related co sites A3 and B2 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale arrl development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Blwmington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
15. Recommendations: Preservation through avoidance 

' 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B5 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric. 20th Cenolry 
4. 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. Environmental Context: Open, grassy. marshy field 
10. 
11. Site Function: Possible short-term campsite; consmcrion debris 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and developmenr of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. BloomiN3on 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and ulh.I Coordiites: 7.5' Clihy Falls. IN 1964: Section 5 ,  T 4N. R 10E 

Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 12, 1995 

Site Size and DepUI: 50 m NS by 32 to EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: One glass fragment. one chen flake. one bone fragment. charcoal 
C O ~ E X N ~  Integrity: Poor; extemive disolrbance by nearby development 

SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 2 4  percent slopcr, eroded: Rosrmoyne silt loam, 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMILB6 
2. 
3.  Period of Site: Unbnawnprc~mric 
4. 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Five chen flakes 

9. Environmental Context: Open. grassy. marshy field with secondary growth 
10. SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Funcdon: Possible shon-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Labontory of Archaeology. lndiaaa University. Blwmington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. RecommecdatioN: NO m e r  work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 5,  T 4N, R 10E 

Date and Original Recorder: Go-Marine, Inc.: May 15, 1995 

Site S u e  and Deplh: 10 m NS by 5 m EW by 20 cm deep 

8. COnteXd Integrity: G d ;  minimal disNrbmCe 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B7 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1964; Section 5.  T 4N. R 1OE 
3.  Period of Site: Unknown prehimric. Late 19th w Early 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marim. hc.: May 18. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site S u e  and Depth: 60 m NS by 182 m EW by >60 cm deep 
7. Site Conrent: Apparent leather (aboriginal?), purple glass, RVO bifaces, one core. one core fragment, one shatter fragment. and 

29 flakes 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Fair; moderate disarbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded. flat fmt temce on confluence between two branches of Harben'r Creek 
IO. SCS roil series classification: Holwn loam. occasionally flooded 
11. SiU Function: Lirhic procurement and reduction area: possible shon-term campsite: historic dumping area 
12. Projected hpacw: Sale and development of lard 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Blaomhgton 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unbnawm 
15. RecommendatioN: Preservation through avoidance 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-BB 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Rccorder: &Marine. he.: May 18. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: One chert flake 
8 .  Contexolal Integrity: G d :  minimal disturbance 
9. Environmenral C o m x c  mar. grassy upland mnh of the confluence of Harbert's Creek and a major uiburary 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Holton loam. occasionally f l d e d  
1 1. Site Function: Isolated prehistoric lithic fml 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Cuntion of Materials: Glenn A. Black Labontory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomhgton 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and LJTM Cwrdinater: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1964; Section 5.  T 4N. R 10E 

Sire She and Depm: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm deep 
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I .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B9 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehiswric 
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Two chert flakes 
8. Contextual Integrity: Gwd: minimal disturbance 
9. EnvironmenIal Conlext: Flat. grassy upland 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Holton loam. occasionally floaded 
11. Site Function: Isolated prehistoric lithic f U  
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibilily: No1 eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifiy Falls. IN 1964, Section 5 .  T 4N. R IOE 

Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. lnnc.; May IS. 1995 

Site Size and Depth: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm deep 

1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: JF'G-GMI-B10 
2.  Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, W 1W. Section 5 .  T 4N. R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric; 2Om Ccnmry 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Gec-Marine. Inc.; May 19. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Size and D e p b  50 m NS by 15 m EW by 40 cm deep 
7. Site Content: One cben biface. four chert flakes. one nail, charcoal 
8. C o n t e x d  InIegrity: Fair: moderate dismrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Flat. grassy upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Holton loam, occasionally flooded 
I I .  Site Function: Possible &on-term campsite with historic consrmction debris 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. India@a University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommtndations: No furrhcr work 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-BII 
2. Lacation: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifrv Falls. IN 1969; Section 5 ,  T4N. R IOE 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Mxine. Inc.: May 19, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: One chert flake 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Poor: extensive dismrbance 
9. 
10. SCS soil series classification: Holton loam, occasionally flwdei 
11, Site Function: Isolated prehiswric lithic fxl 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Miana University. Bloomingwn 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

period of site: ~nknown prehistoric 

Site Size and Depm: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW, surface only 

Enviromentzl Conlext: Flat, grassy terrace on the intemuve between two branches of Harbert's Creek 
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I .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-BI3 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964; Section 5 ,  T 4N. R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Unhowo prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 19, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Sue and Pcpth: 50 m NW-SE by 50 m NE-SW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Chen projectile point base, 2 chen flakes 
8. CoutexDd Integrity: Gwd, minimal disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Rat, grassy upland on the intemuve between two branches of Harben's Creek 
10. SCS soil series classification: Holton loam. DccasionaUy flooded 
I I .  Site Function: Possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of l a d  
13. Curatio~ of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Blwmington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not cligiblt 
15. Recommeadations: No funher work 

we410 

1.  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B14 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4.  Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, It%.; May 19, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Seven chert flakes, one chen shamr 
8. ContexDd Integrity: Gwd; minimal dimrbance 
9. 
IO. 
1 1 .  
12. 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Qudrangle and UTM Coordioater: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1%. Section 5. T 4N. R 10E 

Site She  ad Depth: 20 m NS by 25 m EN by 20 cm deep 

Environmental Context: Flat. grassy upland on the intertluve benveen two branches of Harben's Creek 
SCS soil series classificadon: Rorsmoyne silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes, eroded 
Site Function: Possible short-term campsite 
Projected Impacts: Sale and developmem of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 

1. SiteNumber: Temparary Field Number: IPG-GMIBIS 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unhown prehistoric 
4.  Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Maine. Inc.: May 22, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Sue  and Depth: 54 m NWSE by 72 m NE-SW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: 15-20 chen flakes 
8. Contextual Integrity: Poor; extensive disturbance by borrow pit 
9. Environmental Context: Flat, wooded terrace south of the contluence of two branches of Hubert's Creek 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
11 .  Site Function: Possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964; Section 5 ,  T 4N. R IOE 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B16 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Comnt: One flake 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Pwr: extensive dismrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Flat. wooded terrace above Harben's Creek 
10. SCS soil series classification: Holton loam, occasionally flooded 
11. Site Funcdon: Isolated prehistoric lithic fnj 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: G ~ C M  A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomingtan 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendatio~: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Cllfry Falls. IN 1964: Section 5. T 4N. R 10E 
Period of Site: Udaown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. lnc; May 23, 1995 

Site Size and Depth: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 rn EW by 20 cm deep 

We413 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B17 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Gco-Marine, Inc.: May 23. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Depth 88 m NS by 88 m EW by 60 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Handmade bricks and brick fragments, monar. coal. square nails. window glass, battle glass (green, clear. and 

iridescent). crockery, stoneware, whiteware. vehicle gar mnk (possibly modem). frnely-worked prehistoric biface from nearby 
drainage (secondary context) 

8. Contexml Integrity: Pwr; extensive dirmrbanc 
9. EnvironmentaJ Context: Wooded hilltop above a major tributary of Harkn ' r  Creek 
10. SCS soil series Rassifcation: Rossmoyne silt I-. 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Late 1% to Early Zoul Century hirroric farmstead or mral residence; prehistoric anifact in secondary context 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeolog).. Indianz UniversiTy. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendatio~: No further work 

Loearion: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coardinater: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 5. T 4N, R 10E 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Early 20th Cenrury 

We414 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-BI8 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 23, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Si and Depth: 18 m NS by 13 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Three flakcs 
8. Contexrual Integrity: Pwr: extensive disturbance 
9. 
10. 
11. Site Function: Possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of lacd 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: NO further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifly Falls, IN 1964: Section 5. T 4N, R IOE 

Environmental Context Flat, grassy upland above a branch of Harben's Creek 
SCS soil series clarsificadon: H o l m  loam. occas iady  flooded 

Curation of Materials: Glcnn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Ind im University, Bloomington 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-BI9 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 1.5' Clihy Falls. IN 19-54; Section 5 ,  T4N.  R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric and 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 24. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Depth: 12 m NS by 4 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: One flake. ovo glass fragments, charcoal 
8. C o n t e x ~  Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Flat, grassy upland above a branch of Harben's Creek 
10. SCS soil series classification: Holton loam, occasionally flooded 
11. Site Function: Isolated f d s  
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. BloomingtDn 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

We416  

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadmnzlc and UTM Cwrdinater: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1964: Section 5 ,  T 4N. R 1OE 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B20 

period of site: unLnown &historic 
Date and Original Recorder: @*Marine. Inc.: May 24. 1995 
Teesled? No 
Site Sue  and Depth: SZ m NS by M) m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Eleven unmodified chen flake. one utilized chen flake. four chen sham 
Contextual Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
Environmental Context: Fiat. grassy upland above a branch of Harbcn's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 0-2 percent slopes 
Site Function: Possible shon-term campsite 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboramry of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloomington 
NRHP Eligibility: Not elieible 

We417  

1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B2l 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric. one historic anifacr 
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
IO. 
11. 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
15. Rccommendations: Preservation through avoidance 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' CliIiy Falls. W 1964; Section 5 ,  T 4N. R 10E 

Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 25. 1995 

Site Sue and Depth: 40 m NS by 60 m EW by M) cm deep 
Site Content One historic glass fragment. IWO chen cores. one crude chen biface. one utilized chen flake. and 43 chen flakes 
Contextual Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
Environmental Context: Fiat, grassy upland above a branch of Harbert's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 0-2 percent slopes 
Site Function: Short-term campsite or lithic procurement and reduction area 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana Unjversity, Bloomingron 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 
10 
I 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6.  
7. 
8 .  
9. 
10 
11 
12 
13. 
14 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTRl Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 5 .  T 4N. R 10E 
Period of Site: Unhnown Prehistoric, l a t e  1% to Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recarder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 26, 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Size and Depfh: 55 m NS by 37 m EW hy 40 cm deep 
Site Conrent: Brick frdgmem. metal spikes. unidendfd metal objects. square nails. window glass. bottle glass (green and clear). 
whiteware. tramfeware, a ceramic and metal furniture fwtlwheel. seven chcn flakes. and a well feaNre 
C o n t e x d  Integrity: Gwd. minimal dismrbance 
Environmental Context: Wooded tenace above a minor mbutary of Harben's Creek 
SCS sail series classification: Holm loam. occasiody flooded 
Site Function: Possible rhon-term prehistoric campsite: Late 1% to Mid 20th Century historic farmstead or mral residence 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curaoon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of ~rchaeology, hdiana University, Bloomington 
NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
Recommendations: Preservation lbrough avoidance 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B22 

. 

UJe419 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Ouadrangle and m Cwrdinater: 7.5' Clifri F d r .  IN 1964; Section 5 ,  T 4N. R 1OE 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B23 

period of site: U&W Prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 26, 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Sire and D e p k  65 m NS by 18 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Five &en flakes, nvo chen shaoer 
contextual Integrity: Fair; moderate disturbance 
Environmental Context: Flat. grassy upland above a branch Of Harben's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Avanburg silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 
Site Function: Possible short-term campsite 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Labarawry of Archaeology. indiana University. Blwmingwn 
NRHP ElieibdiN: Not elieible 

15; Recommek.atio& No f h e r  work 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7 .  
8. 
9. 
IO 
11. 
12 
13. 
14 

Sire Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and VTM Cwrdmtes: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 5 .  T 4N, R 10E 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Ge*Marine. Inc.; May 27, 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Size and Depth: 25 m NS by 35 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Six chen flakes, h e  glass fragments 
Contextual Integrity: Fair: moderate dkmrbance 
Environmental Context: Flat, p r y  upland above a branch of Harben's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Holton loam. occasionally flooded 
Sire Function: Possible rhon-term campsite, modern miliciry dump 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, lndiaaa University, Bloomhgton 
NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-BZ4 

15. Recommendations: No funher work 
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1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: PG-GMI-BZ5 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifcy Falls. IN 19M. Section 5 .  T 4N, R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Unlnown prehistoric 
4. Dare and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 31,1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Sire Size and Depm: 3 m NS by 30 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Sire Content: Two chert flakes 
8. Contextual Inlegrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Rat, grassy upland abovc a branch of Harben'r Creek 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
11. Site Function: Possible shon-rerm campsite, modem.military dump 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of lard 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
IS. Recommendations: No further work 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 7. 

8 .  
9. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordires: 7.5' Clifly Falls, IN 1% Section S, T 4N, R 1OE 
Period of Sire: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Rccorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 31. 1995 
Tested? No 
Sire Size and Depth: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm dcep 
Site Canrent: One chert flake 
Contextual Integrily: Fair, moderate disturbance 
Environmental Context: Rat. grassy upland above a branch of Harbert's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Awnburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
Site Function: Isolated prehistoric lithic fiod 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 
NRHP Elieibiliw: Not clieible 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B26 

I~ ~ 

15: Recommeadatiok No further work 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5.  
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifly Falls. IN 1961: Section 5 .  T 4N. R 1OE 

Temporary Field Number: JF'G-GMI-BZ7 

Period of Sire: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: Junc 1, 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Sue and Depth: 70 m NS by 54 m EW by 28 cm deep 
Site Content: Brick fragments, boule glass (clear and purple). mil, whireware, stoneware. transferware. metal objects 
Canrextual Integrity: Pwr ;  extensive disolrbance 
Environmental Context: Semi-wwded upland area 
scs soil series classification: Hoiton loam. accasiodly flooded 
Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century historic farmstead or mral residence 
Projecred Impactr: Sale and development of lard 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. J n d i i  University. Blwmington 
NRHP Eligibility: No1 eligible 
Recommendations: No further work 
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1. Site Number: Temprary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B28 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Cenolry 
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contexrual integrity: Pwr; extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy upland area 
10. SCS soil series classiflcadon: Rorsmoyne silt loam, 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Funcdon: Late 19th to Mid 20th Ccnolry hismric udmown 
12. Projected Impam: Sale and development of laad 
13. Curanan of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendadons: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' Cldty Falls, IN 1964: Section 5. T4N. R IOE 

Date and Original Recorder: Gec-Mafine. Inc.; June 1, 1995 

Site Size and Depth: 4 m NS by 15 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: One brick fragment. one bone fragment 

We425 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: PG-GMI-B29 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, lnc.; June 2, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Depth: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 5 cm deep 
7. Site Content: One brick fragment 
8. Contextual Integrity: Pwr; extensive disolrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy upland area 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Rosrmoyne silt loam, 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Funcdon: Late 19th to Mid 20th Cenntry historic ub iown  
12. Projected ImpacIs: Sale and development of land 
13. Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Miana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recammendadons: No funher work 

Locadon: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C I I I  Falls, IN 1%. Section 5 .  T 4N, R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Cenolry 

We426 

1. Site Number: Temprary Field Number: JPG-GMILB30 
2. Laeation: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Caordlnates: 7.5' ClifIy Falls. W 1964: Section 5, T 4N. R IOE 
3. Period of Site: Ulllmown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; June 2. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Sire and Depth: 80 m NS by IO m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Five chen flakes, two chen shamr fragment 
8. Contextual Integrity: Fair; moderate disturb- 
9. 
IO. 
11. Site Function: Possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Envimnmenral Context: Wwded terrace above a mbuery of Harbert's Creek 
SCS roil series classificanon: Avonburg silt loam, 2 4  percent slopes, eroded 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Blw~~lhgton  
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6.  
7. 

8. 
9.  
IO. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
IS. 

Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B31 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964; Section 34, T 5N, R 1OE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Ceo-Marine, Inc.; June 5 ,  1995 
T e d ?  No 
Site Size and Depth. 80 m NS by 95 m EW by 28 cm deep 
Site Content: Barrel hoops, one heavy gauge wire object. porcelain, whiteware. earthenware. bade glass (brown. green, and 
clear). windaw glass. iron hinge, shcernails, haodmade bricks. metal bucket. coal, non-human too&. and W e e  features: a well. 

Contexmal Iotegrity: Pwr; extensive disturbance 
Envi ronmed Context: Marshy, wwded upland area 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 
Site Funcdon: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century historic farmstead or mral residence, possibly short-term prehistoric campsite 
Projected Impacu: Sale and developmetu of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Miana University. Bloomington 
NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
Recommendations: No further work 

and tile dispsned remaiN of two srmctures 

We428 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B32 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: G e o - m e ,  Inc.: June 6.1995 
5 .  Tested? NO 
6. Site Size and Deptil: 35 m NS by 100 m EW by 35 cm deep 
7. Site ComeN: Bricks (whole and fragmenrrd). tade glass (clear. brown, ad indercetu). whiteware, metal objecrr, coal, and two 

features: a concrete wall r e m t .  and a well 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded upland area 
10. SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2 4  perccnt slopes, eroded 
11. Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th Cemry historic farmstead or rural residence (purported original location of the historic 

Baylers Cemetery) 
12. Projected Impacu: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. M i m  University, Bloomingron 
14. " J I P  Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i i  Falls. IN 1964: Section 4. T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 2hh Century 

1 .  
2. 
3. 
4. 

We429 

Site Number: 
Lacation: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 19M. Section 4, T 4N, R 1OE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Ma-. Inc.; June 6, 1995 

Site Size and Depm: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm deep 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMLB33 

5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: One chen flake 
8. Contextual InteeriN: Fair: moderate disturbance _ .  
9. Environmental Context: na t ,  grassy upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 0-2 percent slopes 
11. Site Function: Isolated prehistoric lithic f d  
12. Proiected Imnacu: Sale and dcveloament of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloo-gton 

IS. Recommcndatio~: No funher work 
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Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1YW. Section 4. T 4N. R 10E 

Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; June 7, 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Size and Depm: 0.3 n. NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: One whiteware fragment 
C o n t e x ~  Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
Environmental Context: Fiat, grassy upland 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. &2 percent slopes 
Site Function: Isolated historic f& 
Projected Impacs: Sde and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Labamcry of Archaeology. Indiana University. Blooinhgton 
NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B34 

period of site: Late 19th to Late 2otb c e m r y  

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
1 4 ~  . .. 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

We431 

1. Site Number: Temparary Field Number: IPG-GMI-B34 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 19M. Section 4. T 4N. R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Late ZOm Curmry 
4. Dare and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: June 7, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6.  Site Sizc and Deprh: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm decp 
7. Site Content: Four corroded memi objecls 
8. Contextual Integrity: Poor; extensive disturbance 
9. Envimnmenral Context: Manby wooded u p l d  
10. SCS soil series classirlcation: Rosrmoyne silt loam. 2-6 percent slops, eroded 
11. Site Function: lsolated historic f& 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No h&er work 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  
6.  
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

We432 

Sire Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964, Section 4, 'I 4N, R 10E 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Late 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; June 8. 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Size and Depth: 3 m NS by 13 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Sire Content: One nail. one salt-glazed ceramic fragment 
Contextual Integrity: Fair: moderate disolrbance 
Enviromenral Context: Marshy wwded upland 
SCS roil series clasrific?.tion: Avonburg silt loam. 0 2  percent slopes 
Site Function: Hiswric msh scamer 
Projected Impacrr: Sale and development of lard 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Labaratop of Archaeology. Indiam University, Bloorninmn 
NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
Recommewiations: No funher work 

Temporary Field Number: 1PG-GMI-B36 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdimres: 7.5' Clifry Falls, IN 19M; Section 4. T 4N. R 1OE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Late 20th CenNly 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, h.: June 8, 1995 
Tested? No 
Site S u e  and Depth: 20 m NS by 10 NEW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Porcelain, whiteware, and rransfenvare fragments 
Cmtexmal h g n t y :  Fair: moderate disNrbance 
Environmental Context: Marshy wooded upland 
SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes, eroded 
Site Function: Historic wsh scatter 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
NRHP ElieibiliN: Not elieible 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B38 

w e 4 3 4  

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
IO. 
11. 
12. 
13 
14. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordimres: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1964; Section 4. T 4N. R 1OE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Late 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, hc.; June 9. 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Sue and Depth: 5 m NS by 8 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Two rolls of old hogwire and one temcolla drain pipe fragment 
ContexNal Integrity: Fair: moderate dimrbance 
Enviromental Context: Marshy wooded upland 
SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes, eroded 
Site Function: HisNric m h  scaner 
Projected Impactr;: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiaaa University. Blwmington 
NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
Recommendations: No funher work 

Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-B39 

we435  

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964; Section 4. T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 19th lo Late 20th CenNry 
Date and Original Rewrder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; lune 12. 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Sue and Depth: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: One brownware ceramic fragment 
Contexmal Inlegnty: Fair; moderate dirNrbancc 
Envi ronmed Context: Flat, wooded upland 
SCS soil series classifcation: Rorrmoyne silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
Site Function: Isolated historic f& 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curarion of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboraloly of Archaeology. lndiana University. Bloomiylon 
NRHP Eligibility: Not cligible 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B40 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B41 
2. 
3 .  Period of Site: Late 1% to Late 2orh Century 
4. 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: One salt-glare stoneware fragment 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Fair: modenre disturbance 
9.  Environmental Context: Flat, wooded upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam, 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Isolated historic fud 
12. Projected Impacrs: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: GICM A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. R c c o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~ O N :  No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 19-54; Section 4. T 4N, R 10E 

Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: lune 12. 1995 

Site Six and Depth: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm dcep 

me437 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B43 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; June 13. 1% 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Sire Content: Two chert flakes 
8. C m t e x u l  Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy upland 
10. SCS roil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 0-2 percent slops 
11. Site Function: Possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, lndiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Locadon: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' CUiy Falls, IN 1964: Section 33, T 5N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 

Sire Size and Depth: 15 m NS by 5 m EW by 20 cm deep 

me438 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B44 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: June 14. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Metal fragmenrs 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
IS. Recommendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 19M. Section 33. T 5N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown Prehistoric. Late 1% to Late 20h Cenmry 

Site Sie and Depm: 10 m NS by 5 m EW by 20 cm deep 

Contextual Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above a minor mbutary of Harbert's Creek 
SCS roil series classfication: Avanburg silt loam. 0-2 prcent slopes 
Site Function: Unlolown prehistoric. hismric amfact Scam1 
Projected Impacrs: Sale ard dcvelopment of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloomington 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
1. 
8 .  
9. 
IO. 
1 1 .  
12. 
13. 
14. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 1.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964; Section 33. T 5N. R 10E 
Period of Site: Unknown Prehistoric. Late 19th to Late 20th Cenmry 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: June 14. 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Sue and Depth: 20 m NW-SE by 5 m SW-NE by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: One chert flake and one nail 
C o n t e x d  Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
Environmental Context: W d e d  terrace above a minor mbutary of Harbert's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 2 4  percent dopes, eroded 
Site Function: Unknown prehistoric. historic &act rcamr 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laborawry of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
NRHP Elieibilirv: Not elieible 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B45 

- .  I 

15. R ~ c ~ m m e a d a t i ~ ~ :  No funher work 
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1 .  
2.  
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 .  
9. 
IO 
I I  
12 
13 
14 
15 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4 
5. 
7. 6. 

8. 
9. 
IO 
11 
I2 
13 
14 

Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B46 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, I N  19% Section 33. T SN, R 1OE 
Period of Site: Unlmom Prehistoric, Late 19th to Law 20th Century 
Date and Original Remrder: Ce~Marinc. Inc.: June 14,1995 
Tested? No 
Sire Sue and Depm: 35 m NS by 38 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Two flakes. 2 metal fragments. one whiteware fragment 
Contexolal Integrity: Fair: mmierate disnrrbance 
Environmental Context: Grassy upland 
SCS soil series classification: Avonbvrg silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes. emded 
Site Function: Unknown prehistoric. hiswric artifact scatter 
Projected Impacu: Sale and development of land 
Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laborawry of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 
NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
Recommendations: No funher work 

we441 

Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B48 
Lacation: USGS Quadrangle and UIM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 33. T 5N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 1% w Late 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. hc.: Iunc IS. 1995 
Tested? No 
Sire Size and Depm: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 em deep 
Site Content: Three metal fragments 
Contexolal Integrity: Poor: extensive dismrbance 
Environmental Context: Flat grassy upland 
SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes. emded 
Site Function: Isolated hirwric f d  
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 

15. Recommcndations: ' No furlher work 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1. 
E .  
9. 
10. 
11. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 1.5' C l i i  Falls. IN 19W. Section 33, T 5N, R 10E 
Period of Sire; Late 1% to Late 20th Cenury 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: lune 16, 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Size and Depth: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Nail 
Contexul Integrity: Poor; extensive disturbance 
Environmenal Contexf: Flat grassy upland 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
Site Function: Isolated historic fmd 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Miana University. Bloomington 
NRHP Eligibility: No1 eligible 
Recommendations: No fvrther work 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-B48 
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Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPGGMI-B49 
Location: USGS Puadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C i i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 33. T 5 N .  R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: June 19. 1995 
rested? No 
Site Size and Deptk 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: One retouched chert tlake 
Contexaral Inregrity: Good: minimal dirmrbance 
Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above tributary of Harben's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Rorsmoyne silt loam, 2-6 perceni slopes, eroded 
Site Function: lrolared prehistoric lithic fnd 

12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No f u a e r  work 

1. Sire Number: Temporary Field Numkr: JPG-GMI-850 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 1% to Late 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: June 19. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Depth 25 m NS by 25 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Siic Content: One glass fragment. whiteware fragment. possible pearlware fragment 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Poor; extensive disovbance 
9. Enviromenral Conrext: Marshy wooded upland 
10. SCS roil series classiiication: Rossmoyne silt loam, 2-6 percent slopes, emled 
11. Site Function: Historic trash scatter 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1% Section 33, T 5N, R 10E 

Curarion of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboretory of Archaeol&. Indiana University. Bloomington 
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I .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-BSI 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, lnc.; June 20, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964; Section 33. T 5N. R 10E 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 

Site Size and Depth: 48 m NS by 100 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Unidcntifred metal fragmcnrr. a metal spike, a possible piece of farm machinery or vehicle leafspring. brick. 
stoneware. whileware. wnsfeware, window glass, a 1937 Red Rock Cola botlle, and four fearures: One liestone-lined well. 
one wncrete-lined well. B dispersed concrete bloek howe foundation, and a partial limestone blocklconcrete foundation 

8. Contexntal Iaregrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmcnral Context: Marshy, wooded upland area 
10. SCS soil series classification: Holton loam, occasionzlly flooded 
1 I. Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th Cemry historic f m t e a d  or mral residence 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Blwmington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

We446 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-CI 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. 
5.  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Two then tlakes 
8. Contexlual Integrity: Pwr: extensive distnrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy wetland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 14 percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Un*nown: possible shorn-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, lndiaoa University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
IS. R c c o ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ o N :  No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UThi Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 32. T 5N. R IOE 

Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 3, 1995 

Site Sire and Depfh: 5 m NS by IO m EW by 20 ctn deep 
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1. 
2. 
3.  
4. 
5 .  
6.  
7. 
8. 
9. 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964, Section 32. T 5N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Ine.: May 3. I995 
Tested? No 
Site Sire and Depth: 0.3 m NS by 0.3 m EW by 20 crn deep 
Site Content: One chert flake 
Comxwl Integrity: Fair: moderate dimrbance 
Environmental Context: Grassy upland 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
Site Function: Isolated prehistoric lithic fmd 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 
NRHP Eligibility: Not cliaible 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-CZ 

15. Recommendations: No firther work 
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1. Site Number: Temporary F d d  Number: JPG-GMI-C3 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordmter: 7.5' Cllfrv Falls, IN 1964: Section 32, T SN, R 1OE 
3. period of site: Unlolown &is to r i c  
4. Date and Original Recorder: GeG-Marine. Inc.: May 4, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Sizc and Depth: 10 m YS by S m  EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: One chert flake, one firesracked raek fragment 
8. Comxtual Integrity: Fair; moderate dismrbance 
9. Environmenorl Context: Gnssy wetland 
10. SCS roil series classication: Avonburg silt loam, 2 4  perceN slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown; possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, lndiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not cligiblc 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number, JPG-GMI-C4 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' Clifry Falls. IN 1964: Section 32. T 5N, R 1OE 
3. 
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contextual Integrity: Pwr ;  extensive diswbance 
9. Environmcatal Context: Grassy wedand 
10. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Historic farmstead or ~ r a l  residence 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, lndiana University, Bloormogfon 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
jS. Recommendations: No further work 

Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; May 4.1995 

Site Sire  and Depth: 44 m NS by 22 m EW by 20 cm deep 
site C m m c  Twelve whiteware fragments three wire nails, three window glass fragments, and two brick fragments 

12Je4so 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C5 
2. 
3.  Period of Site: Late 1% to Mid 20th Cenmry 
4. Dare and Original Recorder: Geo-Ma-, lnc.: May 5. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6 .  Site Sie and Depth: 8 m NS by 12 m EN' by 60 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Clear window glass, asbestos, PVC plastic Nbbg (modem), a large quantity of msted me&. and one feature: a 

small concrete foundation slab 
8. Contexntal Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Harlow's General Store. a mercanae business 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 33. TSN. R IOE 

Curation of Materials Glcnn A. Black Labra toy  of Archaeology, lndiana Univerriry. B l o o m t o n  
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C6 
2.  Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C f i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 5, T 4N, R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 8. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Sue and Depth: 50 m NS by 45 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Wire nail, unidenrified metal fngmentr. hogwire. boule glass (milk. aqua. manganese and clear). canning jar 

fragments, plaster. building dler, bricks (whole and fngmenmy) and three features: two concrete building foundations, and a 
dressed limestone well 

8. Contextual Integrity: Pwr;  extensive disturbance 
9. Environmenral Context: Marshy, wooded upland area 
IO. SCS soil series classifcation: Avonburg silt loam, 0-2 percent slopes 
1 1 .  Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 2Oh Cenlury historic farmstead or mral residence 
12. Projected ImpacU: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Blwmington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligihle 
15. ReCOtNllSadatiON: No funher work 
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1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: JF'G-GMIJ27 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contextual Integrity: Pwr; extensive disturbance 
9. 
IO. 
1 1 .  
12. Proiected hwacts: Sale and develooment of land 

Lccation: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964; Section 5 ,  T 4N. R 1OE 
Period of Site: Early to Mid 20th Ceoolry 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 9. 1995 

Site Sue and Depm: 13 m NS by 1 1  m EW by 60 cm deep 
Site Content: Plastic (modem), glass (window and bottle). unidentified metal fragments, wirc. whiteware 

Environmental Context: Marshy wooded upland 
SCS sod series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
Site Function: Historic wsh dump. with some modem cornpanem 

13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 

Cunnon of Materials: Glenn A. Biack Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloomingron 

15. Recommendations: No funher work 

1. Site Number: Temprary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C8 
2. Location: USGS QuadranKle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964; Section 5, T 4N. R IOE 
3 .  
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; May 11 .  1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7.  
8. Contextual Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. 
IO. 
1 1 .  Site Function: Historic wsh rcauer 
12. Projected ImpacU: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 

Period of Site: Mid 20th Century 

Site S u e  and Depth: 10 m NS by 6 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: 20 wirc nails. one sheet mctal fragment. and one centnic light bulb socket 

Environmental Context: Marshy w d e d  upland 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 

Curation Of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloomington 

15, ReCOmmCodatiON: NO funher work 
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1 .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C9 
2.  
3. Period of Site: Late 1% m Mid 20th Cenury 
4. Date and O r i g d  Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; May 9. 1995 
5 .  Ter~ed? No 
6. Site Size and Depth: 14 m NS by 8 m EW by 60 cm deep 
1. Site Coment: lron hook and bracing. buggy kerosene lamp frame, galvanized steel bucket and washtubs. hogwire, g ~ t e w a r e  

vessels. swneware fragmem, whiteware fragments. and aqua glass 
8. Contexd  Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Marshy wooded upland 
10. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
11. Site Function: Historic uash dump 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recammendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and LITM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 5 .  T 4N. R 10E 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JF'C-GMI-C8 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th w Mid 2Gth C e n w  
4. Date and Original Recorder: GeWMarine. Inc.: May 11. 1995 
5. Tcsted? No 
6.  Site Sire and Depm: 35 m NS by 46 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Contern: Dozer piles of thick chuoks of concrete nrbble, milk glass, aqua glass, window glass. brick fragments, crockery. 

whitrware. one 1916 U.S. "wheat" penny 
8. Conrtxmal Integrity: Poor: extensive disurbance 
9. Environmental Context: Marshy wooded upland 
10. SCS roil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent doper 
11. Site Function: Hismric m h  scauer 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboramry of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clirty Falls. IN 1%. Section 4. T 4N, R IOE 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-CI1 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prchirmric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 16. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Si2e and Depth: 81 m NS by 51 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: One limerrone shauer, I5 chen shauer, 25 chen flakes. one chen flake fragment. and one chen biface 
8. C O N C X N ~  Integrity: Fair; moderate dismbance 
9. EnvironmenIal Context: Grassy upland 
IO. SCS roil series classification: Avonhrg silt loam, 2 4  percent slopes. eroded: Holton loam. occasionally flooded 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible shon-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Salc and development of land 
13. Curauon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Labonwry of Archaeology. lndlana University. BloominSon 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
15. RecommendaIiON: Preservation lhrough avoidancc 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifiy Falls. IN 1964; Section 5. T 4N. R 1OE 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C12 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Four chcn flakes, one chen shaoer 
8.  Contextual Integrity: Fak moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy &ace above Harben'r Creek 
10. SCS soil series classification: Holwn loam, accasionally flooded 
11. Site Function: Unknown; possible shon-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and developmetu of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laborawrv of Archaeolow, lndiana Universiw, Bloomin'zwn 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Lncation: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 5 ,  T4N,  R 1OE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehiswric 
Date and Original Recorder: Gco-Marine. Inc.; May 16. 1995 

Site Size and Depth: IO m NS by 20 m EW by 40 cm deep 

1. Sire Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C13 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unlmown prehiswric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Go-Marine. he.: May 17. 1995 
5.  Tested? No 
6. Site She and Depth: 50 m NS by 65 m EW by > 60 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Four chen shaoer, IWO chen cores, 51 chen flakes 
8.  Contextual Integrity: Fair; moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy terrace above Harben's Creek 
10. SCS roil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 0-2 percent slopes. eroded; Cincinnati silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
11. Sire Function: Unkwwn: possible shon-term campsite or lithic procurement and reduction area 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laborawry of Archaeology, Miam Univcrslty. Bloominwn 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
15. Rccammendadons: Reservation through avoidance. pardcular to determine its relationship with nearby site B21 (i.e.. are they 

b e  same large site?) 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1964; Section 5, T 4N, R IOE 
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I .  SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C14 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 18. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964; Section 5.  T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric; Late 19th w Mid 20th Century 

Site Size and DepLh: 38 m NS by 40 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Conrent: Three chen flakes, bricks (whole and fragmentary), momr. concrete, unidentified metal fragments. clear bottle 
glass, window g k .  and five features: wo collcrcte slab foundations. two concrete pier and beam foundations. and a cistern or 
well. 

8. Contextual Integrity: Pwr ;  extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Semi-wooded upland area 
10. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
11. Site Function: Late 1% to Mid 20th century historic famulead; m y  be pan of a complex including site C28. on the south side 

of lncinerawr Road 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laborawry of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomingwn 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
IS. Recommendations: No further work 
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1 .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-CIS 
2. Lacadon: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964: Section 5 .  T 4N. R IOE 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date a d  Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 22, 1595 
5. Tested? Na 
6. Site Size and Deprh: 30 m NS by 10 rn EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Seven chert flakes, fhree chert shaner 
8 .  Conterntal Integrity: Fair; moderate disturbance 
9. Environmenral Context: Grassy terrace above Harben's Creek 
IO. SCS roil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2 6  percent slopes, eroded 
1 I .  Site Fmcdon: Unknown; possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMICl6 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and VTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifrv Falls, IN 1964; Section 5.  T 4N, R 1OE 
3 .  
4. 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Conrent: Five chcn flakes, one shaner 
8. Contextual Integrity: Fair; moderate disturbance 
9. Environmenral Context: Grassy terrace above Hubert's Creek 
10. SCS soil series classification: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2-6percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. BlwmiOgton 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Period of site: unknown prehistoric 
Date and Or ig id  Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 22. 1995 

Site Sire and Deprh: 10 m NS by 20 m .EW by 20 cm deep 

1. 
2 .  
3.  
4. 
5 .  
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Site Number: 
Lacation: USGS Quadrangle and VTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964; Sections. T4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 29th u) Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 23. 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Size  and Depth: 62 m NS by 105 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Metal fragments. wire nails. imn bolt, coal. glass (window and bottle). bricks (whole and fragmentary). terra corn 
shingledrwfing tiles. c e d s  (from born cwmucdon material aad kitchenware). asbestos. possible roof tar. four chert flakes, 
and six features: a buned chvnney fall. fhrrc comxete fomiations. B highly disturbed concrete-lined well, and a concrete windmill 
base and wellhead 
Contextual Integrity: Poor; extensive disturbance 
Environmental Context Wooded second terrace above the main channel of Harbert's Creek 
SCS soil series classificauon: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century historic farmstead. probably related 10 the adjacent Nicklaus Cannery 
Projected Impactr: Sale aod development of land 
Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboramry of Archaeology. M i a m  University, Bloomington 
NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
Recommendations: No hrrrhcr work 

Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-CIB 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

Site Number: 
Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1964: Section 5. T 4N. R 10E 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 24. 1995 
Tested? No 
Site Size and Depth: 38 m NS by 20 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Two pieces of wire. and extensive concrete foundation, ornamental flower concenmtions. and a series of 
inrSrconnected artificial depressions leading down to Harben's Creek (possibly not related to site) 
C o n t e x d  Integrity: Poor; extensive disturbance 
Environmental Context Wooded, marshy fin1 terrace above the main channel of Harben's Creek 
SCS roil Series classification: Rorsmoync silt loam..2-6 percent slopes, eroded 
Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century commcrciallindurmal site, probably related to nearby site C18 
Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomiagtoa 
NRHP Elieibiliw: Not elieible 

Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-CI9 

15. Recommeodatiok: No < d e r  work 

1. Site Number: Temparary Field Number: JPG-GMIC2O 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 24. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site S u e  and Depth: 10 m NS by 57 m EW:-mrface only 
7. Site Content large cnrrrete pillar d six large piles of crushed cnncrete: possibly remnants of smcture(s) or old bridge($ over 

Harben'r Creek 
8. Contextual Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above the min channel of Harben's Creek 
10. SCS soil series clarsiftcation: Avonburg silt loam. &2 percent slopes 
11. Site.Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century hirtoric consmcdon materials dump (?) 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Lacadon: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964: Section 5. T 4N. R 1OE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Cemry 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPGGMIK21 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1W Section 5, T 4N, R 1OE 
3. Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 25, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site S k  and Depth. 12 m NS by 13 m EW by 60 cm deep (willtin cellar) 
7. Site Content: Wlndow glass, cenmic shingles, fnwnesh window Screen wire, soda bottler (fragmentary). wire nails. brick 

(whole and fragmentary). modern plastic elccuical conduit. and one large concrete-lined cellar hole 
8. C o n t e x d  Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded second terrace above the main channel of Harben's Creek 
10. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam, 0-2 percem slopes 
1 I .  Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century historic rural residence 
12. Proiected h w c t s :  Sale and devclooment of land 
13. Cuition of Materials: Glenn A. Biack Labomtory of Archacology. Indiana University. Bioomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. R e ~ ~ - s n d a t i o ~ :  No funher work 
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1. Site Number: Temporary FieM Number: JPG-GMI-C22 
2. Location: USGS Quadmgle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 5 ,  T 4N. R 10E 
3. 
4. 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7 .  

Period of Site: Uninown prehistoric: Late 1% to Mid 20th Century 
Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; May 25, 1995 

Site Size aod Depth: 80 m NS by 105 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Metal fragments, glass (window and boule), whiteware fragments (including a teacup handlc), wire nails, one 
marble. one glass boule stopper. bricks (whole and fragmentary: possibly homemade): one prehistoric chen flake; and six 
f e a w s :  a cnIKrete barn foundadon, a mh-fiued depression. a concrete ulodmill base with wellhead a d  mechanical well pump. 
an eanhhen mound with limestone slabs scauered throughout, a l i a r  mw of five concrete blocks imbedded in the ground, and 
a large concrete slab With a 6 m  water pipe extendii from surface rn subsurlace 

8. Contexwl Inregrity: Pwr: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Semi-wooded second terrace above the main channd of Harben's Creek 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0 2  percent slopes 
11. Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th C e n w  historic mnl residence and famutead 
12. Projected Impaco: Sale and dcvelopmenr of land 
13. Curadon of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendanons: No funher work 

we467 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-C23 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 5.  T 4N. R 1OE 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Gec-Mahe. Inc.: May 26, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6 .  Site Size and Depth: 4 m NS by 10 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7 .  Site Content: Three chen flakes 
8. Contenwl Integrity: Fair: moderate dismrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy terrace above Harben's Creek 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0 2  percent slopes. eroded: Cincinnati silt loam, 2-6 percent slopes, eroded 
11. Site Function: Unlolown: possible &on-tern campsite or lilhic procurement and reduction area 
12. Projected Impaco: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of M a t e d s :  Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomingron 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15.  Recommendations: No funher work 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C24 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Gec-Marine. Inc.: May 29. I995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site S i e  and Depth: 2 m NS by 22 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Two chen flakes, one chen rhauer fragment. screw-top glass vessels, gnniteware cooking pols. tin cans, metal 

fnpnents. galvanized steel buckets and washtubs 
8. Contextual Integrity: Poor: eXteNiVe disturbancc 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy terrace above Harben's Creek 
10. 
11. 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinater: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 5, T 4N, R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric: Late 1% to Mid 20th Century 

SCS soil series classification: Rorsmoyne silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
Site Funcdon: Unknown; possible shan-term prehistoric campsite. histonc msh dump 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 



1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C25 
2. Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 5. T 4N. R 10E 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Rccorder: Geo-Marine, tnc.: May 30. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Depth 4 m NS by 20 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: k c  chen flakes and two chert shaner fragments 
8. Contextual Integrity: F*r: moderate dimbance 
9. Environmental Context: Semi-wooded terrace above Harbcn's Creek 
IO. SCS soil series clarsificiloon: Avonburg silt loam, 2-4 percent slopes. eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible shon-term campsite 
12. Proiected Imoacts: Sale and develooment of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 

C u k m  of Materials: Glenn A. Biack Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 

15. Recommendations: No further work 

We470 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMIC26 
2. Lacation: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964. Section 5 ,  T 4N. R 10E 
3. Period of Sire: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 30. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site Size and D e p h  25 m NS by 14 m EW by 60 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Sixteen chert flakes, seven shaner fragments 
8.  Contexwal Integrity: Excellent: apparently undiswrkd 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above Harben's Creek 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Clncinnad silt loam, 6-11 percent slopes. severely eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
IS. Recommendations: Preservation through avoidance 

We471 

I .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: 1PG-GMI-C27 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unlolown prehistoric 
4. 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contextual Integrity: Good: minimal diswrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above Harbcn's Creek 
10. 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Salc and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. B l w e g t o n  
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
15. Recommendations: Preservation through avoidance 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and Ul?4 Cwrdinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964. Section 5 ,  T 4N, R 10E 

Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: May 30. 1995 

Site Size and Depth: 30 m NS by 18 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Twenty-five chen flakes, tight chen shaner fragments (one a heat spall). and one historic wire Mil 

SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati silt loam, 6 1 2  percent slopes. severely eroded 
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121472 

1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-C29 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. 
5 .  Tested? No 
6.  
7. 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Pwr ;  extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above Harbert's Creek 
10. SCS sail series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 2 4  percent slops, eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibiliry: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifrv Falls. IN 1964: Section 5 ,  T 4N. R JOE 

Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.: May 31, 1995 

Site Size and Depth: 30 m NS by 20 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Founeen chen flakes and two shamr fragments 

121473 

I .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-C30 
2.  Location: USGS W r a n g l e  and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifrv Falls. IN 1964; Section 4. T 4N. R 10E 
3. 
4. Date and Origioal Recorder: &+Marine. hc.; May 31, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6.  
7. 

Period of Site: U&own prehistoric; Late 19th to Mid 20th Ce&ry 

Site Size and D e p k  30 m NS by 56 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Poorqualiry concrete chunks, meal sheets. glrass (window and boule). rolls of used hogwire, barbed wire. and 
baling wire. cenmic fragments. solarized manganese glass. galvanized steel washtubs and buckers, pile of WW II momr 
fragments. one chert bifacial preform, 18 chert flakes, and 6 chen shatter fragments 

8. Contextual Integriry: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above Harbert's Creek 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cincinmti silt loam. 6 1 2  percent slopes. severely eroded; Avonburg silt loam. 2 4  percent slope$. 

eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term prehistoric campsite. historic msh dump 
12. Projected Impactr: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory ofArchaeology, Indiana Universiry. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
IS. Recommendations: Preservation of prehistoric componenr through avoidance 

me474 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-C31 
2. 
3.  Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Origwl Recorder: Geo-Marine, Inc.; June 1. 1995 
S. Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Two chert flakes 
8. 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above Harbert's Creek 
IO. 
I I .  
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development Of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibiliry: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 1964: Section 4, T 4N, R 10E 

Site Sire and Depm: 30 m NS by 4 m EW by 20 cm deep 

Contextual Integriry: Poor; extensive disturbance 

SCS roil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term campsite 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 



we475 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C3Z 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: June I .  1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. Site S u e  and Deprh: 30 m NS by 90 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Bricks (whole and fragmentary), wire nails, cut ~ i l ~ ,  ~ i l  fragments. metal fragments. midendfed ceramics 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Poor: extensive disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Marshy wooded upland 
10. SCS soil series classificadon: Avonburg silt loam, 0-2 percent slopes 
1 1. Site Function: Historic artifact scamr 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laborawry of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendanom: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 4. T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C33 
2. 
3, 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; June 5. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contexolal Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
9. Environmcnral Context: Wooded terrace above Harbert's Creek 
IO. 
11. 
12. Pbiected hwacts: Sale and develorment of land 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinate~: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 19M. Section 4, T 4N, R IOE 
Pcriod of Site: Unknown prehistoric; Late 19th to Mid 20th Ccntury 

Site Sue and Depth: 20 m NS by 40 to EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Brick fragments, glass (window and bottle). nails, ceramics, 17 chert flakes. and one biface 

SCS sail series classification: Cincinnati silt loam, 6-12 percent slopes. severely eroded 
Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term prehistoric campsite. historic m h  dump 

13. Curation of Materials: Glcnn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: IPG-GMI-C34 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. lnc.: June 5. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Five chert flakes 
8. Contextual Integrity: Gwd: minimal disturbance 
9, Environmenral Context: Wooded terrace above Harben's Creek 
10. 
11. Site Function: Unknown; possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No funher work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and VTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 4. T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Sire: Unknown prehistoric 

Site Size and DepU1: 10 m NS by 10 m EW by 20 cm deep 

SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati silt loam. 6-12 percent slopes. severely eroded 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloomington 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMLC35 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; June 6. 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contextual Integrity: Goad; minimal disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Woaded terrace above Harbert's Creek 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati silt loam. 612 percent slopes, severely eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale aod development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University. Bloomingron 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
15. Recommendations: Preservation through avoidance 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 4, T 4N, R 10E 

Site She and Depth: 22 m NS by 42 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Twenty-seven chcn flakes and nvelve chert shaoer fragments 

121479 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C36 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.; June 7.1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contextual Integrity: Fair; moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded tenact above Harbert'r Creek 
10. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati silt loam. 6-12 percent slopes. severely eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown; possible short-rem campsite 
12. Projected Impacs: Sale and development of land 
13. Curadon of Malerials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. MiaM University. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 

' 15. RecommendaUoN: No further work 

Lacation: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i i  Falls, IN 1964; Section 4. T 4N. R 1OE 

Site Sire and DepUr: 5 m NS by 5 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site C o u n t :  Four chert flakes, three chert rhatrer fragments 

1. SiteNumber: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C37 
2. 
3. Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine, h.; lune 7, 1995 
5. Tested? No 
6.  
7. 
8. Contextual Integrity: Gwd, minimal disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded terrace above Harben'r Creek 
IO. SCS soil series classification: Cincinnati silt loam. 612 percent slopes. severely eroded 
11. Site Function: Unknown: possible short-term campsite 
12. Projected Lnpacls: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. l n d i i  University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
15. Recommendations: Preservation through avoidance 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. W 1964: Section 4. T 4N, R IOE 

Site She and Depth: 12 m NS by 7 m EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: Twenty-four chert flakes. Iwo chert shatrer fragments. and one chert Core fragment 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C38 
2. 
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: eo-Marine, Inc.: June 9, I995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. C o n t e x d  Integrity: Pwr; extensive dirmrbance 
9. Environmental Context: Grassy upland 
IO. SCS roil series classification: Holton loam, Occasiordy flooded 
11. Site Function: Historic amfact scatter 
12. Projected Impacu: Sale and development of land . 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University, Blwmington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadranglc and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' C S i  Falls. IN 1964; Section 4, T 4N, R 10E 
Period of Sire: Late 19th to Late 20th Century 

Site Size and Depth: 4 m NS by 15 m EW by 38 cm deep 
Site Content: Four wire nails, >20 metal wire fragmenu 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C39 
2.  
3. 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: lune 12. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' C l i  Falls, IN 1%4; Section 5. T 4N. R IOE 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric: Late 19th to Mid 20th Century 

Site Sire and Depth: 72 m NS by 84 m EW by 40 cm deep 
Site Conrenr: Assnned metal fragrmm, an imn ring imbe&kd in the g r o d  near the datum. a metal bar (possibly from a buggy 
or wagon), glass ( W o w  and bolde). whiteware. mmfenvare, enacorn flowelpot fragments. bricks (whole and fragmentary). 
coal. two chen shatter fragments. one chen utilized flake tool. and seven features: a chimney fall with two associated concrete 
piers and brick rubble: IWO concrete slab fowdations: one large concrete pier and beam barn foundation: two concrete water 
mu& (one possibly kluding B well); and a cellar featme lined on the c a ~ t  and west sides with dressed and mortared limestone 

8. Contextual Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Semi-wooded area above a minor mbutary of Harbcn's Creek 
IO.  SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
11. Site Function: Possible shon-term prchirtoric campsite; late 19th to Mid 20th Century historic farmstead 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and dcvclopmcm of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology, Indiana University, Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Unknown 
15. Recommendations: Prescrvation through avoidance 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: lPG-GMI-C40 
2. 
3. 
4. Dare and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. Inc.: lune 13, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. 
8. Contextual Integrity: Fair: moderate disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wooded upland 
IO. SCS soil series classfication: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 perunt slopes 
11. Site Function: Unknown; possible shon-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacu: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Blwmington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Recommendations: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordinates: 7.5' Clirty Falls. IN 1964: Section 4. T 4N, R 10E 
Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 

Site Sire and Depm: 58 m NS by 58 rn EW by 40 cm deep 
Site Conrent: Seventeen chen flakes. one chen shatter, one core fragment. one copper button 
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMl-C41 
2. 
3 Period of Site: Early to Mid 2orh Century 
4 Date and Original Recorder: Gea~Mame.  Inc.; June 13. 1WS 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Depth 12 m PIS by 4 m EW: surface only 
7. Site Content: A pamal early-md cenNry automobile body. and two rolls of used hogwire 
8. ConrerNal Integricy: P w r ;  extens~ve disturbance 
9. Environmental Context: Wwded uplands 
10. SCS soil senes classification: C h c i m o  silt loam. 6-12 percent slopes. severely eroded 
11. Site Function: Historic trash dump 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13 

14 NRHP Eligibility Not eligible 
IS .  Recomendauons:  No further work 

Location: USGS aadrang le  and UTM Coordmater: 7 . 5 '  Clifty Falls, IN 1964; Secoon 4 ,  T 4N. R 10E 

Curaoon of Matenals: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana Universiry. Bloomington: records only (no anifacts 
collecred) 

I .  Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMK42 
2.  
3. Penod of SI%: unknown prehistonc 
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Manne. Inc.: June IS. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site S u e  and Depth: 30 m NS by 20 m EW by 20 cm deep 
7. Site Content: Five chen flakes. and SIX chen shalter fragments 
8. Contextual Integrity Fair; moderate disturbance 

10 
11 Site Function: Unknown; parsiblc shon-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibiliry: Not eligible 
IS .  Recommendations: No further work 

Lacauon: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Coordmnates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Section 4. T 4N. R IOE 

9. Enwronmental Context: wooded upland 
SCS sod sene8 classification: Avonburg sdt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archacology, Indiana Univcrsicy. Blaarmngton 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMILC43 
2. 
3 .  Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4 .  Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marhe. Inc.: June 15. IWS 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7 Site Concent: Two chen flakes. ovo chen rhauer fragments 
X. Contextual Integrity P w i :  ~ X ~ L W C  disturbance 
9. Environmenral Context: W d e d  upland 
10 
11. Site Funcoon: Unknown: possible shon-term campsite 
I?. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13 
14. NRHP Eligibdny: Not eligible 
15. Recornmendaoons: No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cwrdinates: 7.5' Clifty Falls. IN 1964: Secoon 4. T 4N. R IOE 

Sire S u e  and Depth 20 m NS by 4 m EW by 20 cm deep 

SCS soil sene$ classification: Rossmoyne silt loam. 2 4  percent slopes. eroded 

Curation of Matenals: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloamgton  
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1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMI-C44 
2. 
3 Period of Site: Unknown prehistoric 
4. Date and Onglnal Recorder: Geo-Manne. Inc.: June 20. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7. Site Content: Eight chcn flakes. three shatter fragments 
8. Contexnral Integrity: Pwr: extensive disturbance 
9. Enwonment i  Concert: W d e d  terrace above branch of Harben's Creek 
10. 
11, Sire Function: Unknown: pssible shon-term campsite 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana Umversity. Bloomington 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. R C C O - ~ ~ U O N :  No further work 

Location: USGS Quadrangle and lilu Coordmater: 7.5' Clifty Falls. I N  1964 Secuon 34. T 5s. R I O €  

Site Size and Depth: 4 m NS by 26 m EW by 40 cm deep 

SCS soil series claarlficaoon: Avonburg Silt lam. 2-4 percent rlaper. eroded 

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMIC45 
2. Location: USGS Ouadrannle and UTM Coordimtes: 7 . 5 '  Clifw Falls. IN 1964; Section 34. T 5N. R 10E 
3 .  
4. Date and Original Recorder: Geo-Marine. hc.; June 20. 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. 
7 .  
8. Contextual Integrity: Pwr; extensive disturbance 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
15. Rccommendaoons: No further work 

Penod of Site: Unknown & u s t o f i c :  Late 1% to Mid 20th Century 

Site S i z e  and Depth: 48 m NS by 62 rn EW by 20 cm deep 
Site Content: One chen flake. wmdow glass. steel bolts, wire nails. and two concrete pier and beamislab ioundauons 

Environmental Context: Semi-wooded terrace above a branch of Harben's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Avonburg silt loam. 0-2 percent slopes 
Site Function: Isolated prehstonc lithic fmd; Late 19th to Mid 20th Century historic farmstead or mral residence 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Lndiana University, B l o a m g t a n  

1. Site Number: Temporary Field Number: JPG-GMlK46 
2. 
3 .  
4. Date and Onglnai Recorder: Geo-Manne. Inc.: June 21, 1995 
5 .  Tested? No 
6. Site Size and Depth: 16 m NS by I 1  m EW by 20 cm deep 
7 .  Site Content: Square nail, unidentified msVd metal objecr. iron hinges. enamelware metal warhbasm. handmade brick. and a 

stacked limestone slab foundanon with concrete and limestone secttom on the nonh and south walls. and a small concrete slab 
along the sou& wall 

Environmental Context: W d e d  terrace above a branch of Harben's Creek 
SCS soil series classification: Rossmayne silt loam. 2-6 percent slopes. eroded 
Site Function: Late 19th to Mid 20th CenNry hstaric farmstead or mral residence 

Curation of Materials: Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology. Indiana University. Bloommgton 

Locauon: USGS Quadrangle and UTM Cmrdmaus: 7.5' Clifty Falls, IN 19%: Section 34. T 5N. R 10E 
Penod of Site: Unknown prehirtanc; Late 19th to Mid 20th CenNry 

8. C o n t e r d  Integrity: Pwr; extensive disturbance 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. Projected Impacts: Sale and development of land 
13. 
14. NRHP Eligibility: Not eligible 
I S .  Recommendations No funher work 
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APPENDIX J 

SUMMARY OF BUILDINGS AND BRIDGES 
JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 



Bldg. PrucruNac Properry A m  YEU Jmmw&- Eligible 1s Ln . . . .  
N O .  Typs @,@j Built Individual District srrvuvrr Pan of Ropord 

lncligiblc Eligible Tola1 Dislricl Dirtria 

401 OakdalC Schrnl& 

1 FamilyHousing 

3 FamiIyHmsirg 

4 FamilyHousing 

7 FamilyHauring 

8 FamilyHousing 

I1 Family Housing 

12 FamilyHausing 

15 FamilyHauring 

16 FamilyHousing 

17 FamilyHouring 

20 Family Hour* 

21 FamilyHouring 

23 FamilyHousing 

MUS.WU 

485 Old Timbm Lodge 

* Stone Dam by Old 
Timbers Lodge 

1081 OrdnancsAdmin. 
lo& Building 
1 Garage 

5 GaWC 

6 t m g c  

9 Gmgc 

10 Gmgc 

13 Gmgc 

14 Garage 

18 tarage 

19 G-s 

4 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

4 

3 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

77.2 

4.744 

2.926 

2.882 

3.604 

2.910 

2.308 

3.282 

3.202 

2.489 

2.647 

3.142 

2.304 

3.369 

9.892 

nlr 

28.322 

406 

210 

210 

406 

406 

210 

210 

210 

406 

5. 1869 

Pn-1941 

Prc-1941 

Prc-1941 

PIC-1941 

Prc-1941 

Pre-1941 

Prc-1941 

Prs-I941 

Ple-1941 

PrC-1941 

PR-I941 

Pn-I941 

Pn-1941 

1929-32 

192W4 

1941 & 
1953 
1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

YU- 
L i d  
NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YU 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

Subloml Pre-1941 = 

NO 

N O  

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

Y -  

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

I 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

14 2 16 0 0 

I 1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 
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Bldg. PrcrsnINamc Propcrry Area Year Jimuh&u Eligible ZI I" . . . .  
NO. Typs (i,, Built Individual District slmsru Pan of Proposed 

Incligiblc Eligible To3 District Diaria 

25 Garage 

33 C l i C  

45 Distribution S y i m  

46 Distribution S y r m  

47 Distribution S y s m  

48 Distribution S y s m  

49 Distribution S y r m  

Building 

Building 

Building 

Building 

Building 

Building 

Building 

1M PorrHudq-rr 

101 Distribution Syrlcm 

102 Substation Buildlng 

103 CsntralH- 
Pht 

IM Distribution Syrim 
Buildlng 

105 MashinsShop 

ID5 MahtmanceShop 

107 Disuibution S v s m  

112 Tdsphonc 

113 Distribution System 

Exshangc Building 

Building 

Payroll Building 
117 Lumkr&Pip  

ShCd 
118 CarSvriO" 

Building 
119 Carpcnrerdr 

MaiUMnss Shop 
I21 Maintenance& 

123 ScalcHourc 

125 Firs S w i m  

127 GmrdsRcswc 
Siorchousc 

129 Diruibulion S y r t m  
Building 

131 SulcHowc 

115 comp"lcr& 

Paint Shop 

7 

1 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2 

2 

4 

4 

3 

4 

3 

5 

4 

2 

2 

5 

4 

5 

4 

5 

406 

3.1W 

106 

106 

106 

106 

106 

27.988 

106 

880 

4.421 

106 

19.485 

6.012 

106 

144 

3.080 

106 

8.678 

2.988 

148 

6.575 

1.567 

73 

9.123 

6.803 

106 

75 

I941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 
i'. > 1 
1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

NO 

Ycs' 

N O  

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

YCS' 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

N O  

NO 

N O  

NO 

N O  

NO 

N O  

N O  

N O  

N O  

NO 

YSr 

N O  

NO 

NO 

N O  

N O  

YCS 

NO 

YCS 

Ycs 

N O  

YCS 

YCS 

NO 

N O  

Ycs 

N O  

YCS 

YCS 

NO 

YCS 

YCS 

N O  

YCS 

N O  

N O  

NO 

I 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

I 

1 

I 

1 

1 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

1 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

1 

I 

1 1 

1 I 

I 

I I 

I 1 

1 

1 I 

I I 

I 

I I 

1 

I 1 

1 I 

1 

1 1 

I 1 

I 

I I 

1 



Buildings ad SWCNIM II Jcflcrron Proving G r a d  Comwcled Bcforc 1946 

Bldg. PracnlNunc Proprry Area Year Eligiblc as I" . . . .  
NO. Type fi') Built ldividual DisLTiCl .?uuurG P m  of Proposed 

Incligiblc Eligiblc Total District D i W i C l 

133 

137 

139 

141 

I43 

145 

149 

171 

I 73 

I 75 

177 

179 

181 

1 83 

185 

Dismibuuon 
Building 
Distribution S y s m  
Building 
Distribution S y r m  
Building 
Dirtributioa Sy- 
Building 
Distribution S y s m  
Buildlng 
Utility T-I 
A- 

POSl RCItaYIUU & 
Ssswiry 
Swage T r e a w  
Pool & P h  
k w g c  Tramunr 
PO01 & Pluu 
Swage Trcsrmcm 
Pool P b t  
Swage Trsuing 
P h N  
Dirtribulion System 
Building 
sewage l ieamem 
Pool & PlaN 
Sewlgt Trcamnr 
Pool& Pluu 
SLOrShD~c 

187 Swage Treamcru 
POD1 & P h  

190 Distribution Bldg 

192 P ~ N T C  Convol 

197 Public Rcplmom 

198 Sslury Station 

201 Switching Starion 

Valve Facility 

Building 

WlrChOWe 

Building 
m Enom01ogy 

Facility 
20s cammwucauon 

Csnts* 

106 Distribution S y r m  
Building 

200 Pholography h b  
Buildmg 

210 Distriburion S y s m  
Building 

zm GcnsralPurpore 

203 Distribution S y r m  

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

1 

4 

L 

d 

2 

3 

4 

2 

d 

51 

106 

106 

68 

143 

nla 

7.771 

nla 

nln 

nlr 

nla 

106 

45 

nla 

556 

n l a  

51 

185 

50 

180 

68 

4.352 

106 

1.814 

880 

106 

4.972 

106 

1941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

lpIl 

1941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

I941 

I941 

1941 

I941 

N O  

N O  

N O  

N O  

NO 

NO 

YCS' 

N O  

NO 

N O  

NO 

N O  

N O  

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

1-5 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YM 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

No 

NO 

NO 

YM 

NO 

YCI 

YCr 

NO 

YM 

NO 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

I 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

1 

1 

1 1 

I 

I I 

I 

I I 

I 1 

1 

1 1 



Bldg. P t ~ c n l  Nunc Propcny Area Y u r  Eligible - I" . , . .  

NO. T y p  cm h4 Built Idividud Dirvlci sa?2L!E Pa" Of Proposed 
Lncligibls Eligible Total Dirrricl DiWiCl 

211 

212 

213 

214 

21s 

216 

217 

218 

219 

27.0 

221 

u2 

zu 

224 

225 

226 

27.7 

228 

27.9 

230 

7 3  

232 

233 

234 

235 

237 

260 

261 

lnsn lading 
Ficilily 
V d c l c  Swngc 

Distribution S y s m  
Building 
Dirrribution S y s m  
Building 
Ammo Quality 
Facilily 
Hcavy Gun Shop 

Dinribmion S y r m  
Building 
Disuibutioo S y i m  
Building 

W.rCh0USc 

Shelter w / W -  
Alrcrah Stoclrrds 
Distribution S y s m  
Building 
Ammo W i r y  
Facility 

Ccnsnl purpose 

VSbiClC swrags 

Safe Shelter 

Safe Shekel 

Elsurieal 
M a " I s r ~ l c e  Shop 
Heavy Gun Shop 

Diruibution S y s m  
Building 
Distribution S y s m  
Building 
Laading/Unloading 
Dock 
Gcncnl Purpose 
Warshovte 
scnuy station 

Disrribvtion S y s m  
Building 
Shshsr WlAnli- 

Airsrah Sloclrrdc 

Dock 
Sentry Stadon 
St 0rCh OUSC 

Switching Station 
Building 
swilch station 
Building 

LUdW/Unl0ading 

2 

5 

4 

4 

2 

2 

4 

4 

2 

6 

4 

2 

5 

6 

6 

2 

2 

4 

4 

5 

2 

2 

4 

6 

5 

2 

4 

4 

8.753 

13.010 

106 

106 

4.352 

10.66 

106 

106 

2.048 

7.859 

106 

180 

13,010 

165 

139 

4.352 

10.065 

106 

106 

ds 

4.352 

179 

106 

d a  

d\ 

179 

68 

68 

I941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

I 9 4 1  

I941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

N O  

N O  

N O  

N O  

NO 

N O  

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

N O  

N O  

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

YCS 

YU 

N O  

N O  

YU 

YU 

NO 

NO 

YCS 

N O  

NO 

N O  

YCS 

YU 

YU 

YU 

YU 

NO 

NO 

N O  

YU 

N O  

N O  

N O  

NO 

N O  

NO 

N O  

1 I 

1 I 

1 

1 

1 I 

1 I 

1 

1 

L I 

I 

1 

I 

1 I 

I 1 

I 1 

I 1 

1 1 

I 

1 

I 

I 1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 

1 

1-6 



Bldg. Present Name Propcry A m  Year lmEB&dw Eligible ar I” . . . .  
NO. Type (& Built Irdividwl DirtricL suuEurs Pan of Propored 

lmligiblc Eligiblc Tom1 District Diruicc 

262 FuDetomtor 5 135 19441 No No 1 1 

263 Fvlc Dstomiar 5 135 I941 No No 1 1 

264 DhtrihutionSyrrsm 4 106 1941 No No I I 

%5 G m d  Purpose 2 1,630 1941 No Y a  1 1 I 

266 G e n s n l i l l o x  2 1.630 1941 No Ya 1 1 1 

267 DisWibutionSynnn 4 106 1941 No No 1 1 

268 lglw Stongc 5 120 I941 No y-1 1 I 1 

Magazine 

Magazine 

Buildlng 

WUshDUSe 

WUshOUSC 

Buildlng 

269 lglwslongc 

270 lglw Stongs 

271 Blast Deflector 
FaClLly 

272 lglw storage 

274 Blast Deflwuor 
hC,!JV 

276 lglw Storage 

278 Igloo Storage 

290 Igloo Siongc 

301 Aircnn Hmgz 

S I  

5 

5 

120 

120 

nil 

3% 

nia 

2.3% 

2.3% 

2.394 

23.947 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

302 Dirrriburim 4 532 1941 No No 1 

3 W  Dmribu&mSysm 4 106 1941 No No I 

310 Hsving O i l P h  4 1.470 1941 NO Ya I 

Building 

Building 

311 Electrical 2 
Mairumvlu Shop 

312 Dirtribu”onSysrsm 4 
Building 

313 Elmica1 I 
M a i n t c ~ l l f ~  Shop 

320 StongeBuilding 5 

321 Distribution Sysm 4 

322 AmmoDsmolitian 6 
Building 

Facility 
323 Igloo Storage 5 

400 hpacc A r a  Safc 6 

403 Safe Shelter 6 
Shelter 

Bani& 

3.581 

106 

8.IM 

65 

106 

4.352 

3% 

128 

78 

1941 No Ycr 

1941 No No 

1941 y-1 Yes 

1941 No No 

1941 No No 

1941 No Ys 

1941 No ya’ 

1941 No No 

1941 No No 

I 

1 

I 

1 

I 

I 

1 

1 

I 

1 I 

I 1 

1 I 

1 1 

I 1 

I 1 

I 1 

1 I 

1 

I 

I 1 
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Buildings ud Smcrurcr at Jcffcrron Proving Ground Comjuuclrd Before 1946 

Bldg. Pres~l lNunc Propsny Area Year JBm3&&L Eligible as I" . . . .  
NO. Typc (in fiz, Built Mividwl Diruicr srnrcrvrr Pa" of Propored 

lncligihlc Eligible Total District DiWW 

410 lmprn Area Safe 

420 Impm A m  Safe 

421 Impacl Area Safe 

430 Impa Area Safe 

431 Impm Area Safe 

433 Imprcl A m  Safe 

Shelter 

Shelter 

Shelter 

ShClter 

Sheller 

Shelter 

Shelter 

Shelter 

Shelter 

Shelter 

Shelter 

Shdsr 

Shslter 
410 Impact Area Safe 

Shelter 
411 Impact A- Safe 

Shelter 
413 Impact Arca Safe 

Shslwr 
419 Impact Area Safe 

Shelter 
480 S o h  Obssrvadon 

Tower 
481 Safe Shclm 

484 Nonh Obrcnuion 

440 Impact Area Safe 

441 Impact Area safe 

443 Impact Area Safe 

450 Impact Area Safe 

453 Impact A m  Safe 

461 Impact A m  Safe 

463 Impact Area safe 

wlObr. Tower 

TOW, 

Magwinc Shop 

Building 

502 GcncralPurpox 

504 Diruibution S y r m  

506 ccncra1 Purpose 
M l g Z ~  

508 Dirmibulion Sy- 
Building 

510 AmmoQvllity 
Facility 

512 FurcDaonalor 

514 FweDctomtor 

516 Gcnsnlhrporc 
WlWhOUSC 

Mag& 

Magrune 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

4 

6 

4 

6 

6 

6 

6 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

131 

135 

36 

1.950 

36 

4.352 

106 

4.352 

106 

1,553 

1.191 

1.191 

135 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

1941 

I941 

1941 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

N O  

N O  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Ycs 

NO 

Yes 

NO 

YCS 

YCr 

YCS 

NO 

I 

I 

1 

1 

1 

I 

I 

1 

1 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

1 



Bldg. PlcrcnlNunc Propsw A r u  Y u r  i3ummuu Eligible as I" . . . .  

NO. Typs (in ~ 1 )  Built MividuII D~triet slnlcws Pan ai  Proposed 

520 LunchRbom 1 150 I941 No No I I 

lneligiblc Eligiblc Total District Dinria 

6 1941 No No 

6 I941 No No 

6 1941 Na No 

6 1941 No No 

4 nla 1941 No No 

4 95 1941 No No 

4 nia 1941 No No 

Subtotal 1941 = 

1 

I 

1 

I 

I 

1 

1 

154 4 158 51 82 

37 Gsncn1Rupass 5 613 1942 y-1 Yes 1 1 1 

114 Credit Umon 3 1.281 1942 y-1 Yer I 1 1 
WarehOUSe 

Bvlldlng 
250 SaicShelwr 6 1.W I942 No YEI 1 I 1 

259 FuelStand 4 74 1942 No No 1 

273 A m  Building 6 1.937 1942 No Yes 1 

275 Ammapvlliry 6 3.999 1942 No No 1 

277 AmmoQualiry 6 J.%I 1942 Na Ycr I 

279 GmcnlS~orch.yss 6 2.804 1942 No Yer I 

Buildkg 

Facility 

I 

1 I 

I 

1 1 

I 1 

280 DiSttibUtion Bldg 4 I12 1942 No No I I 

281 AMnoQualiry 6 14.129 1942 No Yes 1 

282 ShdlerkSlonge 6 141 1942 No No I 

Building 
1 1 

283 HulDinribution 4 136 I942 No No 1 1 

284 3-Bay SafcShslwr 6 402 1942 No Ycr 1 I 

Starion 

285 A m m o w i r y  6 1.734 1942 No Ycr I 

287 Distribution Bldg 4 112 1942 No No I 
Facility 

I I 

1 

291 GcnsnlStorrhourt 6 5.270 I942 No Ycr I I I 

29) Ammo Arscmbly 6 4.108 1942 No Yes I 

2% DiruibutionBMg 4 112 1942 No No I 
Facility 

1 1 

J-9 



Bldg. PrasntNlms hopcrry A m  Year ijuE&uw Eligible a( I" . . . .  
NO. Type (in ~ 1 )  Built IMiridual District slnlcm€ Pan O f  Proporod 

Ineligible Eligible Tom1 Dissia Discria 

297 Safe ShelIer 

299 Safe Shelter 

3CM 3-Bay Safe ShslIer 

116 Gymrurivm 

236 AmmoQullsty 
Faciliry 

288 2-Swry Safe 
Shelter 

Shelter 
289 2-swry Safe 

292 Igloo storage 

295 Ammow,n 
Testing Facihry 

305 Warchows 

501 DoubkSldcdlglw 

169 IRnunmabls Ma'l  
StWchOLW 

240 Safe Shdter 

242 Safe Sheller 

243 AmmoQrulity 
Facility 

257 Safe Shelter & 
Obrsrvalian 

286 Safe Shclvr 

324 Swrrgs Shed 

489 Safe Shelter & 
sronggs 

6 

6 

6 

1 

6 

6 

6 

5 

6 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

2 

6 

6 

5 

6 

2 

6 

5 

16.5 

331 

402 

3.108 

3.178 

440 

440 

2.3% 

31.280 

280 

2.3% 

268 

181 

181 

1.908 

113 

IM 

508 

148 

1.179 

671 

269 

1942 

1942 

1942 

1 943 

I943 

1943 

1943 

1943 

1943 

1943 

1 943 

I944 

1944 

1pM 

1944 

I944 

1944 

1944 

1944 

1945 

1945 

I945 

No Yer 

No Ya 

No Yes 

Submull942 = 

YU' 

NO  

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Yes 

YU 

NO 

YU 

Y d  

YU 

NO 

Yes= 

Subwml 1943 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No No 

No Y s  

No No 

No No 

No No 

submlal1944 = 

No Yn 

No No 

No YU' 

Subtotal 1945 = 

I 

I 

I 

I 9  

I 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

I 

7 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

I 

8 

I 

1 

I 

3 

I 

I 

I 

2 21 14 

I 1 

1 

1 

I 8 6 

I 

0 8 1 

I 

I 

n 2 2 

I5 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

6 

I 

1 

I 

1 

4 

I 



Bug. PrcwntNamc Propeny A m  Y a r  J3wmgbk Eligible as I" . . . .  

NO. Type cmfil) Built Idividual Disvict srrucmrr Pan of Prnprcd 
Insligible Elieiblc Tml District Dirlricr 

Rc-WWU = 14 1 16 0 0 

wwn= 191 7 198 74 109 

R r l W T o t d =  205 9 214 74 109 

J-11 



Summary Information for 22 Bndges on lefferson Pmvmg Ground Cousmcted Before 1989 

I - Bridge No. and Type Description Year Builr 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I1 

12 

13 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

22 

23 

25 

27 

28 

See1 Girder 

Prau T m s  

Pony T m s  

Steel Girder 

Steel Girder 

Steel Girder 

Pnu TNSS 

Steel Girder 

PraU TWS 

Prau T m s  

Steel Truss 

Steel Girder 

Steel Girder 

Steel Girder 

Stone Arch 

Steel Girder 

Reinforced Concrete 

Reinforced Concrete 

Steel Girder 

Stone Arch 

Stone Arch 

Stone Arch 

Double SpaaNehicle Bridge 

Single SpanNehicle Bridge 

Single SpanNehicle Bridge 

Single SpanNehicle Bridge 

Double SpaarVehicle Bridge 

Double SpaarVehicle Bridge 

Single SpanNchicle Bridge 

Single SpanNehicle Bridge 

Single SpanNehicle Bridge 

Single SpanNehiclt Bridge 

Triple SpanrVehicle Bridge 

Quadruple SpanNehicle Bridge 

Quadruple SpadVehicle Bridge 

Single SpanNehicle Bridge 

Triple Stone ArchlVehiclc Bridge 

Double SpaarVchicle Bridge 

Single SpanrVehicle Bridge 

Single SpanNchiclc Bridge 

Double SpaaNehicle Bridge 

Single Stone ArchlVehicle Bridge 

Triple Stone ArcWehicle Bridge 

Double Stone ArcNVehiclc Bridge 

1920 

1897 

18% 

1895 

1900 

1900 

1884 

1959 

1892 

1895 

I910 

1910 

191245 

1957 

1911 

1899 

1930 

1921-25 

1898 

1 905 

1908 

1907 

N.R. Eligibility N.R. Eligibility 

No 

Yes 1 

NO 

NO 

No 

No 

Yes 

NO 

Yes 

No 

No 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Yes 1 

NO 

No 

Yes I 

NO 

Yes 1 

Yes 1 

Yes 1 

Total Eligible = 8 

J-12 



APPENDIX K 

INVENTORY OF POTENTIAL HISTORIC SITES 
ON JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 

IDENTIFIED THROUGH ARCHiVAL RESEARCH 



Archivally Identified Historic Sites 
(after Stafford et al. 1985:A-4 to A-16) 

Number UTM Zone Reference Township Range Section 

1 16 
2 16 
3 16 
4 16 
5 16 
6 16 
7 16 
8 16 
9 16 
10 16 
I1 16 
12 16 
13 16 
14 16 
15 16 
16 16 
17 16 
18 16 
19 16 
20 16 
21 16 
22 16 
23 16 
24 16 
25 16 
26 16 
27 16 
28 16 
29 16 
30 16 
31 16 
32 16 
33 16 
34 16 
35 16 
36 16 
37 16 
38 16 

Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford el al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1982 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 

7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 

K-3 

1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
10E 
IOE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
9E 
9E 
9E 
1 OE 

18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
16 
16 
15 
15 

15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
15 
15 
22 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 
18 
18 
19 
19 
14  
24 
24 
19 

USGSQuad CR 
Map 

Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
HT759 3 
HI759 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
HI759 3 
HlY59 3 
HTJ59 3 
Hl759 3 
HT759 3 
Hl759 3 
HT759 3 
Hl759 3 
~ n 5 9  3 
H n 5 9  3 
Hl759 3 
HV59 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
HTJ59 3 
HT759 3 
HT759 3 
Hl759 3 
HTJ59 3 
KT759 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
HTJ59 3 
Hl759 3 
HTJ59 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 
Hl759 3 



Number UTM Zone Reference towns hi^ Ranee Section USGS Quad CR 

39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 

48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 

66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

12 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 

16 
16 
16 

16 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 

1N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
1N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
1N 
7N 
IN 
1N 
7N 
7N 
1N 
7N 
7N 
1N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 

K-4 

IOE 
IOE 
10E 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
10E 
IOE 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
IOE 
IOE 
IOE 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
IOE 
IOE 
IOE 
IOE 
IOE 
1 OE 
1OE 
10E 
IOE 
1OE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
10E 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
I OE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 

19 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
21 
21 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
21 
22 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
29 
29 
29 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

Hl759 
Hl759 
Hl759 
Hl759 
HT759 
HT759 
HV59 
Hl759 
Hl759 
HV59 
HT759 
Hl759 
Hl759 
HT759 
Hl759 
HV59 
Hl759 
HT759 
Hl759 
Hl759 
HT759 
HT759 
Hl759 
Hl759 
Hl759 
H n 5 9  
Hl759 
Hl759 
HT759 
HT7.59 
HT759 
Hl759 
HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
H n 5 9  
KT759 
HT759 
KT759 
HT759 
Hl759 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 



Number UTM Zone Reference Township Range Section USGS Quad CR 

.. . 

- 
Map 

HI759 80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 

105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 

116 
117 
118 
119 
120 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
I6  
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
I6  
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et at. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 

7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 

K-5 

9E 
9E 
9E 
10E 
9E 
9E 
9E 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
IOE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 

25 
25 
25 
31 
36 
36 
36 
31 
31 
31 
31 
32 
32 
29 
33 
33 
33 
33 
28 
27 
27 
27 
27 
34 
34 
34 
35 
35 
35 
26 
26 
26 
26 
26 
27 
27 
14 
14 
23 
23 
23 

HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
H n 5 9  
HI759 
HI759 
HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
HI759 
HI759 
HT759 
HT759 
HI759 
HI759 
HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
HI759 
HI759 
HT759 
HT759 
HE'S9 
HT759 
HI759 
HT759 
HT759 
HT759 
HI759 
HT759 
HT759 
VR761 
VR761 
VR761 
VR761 
VR761 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 



Number UTM Zone Reference Township Range Section USGS Quad CR 

121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 

145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 

151 
I52 
153 
154 
155 

156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 198 

Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 

7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
7N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 

K-6 

1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
IO€ 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
IOE 
10E 
IO€ 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
IO€ 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
IO€ 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 

26 
26 
26 
35 
35 
2 
1 

1 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
11 
14 

13 
13 
13 
13 

23 
14 
14 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
24 
23 
25 
25 
25 
2s  
36 
36 
35 
36 
36 
36 

VR761 
VR761 
VR761 
VR761 
VR761 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 
Rx759 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 



Number UTM Zone Reference Townshiu Ranee Section USGS Quad CR 

162 
163 
164 

165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
1 97 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 

16 
16 
16 
i6  
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et a]. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. I985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 198 

Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 

6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 

K-7 

10E 
9E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
IOE 
IOE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1 OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1OE 
1 OE 

35 
1 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 

8 
8 
5 
4 
4 

4 

4 

4 
9 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
3 

2 
10 
9 
9 
9 

Rx759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
sJ759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SI759 
sJ759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 
SI759 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 



Number UTM Zone Reference Township Range Section USGS Quad CR 

203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
23 1 

232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
24 1 
242 
243 

16 
16 
16 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

~~ ~ 

Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Sfafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et ai. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 
Stafford et al. 1985 

6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 
6N 

K-8 

IOE 
10E 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
IOE 
IOE 
1OE 
10E 
IOE 
10E 
IOE 
1OE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
10E 
IOE 
1OE 
IOE 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
1OE 
10E 
1OE 
IOE 
10E 
1OE 
IOE 

9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
16 
18 
17 
18 
18 18 

17 
9 
17 
18 
17 
17 
17 
17 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 

15 

SI759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
S1759 
SI759 
sJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SI759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 
SJ759 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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Map 

244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
25 1 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
27 1 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 

16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
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IN ACCORDANCE WITH 

BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT ACT 



A E N D E D  
PRCGiUMXATIC AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN 
DEPAXIIIINT OF THE ARMY 

THE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION, AND 
TZIE NATIONAL CONFERfNCE OF STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICERS 

CONCERNING 
ilfALJGNEIENT AND CLOSURE OF A3.W INSTALLATIONS 

I N  ACC3RDANCE W I T H  
SASE CLOSURE AND R E W G " T  ACT 

hXEREAS, t h e  Depaf-sent of t h e  A,vy (Amy) is r e s p o n s i b l e  € O r  
i s p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  app l i cab le  po r t ions  of  t h e  B Z : ~  c l o s u r e  and 
Xealignment A c t  o f  1988 ( P . L .  100-526) and t h e  Defense Sase  C losu re  
and Realignment A c t  of 1 9 9 0  (P.L. lOL-510), c o m o n l y  knovn a s  t l e  
"STAC" program; and 

hXZXEAS, t h e  A m y  i s  praceedinq wi th  b a s e  rea l ignment  and 
= I c s u r e  a c t i o n s ,  t a  inc lude  t h e  real ignment  of func t ions  and u n i t s ,  
z l c s c r e  of  i n s t a l l a z i o n s ,  and d i sposa l  o f  sur;rlus p r o p e r t y  i n  a 
a a n n e r  c o n s i s t e n t  v i t h  :he "Report o f  t h e  Defense S e c r e t a r y ' s  
Commission on Base Tiealignments and C losu res ,  I' December 29, 1988 
(COIUmiSSion R e p o z )  and "Defense Sase Closure  and Real ignment  

 commission Repor t  t o  t h e  Pres ident  1 9 9 1 , "  J u l y  1, 1 9 9 1 ;  and 

WIIEaEAS, t h e  A-W~ has  dete-rmined t h a z  its implementat ion of 
=he BiWC program may have effects on p r o p e r t i e s  inc luded  i n  and 
eligible f o r  i n c l u s i o n  i n  the National  Register of H i s t o r i c  P l a c e s  
( h i s t o r i c  p r o p e e i e s ) ;  and 

WERZAS, t h e  A,my has en tered  i n t o  a Programmatic Agreement on 
F e b r u a r j  5 ,  1990 v i t h  t h e  Advisory Counci l  on H i s t o r i c  P r e s e - n a t i o n  
(COUnCil) and  t h e  Nat ional  Conference o f  S t a t e  H i s z o r i c  
? r e s e r v a t i o n  of f icers  (XCSHPG) pursuant  t o  S e c t i o n  800 .13  O f  t h e  
r e q u l a t i o n s  (36 c n  P a r t  800) Implementing S e c t i o n s  106  and IlO(f) 
C f  t h e  N a t i o n a l  H i s t o r i c  ? r=se rva t ion  Act ( N H P A )  and Amy 
Regula t ion  4 2 0 - 4  0 ,  " H i s t x i c  ? r e s e r v a t i o n ; "  and 

~XfREAS, t h e  Army has  reneved its c o n s u l t a t i o n  w i t h  t h e  
Counci l  and t h e  NCSHPO t o  amend t h e  p rev ious  Agreement  because  of 
n e w  realignment and c l o s u r e  a c t i o n s  n o t  covered by the previous 
Agreement; 

NOW, THEREFORE, t h e  ~ r m y ,  t h e  CJunci l ,  and t h e  NCSHPO.agree 
t h a t  t h e  A m y l s  implementation of t h e  BRAC program shall be 
admin i s t e red  i n  accordance v i t h  t h e  f o l l o v i n g  s t i p u l a t i o n s .  which 
W i l l  s upe r sede  t h e  Agreement o f  February 5 ,  1 9 9 0 ,  and v i 1 1  s a t i s f y  
t h e  Amy's  S e c t i o n  1 0 6  and l l o t f )  r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  f o r  a l l  
i n d i v i d u a l  unde r t ak ings  under the  BRAC program. 
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c- i -,, 1 - i -- - - - -  - 
The k?y v i l l  e n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  :=lloving aeas 'Jres  a r e  c a r r i e d  ouc. 

I .  A p p l i c a b i l i t y  

The t e n s  of t h i s  Agreement apply only t o  A n y  i n s t a l l a c i o n s  
which may be a f f e c t e d  under  t h e  provis ions  of P.L. 100-526 and P.L. 
191-510 (see Attachment 1) .  

11. k-eas of P o t e n t i a l  E C f e c t s  

AlLhough some BRAC a c t i o n s  may induce changes i n  popu la t ion  
d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  t r a f f i c ,  and land use t h a t  er-end beyond t h e  
paZiCUl2.r f a c i l i t i e s  t o  be closed and p a r c e l s  on vhich nev 
cons t -uc t ion  v i 1 1  occur ,  the e f f e c t  of these changes on h i s t o r i c  
p rope r - i e s  is unce r -a in  a t  t h i s  t i m e .  Accordingly,  dilr inq 
p = e l i a i R a q  c s o r d i n a t i o n  v i t h  t h e  SX?O ( S t i p u l a t i o n  1111, t h e  L a y  
v l l l  d e f i n e  t h e  a r e a  of p o t e n t i a l  e f f e c r s  of a SRAC a c t i o n  
C s n s i s t e n t  v l t h  t h e  cscnc i l ' s  reTj lac ions  (36 C F X  S e c t i o n  8 0 0 . 2  ( C ) ,  
a 0 0 . 9 ( a ) ,  and 800.9(3)) and v i 3  r e f e r e n c e  t o  p o s s i b l e  adve r se  
e f f e c z s  t o  !mown h i s t o r i c  p r o p e r r i e s  vh ich  may reasonably be 
expected t o  occu r  on o r  a d j a c e n t  t o  t h e  p r o p e l t y  suhject t3 t b e  
3RAC acr ion .  I n  c a s e s  of dispute  over  'de a r e a  of p o t e n t i a l  
e f f e c t s  of a SRAC a c t i o n ,  =he opinion of t h e  C s m c i l  v i l l  be 
b ind ing  on a l l  pa,--ies t o  =his Agreement. 

-- --I .  X ? A  and T r e l i a i n a r f  Csor5ination v i t h  =he SX?O 

I t  is a u t u a l l y  understood t h a t  many of t h e  terms of t h i s  
A q r e e i e ~ t  v i 1 1  be c a r r i e d  o u t  a f t e r  t h e  m y  has complied v i t h  'de 
N a t i o n a l  Environmental P o l i c y  Act (=PA) and f i l e d  i t s  Record of 
Decisim (?.OD), Finding of No S i q n i f i c a n t  Impact (FNSI) ,  o r  Record 
o f  Environmental  Cons idera t ion .  ( E C ) .  N e v e r t t e l e s s :  

1. t h e  krny must meet a l l  its ~ I P A  r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  f o r  
9FAC gene ra t ed  a c t i v i t i e s :  and 

vhenever it is  f e a s i b l e  f o r  t h e  L a y  t o  c a r r y  o u t  t h e  
-ex35 of  t h i s  Agreement p r i o r  c3 f i l i n g  t h e  ?.OD, -51, O r  REC. the 
A n y  v i 2  do so; and 

3 .  vhen it is i n f e a s i b l e  t o  complete t h e  a c t i o n s  
r e q u i r e d  by S e c t i o n s  106 and l l o ( f )  of  t h e  NHPA p r i o r  t o  i s s u a n c e  
of a i E C ,  FNSI (assuming a FNSI is o t h e r v i s e  p rope r  g i v e n  t h e  
a f f e c t s  on h i s t o r i c  p r o p e r t i e s )  or ROD, t h e  ~ r m y  v i l l  s t i p u l a t e  i n  
t h e  E C ,  FNSI o r  ROD t h e  s p e c i f i c  a reas  i n  vh ich  the Army h a s  n o t  
complied v i t h  t h e  NHPA. The FNSI o r  ROD v i 1 1  f u r t h e r  Specify t h a t  
t h e  Army v i 1 1  n o t  unde r t ake  any nev BRAC c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  r e n o v a t i o n ,  
land  d i s ? o s a l ,  t r a i n i n g  e x e r c i s e s ,  o r  o t h e r  a c t i v i t i e s  vhich cou ld  

A.  

2 .  
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af'ec: h i s - - - .  -I_ _ _  - p r ? p e - i e s  u n t i l  t h e  acz ions  necessal-f t o  
inventory ,  a s s e s s ,  and t ake  i n t o  account t h e  e f f e c t s  on h i s t o r i c  
p r o p e r t i e s  have been completed cons is ten t  w i t h  'he t e n s  s e t  forth 
i n  t h i s  Agreement; and 

4 .  t!!e ~ r n y  His tor ic  P rese rva t ion  Off icer  or h e r  
designee w i l l  review the d r a f t  ROD or FNSI f o r  each BaAC p r o j e c t  t o  
ensure  t h a t  ou ts tanding  h i s t o r i c  prese-ation requirements are 
adequately addressed i n  these documents: and 

5 .  *&e h y  w i l l  ensure t h a t  no a c t i o n s  t h a t  could  
r e s u l t  i n  effec:s on h i s t o r i c  p rope r t i e s  are undertaken pursuant  t o  
a ROD, FNSI, or 332 u n t i l  t 5 e  terms of this Agreement have been 
c a z r i e d  out.  

B. The A-ny will n o t i f y  %he appropr i a t e  SHFU w i t t i n  60 days 
afre: 'he s i q z i n g  of t h i s  aqreezent about the n a t u r e  and t h i n g  of 
t h e  BRAC a c t i c n s  f o r  ind iv i2ua l  i n s t a l l a t i o n s  and w i l ;  provide t h e  
fol lowing i n f o r r i a r i m :  

1. a descr i+sn a f  %!e >fie and loca t ion  Of +%e  

2 .  c u r r e n t l y  ava i l ab le  s i l e s t o n e s  f o r  BRAC a c t i o n s  
a f f e c t i n g  t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n .  

3 .  i n f o x a t i o n  ava i l ab le  about  h i s t o r i c  p rope t - i c s  a t  
t h e  i n s t a l l a t i o n .  

r x r e n t l y  ava i l ab le  information about t h e  a c t i o n s  of 
'-le D e p a t J e n t  of gefense Off ice  of Economic Adjustment concerning 
t h e  s e t u p  of l o c a l  reuse  committees f o r  those i n s t a l l a t i o n s  or 
pee-ions of  i n s t a l l a t i o n s  which the m y  w i l l  d i spose .  

The A n y  will coordinate  the NZpA process  with its NEPA 
a c t i v i t i e s ;  I n  accordance with the memorandum to a l l  BRAC 
2a-f-icipants (Attachment 2 ) .  NEPA documentation f o r  each f a c i l i t y  
w i l l  : 

undet-aking . 

4 .  

C.  

1. 

2 .  

i 2 e n t i f y  !morn h i s t = r i c  propep-ies  and pas t  s t u d i e s :  

i d e n t i f y  t h e  po ten t i a l  for h i s t o r i c  ? roper - ies  fO be 

i d e n t i f y  t h e  s t eps  necessary for t h e  A m y  t o  meet i t s  

a f f e c t e d  by t!e BRXC j rocess :  and 

3. 
S e c t i o n  1 0 6  r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s  under NHPA. 
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D. The l eve l  o f  docamentation i n  S t i p u l a t i o n  III. C.  1-1. 
above will be commensurate with t h e  type of environmental document 
prepared .  Only  br ief  o v e n i e v s  and summaries of impacts,  if any,  
a r e  expected i n  Records of Environmental Considerat ion and 
Environmental Planning Guides. When Envi romenta l  Assessments and 
Environmental Impact Statements are prepared, a more d e t a i i e d  
p r e s e n t a t i o n  of data v i l l  be included. 

E.  The Army w i l l  send t h e  Council and appropr i a t e  SKws a l l  
BRAC Environmental Assessments (EAs) and Draft Environmental Impact 
Statements  (DEISs) f o r  their review and comment.. There v i 1 1  be a 
4 5  day review period for each EIS during the pub l i c  c o m e n t  per iod .  
The review time f o r  each EA, however, w i l l  be 15  vorking days From 
r e c e i p t ,  due t o  an acce le ra t ed  schedule. The i n f o m a t i o n  included 
i n  t h e s e  documents w i l l  c o n s t i t u t e  the  first e f f o r t  i n  the process  
t o  i d e n t i f y  h i s t o r i c  ? r o p e r t i e s  and assess  the p o t e n t i a l  effects on 
them a s  def ined  i n  36 CE?L T a r t  800.4 and 800.5. 

T .  The A-ny will ensure t h a t  copies  of f i n a l  BRAC EAS and 
? i n a l  Znvi romenta l  I zpac t  State?penc,s ( E x % )  a r e  provided t o  
a p p r s p r i a t e  SHPOs and t h e  Council. 

G .  The k?y s h a l l  provide a copy of t h i s  Agreement, its 
attacAhments, Ail 42040, 36 CFX aoo, and Lye materials l i s t e d  i n  
S t i p u l a t i o n  I X  of +&is Agreement t o  appropriate  commanders and 
elemenzs responsible  f o r  Army BRAC NZPA compliance. 

H. On Nove!dber 1, 1992 and on t h a t  same d a t e  every yea r  

SHPOs, and t h e  N C S i i ,  with an annual upda-e r e p o r t  on the S t a t u s  
of B?.AC a c t i v i t i e s .  The reporr  s h a l l  d i scuss  a l l  BRAC h i s t o r i c  
r e source  inves t iga t ions  and c lord ina t ion  undertaken and document 
a l l  no e f f e c t  o r  no adverse e f f e c t  dete-qinar ions received f o r  BRAC 
p r o j e c t s .  The r epor t  will a l s o  include a d iscuss ion  of a c t i v i t i e s  
under-aken f o r  c los ing  f a c i l i t i e s  by the Department of  Defense 
Off ice  of Economic Adjusrsent .  T h i s  r epor t  w i l l  b e  prepared u n t i l  
such  time a s  a l l  necessary NHPA requirements f o r  BRAC have been m e t  
o r  a dec is ion  has  been made by t!!e Arsy not  t o  ;roceed w i t h  f u r t h e r  
SRAC ac t ions .  

* , he rea f t e r ,  =ye Army w i l l  provide =.e courrcil.  a l l  appropr i a t e  

iV. IDEXT'IFICXTION AND EVALCATION 

A. I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  

1. Based on t h e  assembly of e x i s t i n g  information 
through t h e  NEPA process ,  t h e  m y  w i l l  consul t  w i t h  app ropr i a t e  
SHPOs and make a reasonable and good f a i t h  e f f o r t  t o  i d e n t i f y  h i s -  
t o r i c  p r o p e n i e s  loca ted  on i n s t a l l a t i o n s  under Army con t ro l  t h a t  
w i l l  be a f f e c t e d  by BRAC cons t rac t ion ,  U : S .  ~ r m y  corps  of Engineers  
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roxic and Hazardous Materials Agency ( T ? i A m ]  3iL;IC cleanup 
aczivities, or U.S. Army BRAC land disposal activities. 

2 .  When existing inforsation is not adequate f o r  
identifying historic properties that will be affected by BRAc 
activities, the Army will undertake installation-specific field 
surveys in accordance with apprDpriate professional standards as 
defined in the Secretary of t!!e Interior's Standards and Guidelines 
for Archeology and Historic Preservation ( 4 8  FR 4 4 7 1 6 - 4 2 ;  hereafter 
"Standards-and Guidelines"), except as provided in Attachment 3 .  

3 .  The Amy will develop priorities for undertaking 
identification and evaluation of historic properties on individual 
insZallations. These priorities w i l l  be determined by: 

undertaking proposed; 

and land lise h i s t o q  of tbe in2iviCual A=my installation: 

c. %!e potential nature and extent of historic 
prspeties (including but not limited to %hose which may be of 
special sivificance for t!eir connection vi%' %!e origins and the 
development of the Cold War); and 

d. possible constraints on field investigations, 
such as ranges, impact and contaminated areas, safety zones and 
hazardous materials. 

a. 4. -he specific nature and timing of *&e 

b. the land confipration, size, curyen: mission, 

4 .  All identification and evaluation actions will be 
carried out by the k-my in consultation wit!! +&e appropriate S m .  
The A 3 y  w i l l  provide inforsation to the SHPOs concerning the 
constraints cf '&e type noted in Stipulation TV.A.3.d. above. In 
addition, the Army and the SHFOs will assemble and exchange 
information as it becomes available on *de location and evaluation 
of historic properties. 

5 .  The Amy vi11 ensure the identification of records 
and obji2s related to the historic significance of pr2perties to 
be disposed of. Each installation will be required to identify 
extant historic records and related historic objects. 

6. Throughout the planning and implementation Of the 
3 i U C  pr0gra.m. the Army will provide guidance to the field to ensure 
that historic properties are not inadver-ently damaged, destroyed, 
or allowed to deteriorate before, during, or after Closure Or 
realignment. 
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3. Fial-azion 

The A-ay w i l l  d e r e x i n e ,  i n  c o n s u l t a t i o n  w i t h  :.e 
appropr i a t e  S D O .  t h e  e l i q i b i l i r y  o f  p r o p e r r i e s  f o r  i nc lus ion  i n  
:he Nat ional  Reg i s t e r  i n  accordance v i t h  36 CFR 3 0 0 . 4 ( c ) ,  and v i 3  
r e fe rence  t o  inven to r i e s  and planning by t h e  S t a t e ,  the  my's 
history and t r a d i t i o n s ,  previous A-3y h i s t o r i c  s i t e  su-rveys, and 
any themat ic  s t u d i e s  t h a t  may have been completed or a r e  undervay. 
I f  t h e  A m y  and SHPO f a i l  :o.agree upon t h e  Nat ional  Reg i s t e r  
e l i g i b i l i t y  of a p r o p e - y ,  t h e  L-y v i11  ob ta in  a determinat ion of 
e l i g i b i l i t y  from t h e , s e c r e t a r y  of  I n t e r i o r  pursuant  t o  36 CfR 8 0 0 . 4  
( C )  ( 4 ) .  

V. Dete-Tinat ions of E f fec t  

A .  The A X y ,  i n  c=r.sulta:i?n v i t h  :!e a p p r s p r i a t e  S a W ,  s h a l l  
d e c e i i . ? e  t h e  e f f e c t  of 3a;ic act ions on h i s t o r i c  p rope r t i e s  in 
ac---' ----a?.:e v l t h  35 C 3  3 3 0 . 5 ,  a 3 l y i n g  :$e C r i t e r i a  s f  E f fec t  and 
Aiverse Effecz  a=  16 C?. aoo.9. 

3. %?.ere t h e  A-T~ d e t e i i n e s  pi;rsJant t o  36 cm 300.5 %?a: an 

1. if t h e  A-T~ detezxines ,  i n  consu l t a t ion  vi'& the SHXI 
and =akin9 i n t o  accounz %!e comnents, if any, of the i n t e r e s t e d  
2erscns  i d e n z i f i e d  a t  36 c 3  300.5(e) (1) , t h a t  it is appropr i a t e  t o  
azply t h e  s t anda rd  n i t i q a r i o n  measures set f o t h  i n  Attachment 4, 
='e Arny v i l l  provide =%e SXXI and the Cmnc i l  vi3& s u f f i c i e n t  
i o c * a e n t a t i o n  t o  s u ? p o - ~  this d e t e n i n a t i o n ,  a e v i s e  them t'nat the 
X-?V i n t ends  t? carry o u r  %'e s?ec i f ied  measures, and reques t  t h e i r  
Zsnc-rrence vi3-hin 30 days. I f  +de counci l  and the SHPO con=- 
g i t h i n  30 days of t h e i r  r e c e i p t  of such documentation, the Amy 
S h a l l  c 2 z f  Out t h e  s tandard z i t i q a t i o n  measures it has de t e r s ined  
t s  be appropr i a t e .  f a i l u r e  by *de Council or SHm t o  respond 
v i t h i n  %!e s p e c i f i e d  t ime-period s h a l l  be conclusive of  t h a t  
p a - y ' s  csnc-rrence.  Should =be Csuncil o r  SHW d i sag ree  v i t h  -&e 
A - ~ y ' s  dete--ination, t h e  L a y  v i 1 1  i n i t i a t e  consu l t a t ion  i n  
act-rdance v i t h  36 C 3  800 .5 (e ) .  

a+erse  e f f e c t  may o c = r r ,  then: 

2 .  if t h e  A-TY and L!e SHXI, t ak ing  i n t o  account the 
= = D e n t s ,  i f  any. of t h e  in t e re s t ed  persons i d e n t i f i e d  a t  36 CFR 
300 .5 (e )  (l), agree  on a program t o  avoid. ninimize.  o r  mitigate t h e  
adverse  e f f e c t ,  t h e  m y  v i 1 1  provide t h e  Council v i t h  S u f f i c i e n t  
documentation t o  suppot- th is  determination and reques t  its 
concurrence wi th in  30 days. If the Council concurs  v i t h i n  30 days 
o f  i t s  r e c e i p t  of such documentation, Pie Azmy s h a l l  ca r ry  o u t  the 
p r s g r a s .  f a i l u r e  by t h e  Council t o  respond v i t h i n  t h e  s p e c i f i e d  
t ime per iod  s h a l l  be csnclusive of t h e  Counci l ' s  concurrence. 
Should t h e  Council  ob jec t  t o  the  prsgram, =!e Army vi11 unde-rake 
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consul tacion :? acc3rdance w i t h  3 5  CTi( a o O . j ( e ) .  

3 .  if t h e  A m y  d e t e n i n e s  t h a t  n e i t h e r  paraqraph 1 n o r  
paragraph 2 above is appl icable ,  o r  e f f e c t s  on an NHL a re  involved, 
t h e n  t h e  Amy w i l l  i n i t i a t e  consul ta t ion i n  accordance w i t h  35 Cm 
8 0 0 . 5 ( e ) .  

V I .  Trea+aent  and Managenent. 

A. The Army w i l l  ensure t h a t  :be e f f e c t s  of BRAC a c t i o n s  on 
h i s t o r i c  properties a re  t r ea t ed  i n  accordance with t h e  
de te rmina t ions  and agreements reached pursuant  t o  S t i p u l a t i o n  V. 

3. For t hose  i n s t a l l a t i o n s  o r  p o r t i o n s  of i n s t a l l a t i o n s  
qhich w i l l  remain under Amy con t ro l ,  'the m y  w i l l  develo? 
tZeat3eP.t and management plans t o  ensure t h a t  prope-Tties a f f ec t ed  
by a r e  i x a r p o r a t e d  i n t o  i n s t a l l a t i o n  H i s t o r i c  P r e s e n a t i o n  
? l ans /CJ l tu ra l  Resource Ma.?agemer.c P l a n s  (IIp?/cRMp) i n  accordance 
w i t h  L? 420-40, and s h a l l  c r ea t e  such HP?/ciz~Ps should t h e y  not 
v e s e n t l y  exis:. Al l  such ii??/ci!.!!s s h a l l  be developed o r  mended 
-5 include p rope r - i e s  a f f ec t ed  by 3iuIC w i th in  a reasonable  per iod  
2f t iXe  fo l lowing  t h e  da t e  of %.is Asreenent,  n o t  t o  exceed *-he 
Se?te*er 3 0 ,  1 9 9 5  da t e  f o r  completion of s a c  a c t i o n s  a s  s p e c i f i e d  
13 2 . i .  100-525 and :he J u l y  1, 1998 da t e  a s  s p e c i f i e d  i n  I . L .  101- 
510.  

C .  Not-dithstanding any other  p r o v i s i m  of this Agreement, 
t h e  A-3y may undertake documentation of h i s t o r i c  s t r u c t u r e s  i n  a 
=anner c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  the  secre ta ry  of the I n t e r i o r ' s  Standards 
and Guidel ines  f o r  k-ch i tec tura l  and Engineering Documentation ( 4 8  
73 4 4 7 3 0 - 3 4 1  p r i o r  t o  naking a determinat ion or reaching an 
agreement pursuant  t o  S t ipu la t ion  V, if the m y  judges t b a t  such 
doc3mer.tation is l i k e l y  t o  be pa-r of an acceptab le  mi t iga t iO3 
2rogras .  

No twi th t and ing  any other provis ion  of this Agreement, the 
A x y  may e n t e r  i n t o  agreements vi-& a p p r o p r i a t e  SHWS and the 
Caunci l ,  seeking  the concurrence of other i n t e r e s t e d  persons,  if 
any, e s t a b l i s h i n g  processes  f o r  t t e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ,  eva lua t ion ,  
t r e a t n e n t  and management of h i s t o r i c  p r o p e e i e s  t h a t  nay be Subjec t  
t3 e f f e c t  by a BRAC ac t ion ,  i n  l i e u  of i d e n t i f y i n g  such p:OpeeieS 
and e s t a b l i s h i n g  s p e c i f i c  t r ea tnen t  or management plans f o r  them 

1. t h e  p r e c i s e  na ture ,  schedule ,  l o c a t i o n  o r  des ign  O f  

3. 

?--or - - <  t o  making a dec is ion  regarding such an a c t i o n ,  where: 

t h e  a c t i o n  is u n c e r t a i n ,  and 

2 .  t h e  Army, SHPO, and Council agree  t h a t  the  e f f e c t s  O f  
t h e  a c t i o n  a r e  l i k e l y  t o  be  r e l a t i v e l y  minor, o r  a f f e c t  h i s t o r i c  

! 
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proper - res  whose zrea txenc  o r  3ana;ement v i l l  r e q J i r e  L\e 
app l i ca t ion  o f  routine prxedures .  

E. The A-ay v i l l  ensure t h a t  t h e  provis ions  of t h e  
Archaeological Resources Protect ion Act (P.L.  96-95) and :he Native 
American Graves Protect ion and Repatr ia t ion A c t  (P.L.  101-601) are 
isplemented, as apprspr ia te ,  during t h e  3RAC program. 

V I I .  In ter im I r o t e c t i o n ,  3.ecord.s Retent ion,  and Lon9-Te-T 
Curation 

A.  ?he vi11 not i fy  %!e apprzp r i a t e  commanders of t h e  
need f o r  i n t e r i s  p r i t e c t i o n  of  i d e n t i f i e d  and p o t e n t i a l  h i s t o r i c  
propef;ies t o  ensure  ?hac deferred maintenance o r  o t h e r  management 
dec i s ions  do not  aCversely a f f e c t  the i n t e g r i t y  of  'Lhese 
p r o p e r t i e s .  I spor -an t  a rch i tecrn-a l  elements w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d  t o  
ensure  f i t u r e  a p p r q r i a t e  disposal .  

3. The L z y  vi:l c snsu l t  vi:! t h e  spa on t e r v  of c a r a t i o n  
and d i s ? o s i t l o n  of h i s z z z i z a l  documents, drawings,  photographs,  
zepor-s,  and archeologica l  na re r i a l s  generated by BRAC s t u d i e s .  

VI::. W i i c  1,luolvesen: 

A .  F s r  t 3ose  i z s t a l l a t i o n s  o r  po-ions of i n s t a l l a t i o n s  of 
vhich :5e L z y  w i l l  d ispose,  tSe Amy v i11  n o t i f y  the Depa-rtment of 
J e fense  Of f i ce  of Zcononic Adjustzent and the l o c a l  reuse 
c o u i t t e e s  about Nii?h requirezents  and concerns. To t h e  f u l l e s t  
e x e n t  poss ib l e  and appr-pr ia te ,  t h e  L q y  w i l l  work w i t h  the l o c a l  
r euse  c s m i t t e e s ,  a p r o p r i a r e  S Z Q s  and o t h e r  i n t e r e s t e d  pa-rties t o  
develop t r e a t a e n t s  and/or sanaqement plans to ensu re  compatible  
r euse .  

The L z y  and t h e  apprspr ia te  SKPO w i l l  cons ider  the need  
f3r addiz iona l  consulzing p a z i e s  cons i s t en t  wi th  t h e  Counci l ' s  
pub l i ca t ion ,  "Publ ic  ?art-icipation i n  Sec t ion  106 Review: A Guide 
f o r  Agency O f f i c i a l s "  (Advisory Council on H i s t o r i c  PreseFJatiOn, 
1 9 a g ) .  

C.  To t!!e ex ten t  prac t icable ,  2ub l i c  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  s h a l l  be 

3 .  

csord ina ted  w i t h  publ ic  pa r t i c ipa t ion  under NEPA. 

IX. Standards and Guidelines 

Standards and guidel ines  f o r  implementing th i s  Agreement 

Army Regulation (A?) 4 2 0 - 4 0 :  H i s t o r i c  p r e s e m a t i o n  

inc lude ,  j u t  a r e  n o t  l imi ted  t o :  
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(Depa---zen-. of the L a y .  15 nay 1984) ; 

36 CFR Pa= 800: Protection of Historic PropeCies; 

The Section 110 Guidelines: Guidelines f o r  Federal Aaenm ~ ~ - .  Responsibilities under Sec. 110 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (53 fR 4727-4746); 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines 
for Archeology and Historic Preservation (48  FR 44716- 
42) ; 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic 
Suildings [National Park Service, 1990); 

Identification of  Histlric Properties: a Decisionmaking 
Guide for Managers (Advisory council O- Historic 
Preservation, 1988) : 

?ublic ?aY.ici?ation in Seeion 106 Reviev: A Guide for 
Agency Officials (Advisory Cmncil on Historic 
?reservation, 1989) : and 

?reparing Agreenent Doc*uoen=s (Advisory cou;icil on 
Historic Preservation, 1989). 

Guidelines for aaluating and Documenting TraZitional 
Cultural Iropeeies (National Register Bulletin 38, 
1991). 

X. Dispute Resolution 

A .  Should a SEX, or an interested person identified at 36 CFR 
8OO.S(e) (I) object to 'Ye Army's implementation of any part of this 
Agreement, the m y  shall consult vi-b the objecting party to 
resolve tke objection. If the Army determines that t!!e objection 
cannot be resolved, the Army shall forvard all documentation 
relevant to t!e dispute to the Council. Within 30 days after 
receipt of all pertinent dccurPentation, the council Will either: 

1. provide the .Army vith recommendations, vhich the Army 
will take into account in reaching a final decision regarding the 
dispute; or 

2. notify the Army %kat it vi11 comment pursuant to 3 6  
CFR 8 0 0 . 6 ( b ) ,  and proceed to comment. Any council comment provided 
in response to such a request vi11 be taken into account by the 
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Amy i n  accordance v i t h  3 6  :2 aOO.6(c) ( 2 )  v i t h  r e fe re rce  t~ ti-,e 
s u b j e c t  of  t h e  d i s p u t e .  

Any recommendation o r  coment provided by t h e  CJuncil v i11  
be understood t o  p e r t a i n  only t o  the sub jec t  of t h e  d ispute :  t h e  
Army's r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  t o  carry out a l l  a c t ions  under t h i s  Agreement 
t h a t  a r e  n o t  t h e  s u b j e c t  of the  dispute w i l l  remain unchanged. 

C. Should a member of the p u b l i c  ob jec t  t o  any measure 
c a r r i e d  o u t  under  the teras of t h i s  Agreement, o r  the manner i n  
which such a measure is implemented, the Army shall t ake  the 
objec t ion  into account  and consult as  needed wi th  t h e  ob jec t ing  
p a r t y ,  t!!e SHPO, and the Council t o  resolve Lye object ion.  

B. 

XI. Amendments 

Any p a r t y  t o  this Agreement who determines t h a t  scme por t ion  
Of t h e  Agreement cannot be met must inmediately request t h e  o t h e r  
S igna to r i e s  to cons ide r  an amendment o r  addendum t o  this Agreement 
irhich would e x u r e  f u l l  compliance. Such an amendment or addendum 
s h a l l  be  executed  i n  t h e  same sanner a s  t h e  o r i g i n a l  Agreement. 
Should any p a r t y  t o  t!is Asreenent be unable t o  maintain a l e v e l  Of 
e f f o t -  s u f f i c i e n t  to ca r ry  out  the  t e n s  of t h i s  Agreement, t h a t  
p a r t y  s h a l l  n o t i f y  t h e  ot?ers  and seek an appropr i a t e  amendment. 

XII. T e n i n a t i o n  of Exis t ing  and N e w  Agreements 

A. The Agreement  of FebrJary 5 ,  1 9 9 0  f o r  t h e  BRAC program W i l l  
=e-a ina te  upon the d a t e  of f i n a l  s igna ture  of  t h i s  Agreement. 

3. T h i s  Agreement v i11  t e m i n a t e  on September 30 ,  1 9 9 7 ,  u n l e s s  
t h e  pa-Yies agree t o  extend '&e t e n s  of  t h i s  agreement beyond that 
da te .  
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Precution and implmantation of t h l a  P r o g r m a t l c  Aqromant 
astabl irhas tha t  %!a Aray has 6atlsfl .d its r e s p o n s l b i l i t l a r  undar 
sect ions  106 And 11O(f) of the National Historic Prasarvatlon Ac t  
f o r  all individual undertakings 02 the BRAC program as outlined i n  
thlr Agreaasnt. 

DEPPSITMENT OF 1?1l ARMY - 

(dato) /;rydAT,’? z 
ucy A s a r r t a t  Secratiuy of  t h a  A n n  

(Inrtallationr and Housing) 

B Y ;  

A3VISORY C3tTC:i ON H I S T O X C  P W ~ V A T I O N  
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ATTArnZY-VT : 

B2AC I AFFECTED FACILITISS 
Alabama 

Alabama Army Ammunition Plant - closure 
Coosa River Annex - closure 
Anniston Depot - realignment 
Redstone Arsenal - realignment 

A-itona 

Navajo Activity - closure 
Fort Suachuca - realignment 
Yuma Proving Ground - realivent 

California 

Presidio of san Frascisco - closure 
Hanilron m y  A i r  Field - closxe 
Sierra Depot - potezzial realignnent 
Fort Ord - realrgnnent+ 
Oakland A-my 9ase - realigment 
Fort I x i n  - realignment 
camp Parks - realiqrment 
Sacreoento Army Deport - realignment* 

Colorado 

Bennett L m y  National Guard Facility - closure 
Pueblo Depot - realignment 
Fort Carson - realignment 
Fitzslunons Army Medical Center - realignment 

District of Columbia 

F o e  f4cNair - realignment 
Walter Reed Arny Medical Center - realignnent 

Florida 

Cape St. George Reservation - closure 
Georgia 

Fort Gordon - realignment 
F o r t  Benning - realignment 
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Hawaii 

Xapalama Xilitary Reservation - closure 
Schofield Barracks - realiqmnt 

Illinois 

Fort Sheridan - closure 

Indiana 

Jefferson ?roving Ground - closure 
Indiana L a y  Amsunition Tlant - partial closure 
Fort Benjamin Harrison - realignsent+ 

Iowa 

?or: Des Yoines - pa:tial closure 

Kansas 

Port Leavenworth - realigraent 

Kentucky 

Lexington 3lue~ass k x y  Depot - closure 
Bluegrass Activity - realiment 
F O R  Knox - realignment 
F o r t  Campbell - realignnent 

Louisiana 

New Orleans Military Ocean Teninal - closure 

Massachusetts 

A r n Y  Materials Technology Laboratory - closure 
Fort Devens - realiqment. 
Natick Research. Development h Enqineering Center - 
realignment 
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Mary land 

Nike site at Aberdeen Proving Ground - closure 
Gaithersburg Army Reserve Center - closure 
Fort m a d e  - partial clssure and realisnment 
Fort Holabird - partial closure and realignment 
Fort Detrick - realignment+ 
Aberdeen Proving Ground - realignment 
Harry Diamond Laboratory - realignmant 

nichigan 

Pontiac Storage Facility - closure 
Decroit Arsenal - realignnent+ 

His s our i 

Nike site at Kansas City - closure 
Fort Leonard Wood - realignnenr 

N o r t h  csr3lina 

Fort Bragg - realignment 

Fort Dix - realignment 
F o r t  Monmouth - realigmenti 
Picatinny Arsenal - realignment+ 
Nike Philadelphia 4 1 / 4 3  (Stand alone housinq) - closure 

Neu Hexico 

Fort Wingate - clostire 
white Sands Missile Range - realignment 

Nevada 

Havthorne Army &munition Plant - realignment 

New York 

Fort D r u m  - realignment 
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Okalahoma 

Fort Sill - realignment 
Oregon 

Umatilla Depot - realignment 
Pennsylvania 

Taceny Warehouse - closure 
Tobyhanna Depot - realignment 
Letterkenny Depot - realignment 
Fort Indiantown Gap - realignment 

Socth Caroiina 

Fir= Jackson - realiqnsent 
Texas 

For: Bliss - reaiignnent 
Red River Depot - realignnent 

Fort Douglas - closure 
Tooele Depot - realignment 

Virginia 

Cameron station - closure 
Fort Belvoir - realignment 
For: Lee - realignment 
Fort Hyer - realignment 
Fort A .  P. H i l l  - realignment 

Washington 

Fort Levis - realignment 
Wisconsin 

Fort nccoy - realignnent 
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The DaLense Base closure and Realignment Act of 1990, Public Lav 
101-510, (BRAC 91) overturned a number of the base realignment 
and closure recommendations made by the Base Closure and 
Realignment Act of 1988, Public Law 100-526, (BRAC I). 

Indicates that the installation is now recommended for closure 
by BRAC 91. 

+ Indicates that the realignment actions prOQOSed by BRAC I have 
been overturned by BRAC 91 recommendations. 
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3-C 91 AZFECTED FACILITIES 

Alabama 

Anniston Zumy Depot - realignment 
RedsCone Usenal - realigment 

Arizona 

F o r t  Huachuca - realignment. 
Rrkansas 

Fort Chaffee - realignment 
California 

F o r t  Ord - closure 
Sacramento A m y  Depot - closure 

cslorado 

Fort Carson - realignmen: 
Illinois 

Rock Island Arsenal - realigment 
Indiana 

For: Benjamin Hazrison - closure 
Kentucky 

For% Xnox - realigment 
Louisiana 

Fort Polk - realignment 
Maryland 

Aberdeen Proving Ground - realignment 
Harry Diamond Laboratories, Adelphi - realignment 

Massachusetts 

~ o r t  Devens - closure 
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Missouri 

Aviation Systems Command c Troop support Consand - 
realignnent 

New Jersey 

Fort Dix - realigrsent 
Fo:t Monmouth - realignment 
Picatinny Arsenal - realignment 

Nev Mexico 

White Sands Missile Range - realignment 
Ohio 

L a y  Aviation Propulsion Directorate - realignment 
Pennsylvania 

Le:ze:kenny k r y  Depot - realigment 
Tobyhanna A r y  Depoc - realignnenc 

sou21 Caxlina 

T o r t  Jackson - realignment 
Texas 

Cor;rus Christi m y  Depot - realignmenr 
Fort Hood - realignment 
Red Xiver Army Depot - realignment 

virqinia 

Arsy Research Institute - realignment 
Fof- Belvoir - realignment 
Harry Diamond Laboratory, Woodbridge Research Facility - 
closure 

Washingon 

~ o i -  Levis - realignment 
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A?TACYU-3? 2 

PLAN TO ACCOlQLISH RISTORIC AND CuLxlRAL RESOIJRCES XEQUIR-nlENTs 
IAW BASE REALIGN'MLNT AND CLOSURE IFJLMENTATION PLAN TOR =E RRMy 

I. Purpose. ?he k?y will accomplish the requirements of t h i s  
Prograbnatic Agreement IAU the B h C  Implementation Plan and the 
following guidance. 

2 .  Chief of Engineers (COE) will: 

a. Provide technical advice and assistance relating to 
conpliance with historic and cultcral resources lavs, rules, and 
regulations. 

b. Develop szandards f o r  information about historic and 
cultural resouxes and for assessments of undey-dings having an 
effect on significant and historic resources. 

for individual inszallarions. 
c. A s s i s t  KAC3Es in developi?.q VOAs and compliance docuents 

d. Obtain the siqnature of the m y ' s  Federal Representative 
(OASA(Ii3)) on Meaorandun of Agreement (MOA) entered into wizh 
the Adviso-y Council and the SHPOs for installation base 
realignnent and closure undertaings. 

and cost estimates, as requested by MAC0n.s. 

B M C  schedule and report to Deputy Assistancr secretary of =..e 
k z y  (Installations and Housing). 

activities for distribution to appropriate Army offices, SHPOs 
and the Advisory Council. This report will be based upon 
inforzation to be supplied by appropriate PUlrOMs. 

amc actions on Arny installations within their states. The 
content of these notifications vi11 be based upon infornation 
supplied by affected MACOMs. 

i. Coordinate with and inform the Office of Economic 
Adjustment and designated reuse committees about historic 
property concerns at closing Army facilities. 

e. Review historic and cultL-al resources work requirements 

f. Xonitor conpliance activities in order ta correlate wit!! 

g. lrepare an annual update report on BRAC cultural resource 

h. Notify appropriate SHPOs about the nature and tining of 

j. Point of contact is Constance Ramirez (C3SC-FN) CKL 

k. USACE Mobile District will assist CEHSC-FN vith the 

703-704-1570, DNS 654-1570. 

management and coordination of the BRAC cultural reSOUrCeS 
program. 
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3. MACOMS will: 

a. Ensure that all installations meet NHPA requirements. 

b. Include compliance with KHPA in MACOM Base Realignment 
and closure Implementation Plan and engineer action plan. 

c. Consolidate, evaluate, and program installation historic 
and cultural resources work and funding requirements based upon 
corps of Engineers input. 

d. Identify compliance tasks and schedule for each 
installation. 

e. Assist installations, as appropriate, in development of 

f. ForJard all MOAS to C D S C - F N  for ratification by m y ' s  

g. Review DD F o n  1391 to ensure project compliance vith 

h. Coordinate with Center for Xilitary History on treatsent 

MOAS and other compliance and mitigation documents. 

Federal Representative (DASA(1Zi)). 

%?A and/or MOAS. 

of hiscoric records associated wit!! historic places. 

i. Provide CLYSC-FN with annual updates of BRAC cultural 
resource accomplishments so that an annual repor, can be prepared 
for submission to appropriate L a y  offices, SHPOs, and the 
Advisory Council. 

j. Provide CEHSC-?N with infornation about the nature and 
tising of BRAC actions at individual installations so that this 
infornation can be comunicated to appropriate S H P O s .  

k. MACOM historic preservation contacts are: 

FORSCOM: Dr. James Cobb/FCEN-CED-E/(404)669-7812 

T ~ D O C :  Dr. Paul Green/XT30-CE/(804)727-2C37 

Xnc: m, Paul MCGUff/CEsWF-PL-RC/USACE Fort Worth 
Distzict/(817)334-2625 

MS. Edna Sarber/AN~-E/(ZO2)475-2793 

Other MACOMs: Dr. Constance Ttamirez/CP.SC-FN/ 
(703) 704-1570 

1. EWCOMs will ensure that installations: 

(1). Provide all existing infomation about historic and 
cultural resources to USACE districts preparing Section 106 
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Consultation ?ackaqes and inviroraental Assessnent /Ezv irsr~enta l  
Ispact Statements. 

( 2 ) .  Ensure adequacy of historic and cultural resource 
information in NHPA and NEPA documentation. 

realignment and closure actions and Lorvard name, address and 
telephone number to MACOn Poc. 

and its historic and cultural resources f o r  compliance 
consultation vith ShTO, Advisory Csuncil and U C O H .  

4 .  MACOMS will provide guidance to USACE District Offices and 
COntTaCtOrS preparing or overseeing preparation of N3A docusents 
to: 

a. 3sure that adequate infonation on historic and cultural 

( 3 ) .  Establish a POC for historic resources f o r  all base 

( 4 )  . Provide materials about the installation’s mission 

resources are included in each X C ,  2, and E I S .  

regardizg hiszsric and cult-ral resources: 

(1) ileference and description of SRAC Progrmatic 
Agreene.?:. 

( 2 )  Sackground statements on the ?rehistory, civilian 
hiszory, and military hisrory of the afteczed installation. 

( 3 )  overviev of previous cultural resource inventories, 
investigations, agreements, and historic presenation plans. 

( 4 )  List and give general locations of all National 
Bistsric Lanbarks o r  National Register prope-ies and districts 
located on the subject installation. When feasible and not 
considered detrimental to site protection and preservation, the 
locations of these properties should be displayed on maps. 

Historic Landmarks or National Register properties located Off Of 
A n y  property that might be affected physically, visually, o r  
audibly by BRAC activities. When feasible and not considered 
detrinental to site protection and preservation, the locations of 
these properties should be displayed on maps. 

Give the number and general location of 
archeological sites and historic buildings on the subject 
facility. State how many of these prope--ties have been 
determined eligible f o r  the National Register.. When feasible and 
not considered detrimental to site proteczion o r  preservation the 
locations these properties should be displayed on maps. 

5 .  Include t h e  follwinq infomation in each EA and LIS 

( 5 )  If applicable, list and give locations of National 
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( 7 )  State whether the bui?ci.-qs 3: lanes to be affected 
by BRAC actions have been inventoried for National Register 
significance. 
archeological sites that will be affected by BRAC actions. Give 
the National Register status of these properties. If the areas 
to be affected have been previously examined and a no effect or 
no adverse effect will result from the BRAC activities, reference 
the SHPO correspondence that concurs with this opinion. 

are located vithin the area of potential efFect, deternine the  
effects of the BRAC action on these historic properties. 
may include but nor be linited to: 

Identify any historic buildings and/or 

( 8 )  IZ National Register eligible or listed properties 

Effects 

(a) Destruction of historic buildings. 
(b) Construction in historic districts. 
(c: Repair or alteration of historic buildings. 
( d )  Construction in areas with archeological sites. 
(e) Transfer of ownership ta non-federal parties. 
(f) Decreased naintenance resulting in deteriorarion of 

(91 Change of nission traizing in range areas resulting 
histzriz builiings. 

in soil erosion or cistcrbance of gr3und surface in nev areas. 

(9) Oescribe and state the results of any cultural 
resocrce investigations undertaken for B U C  actions. 

investigatiors that vill be required to meet NEPA and NHPA 
Section 105, 110, and 112 requirements bef-re the BRAC action can 
2roceed. The scope of these actions shoul.’ be identified in as 
nuch detail as possible. Recomendations f3r vork should be 
restricted solely to chose effects brought about by BRAC closure, 
realigpnent, or land disposal actions. Infomation about vork 
efforts to be reconvended at the affected installations ;rill 
include ac least :he folloving: 

- (10) ICentify any additional cultural resource 

(a) Approximate size (in acres) of areas to be 
recamended for archeological s u r v e y .  

(b)  Approximate number and locations of buildings, 
structures, districts, objects or sites to be reconmended for 
historical inventory. 

needing additional investigations to detemine National Register 
eligibility. 

( d )  Approximate cost estimates to complete the above 
recoumended vork  items. 

(c) Approximate number of known arc?ieological sites 

(11) Provide Poc for historic resources actions tD MACOMs. 
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5. Schedule: In order to ensure that KHPA requirements do not 
delay realignments and closure activicies, work should be 
initiated and funded at the earliest possible data to accomplish 
necessary resource inventories, studies, mitigation, and 
coordination measures. 

6. Point of Contact for techical questions is CMSC-FN (Constance 
Ramirez) at cXL 703-704-1570/DNS 654-1570. Point of contact for 
questions concerning policy issues is DAZN-ZCI-B (Doug Itacheray) 
at CXL 703/693-5039/AV 223-5039. 
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Where existing inionation is no: adequate for id8nKiiyir.q 
historic propezties, the L z y  nonetheless need not undertake 
installation-specific field surveys pursuant to Stipulation iV.A.2 
ii: 

a. the lands involved vi11 be transferred to another Federal 
agency that vi11 use them f o r  ? ~ z o s e s  no ?pore l ikely to adversaly 
affect historic properties than 'hose f o r  vhich the lands k'e 
presently used by '-he Lzy, provided 'he recipient Federal agency 
agrees '-3 develop and implement a program, in consultation v i a  tho 
5-00 and o=!er interested persons, for carrying out the 
reT.Ii:eaentS of Section 110(a) ( 2 )  of L!e National Historic 
Treservarion Act on %!e lands it receives; or 

5 .  the lrnds involved 'dill >e transferred t i  a State o r  l a c a l  
aqency %..at enters i nzo  an a--eeier.= vith =he Lrny, f3e S P O ,  and 
-he caccil stipulating t ~ a r ~ l z  .dill cse =?em f o r  purposes likely 
to have no adverse effect on kistsric ?roperties vhiclh may be 
present, and that ic gill develop and -plement a program, L~I 
consultation vith %!e SF20,  :?e Csuncil, and other interested 
persons, for identifying an2 protecting historic properties in a 
manner consistent vi%! the "Standards and Guidelines" and other 
applica3le Departxent of L?e Interior and Czuncil guidelines: or 

c. L!e BRAC action that viL1 affect the lands involved, and 
:he nat"-e of the histxic pope-ies that say exist on such lands, 
are such that %\e Amy. the S m o ,  %be Council, and ot!!er interested 
persons agree that identification need not be carried out, Or may 
be crrried out at a later dace, and enter into an agreement 
stipulating hov and by vhom any identificatim vi11 be carried Out. 

- 
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AITXCXMZN? 4 

STANDAN) HITIGATION !43SLXZS 

1. Transfer  of a h i s t o r i c  building or S t m c t U r e  subject t o  a 
p r e s e n a t i o n  covenant ,  enforcaable  under app l i cab le  S t a t e  l a v ,  
equiva len t  t o  'de example shown i n  F i g u r e  7 of t h e  Council 's 1 9 8 9  
pub l i ca t ion :  "Prepar ing  Agreement Documents" (pp. 30-11) , combined 
w i t h  a program of recorda t ion  approved by the SDO as consis tent  
wi t . .  the SecFetary of  %!e I n t e r i o r ' s  Standards and Guidelines f o r  
A-chi tectuzal  and Engineering Documentation ( 4 8  FR 44730-34 ) .  

2 .  Recovery of d a t a  from a3 &-choological s i t e  or s i t e s  h 
accordance vi=% a r e sea rch  des icp  and da ta  recove-y p l a n  prepared 
i n  consu l r a t ion  v i t a  t h e  SiDo and i n t e r e s t e d  persons ( inc luding  any 
i n t e r e s t e d  I z d i a n  t r i b e  o r  otber  Native American group) and 
a d l r e s s i n g  each of t h e  following points:  

- -i ... e ?rzpert . j ,  ,xspe-r t ies ,  c r  7or t ions  of prope r t i e s  where 

- any pr3perry,  properTies ,  o r  por t ions  of prope-+-ies ->at 

d a t a  r e c m e r y  is t o  be cazr ied  o u t ;  

vill be a l z e r e d  o r  t r a n s f c r r e d  i . iLtout d a t a  recovery;  

- ',?e r e s e a r c h  ques t ions  t o  be ad&-essed t?zough t h e  da t a  
recove-7,  and L3e i s p o n a n c e  and relevance o f , e a c h ;  

q u e s t i o n s ;  

d i s s e n i n a t i o n  sf d a t a ,  inc luding  a schedule;  

- t h e  zerkods  to be used,  and L!ek re l evance  t o  %he r e sea rch  

- the  x e 3 o d s  t o  be u s e d  i n  a n a l y s i s ,  d a t a  manage3er.t. and 

- :?e C i s p o s i t i o n  of  recovered ma te r i a l s  and. recards ;  

- %!e ne-dads f o r  involving t h e  i n t e r e s t e d  publ ic  i n  the d a t a  
recovery;  

i x t e r e s t e d  p u b l i c ;  

- L3e J e t b o d s  by which l o c a l  governments, Ind ian  tribes, and 
o t t e r  i n t e r e s t e d  persons w i l l  be kept i n i o m e d  of t h e  vork and 
a f fo rded  t h e  opportuniy] t o  comen t ;  and 

- :he met\ods and schedule  by which progress  and f i n a l  rePo* 
w i l l  be provided t o  the SHPO, t h e  Council, and i n t e r e s t e d  Perso%. 

- t h e  nerhods f o r  disseminating results of t h e  vork t o  the 
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APPENDIX M 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, 

THE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION, 
AND THE INDIANA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

OFFICER 
CONCERNING CLOSURE 

OF JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND, INDIANA 



MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

RFTWFEN THE DEPARTMENT OFTHE ARMY. 
THE ADvisoRv-cOUNCILON-HiSiORtc PRESERVATION, 

AND THE INDIANA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER 
CONCERNING CLOSURE OF THE JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND, INDIANA 

WHEREAS the United States Department of the Army (Army) has determined that the 
closure of the Jefferson Proving Ground, Indiana (JPG) may have adverse effects on 
properties that are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. and 
has consuhed with the Indiana State Historic Preservation Otficer (SHPO) and the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (Council) in accordance with Section 106 of 
the National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 470 .& (the Act). its 
implementing regulations 36 CFR Part 800). and the Programmatic Agreement (PA) 
among the Army, the Council, and the National Conference of State Historic 
Preservation Officers, executed 05 February 1990; and 

WHEREAS pursua1,i to Stipulation V1.E of the PA, the consulting parties have agreed 
that because the precise nature and schedule of activities associated with the closure, 
environmental restoration, and disposal of JPG are uncertain, and because such 
activities are likely to affect properties whose treatment or management will require the 
application of routine procedures. it is appropriate for the Army in this memorandum of 
agreement to set forth processes for the identification. evaluation. treatment and 
management of historic properties in lieu of identifying such properties and establishing 
specific treatment or management plans for them prior to dosure; 

NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed that the following stipulations will be adhered 
to in order to take into account the ef fed of the Project on historic properties in 
accordance with the Act. 

Stipulations 

The Army will ensure that the following stipulations are implemented: 

I. Cultural Resource Management Plan 

A. The Army will prepare a Cultural Resource.Management Plan (CRMP) for JPG 
in consultation with the SHPO. and Council, and in accordance with the standards 
outlined in Attachment A. The Amy will ensure that the CRMP is complete in draft 
form by September 30, 1994 at the latest. and that subject to resolution of 
disagreements or questions in accordance with Stipulation I.B. the CRMP is finalized 
and implemented by September 30,1995. 

B. When the CRMP is complete in draft form, the Army will provide copies of the 
draft 10 the SHPO and the Council for a review over a 30day period. Acceptance of 
the CRMP draft will be in writing at the end of the 3Oday period; or assumed, in the 
Case that comments are not made. Disagreements or questions about the draft CRMP 
will be resolved through consultation among the parties. 

c .  Upon acceptance of the CRMP by the SHPO and the Council, the Army will 
finalize and implement it in lieu of compliance with 36 CFR 800.4 through 800.6 and 36 
CFR 800.1 1. 
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D The Army will prepare a repbrt every two years on its implementation of the 
CRMP. and provide this repon to the SHPO for review. comment, and consuItation as 
needed. 

E. The Army will ensure that the CRMP is re-evaluated and updated as needed on 
a five-year implementation cycle, in consultation with the SHPO. Should the CRMP 
require significant revision. the Army will initiate consultation with the Council in 
accordance with 36 CFR 800 to make such revisions and to amend or replace this 
agreement. 

11. Interim Protection of Historic Properties 

A. The Army will ensure that the strukures listed in Attachment B. are secured. 
stabilized, protected, and maintained in accordance with Army Technical Manual 

B. The JPb timber management program activities of timber harvesting and 
thinning are undertakings that necessitate inventory and assessment for archeological 
resources. The Army will ensure that such inventoly and assessment is conducted,in 
consultation with the SHPO. Further, the Army will monitor the effectiveness of 115 
surveys by inspecting the areas of potential effect immediately after harvesting to: 

1. Gather any additional information about the presence, extent, and nature of 
sites that may be discovered as a result of harvesting operations. 

2. Assess the effect of harvesting upon archeological sites 

3. Assess the effectiveness of the conditions specified in this Agreement in 
minimizing damage to archeological sites and make recommendations about additional 
conditions, if any, that may be appropriate. 

C. Until the CRMP has been accepted by the SHPO and the Council, the Army Will 
comply with 36 CFR 800 with respect to any undertaking it proposes to carry out at 
JPG. except 2s provided in the paragraphs below. 

1. Continuing operations of the installation whose effects will occur entirely 
within heavily contaminatedAow resource sensitivity areas as shown in Attachment C 
shall not be subjected to archeological survey because of their prior disturuance. a 
need to avoid undue danger of injury to survey personnel by contact with unexploded 
ordnance or other hazard, and/or low potential for containing historic properties. 

2. The JPG timber management program will continue following closure., Any 
activities of this program such as timber marking and use and maintenance Of existing 
fire lanes, which have little potential to further disturb or damage archeological ,sites. 
are exempted from further coordination, If historic properties or potential histonc 
properties are discovered during archeological survey prior to timber harvests, and 
these places are marked in consultation with the SHPO and avoided during harvesting, 
then there shall be no effect on historic properties. However, if avoidance of hlst?nc 
properties or potential historic properties is not possible, the timber management action 
shall be subject to further coordination pursurnt to 36 CFR 800. , 

3. JPG may continue its agricultural outleasing program following closure. I f  
so, grazing leases or agricultural leases that will result in no disturbance of the ground 
surface, or foundations above the ground surface, shall be exempted from further 
coordination requirements. Any leases that could result in construction of new facilities. 
any tillage of previously unplowed ground, and/or other actions that have the potentla1 

5-801 -2. 
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to disturb histonc properties. shall be undertakings subject 10 coordinalion pursuant to 
36 CFR 800. 

4. Programs and activities under the JPG Natural Resource Management 
Program shall be exempted from coordination requirements unless these programs and 
activities should require construction of new facilities, disturbance of previously 
undisturbed surfaces, or any tillage of previously unplowed ground. Any undertakings 
that involve construction or disturbance of previously undisturbed surfaces shall be 
subject to coordination pursuant to 36 CFR 800. 

5. Only non-temporary buildings and structures built 1946 or eariier shall be 
subject to coordination under the Act when they will be affected by a planned 
demolition project, or significant alteration of their character due to maintenance Or 
renovation activities. 

D. Security. The Amy will ensure that the provisions of the Archeological 
Resources Protection Act of 1979 are vigorously enforced at JPG for as long as the 
property remains under Army jurisdiction. 

111. Disposal of Jefferson Proving Ground 

A. Transfer to Other Federal Agencies 

1. Notwithstanding any other provision of this memorandum of agreement. it is 
understood that should the Army transfer any portion of JPG to another Federal agency 
for conservation purposes, such as for use as a wildlife refuge or park, the Army need 
not identify, evaluate, or plan for the management of historic properties within such 
Portion Of JPG, except to the extent required to address effects of environmental 
h a r d  remediation. but will provide to the receiving agency all available information on 
known historic properties and areas where historic properties are likely to occur, so that 
the receiving agency can use such information in its own compliance with the Act. 

2. Notwithstanding any other provision of this memorandum of agreement. it is 
understood that should the Army transfer any portion of JPG to another Federal agency 
for other than conservation purposes, the parties to this memorandum of agreement 
and the receiving agency will consult to determine what actions. if any, may be 
necessary to preserve historic properties subject to effect by such transfer, and will 
amend this memorandum of agreement or take other actions in accordance with 36 
CFR 800 to the extent needed to specify how such actions, i f  any, will be implemented. 

B. Transfer to Non-Federal Agencies . 

1. Archeological Properties 

a. If the Army proposes to transfer to a non-federal entity any property that 
has been determined eligible for inclusion in the Register, the Army will ensure that 
Potential interested parties are identified in consultation with the SHPO and COUncll 
and invited to participate in planning, and that either: 

i. Such property is identified in the transfer documents and made the 
subject of the preservation condition set forth in Attachment D, which will be included in 
the transfer instrument pertaining to the real property containing the property and 
recorded in the real estate records of Jefferson, Jennings, or Ripley Counties. Slate Of 
Indiana for the transfer of such real property; or, 
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ii. Such propeny is 5-Sjected to archeological data recovery 31131 :3 
transfer. The data recovery.shall meei the standards set fonh in AtiaCnment E. 

b. If the Army proposes to transfer to a non-federal entity any iden:iiied 
historic or prehistoric archeological site that has not yet been evaluated in accordance 
with Stipulation 1II.A. the Army will ensure that it is so evaluated. If the Property 15 
eligible for inclusion in the Register, the Army will comply with Stipulation 111.B.1.2. with 
respect to such property. If the properly is not eligible, the Army may transfer such 
property without preservation conditions or data recovery. 

c. If the Army proposes to transfer to a non-federal entity any real property 
identified .in Attachment C as lands where historic or prehistoric sites are likely to OCCU!. 
and as lands where there is low Contamination and little disturbance, the Army Will 
ensure that such lands are identified in the transfer documents and made the s+yea of 
the preservation condition set forth in Attachment F. Should the proposed reclplent Of 
such lands be unwilling to accept such condition, the Army will conduct surveys In 
consultation with the SHPO, and in accordance with applicable National Park Sewice. 
Council. and SHPG guidelines to identify and evaluate specific archeological Sites. If 
any such sites are identified. the Army will comply with stipulations 1II.B.l.a. 01 111.B.l.b. 
25 aPpliC2ble before proceeding with the transfer. 

2. Historic Standing Structures 

a. If the Army proposes to transfer to a non-federal entity any of the historic 
standing buildings or structures listed in Attachment 8, or any other standing structure 
determined eligible for inclusion in the National Register, the Army will ensure that the 
the instrument transferring the property incorporates the covenant attached hereto 2s 
Attachment G. and that covenant snall be recorded in the real estate records Of 
Jefferson. Jennings or Ripley Counties, State of Indiana. 

b. If there is no acceptable ofier that will conform to the rehabilitation 2nd 
maintenance requirements of the Standards, the A ~ Y ,  with the approval of the SHPO, 
may modify the covenant to reduce the requirements, or may transfer the propeny 
without a preservation covenant. 

c. Prior to the transfer of such a property, the Army shall ensure that it is 
recorded in accordance with a recordation olan that is consistent with the Secretaw Of ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ 

d q  
Documentation (48 FR 44730-34) and approved by the SHPO. The recordation plan 
shall be provided to the SHPO for a 30-dav comment Deriod. Acceptance Of the Pian 
will be in writing at the end of the 30-day period; 'or assumed,' in the case that 
Comments are not made. Disagreements or questions about the plan will be resolved 
through consultation among the parties. 

d. If the Army proposes to transfer to a non-federal entity any identified 
Structure or building that has not yet been evaluated, the Army will ensure that it IS 50 
evaluated. If the structure or building is eligible for inclusion in the Register, the Army 
will comply with Stipulation III.B.2.a. b, and c. 

Iv. Remediation of Health, Safety, and Environmental Hazards. 

A. In pursuing the on-going Remedial InvestigationlFeasibility Study (RIIFS) Of 
environmental hazards at the JPG, the Army will ensure, upon execution Of this 
agreement. that personnel conducting the RIIFS: 
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1. Are familiarized with the need lo exercise care when working in the areas 
identified as archeologically sensitive and as not heavily disturbed and/or contaminated 
on Attachment C.; 

2. Consult a professional archeologist when planning work in such areas, have 
access to the advice of a professional archeologist in the event of an archeological 
discovery. and obtain archeological review of the results of work in such areas; 

3. Have access to personnel trained in archeological field work when working 
in such areas; 

4. Include in the report of the RVFS: 

a. Descriptions of any potential conflicts between remediation and 
preservation of historic properties; 

b. Where feasible, recommendations abouf how to resoh : such conflicts: 
and, 

Identification of any situations in which, because of risks to human 
health, safety, or the environment. remediation must proceed without taking Steps 10 
preserve historic properties subject to effect. 

B. The Army shall provide the draft final RI/FS to the SHPO and the Council for 
review concurrently with its submittal to the US.  Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) and the State of Indiana pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended (CERCLA) for 2 
30-day review. Objection to the RI/FS by parties lo this agreement will be resolved as 
specified in Stipulation 1X.A. The parties to this agreement unders:and that pursuant to 
CERCLA. final decisions with respect to remediation actions are made by EPA or the 
State. 

c. The Army will ensure that 36 CFR 800 is complied with before remediation 
measures are implemented. except that the Army need not comply with 36 CFR 800 
where the report of the RI/FS has recommended, pursuant to Stipulation IV.A.5.c.. that 
remediation proceed without preserving historic properties and neither the SHP? nor 
the Council has objected to this recornmendation, or where the SHPO or Councd has 
objected but such objection has been resolved through consultation among the parties 
to thls agreement, or implementation of Stipulation IX. 

c. 

v. Reporting. The Army shall ensure that reports on all activities carried out pursuant 
to this agreement are provided to the SHPO, and, upon request, to other interested 
patties. 

VI. Work and Personnel Qualification Standards. 

A. Any work conducted under this agreement will be pursued in accordance with 
the applicable Secretary of the Interior, SHPO. or Council standards and guidelines. 

8. The Army shall ensure that all archeological surveys, data recovery work. and 
CRMP preparation conducted pursuant lo this agreement are carried out by or under 
the direct supervision of a person or persons meeting at a minimum the pertinent 
qualifications set forth at Appendix C lo Army Regulation 420-40. 
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VII. Amendments. 

A. The parties to this agreement may amend the terms of this agreement. and the 
provisions of any attachment hereto, by completing and signing the form provided as 
Attachment H. 

8. Upon execution of the amendment, each party will attach a copy of the fully 
executed form to that party's copy of this agreement, and will enter the amendment 
number and date on the upper right-hand corner of the first page of this agreement. 

VIII. Scheduled Consultation. Twelve months after this agreement is executed and 
annually thereafter until the CRMP has been finalized and its implementation has been 
initiated in accordance with the terms of this agreement (or until JPG has bee,n 
transferred in accordance with the terms of this agreement), the parties to this 
agreement will consult to review implementation of its terms and determine whether 
revisions are needed. If revisions 'are needed, the parties to this agreement will COnSUlt 
in accordance with 36 CFR 800 to make such revisions. 

IX. Dispute Resolution. 

A. Except as provided below, the Army will present parties to this agreement plans 
and other documents for a 30day review. Failure of those parties to provide Comment 
within the 30-day period will indicate acceptance and approval of the information 
provided. Should any party to this agreement object within 30 days to any plans 01 
other documents provided by the Army or others for review pursuant to this agreement 
or to any actions proposed or initiated by the Army that may pertain to the ter,ms.of this 
agreement, the Army shall consult with the objecting party to resolve the objection. If 
the Army determines that the objection cannot be resolved, the Army shall foyard  all 
documentation relevant to the dispute to the Council. Within 30 days after receipt Of all 
pertinent document2tion, the Council will either: 

1. Provide the Army with recommendations, which the Army will take into 
account in reaching a final decision regarding the dispute; or 

2. Notity the Army that it will comment pursuant to 36 CFR 800.6(b). and 
proceed to comment within 60 days. Any Council comment provided in response to 
such a request will be taken into account by the Army in accordance with 36 CFR 
800.6(~)(2) with reference to the subject of the dispute. 

6. Any recommendation or.comment provided by the Council pursuant to 
Stipulation 1X.A will be understood to pertain only to the subject of the dispute: the 
Army's responsibility to carry out all actions under this agreement that are not the 
subjects of the dispute will remain unchanged. 

C. At any time during implementation of the measures stipulated in this agreement, 
should an objection top any such measure or its manner of implementation be raised by 
a member of the public. the Army shall take the objection into account and COnSUlt as 
needed with the objecting party. the SHPO, or the Council to resolve the objection. 

Execution and implementation of this Memcrandum of Agreement evidences that the 
Army has afforded the Council a reasonable opportunity to comment on the closure and 
transfer of JPG, and that the Army has taken into account the effects of the undertaking 
on historic properties. 
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

By: -. Date: 6/71 
Executive Direct& -" 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

P -  
By: Date: 3 c&f/q/ 
RONALD J. BENICK - 
Colonel, OD 
Commander 
Jefferson Proving Ground 

US. Army Test and Evaluation Command 

R . m - U  Date: /o - 12 ?/ By: @ 

WILLIAM 8. McGRATH 
Major General, USA 
Chief of Staff 
US. Army Materiel Command 

6 4 i  Date:/ 7. /U& 9 Y 
/ r  

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army 
for Installations and Housing 

INDIANA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER 

A 
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I . .  

ATTACHMENT A 

CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN STANDARDS 

The Cultural Resource Management Plan (CRMP) for JPG shall be prepared In 
accordance with the following standards. 

A. The CRMP will be prepared by or under the supervision of an individual who 
meets. or individuals who meet, at a minimum, the professional qualifications standards 
for archeology in the Secretarv o f the Interiots Professional Qualifications Sta ndards 
(48 FR 44738-9). 

B. The CRMP will he prepared with reference lo: 

1. The Secretarv of the Interior's Sta ndards and Guidelines for Preservation 
Planning (48 FR 44716-20); 

2. the (53 FR 4727-46; Advisory Council on Historic 

3. Army Regulation 420-40; 

4. Indiana State Historic Preservation Plan. 

Preservation and National Park Service 1989); 

C. The CRMP will be prepared in consultation with the Indiana SHPO and Council. 

D. The CRMP will address the full range of historic properties that may exist at 
JPG. including but not limited to buildings and structures, archeological Sites, and 
traditional cultural properties. 

E. The CRMP will incorporate data produced by the survey work conducted 
pursuant to this Agreement and other surveys conducted at JPG. 

F. The essential purpose of the CRMP will be to establish processes for integrating 
the preservation and use of historic properties with the mission and programs of the 
Army in a manner amrooriate to the nature of the historic DroDerties involved, the 
nature Of JPG. and' i he  nature of the Army's mission, progkams. and planning 
processes at JPG. 

G. In order to facilitate such integration. the CRMP, including all maps and 
graphics. will be made consistent with the database management system and planning 
system employed by JPG. 

H. The CRMP need not be a single document. and appropriate elemenfs-of the 
CRMP should be maintained in electronic media compatible with JPG's information 
management system. 

I. The CRMP will include the following elements: 

a. An explanation of the basis upon which the CRMP is being prepared. 

b. An introduction to the organization and use of the various seeions of the 
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c. A synthesis qf available data on the history. prehistoiy. architecture, 
architectural history. and ethnography of JPG and its surrounding area. to  provide a 
context in which to evaluate and consider alternative treatment strategies for different 
classes of historic properties. 

d. A database, expandable as more information becomes available, that 
includes: 

i. Descriptions of all properties within JPG that are known or thought lo 
meet the National Register criteria (36 CFR 60.4); 

ii. Descriptions of all properties that have been identified and subjected to 
data recovery prior lo their disturbance, whether or not such disturbance has in fact 
occurred; 

iii. D”sc.lptions of all properties that have been identified and determined 
not to meet any of ‘he National Register criteria; and 

iv. Information on lands subjected to historic properties surveys, together 
with reports of such suweys and their results. 

e. Projections of the distribution and nature of historic properties that may exist 
on Proving Ground lands, based on the synthesis and database. together with an 
estimate of the accuracy of the projections, and mechanisms for testing, refining, and 
veribing the projections lo  the extent needed through field survey and other further 
research. 

f. Procedures lor the identification and evaluation of historic properties that may 
be affected by Army activities at JPG, providing for identification and evaluation to take 
place in a timely manner during the planning of any actions that might affect historic 
properties. 

9. Procedures for the management of historic properties within JPG. including 
but not limited to: 

i. Procedures for the use of historic orooerties for aaencv ournoses or the 
P~rposes Of others. in a manner that does not’cause significait’damaga to or 
deterioration of such properties, with reference to the Section 110 Guidelines, Seaion 
1 lO(a)(l). Discussion (b); 

ii. Procedures for affirmatively preserving historic properties, with 
reference to the Section I 1 0  Guidelines. Section 1 lO(a)(l), Discussion (c); 

iii. Procedures for the maintenance of historic properties, with reference to 
the Section 110 Guidelines, Section 1 lO(a) (2), Discussion (d)(l)(i); 

iv. Procedures for the avoidance or mitigation of adverse effects on historic 
properties, with reference lo the Section 11 0 Guidelines, Section 11 O(a)(2), Discussion 
(d)(l)(iii) that ensure the Army’s compliance with Seaion 106 ,of the National Historic 
Preservation Act without necessarily adheriiig to the procedural steps and standards 
Set  forth at 36 CFR 800 or in Chapter 3 of AR 420-40; and 

v. Procedures for consulting with relevant parties during implementation of 
the CRMP, with reference lo the Section 110 Gu idelines, Part 111, and specifically 
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identifyin circumstances under which the SHPO, or other interested parties. will be 
consulte3, and outlining how such consultation will be initiated and carried out. 

h. An explanation of how the activities at the installation will comply with the 
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act. Public Law 101-601 I 

if A discussion of the known or robable locations of Native American 

including but not limited lo: .. 

cultural items, as that term is defined in the 8. alive American Graves Protection and 
Repatriation Act; 

ii. A discussion of the known or probable nature of those Native American 
cultural items; 

iii. Assuming discovery, study, or removal is necessary to proceed with or 
is part Of a planned activity. a discussion of why it is necessary to search for,, study, or 
remove the Native American cultural items from the location of the planned activity; 

Who will obtain any necessary permits under Section 4 of the 
Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979,16 U.S.C. 470aa, gts?a; 

iv. 

v. What (if any) Indian tribe will be consulted prior to the planned 
excavation or removal; 

vi. What disposition will be made of the excavated or removed items; and. 

vii. What will constitute proof of consultation under e. above. 
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ATTACHMENT E: 

KNOWN HISTORIC STRUCTURES AT JPG 

Building 485 "Old Timbers Lodge' 

Building 401 'Oakdale School' 

Bridge 17 "Stone Bridge" 

Bridge 25 "Stone Bridge' 

Bridge 27 "Stone Bridge" 

Bridge 20 "Stone Bridge" 
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ATTACHMENT C: 

MA? SilOWlNG LOCATION OF HEAVILY DISTURBED AND/OR CONTAMINATED 
AREAS AT JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND AS WELL AS SHOWING 

AREAS OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY 
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ATTACHMENT D: 
STANDARD PRESERVATION COVENANT FOR ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE 

In consideration of the conve ance of the real property thal includes the [name Of 
archeological site] located in the 8 ounty of [name], Slate.of Indiana, which is more fully 
described as: [Insert legal description], [Name of property recipient] hereby covenants 
on behalf of [himself/herselfhtselfl. [his/herhts] heirs. successors, and asslgns .at all 
times to the United States Department of the Army and the Indiana ?ate Hlstorlc 
Preservation Officer to maintain and. preserve the [name of archeologlcal Site] as 
follows: 

1. No disturbance of the ground surface or any other thing shall be undertaken or 
permitted to be undertaken on [name or archeological site] which would affed,the 
physical integrity of the [name of archeological site] without the express pnor written 
permission of the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer, signed by a fully 
authorized representative thereof. Should the Indiana State Historic Preservation 
Officer require, as a condition of the granting of such permission, that the [name of 
recipient] conduct ?rcheological data recovery operations or other activities desdned 10 
mitigate the adverse effect of the proposed activity on the [name of archeolog~cal, Site], 
the [name of recipient] shall at [hislherhts] own expense conduct such ,act!VitieS In 
accordance with the Secretam of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for 
Archeolooical Documentation (48 FR 44734-37) and such standards and guidelines 2s 
the Indiana State Historic Preservation Oficer may specify, including but not limited to 
standards and guidelines for research design, conduct of field work. canduct Of 
analysis, preparation and dissemination of reports, disposition of artifacts 2nd other 
materials, Consultation with Native American or other organizations. 2nd reinterment Of 
human remains. 

2. [Name of recipient] shall make every reasonable effort to prohibit any person 
from vandalizing or otherwise disturbing the [name of archeological Site]. and. shall 
promptly report any such disturbance to the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer. 

3. Tne Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer shall be permitted 2t all 
reasonable times to inspect [name of archeological site] in order lo ascertain I f  the 
above conditions are being observed. 

4. In the event of a violation of this covenant, and in addition to afiy remedy now Or 
hereafter provided by law, the Indiana Stale Historic Preservation Officer may. ~OllOwing 
reasonable notice to [name of recipient], institute suit to enjoin said violation or to 
require the restoration of [name of archeological site]. The successful party shall be 
entitled to recover all costs or expenses incurred in connection with such a Suit. 
including all court costs and attorney's fees. 

5. [Name of recipient) agrees that the Indiana State Historic Preservation officer 
may at his discretion, without prior notice to [name of recipient], convey and assign all 
or part of its rights and responsibilities contained herein to a third party. 

6. This covenant is binding on [name of recipient], [hidherhts] heirs, SUCCeSSOrS, 
and assigns in perpetuity. Restrictions, stipulations, and covenants contained herein 
shall be inserted by [name of recipient] verbatim or by express reference in any deed Or 
other legal instrument by which [helsheht] divests [himselflhenelthtseliJ of either the fee 
simple title or any other lesser estate in [name of archeological site] or any part thereof. 

7. The failure of the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer lo exercise any right 
O r  remedy granted under this instrument shall not have the effect of waivlng or llmltlng 
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the exercise Of any other right or remedy or the use of such right or remedy at any other 
time. 

The covenant shall be a binding servitude upon the real property that includes the 
[name of archeological site] and shall be deemed to run with the land. Execution of this 
covenant shall constitute conclusive evidence that [name of recipient] agrees to be 
bound by the foregoing conditions and restrictions and to perform to obligations herein 
set forth. 
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ATTACHMENT E: 

DATARECOVERYSTANDARDS 

1. Archeological data recovery shall be carried out in accordance with a data 
recovery plan developed in consultation with the lndiana SHPO. The data recovery 
plan shall be consistent with the Secretarv o f the Interior's Standards and Gu idelines 
for Archeolooical Documentation (48 FR 44734-37) and pertinent standards and 
guidelines of the Indiana SHPO, and shall take into account the Council's publication. 
Treatment of Archeoloaical Pmer t  ieg (Advisory Council on Historic Preservatlon, 
[draft] 1980). subject to any pertinent revisions the Council may make in the publication 
pnor to completion of the data recovery plan, The plan shall specify, at a minimum: 

a. The property, properties, or portions of properties where data recovery is to 
be carried out; 

b. Any property, properties, or portions of properties that will be transferred 
without data recovery, and the rationale for doing so; 

c. The research questions to be addressed through the data recovery, with an 
explanation of their relevance and importance; 

d. The field work methods to be used, with an explanation of their relevance to 
the research questions; 

e. The methods to be used in analysis, with an explanation of their relevance to 
the research questions; 

1. The methods to be used in data management and dissemination Of data, 
including a schedule; 

g. The manner in which recovered materials will be disposed of, in a ,manner 
consistent with Indiana State law regarding disposition of archeological materlais and 
recovered human remains; 

h. The manner in which field notes and other records of field work and analysis 
will be preserved and disposed of; 

i. The methods to be used to involve the interested public in the data recovery; 

j. The methods to be used in disseminating results of the work to the interested 
public; 

k. The methods by which interested Native American groups or others with 
special interests in the property, i f  any, will be kept informed of the work and afforded 
the opportunity to participate; and 

k. The schedule for the submission of progress reports and final reports to the 
Indiana SHPO and others. 

2. Records of data recovery field work and analysis shall be retained i n  an archive 
or other curatorial facility approved by the Indiana SHPO and disseminated as 
appropriate to facilitate research and management without unduly endangerlng historic 
properties. 
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3. Material recovered from data recovery projects shall be curaled in accordance 
with 36 CFR Part 79, except that human remains and artifacts associated with graves 
shall be treated in conformance with Indiana State law. 
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ATTACHMENT F: 

STANDARD COVENANT FOR REAL PROPERTY THAT MAY CONTAIN 
ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES 

In consideration 01 the conveyance of certain real property, hereinafter referred to 
as the [parcel designation] located in the County of [name], State of Indiana, which is 
more fully described as: [Insert legal description], [name of property recipient] hereby 
covenants on behalf of [himselllherselflitsel~, [hislherlits] heirs, successors, and 
assigns at all times to the United States Department of the Army and the Indiana State 
Historic Preservation Officer to protect archeological resources by carrying Out 
measures as follows: 

1. No disturbance of the ground surface or any other thing shall be undertaken or 
permitted to be undecaken on [parcel designation] which might affect the physical 
integrity of arcl.?ological sites without first conducting an intensive survey as defined in 
the Secretaw of the Interiofs Standards and Guidelines for Identification (48 FR 
44720-23) and in accordance with aDDlic2bk State Historic Preservation Officer 
guidelines, of the area subject to such disturbance or other effect, in consultation with 
the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer, providing the Indiana State Historic 
Preservation Officer with a report of the survey acceptable to the Indiana State Historic 
Preservation Officer, and complying with Paragraph 3 hereunder should this survey 
result in the identification of an archeological site. 

2. Should the survey carried out pursuant to Paragraph 1 result in a determination, 
concurred in by the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer, that there are no 
archeologicai sites within the area subject to disturbance or other effect, such 
disturbance or other effect may proceed and the requirements of this covenant may be 
removed with respect to the area surveyed, but will continue in force with respect to any 
unsurveyed lands within the [parcel designation]. 

3. Should the survey carried out pursuant to Paragraph 1 result in the identification 
of an archeological site, the [name of recipient] will request the opinion of the Indiana 
State Historic Preservation Officer as to whether the site is eligible for inclusion in the 
National Register of Historic Places. Should the Indiana State Historic Preservation 
Officer determine that the site is not eligible fo. inc!usion in the National Register, the 
[name of recipient] may disturb or otherwise affeL? the site and the requirements of this 
covenant may be removed with respect to that site but will continue in force with 
respect to any other archeological sites and with respect to any unsurveyed lands 
within the [parcel designation]. Should the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer 
determine that the site is eligible for inclusion in the National Register, the [name Of 
recipient] shall comply with paragraphs 4 and 5 hereunder. 

4. No disturbance of the ground surface or any other thing shall be undertaken or 
permitted to be undertaken on any archeological site determined by the Indiana State 
Historic Preservation Officer to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places which would affect the physical integrity of such site without the 
express prior written permission of the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer. 
signed by a fully authorized representativc thereof. Should the Indiana State Historic 
Preservation Officer require, as a condition of the granting of such permission, that the 
[name of recipient] conduct archeological data recovery operations or Other activities 
designed to mitigate the adverse effect of the proposed activity on the archeological 
site, the [name of recipient] shall at [hislherlits] own ex ense conduct such activities In 

nd Gu idelines for accordance with the Secretaw of the Interiofs &a ndards a 
Archeolooical Documentation (48 FR 44734-37) and such standards and guidelines as 
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the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer may specify, including but not limited 13 
standards and guidelines .for research design, conduct 01 field work. conduct cf 
analysis, preparation and dissemination of repork, disposition of artifacts and other 
materials, cmsultation with Native American or other organizations. and reinterment o f  
human remains. 

5. [Name of recipient] shall make every reasonable effort to prohibit any person 
from vandalizing or otherwise disturbing any archeological site determined by the 
Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer to be eligible for inclusion in the Nationat 
Register of Hisloric Places, and shall promptly report any such disturbance to the 
Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer. 

6. The Indiana State Historic Preservation Ofticer shall be permitted at all 
reasonable times to inspect [parcel designation] in order to ascertain if the above 
conditions are being observed. 

7. In the event of a violation of this covenant, and in addition to ar., remedy now or 
hereafter provided by law, the Indiana State Historic Preservation Otficer may. f3110wing 
reasonable notice to [name of recipient], institute suit to enjoin said violation or to 
require the restoration of any archeological site affeaed by such violation. The 
successful party shall be entitled to recover all costs or expenses incurred In 
connection with such a suit. including all court costs and attorney's fees. 

8. [Name of recipient] agrees that the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer 
may at his discretion, without prior notice to [name of recipient]; convey and assign 211 
or part of its rights and responsibilities contained herein to a third party. 

9. This covenant is binding on [name of recipient], [his/herfits] heirs; successors, 
and. assigns in perpetuity. Restrictions, stipulations, and covenants contained herein 
shzd be inserted by [name of recipient] verbatim or by express reference in any deed 01 
other legal instrument by which [helsheht] divests [himsell/herself~tseIf] of either the fee 
simple title or any other lesser estate in [parcel designation] or any part thereof. 

10. The failure of the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer to exercise any 
right or remedy granted under this instrument shall not have the effect of Waiving O r  
limiting the exercise of any other right or remedy or the use of such right or remedy at 
any other time. 

The covenant shall be a binding servitude upon the real property that includes the 
[parcel designation] and shall be deemed to run with the land. Execution of this 
Covenant shall constitute conclusive evidence that [name of recipient] agrees to be 
bound by the foregoing conditions and restrictions and to perform to obligations herein 
set forth. 
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ATIACHMENT G: 

STANDARD PRESERVATION COVENANT 

1. In consideration 01 the conveyance of certain real propeny, hereinafter referred 
to 2s name of property], located in the County of [Name], State of Indiana. which is 

covenants on behalf of [himself/herself/itsel~, [his/her/its] heirs, successors. and 
assigns at all times to the United States Army and the Indiana State Historic 
Preservation Officer to Dreserve and maintain [name of property] in accordance with the 

more I ully described as: [Insert legal description], [Name 01 property recipient] hereby 

.. 
recommended approaches in the Secretarv of'the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation 
and Guidelines for Rehabilitatina Historic Buildinas (National Park Service, 1983) in 
Order to preserve and enhance those qualities that make [name of property] eligible for 
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. 

2. No construction, alteration, remodeling or any other thing shall be undertaken or 
permitted to be undecaken on [name or property] which would affect the inlegrity or the 
appearance of [name of property] without the express prior written permission of the 
Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer, signed by a fully authorized representative 
thereof. 

3. The Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer shall be permitted at all 
r+asonable times to inspect [name of property] in order to ascertain if the above 
conditions are being observed. 

4. In the event of a violation of this covenant, and in addition to any remedy now. or 
hereafter provided by law, the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer may, following 
r+aspnable notice to [name of recipient], institute suit to enjoin said violation or to 
r w l r e  the restoration of [name of orooertvl. The successful ~21-b shall be entitled to 
r2cover all costs or expenies incurred i'n cdhection with such'a suit. including all COUrl 
costs and attorney's fees, 

5. [Name of recipient] agrees that the Indiana State Historic Preservation OtfiCer 
may 2i.its discretion, without prior notice to [name of recipient]. convey and assign ail or 
p2n of Its rights and responsibilities contained herein to a third party. 

6. This covenant is binding on [name of recipient], [hidherhts] heirs, successors, 
and assigns for fifty (50) years from the date of this instrument. Restr@pns. 
StiPuk?iOnS. and covenants contained herein shall be inserted by [name of recipient] 
verbatim or by express reference in any deed or other legal instrument by whch 
[he/she/it] divests [himself/herselfhtselfl of either the fee simple title or any other lesser 
estate in [name of property) or any part thereof. 

7. The failure of the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer to exercise any fight 
or remedy granted under this instrument shall not have the effect 31 waiving or limiting 
the exercise of any other right or remedy or the use of such right or remedy at any other 
time. 

The covenant shall be a binding servitude upon [name of property] and shall b e  
deemed to run with the land. Execution of this covenant shall constitute COnClUSlVe 
evidence that [name of recipient] agrees to be bound by the foregoing conditions and 
restrictions and to perform to obligations herein set forth. 
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ATTACHMENT H 

AMENDMENT FORM 

AMENDMENT # 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, 
THE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION, 

AND THE INDIANA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER 
CONCERNING CLOSURE OF JEFFERSON PROVING GROUND 

1. Need for Amendcent: 

[Describe briefly] 

2. Amendment: 

[Specify1 

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION 

By: Date: 
Executive Director 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

By: Date: 
Commander, Jefferson Proving Ground 

By: Date: 
Commander, US. Army Test and Evaluation Command 
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